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1
General Introduction and thesis outline 

Dementia is an umbrella term for different kinds of neurodegenerative diseases 
that affect (cognitive) function. With approximately 50 million people having the 
disease worldwide, dementia forms a large burden on society.1 In the Netherlands, 
one in three women and one in seven men will suffer from dementia.2 With 70% of 
patients with dementia having Alzheimer’s disease (AD), this is the most common 
form.1 Less common neurodegenerative diseases include frontotemporal dementia 
(FTD), which represents 10-20% of patients,3 and dementia with Lewy body (DLB), 
which represents 5%.4  Correct diagnosis is hard; on average it takes 14 months to 
diagnose a patient.2 When diagnosed, patients are confronted with the fact that 
there is no cure yet.5 Clinical trials are complicated by the difficulties in properly 
diagnosing patients. When the underlying pathology that causes symptoms is 
not the pathology that is targeted in the trial, the treatment outcome is likely to 
be negative, even though the treatment might have been effective in the right 
patient. Besides, when in the future a treatment is available, early and relatively 
easy screening of people at risk of developing dementia is essential to make early 
treatment possible – early enough in the disease course to slow down progression 
and for the patient to improve.6

The key pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease are amyloid plaques 
and tau deposition, reflected in the diagnostic AT(N) framework: A (amyloid), T 
(phosphorylated tau), and N (neurodegeneration, measured by total tau where 
applicable).7 In this research framework, AD diagnosis is defined by the biomarker 
presence of amyloid beta and phosphorylated tau. In clinical practice, Alzheimer’s 
disease is currently diagnosed with memory tests, supported by analyses of brain 
atrophy using brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), measurement of amyloid 
and tau protein using brain scans (positron emission tomography (PET) imaging) 
or by measuring brain fluid (cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)).8 The costs of PET scans are 
high (~3000$ per scan), involve radioactive tracers and calls for highly specialized 
personnel. The collection of CSF is often perceived as invasive by patients and 
can result in a lingering headache, albeit in a small fraction. This limits repeated 
measurements. The solution could be a blood test, which is far less invasive and 
will lower costs.

Current diagnostic approach

The first step toward accurate diagnosis is made at the General Practitioner’s 
(GP) office. When there is reason to suspect dementia, the GP refers the person 
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to a specialist clinic, such as the Amsterdam Alzheimer’s Center.9 There, all the 
investigations necessary for a diagnostic workup are performed in one day. This 
includes a clinical evaluation, cognitive tests, MRI, electroencephalogram (EEG), 
standard blood metabolite measurements, and a lumbar puncture to obtain CSF or a 
PET scan to obtain structural information on AD pathology.10 The results are discussed 
in a multidisciplinary meeting, where insights are shared and a diagnosis is made. 

CSF biomarkers
CSF analyses provide a valuable insight into the ongoing neuropathology, in vivo. 
Established FDA and CE approved AD biomarker are CSF Abeta1-42, Abeta1-40, tau 
phosphorylated at threonine 181 (P-tau181), and total tau (T-tau).11,12 Reduced 
Abeta1-42/40 ratio reflects amyloid accumulation,13-15 increased P-tau181 reflects 
hyperphosphorylation of tau,16,17 and increased T-tau reflects neuronal damage.13 
Cut-off concentrations provide a binary indication of the presence of amyloid- or 
tau- pathology and help identify AD based on a person’s CSF biomarker profile.15,18

Amyloid- and tau-PET
PET imaging utilizes tracer binding in the brain to detect either amyloid or 
tau pathology in vivo. The major advantage of PET imaging is the structural 
information provided.19 11C-labelled Pittsburgh compound B ([11C]PiB) is the most 
researched tracer and binds amyloid deposition, typically found in the frontal and 
temporoparietal cortex, which are particularly susceptible to amyloid pathology.20 
An increase in Amyloid-PET tracer binding, indicated as an increase in standardized 
uptake value ratio (SUVR), is correlated with an increase in amyloid CSF and can 
identify AD with similar accuracy.21 Tau-PET tracers bind tau aggregates formed as 
part of AD pathology,22 and do not bind pure non-AD tau pathology. Often FTLD 
syndromes have underlying AD-copathology which results in tau-PET binding in 
regions known to be affected by AD tau pathology.22 Compared to amyloid-PET 
imaging, tau-PET tracer binding can better reflect changes in brain function and is 
a better predictor of cognitive performance.23

MRI
Unlike PET imaging, MRI is a non-invasive examination and provides a structural 
image of atrophy in the brain. Different neurodegenerative diseases show a distinct 
pattern of atrophy. For AD, this is primarily atrophy in the medial temporal lobe, 
whereas for FTLD this is primarily in the frontal regions of the brain.24

Figure 1 shows the amyloid-PET, tau-PET and MRI images of a patient with AD 
and a healthy elderly person. As shown with the color scale, amyloid- and tau-PET 
tracer binding is increased in the person with AD compared to the healthy control. 
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The MRI shows the increase in brain atrophy in the person with AD.25

Figure 1. Diagnostic imaging in a patient with Alzheimer’s disease and in a healthy 
control individual. (Leuzy et al., 2018)

Limitations of the diagnostic biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease

The diagnostic biomarkers indicated are very accurate in identifying AD pathology, 
though they have several limitations. The CSF analyses require a lumbar puncture 
to obtain the fluid from the spine. This can be perceived as invasive by the person 
being examined and one in ten people experience a lingering headache.26 
Besides, the lumbar puncture needs to be performed by a medical doctor which 
limits capacity. 

PET imaging involves a radioactive ligand being injected, exposing the person 
undergoing the scan to a small dose of radiation. The costs of the procedure 
are high (>$3000), making the procedure expensive and therefore not suitable 
for repeated measurements, which is of interest to measure therapeutic target 
engagement over time.27 Lastly, performing and analyzing the PET scan requires 
highly specialized personnel.

Despite these limitations, biomarkers are essential to understand the underlying 
pathology of the patient and are for that reason critical for patient selection for 
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clinical trials.6 This is complicated by clinical syndromes that are not strongly 
predictive of a certain underlying pathology and where AD is a possibility.28 FTD 
is often misdiagnosed as AD, and patients diagnosed based on clinical symptoms 
only are often found to be amyloid negative.29 Vice versa, FTD syndromes can 
be caused by atypical AD.30 Besides, AD co-pathology is common in clinically 
diagnosed DLB patients who come to autopsy.31 This complicates inclusion of the 
right patients in either AD, FTD, or DLB pathology targeting clinical trials. Being 
able to measure the underlying pathology with blood-based biomarkers, could 
provide a minimally-invasive and low-cost approach. This could accelerate drug 
development and help with early treatment of neurodegenerative diseases.

Blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease

At the time this PhD project was initiated in 2016, there was limited success in 
the development of blood-based biomarkers for neurodegenerative diseases. 
The blood-based biomarkers that were investigated to have the highest potential 
of being successful, were based on the biomarkers that had proven use by PET 
imaging and measurement of CSF32 (Figure 2), though technologies were lacking 
the sensitivity needed to measure the low concentrations in blood.33 Limited 
research was done on blood-based biomarkers for dementias and the results were 
promising but also contradictory.34 Most studies focused on measurement of Abeta42 
or Abeta40 concentrations in patients with AD and controls, though on average, no 
difference was found between the groups. Out of 22 studies, two studies showed a 
decent effect size, though they differed in the direction of the change; In one study 
Abeta42 was decreased in AD compared to controls,35 whereas the other study 
found that Abeta42 was increased in AD.36 The one promising marker was total tau 
(t-Tau), which showed a more consistent elevation in AD in four of the six studies 
that were performed.34 The expected success of posttranslational modifications of 
tau, such as P-tau, was limited due to their low concentrations in blood.

Technological developments

Technological advancements are critical for progress to be made in the blood-
based biomarker field. This was nicely demonstrated by the development of a 
plasma test for the biomarker neurofilament light (NfL), a marker of axonal damage 
and elevated in CSF of patients with neurodegenerative diseases is general.37 
Only high concentrations of this protein could be detected in plasma using an 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), the technology commonly used to 
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measure AD biomarkers in CSF. When employing Single Molecule Array (Simoa), 
a novel bead-based technology, all plasma samples could be measured. Simoa 
technology was more than a hundredfold more sensitive than ELISA.38 Indeed, 
one of the earliest successful studies on plasma NfL used Simoa technology to 
measure the marker and found that plasma NfL was two-fold increased in patients 
with progressive nuclear paly (PSP), a form of FTD.39 The availability of Simoa 
technology was promising for the possibility to measure other AD CSF-biomarkers 
in blood. Importantly, the technology allows researchers to develop their own 
assays, using commercially available antibodies for their protein of interest.40,41 
Therefore, using Simoa technology for CSF samples might also allow for detection 
of biomarkers that are even too low in concentration to measure in CSF, such as 
markers of therapeutic target engagement. 

Imaging biomarkers

FDG-PET (1980)
MRI (1992)
Aβ-PET (2004)
Tau-PET (2013)

CSF biomarkers

Abeta (1992)
Total tau (1993)
P-tau 181 (2000)
NfL (2003)

Blood biomarkers

Aβ42/Aβ40(2017)
NfL (2017)
P-tau181 (2018)
P-tau217 (2020)

Widely implementable 
diagnostic for 

Alzheimer’s disease

Figure 2. Timeline of Alzheimer Disease Biomarker Development. Development of 

blood-based biomarkers strongly builds on the knowledge obtained from imaging and CFS 

biomarkers. (Thijssen and Rabinovici, 2020) 

Aim of this thesis

The aim of this thesis was to develop and clinically validate blood tests for 
Alzheimer’s disease. To this end we aimed to investigate:
 - The technical aspects of ultrasensitive bead-based assay development
 - The clinical value of blood-based biomarkers in different neurodegenerative 

diseases and their association with PET imaging

Thesis outline

In the first part of this thesis we address the technical aspects of bead-based assay 
development and provide proof-of-concept as noted in the first aim. Chapter 
2 focuses on the development and technical validation of an amyloid test in 
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blood. Chapter 3 covers the development, technical validation, and initial clinical 
validation of acetylated tau, a posttranslational modification of tau and potential 
marker for therapeutic target engagement in CSF. The second part of this thesis 
addresses the clinical validation of plasma markers. Chapter 4 investigates the 
value of plasma P-tau181 and NfL for differential diagnosis and its association with 
amyloid- and tau-PET imaging. Chapter 5 compares the diagnostic performance 
of plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 based on associations with PET imaging and 
neuropathology. Chapter 6 shows the diagnostic abilities of plasma amyloid, 
NfL, and GFAP to identify amyloid positivity in a large cohort with amyloid-
PET confirmation. Chapter 7 studies the plasma markers previously discussed, 
namely amyloid, NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181, and explores their combined value for 
differential diagnosis. Chapter 8 consists of two scientific commentaries. Chapter 
8.1 describes the scientific path towards reliable blood-based biomarkers and 
Chapter 8.2 describes the technical aspects of the route to blood-based biomarker 
implementation in clinical practice. Chapter 9 summarizes and reflects on our 
findings and provides suggestions for future research.
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Abstract

Introduction Plasma biomarkers that reflect specific amyloid beta (Abeta) 
proteoforms provide an insight in the treatment effects of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) 
therapies. Our aim was to develop and validate ready-to-use Simoa ‘Amyblood’ 
assays that measure full length Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 and compare their 
performance with two commercial assays. 

Methods Linearity, intra- and inter-assay %CV were compared between Amyblood, 
Quanterix Simoa triplex, and Euroimmun ELISA. Sensitivity and selectivity were 
assessed for Amyblood and the Quanterix triplex. Clinical performance was 
assessed in CSF biomarker confirmed AD (n=43, 68±6 years) and controls (n=42, 
62±5 years). 

Results Prototype and Amyblood showed similar calibrator curves and 
differentiation (20 AD vs 20 controls, p<0.001). Amyblood, Quanterix triplex, and 
ELISA showed similar linearity (96%-122%) and intra-assay %CVs (≤3.1%). A minor 
non-specific signal was measured with Amyblood of +2.4 pg/mL Abeta1-42 when 
incubated with 60 pg/mL Abeta1-40. A substantial non-specific signal of +24.7 
pg/mL Abetax-42 was obtained when  40 pg/mL Abeta3-42 was measured with the 
Quanterix triplex. Selectivity for Abeta1-42 at physiological Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 

concentrations was 125% for Amyblood and 163% for Quanterix. Amyblood and 
Quanterix ratios (p<0.001) and ELISA Abeta1-42 concentration (p=0.025) could 
differentiate AD from controls. 

Conclusions  We successfully developed and upscaled a prototype to the 
Amyblood assays with similar technical and clinical performance as the Quanterix 
triplex and ELISA, but better specificity and selectivity than the Quanterix triplex 
assay. These results suggest leverage of this specific assay for monitoring treatment 
response in trials.
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Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, affecting 50 million 
people worldwide.1 In vivo AD diagnosis and monitoring of treatment response in 
clinical trials is based on changes in amyloid beta proteins (Abeta), measured by 
positron emission tomography (PET) or in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).2,3,4 However, 
both methods are associated with major disadvantages in terms of high costs 
(PET) and invasiveness (lumbar puncture to collect CSF), which prohibit repetitive 
analysis. Therefore, it is critical to have access to blood-based biomarkers as a less 
invasive method for monitoring of treatment effects. 

Since the introduction of highly sensitive technologies such as bead-based 
immunoassays or immunoprecipitation combined with mass spectrometry (IP-MS), 
consistent reductions in plasma Abeta42/40 ratio are reported in AD.5-10 With IP-MS, 
a 10-15% reduction in the plasma Abeta42/40 ratio has been measured in amyloid 
PET or CSF positive cases, compared to amyloid negative cases,7 and the ratio 
could differentiate the groups with an area under the curve (AUC) of 84-97%.8 IP-
MS is often more sensitive than immunoassays, but requires a high sample volume 
and a high level of expertise which may limit broad clinical implementation. The 
Abeta42/40 ratio measured with the Single Molecule Array (Simoa, Quanterix),11 
showed promising results in identifying individuals with amyloid pathology (AUC 
of 68-87%5,9) across controls, mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and AD. This 
bead-based technology offers high throughput and is ultrasensitive. However, the 
commercial Quanterix assay lacks antibody specificity, since it measures Abetax-42 
and Abetax-40, whereas the specificity for full-length Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 is 
important to understand the effect of treatments that target specific Abeta 
isoforms.12 

At Amsterdam University Medical Centers (Amsterdam UMC) and ADx 
Neurosciences (ADx) novel ready to use (RTU) immunoassays, called “Amyblood”, 
were developed for detection of full length Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 with Simoa 
technology.13 This way both the high specificity of the antibodies and the high 
sensitivity of Simoa technology could be leveraged. The aim of the present study 
is to analytically validate the Amyblood assays, including specificity and selectivity 
evaluation, and explore their clinical value in a CSF-biomarker confirmed cohort 
of AD patients and controls. We compared the analytical and clinical performance 
of the Amyblood assays with the commercially available Quanterix triplex kit 
(Abetax-42/Abetax-40) and the Euroimmun ELISA assays (Abeta1-42/Abeta1-40). 
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Results
 
Robustness of the upscaled Amyblood RTU assays 
Differences in antibody lot were determined by comparing three lots of ADx102 
and ADx103 conjugated bead batches. The variation in AEB values of the calibrator 
across the lots was 19%CV for Abeta1-42 and 14% for Abeta1-40 (eFigure 1). The 
calibration curves %CV of the small and upscaled bead batches based on calibrator 
AEB values was 10.0% (range: 3.8%-17.6%) for Abeta1-42 (eFigure 2A) and 7.0% 
(range: 0.03%-13.9%) for Abeta1-40 beads (eFigure 2B). Amyblood Abeta1-42/1-40 
inter-assay %CV was 2.9% (sample 1: 3.9% at AUMC, 3.5% ADx, sample 2: 2.2% at 
AUMC, 2.0% at ADx) and inter-center %CV was 17.2% (sample 1: 14% at AUMC, 
23% ADx, sample 2: 14% at AUMC, 13% at ADx) (eFigure 3). 

For proof of concept, the Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 concentrations were measured in 
a sample set of 20 CSF Abeta1-42 positive AD cases and 20 CSF Abeta1-42 negative 
SCD cases in both these upscaled versions and the prototype assays that were 
basis for these upscaled assays. This prototype assay (supplementary methods) 
developed in-house by Amsterdam UMC similarly utilized the capture antibodies 
ADx10214 for Abeta1-42 or ADx10314 for Abeta1-40 and detector antibody ADx10114 
for Abeta1 (ADx, Ghent, BE). The fold change in Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio between AD and 
controls was 1.39 for the prototype and 1.29 for the Amyblood (both: p<0.001, 
Figure 1). There was a good correlation between the prototype and Amyblood 
results of Abeta1-42 (R=0.77, p<0.001), Abeta1-40 (R=0.89, p<0.001), and the 
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio (R=0.69, p= 0.001) (eFigure 4). 

Initial clinical performance comparison of 
Amyblood and Prototype Abeta(1-42/1-40)
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Figure 1. Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio measured in AD and control samples with the Amyblood 
and Prototype assays. Comparison of the prototype and Amyblood assays was based 
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on measuring a feasibility sample set of 40 samples, 20 CSF Abeta1-42 positive AD cases 

and 20 CSF Abeta1-42 negative controls, measured in duplicate in both assays. The average 

Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio measured with the Amyblood assays were 0.151 ± 0.022 for controls and 

0.116 ± 0.026 for AD, the average Abeta1-42/40 ratio measured with the prototype was 0.139 

± 0.015 for controls and 0.100 ± 0.017 for AD. 

Table 1: Cohort characteristics and biomarker values in the clinical validation

 Cohort Controls (42) AD (43) Total (85) p
 Sex, M/F 25/17 21/22 39/46 0.33

M (SD) Age, y 61.7 (5) 68.1 (6) 64.9 (6) <0.001
M (SD) MMSE 27.2 (3) 22.0 (5) 24.6 (5) <0.001
n  42 42 84  

M (IQR) CSF Tau (pg/mL) 223 (117) 615 (399) 427 (395) <0.001
n  42 43 85  

M (IQR) CSF P-tau (pg/mL) 39 (15) 89 (37) 63 (36) <0.001
n  41 43 84  

M (IQR) CSF Abeta 42 (pg/mL) 1132 (308) 658 (153) 804 (475) <0.001
n  42 43 85  

Abeta, Amyloid beta; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid; ELISA, Enzyme-Linked Immuno Sorbent 

Assay; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; pTau, phosphorylated tau. M (SD) shows 

the mean value and standard deviation. M (IQR) shows the median value and interquartile 

range. P values show the difference between the CSF Aβ negative and the CSF Aβ positive 

group. Significant p-values are shown in bold (p<0.05).

Analytical validation of all six assays in this study 
Upon serial dilution, all six Abeta assays showed acceptable linearity (i.e. in the 
range 80-120%), except for a small deviation of the Quanterix Abetax-42 assay (122%) 
(eTable 1). All assays showed intra-assay %CV values <10% for clinical samples. The 
inter-assay %CV of the Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay was 13.3%, and 10.4% for Abeta1-40. 
The inter-assay %CV of Quanterix Abetax-42 assay was 7.9%, and 5.4% for Abetax-40. 

The LLOQ’s were 1.6 pg/mL for Amyblood Abeta1-42 and 1.7 pg/mL for Abeta1-40; 0.34 
pg/mL for Quanterix Abetax-42 and 0.16 pg/mL for Abetax-40; and 5.4 pg/mL for ELISA 
Abeta1-42 and 11.9 pg/mL for Abeta1-40. One sample measured with the Amyblood 
Abeta1-42 assay and eight samples measured with the ELISA Abeta1-42 assay were lower 
than their blank. All Abeta40 concentrations were above the blank (eFigure 5).  

Assay Specificity and Selectivity  
Selectivity and specificity of the Abeta42 and Abeta40 measurements were tested 
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for the Amyblood and Quanterix assays. Detailed specificity concentrations and 
%recovery are described in eTable 2 and eTable 3. Different spike concentrations 
were used for the Amyblood and Quanterix assays, to align with their difference in 
absolute Abeta42 and Abeta40 concentrations (eTable 4).

Specificity of the Amyblood and Quanterix assays
Low, medium and high concentrations of Abeta fragments 1-42, 1-40, 1-43, 2-42, 
and 3-42 spiked in sample buffer were measured with the Abeta1-42 and Abetax-42 

assays. For Amyblood, a minor signal above blank was measured when other 
Abeta fragments were incubated, with a maximum reported result of 2.4 pg/mL 
for  60 pg/mL of spiked Abeta1-40 (Figure 2A). A substantial increase compared 
to the blank was observed for Quanterix Abetax-42 values, especially for Abeta2-42, 

and Abeta3-42 fragments, with a maximum of +24.7 pg/mL Abetax-42 for 40 pg/
mL of Abeta3-42 (Figure 2B). When measuring Abeta fragments 1-42, 1-38, 1-39, 
and 11-40 with the Amyblood Abeta1-40 and Quanterix Abetax-40 assays, none of 
the other Abeta isoforms yielded a signal above blank. The Abeta 1-40 fragment 
was accurately measured with the Amyblood assay, but yielded a lower formal 
concentration when measured with the Quanterix assay (Figure 2C and 2D).
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Figure 2. Specificity of the Amyblood and Quanterix assays  
A. Amyblood Abeta1-42 concentrations were measured above blank reading for all abeta 

fragments, with a maximum of 2.4 pg/mL for  60 pg/mL of Abeta1-40 for the fragments 

other than Abeta1-42. B. Quanterix Abetax-42 signal were measured above blank for Abeta2-42, 

and Abeta3-42, with a maximum of 24.7 pg/mL for 40 pg/mL of Abeta3-42 C. No increase 

in Amyblood Abeta1-40 signal was measured above blank reading for any of the Abeta 

fragments other than Abeta1-40. D. No increase in Quanterix Abetax-40 concentration was 
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measured above blank reading for any of the Abeta fragments other than Abeta1-40. Dashed 

line represents the LLOQ per assay. 

Selectivity of the Amyblood and Quanterix assays  
We tested selectivity by measuring the signal of one analyte in sample diluent 
(either Abeta1-42 or Abeta1-40), in the presence of a known concentration of the other 
analyte. Described physiological concentrations were based on concentrations 
measurements in plasma after sample dilution (eTable 4).

For the Amyblood assay, the %recovery of 6 pg/mL Abeta1-42 measured with the 
Amyblood assay increased from 115% in the presence of the low concentration 
(3 pg/mL) of Abeta1-40 to 154% for the high concentration (60 pg/mL) of Abeta1-40. 

The %recovery of 25 pg/mL Abeta1-42 was 89% in presence of the low and 105% 
for in the presence of the high concentration Abeta1-40.  The %recovery of 60 pg/
mL Abeta1-42 was 101% in the presence of the low and 105% in the presence of the 
high Abeta1-40 concentration. At 6 pg/mL Abeta1-42 and 15 pg/mL Abeta1-40, which 
approximate the physiological concentrations measured in plasma after correction 
for dilution factor, the %recovery of Abeta1-42 was 125%  (Figure 3A). 

For the Quanterix assay, the %recovery of 1 pg/mL plasma Abetax-42 measured with 
the Quanterix assay increased from 105% in the presence of the low concentration 
(4 pg/mL) Abeta1-40 to 1021% in the presence of the high concentration (130 pg/mL) 
Abeta1-40. The %recovery of 15 pg/mL Abeta1-42 was 96% in the presence of a low 

and 188% in the presence of a high concentration of Abeta1-40.  The %recovery of 
40 pg/mL Abeta1-42 was 88% in the presence of the low concentration of Abeta1-40 

and 140% in the presence of the high Abeta1-40 concentration. At 1 pg/mL Abeta1-42 
and 25 pg/mL Abeta1-40, which approximate the physiological concentrations, 
the %recovery of Abeta1-42 was 163%  (Figure 3B). For both Abeta42 assays, the 
increase in %recovery returned to normal upon increasing Abeta42 concentrations 
relative to the Abeta40 concentration.

The %recovery of 3 pg/mL plasma Abeta1-40 measured with the Amyblood assay 
was 113% for the low concentration (6 pg/mL) Abeta1-42 and 110% for the high 
concentration (60 pg/mL) Abeta1-42. The %recovery of 15 pg/mL Abeta1-40 was 110% 
for the low and 95% for the high concentration Abeta1-42.  The %recovery of 60 pg/
mL Abeta1-40 was 102% for the low and 96% for the high Abeta1-42. At physiological 
concentrations of 15 pg/mL Abeta1-40  and 6 pg/mL Abeta1-42 the %recovery of 
Abeta1-40 was 110% (Figure 3C). 
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Figure 3. Selectivity of the Amyblood and Quanterix amyloid assays  
A. The highest %recovery measured with the Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay was 125% in the 

presence of 6 pg/mL Abeta1-42 and 15 pg/mL Abeta1-40. B. The highest %recovery measured with 

the Quanterix Abetax-42 assay was 1021% in the presence of 1 pg/mL Abeta1-42 and 130 pg/mL 

Abeta1-40. C.The highest %recovery measured with the Amyblood Abeta1-40 assay was 110% in 

the presence of 3 pg/mL Abeta1-40 and 6 pg/mL Abeta1-42. D. The highest %recovery measured 

with the Quanterix Abetax-40 assay was 115% in the presence of 130 pg/mL Abeta1-40 and 15 

pg/mL Abeta1-40. The concentrations in buffer nearest to physiological Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 

combinations in plasma as measured with this assay are indicated with an asterisk. 

The %recovery of 4 pg/mL plasma Abetax-40 measured with the Quanterix assay 
was 89% for the low concentration (1 pg/mL) Abeta1-42 and 92% in the presence of 
the high concentration (40 pg/mL) Abeta1-42. The %recovery of 25 pg/mL Abeta1-40 
was 94% in the presence of the low and 97% in presence of the high concentration 
Abeta1-42.  The %recovery of 130 pg/mL Abeta1-40 was 112% for the low and 106% 
for the high concentration Abeta1-42. The highest %recovery was 115%, found at 
130 pg/mL Abeta1-40 and 15 pg/mL Abeta1-42. At physiological concentrations of 
25 pg/mL Abeta1-40  and 1 pg/mL Abeta1-42 the %recovery of Abetax-40 was 94%  
(Figure 3D). The %recovery of both Abeta40 assays seems relatively unaffected by 
an increase in Abeta42.

Assay validation in clinical samples 
Plasma Abeta42 was reduced in AD patients compared to controls for all three assays:  
-8.5% for Amyblood (uncorrected: p=0.075; corrected for age, sex, storage time, 
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and sample run: p=0.012), -3.6% for Quanterix (uncorrected p=0.096, corrected 
p=0.005), and -9.5% for ELISA (uncorrected p=0.008, corrected p=0.025). There 
were no differences in plasma Abeta40 levels between AD patients and controls 
after correction for the indicated covariates: Amyblood; uncorrected: p=0.023; 
corrected: p=0.98, Quanterix: uncorrected: p=0.16, corrected: p=0.96, ELISA: 
uncorrected: 0.06, corrected: 0.62 (eTable 4, eFigure 6). The Amyblood Abeta1-42/1-40 

ratio was decreased by -21% in AD patients compared to controls (p<0.001 
uncorrected, corrected p<0.001). The Quanterix Abetax-42/x-40 ratio was decreased 
by -13% (uncorrected p=0.001, corrected p<0.001). The ELISA Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 
was decreased by -22% (uncorrected p=0.004, corrected p=0.24). Excluding a 
Abeta1-42/1-40 ELISA outlier that was 3.9 times the median ratio for controls from 
the statistical analysis changed the p-values for the ELISA analyses (uncorrected 
p<0.001, corrected p=0.06) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The plasma Abeta42/40 ratio measured with three different immunoassays  
Plasma Abeta42/40 ratio’s measured in CSF Abeta1-42 negative controls and CSF Abeta1-42 

positive AD groups. A. Abeta1-42/1-40 measured with the Amyblood assays. B. Abetax-42/x-40 

measured with the Quanterix triplex. C. Abeta1-42/1-40 measured with the Euro-immun ELISA 

assays. P-values are corrected for sample batch, sample storage time, age, and sex. 

Correlations of results of the three immuno-assays 
The plasma Amyblood Abeta42 concentrations correlated with the Quanterix and 
ELISA Abeta42 results (ρ>0.48, p<0.001) (Figure 5A and B). Amyblood Abeta40 

concentrations correlated with the Quanterix and ELISA Abeta40 results (ρ>0.74, 
p<0.001) (Figure 5C and D). The Amyblood Abeta42/40 ratio correlated with the 
Quanterix ratio (ρ=0.68, p<0.001), not with the ELISA  ratio (ρ=-0.01, p=0.95) 
(Figure 5E and F). 
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The CSF Abeta1-42 concentrations did not correlate with plasma Abeta42 measured 
with Amyblood (ρ=0.10, p=0.36), Quanterix (ρ=0.11, p=0.32) or ELISA (ρ=0.25, 
p=0.09), whereas the CSF Abeta1-42 concentrations did correlate with the Abeta42/40 

ratio, measured with Amyblood (ρ=0.25, p=0.02), Quanterix (ρ=0.28, p=0.01) and 
ELISA (ρ=0.36, p=0.001). 
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Figure 5. Correlations between Abeta42, Abeta40, and the ratio measured with 
Amyblood, Quanterix and ELISA 
A, B. Abeta42 concentrations measured with Amyblood were correlated with Quanterix 

and ELISA. C, D. Abeta40 concentrations measured with Amyblood were correlated with 

Quanterix and ELISA. E, F. The plasma Abeta42/40 ratio measured with the Amyblood and 

Quanterix assays correlated. The plasma Abeta42/40 ratio measured with ELISA did not 

correlate with Amyblood. The Abeta42/40 outlier in ELISA has been excluded from the figure 

for visualization, but was included in the calculated correlation coefficient. All correlations 

coefficients are Spearman’s rho. 

Discussion

With this study we introduce the novel Amyblood assays developed on 
ultrasensitive Simoa technology for detection of the specific N-terminal Abeta 
peptides Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 in plasma. The validation was successful and the 
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results were highly comparable to technical and clinical validation results obtained 
for two commercially available assays: the Quanterix triplex and Euroimmun 
ELISA. The specificity of the Amyblood assays for the specific isoforms was higher 
compared to the Quanterix assay. Moreover, the Amyblood Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio could 
successfully differentiate AD cases from controls, similar to the Quanterix assay. 
The ELISA ratio could not differentiate the groups, though the ELISA Abeta1-42 

concentration by itself could. Our validation data show that the Amyblood assays 
are suitable for robust measurement of 1-42 and 1-40 amyloid isoforms in plasma.
The development of the Amyblood assays was motivated by the need for an assay 
that simultaneously offers high specificity, high sensitivity and high throughput. 
Therefore, we employed the known specificity of the ADx102, ADx103, and 
ADx101 antibodies as demonstrated earlier in CSF,15,16 together with the sensitivity 
of the Simoa technology.11 The promising prototype assay results (eFigure 3) 
urged us to upscale for widespread validation. Upscaling is challenging since 
production of larger stock volumes can influence the reagent performance 
and may affect the sensitivity. Therefore, performance of the prototype and 
upscaled batch were thoroughly tested. Upscaling did not affect the calibrator 
curve, reproducibility was demonstrated at Amsterdam UMC and ADx (variation 
<20%), and lastly, the assay remained successful in differentiating 20 AD patients 
and 20 controls (p<0.001). These results indicate that the transformation of 
our initial prototype to the RTU Amyblood assays was successful.   
 
Our specificity and sensitivity analyses were performed for the Amyblood and 
Quanterix assays only, since the Amyblood and Euroimmun assays use the same 
antibodies, but the bead-based Simoa platform can reach higher sensitivity than 
ELISA. The specificity analyses showed that the Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay showed 
minor cross-reactivity for other proteoforms in sample buffer. At 60 pg/ml Abeta1-40 

in sample diluent, a non-specific concentration of 2.4 pg/mL was measured with 
the Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay. However, this nonspecific signal could be clinically 
meaningful, being similar to the group difference of also 2.4 pg/mL Abeta1-42 
as observed between AD and controls. With the Quanterix Abetax-42 assay, a 
non-specific signal of 0.9 pg/mL was read at 40 pg/mL Abeta1-40, which is three 
times the group difference of 0.3 pg/mL Abetax-42 as measured with this assay. In 
addition, a minor increase of 0.8 fold the group difference was measured with the 
Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay when Abeta3-42 in sample buffer was incubated, where 
a large increase of 80 fold the group difference was measured with the Quanterix 
Abetax-42 assay for this proteoform. The difference in assay specificity could be 
explained by the Amyblood N-terminal ADx102 (21F2) antibody that is specific 
for the first amino acid of the Abeta peptide, whereas the Quanterix assay detects 
N-terminal amino acid 4-10. However, our specificity experiments were performed 
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in sample buffer, whereas a wide variety of endogenous proteins are present in 
plasma which would make low affinity non-specific binding less likely.17 Indeed, 
our selectivity analyses showed a recovery closer to 100% for Amyblood Abeta1-42 
for higher Abeta1-42 concentrations next to the presence of varying concentrations 
of Abeta1-40 peptide. At physiological concentrations of Abeta1-42 and Abeta-40 in 
buffer, the %recovery was 125% for Abeta1-42. For the Quanterix assay, the Abetax-42 
recovery was higher (163%) at physiological concentrations. Our data suggest 
that the Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay had better specificity and selectivity than the 
Quanterix Abetax-42 assay. Finally, there was no cross reactivity for both Abeta40 

assays, indicating the high specificity of the 2G3 antibody for Abeta40 employed 
in both formats. Exactly knowing which proteoform is measured as compared to 
measuring a mixture of full-length and truncated proteoforms might be preferred 
in clinical trials that target Abeta1-42,

12 to be able to specifically map target 
engagement. 

The Amyblood and Quanterix assays could successfully differentiate CSF Abeta1-42 
positive AD patients and Abeta1-42 negative controls. We found that the ELISA ratio 
could not differentiate AD from controls, but the ELISA Abeta1-42 concentration 
alone could. A recent study comparing the performance of the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 
measured with the Amyblood assays and Euroimmun ELISA in non-demented 
elderly found that both assays could differentiate between amyloid-PET positive 
and negative participants with similar accuracy.18 Other studies have also shown that 
ELISA Abeta42 or the Abeta42/40 ratio could differentiate between amyloid positive 
(either by CSF or PET) and negative participants.18-25 Similar to other studies, we 
found no correlation between CSF Abeta1-42 and plasma Abeta42 concentrations, 
and only a weak correlation with the plasma Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio.5,6,20,25 An explanation 
could be that amyloid produced peripherally, for example by platelets,26 distorts 
the association of Abeta measured in plasma with Abeta produced only by the 
central nervous system, as measured in CSF. In the CSF, the full length Abeta1-42 

and Abeta1-40 proteoforms and not the n-truncated forms are measured on widely 
used (automated) platforms to support the specific diagnosis of AD (e.g., Fujirebio 
Lumipulse, Roche Elecsys). For comparability reasons, it is be preferred to measure 
this same full-length Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 isoforms in blood.

It has been suggested that SCD cases have a higher risk of converting to AD 
compared to healthy elderly controls.27 We carefully selected controls with normal 
CSF biomarker values, who are not  likely to convert.28 We wish to stress that the 
focus of our study was to compare analytical performance and clinical samples 
were included to indicate potential clinical value, since other studies are conducted 
on early diagnostic use of the Amyblood assays.18,29,30 
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A next step in the development of these assays is to leverage the multiplexing 
possibilities of Simoa technology and simultaneously detect multiple biomarkers, 
to reflect different aspects of AD within one assay run, saving time and resources. 
It is to note, that the results presented in this study, together with the conducted 
diagnostic Amyblood studies,18,29,30 resulted in the development of the neurology 
4-plex E assay kit by Quanterix, incorporating the Amyblood assays together with 
the glial fibrillary acidic protein and neurofilament light assays. This availability 
enables independent and widespread validation. In addition, development of 
Certified Reference Material is critical to calibrate and compare different amyloid 
assays and to enable clinical implementation. 

Conclusions

We have developed an exceptionally specific blood test that measures full length 
Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 using high throughput semi-automated ultrasensitive 
technology. This study shows that the Amyblood assay has the potential to 
specifically and sensitively measure the concentrations of full length Abeta1-42 and 
Abeta1-40, and as such could be a specific test for target engagement in future 
clinical trials. 

Methods

Prototype and Amyblood assay development and transfer
For proof of concept, a prototype assay (Supplementary methods) was developed 
in-house by Amsterdam UMC using a Simoa homebrew assay development kit 
(Quanterix, MA), utilizing capture antibodies ADx102 (21F12)14 for Abeta1-42 or 
ADx103 (2G3)14 for Abeta1-40 and detector antibody ADx101 (3D6)14 for Abeta1 
(ADx, Ghent, BE). These prototype assays formed the basis for the Amyblood 
assays that were further developed and upscaled by ADx. The sample diluent 
formulation and capture antibody conjugation were optimized to improve 
sensitivity. Reproducibility in %CV was tested on 3 monoclonal antibody lots and 
on the small batch compared to the upscaled RTU assays (volumes equivalent to 
50 assay kits of 96 data points) based on duplicate measurements of the average 
enzyme per bead (AEB) signal, excluding the blank. Inter- and intra-assay variation 
were tested in six independent runs by ADx and five runs at Amsterdam UMC 
based on duplo measurements of two plasma quality control samples. Initial clinical 
performance of the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio was confirmed in 20 CSF Abeta1-42 positive 
AD cases and 20 CSF Abeta1-42 negative controls. Subsequently, the Amyblood 
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RTU kits were shipped to Amsterdam UMC for further assay characterization 
and clinical validation. The Amyblood reagent preparation and assay set-up are 
detailed in the Supplementary methods.

Analytical characterization of the six assays
Analytical validation in all six assays (Abeta42 and Abeta40 measured with Amyblood, 
Quanterix, and ELISA) included measurement of the Lower Limit of Quantification 
(LLOQ) (mean of 16 blanc samples + 10 standard deviations (SD)), linearity upon 
dilution (15 EDTA plasma samples, three dilutions: dilution factor (df) 4, 6 and 8 
for Abeta1-42 and df 8, 10, and 12 for Abeta1-40), intra-assay %CV (SD of duplicate 
measurement divided by the mean *100%) of 85 clinical samples and inter-assay 
%CV of 14 samples over two runs. Additionally, selectivity and specificity were 
investigated, including physiological, low, medium and high concentrations, 
detailed in the Supplementary methods.

Comparison of analytical assay characteristics
To compare the analytical performance of the novel Amyblood assays, we selected 
two commercially available plasma amyloid immunoassays. The Quanterix 
Neurology 3-plex A assay kit employs the Simoa HD-1 analyzer, with a different 
capture antibody for Abetax-42 (H31L21) and the same capture antibody for 
Abetax-40 (2G3), combined with a different detector antibody (6E10), comprising 
the RHD motif (aa5-7) that is not N-terminus specific and therefore results in 
binding of x-42 and x-40.31 We also selected the Euroimmun ELISA assays that 
employ the same antibodies as the Amyblood assays to measure Abeta1-42 and 
Abeta1-40. The Quanterix and ELISA analytical validation methods are specified in 
the Supplementary methods.

Clinical samples
We included 85 participants from the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort32 with 
available EDTA plasma samples in the Biobank, 43 were AD dementia patients 
and 42 controls (n=35 with subjective cognitive decline (SCD), n=7 with 
psychiatric disease). All subjects visited the Alzheimer Center of the Amsterdam 
UMC between August 2002 and January 2017 for extensive dementia screening 
that consisted of neurological, physical, and neuropsychological evaluation, 
electroencephalography, brain magnetic resonance imaging, and CSF AD 
biomarker analysis.32 The diagnosis was made upon multidisciplinary consensus 
based on applicable clinical criteria.3,33 CSF Abeta1-42, P-tau181, and T-tau were 
measured using Innotest ELISA (Fuijirebio, Ghent, BE) by research staff blinded for 
clinical diagnoses.34 CSF Abeta1-42 concentrations were adjusted for the drift in CSF 
biomarker analyses that occurred over the years and subsequently dichotomized 
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as CSF amyloid positive (≤813pg/ml Abeta1-42) and amyloid negative (>813pg/ml 
Abeta1-42).

35 All AD-dementia cases were selected to be CSF amyloid positive, and 
all controls were required to be CSF amyloid negative (Table 1).

EDTA-plasma samples were obtained through venipuncture. After 10-minute 
centrifugation at 1800xg within 2 hours, plasma was aliquoted in 0.5mL 
polypropylene tubes and stored at −80 °C. Samples were thawed at room 
temperature and centrifuged at 14,000xg prior to analyses.

Written informed consent to use medical data and biomaterials for research 
purposes was in place. These and the experimental protocol were in accordance 
with and approved by the Amsterdam UMC ethical committee, location VUmc, 
and in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration act of 1975. 

Plasma amyloid measurement
Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 were measured with the Amyblood kit on the Simoa HD-1 
analyzer and by Euroimmun ELISA. Concentrations of Abetax-42 and Abetax-40 were 
measured with the Neurology 3-Plex assay A (Quanterix) on the Simoa HD-1 
analyzer. All samples were manually diluted (eTable 1) and analyzed in duplicate, 
following manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis
Differences in Abeta42 and Abeta40 concentrations between patients with AD and 
controls were tested with linear regression analysis for group differences, both 
unadjusted and adjusted for sample storage time, sample run, age, and sex. The 
Abeta42/40 ratios measured with the Amyblood and Quanterix assays were normally 
distributed. The Abeta42/40 ratios measured with the ELISA assay were not normally 
distributed, neither after natural log transformation, nor after excluding the extreme 
outlier. Therefore, Spearman correlations were used to investigate all correlations. 
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using 
IBM SPSS Statistics, version 26 and graphs were constructed using R version 3.5.3. 
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Supplementary Materials and Methods

Prototype assays reagent preparation and assay set-up
For the prototype assays, paramagnetic carboxylated beads (Quanterix) were 
conjugated with ADx102 (21F12) monoclonal antibody (mAb) for Abeta42 and 
ADx103 (2G3) for Abeta40. Biotinylated mAb ADx101 (3D6), specific for detection 
of Abeta1, was provided by ADx NeuroSciences with a Ab/biotin ratio of 8. Both 
the assay for Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 were performed on the fully automated 
Quanterix Simoa HD-1 with a 2-step protocol. Samples had dilution factor (df) 
4 for Abeta1-42 and df10 for Abeta1-40, needing respectively 60 μL and 24 μL 
sample with dead volume per well. The sample dilution buffer was similar to the 
calibrator diluent and consisted of 1xPBS with 1% milk, 0,1% Tween20 and 333 
µg/mL TRU-block (Meridian Life Sciences). The first incubation step of the sample 
with the beads was 80 cadences for Abeta1-42 and 47 cadences (1 cadence = 45 
s) for Abeta1-40. After washing, the second incubation step with 100 µL 50 pM 
streptavidin-β-galactosidase (Quanterix) was 7 cadences for both assays. Prior to 
reading Resorufin-β-D-galactopyranoside (Quanterix) was added. 

Amyblood assays reagent preparation and assay set-up
Reagents of the upscaled batch were prepared as follows. For  capture bead 
conjugation, 2.56*10^9 beads in 2 mL conjugation volume were activated using 
0.1 mg/mL 1-Ethyl-3-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDAC) for 20 minutes 
at 4 °C and conjugated for 2 hours at RT with 0.2 mg/mL ADx102 (21F12) or ADx103 
(2G3). Beads were blocked after couping using Quanterix Blocking buffer for 45 
minutes at RT. Detector antibody ADx101 (3D6) was biotinylated using sNHS-Lc-
Bio (Thermo Fisher) in a 8x molar excess at 1 mg/mL antibody concentration in 50 
mM boric acid/sodium tetraborate buffer pH 8.5 and the biotinylation reaction was 
quenched by addition of 20 mM Tris. Capture beads and detector antibody were 
subsequently diluted in sample diluent (1xPBS w. 0.1% Casein, 0.1% Tween-20 
and 50 µg/mL HBR-1 heterophylic blocker (Scantibodies, USA)) as RTU solutions. 
Bead RTU solution contained 2*10^7 beads per analyte from which 50% were 
helper beads (Quanterix). Detector RTU solution contained 0.1 µg/mL biotinylated 
ADx101 (3D6) in sample diluent. Calibrator RTU solutions were prepared using a 
7-point 1:2 serial dilution series of 64 pg/mL Abeta1-42 or Abeta1-40 peptide (custom 
made by Polypeptide, BE) in sample diluent. 

The Amyblood assays are 2-step assays combining 25 µL RTU beads, 20 µL RTU 
Detector and 100 µL RTU calibrator or pre-diluted EDTA plasma in sample diluent 
(dilution factor (df) 4 for Abeta1-42; df10 for Abeta1-40) in a first incubation step of 160 
cadences (2 hours) on the Simoa HD-1 analyzer. After washing, a second incubation 
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step of 7 cadences (5.25 minutes) followed wherein the 100 µL 50 pM enzyme 
conjugate streptavidin-β-galactosidase (Quanterix) labels the immunocomplex, 
followed by addition of the substrate resorufin β-D-galactopyranoside (RGP) for 
the fluorescent read-out. Research staff was blinded for clinical diagnoses.

Specificity and selectivity analyses
Specificity is the ability of an assay to distinguish between the analyte that the assay 
is intended to measure, and structurally similar analytes. We tested specificity of the 
Amyblood Abeta1-42 assay by measuring the assay signal in response to increasing 
concentrations of 6 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL and 60 pg/mL of the fragments Abeta1-40, 
Abeta1-43, Abeta2-42 and Abeta3-42 (custom made by Polypeptide, BE) in sample 
buffer. We tested specificity of the Amyblood Abeta1-40 assay by measuring the 
assay signal in response to increasing concentrations of 6 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL and 60 
pg/mL of the fragments Abeta1-42, Abeta1-38, Abeta1-39 and Abeta11-40 (custom made 
by Polypeptide, BE) in sample buffer. The AEBs from Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 in 
buffer measured with the Amyblood assays were extrapolated from the calibration 
curve to calculate the corresponding concentrations. The AEBs from Abeta1-42 and 
Abeta1-40 in buffer measured with the Quanterix triplex were calculated derived 
from the linear measurements in 4, 25, and 130 pg/mL for Abeta1-42 and 1, 15, and 
40 pg/mL for Abeta1-40. These AEBs were then extrapolated from the calibration 
curve to calculated the corresponding concentrations.

Selectivity is the ability of an assay to accurately detect an analyte concentration, in 
the presence of another, independent analyte that is expected to be present in a 
test sample. We tested selectivity by measuring the signal of one analyte in sample 
diluent (either Abeta1-42 or Abeta1-40), in the presence of a known concentration 
of the other analyte. The added concentrations were selected to include the 
physiological concentrations present in plasma, as well as concentrations lower and 
higher than the physiological concentrations. For Abeta1-42 selectivity, we spiked 
either 6 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL or 60 pg/mL Abeta1-42 in sample diluent, combined with 
0 pg/mL (reference condition), 3 pg/mL, 15 pg/mL and 60 pg/mL Abeta1-40. For 
Abeta1-40 selectivity, we spiked either 3 pg/mL, 15 pg/mL or 60 pg/mL Abeta1-40 in 
sample diluent, combined with 0 pg/mL (reference condition), 6 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL 
or 60 pg/mL Abeta1-42. 

Quanterix and ELISA assay validation
The Quanterix commercial assays were validated at Amsterdam UMC. Linearity 
was based on three native EDTA plasma samples, six dilutions were assessed that 
ranged from df4 to df12500. Intra-assay %CV, LLOQs, specificity and sensitivity 
were assessed with the same method as the Amyblood assays. Inter-assay %CV was 
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based on 3 neat plasma QC samples: QC Low and QC Medium were measured 
in 4 different runs on different days. QC high was measured in 3 different runs on 
different days. We tested specificity of the Quanterix Abetax-42 assay by measuring 
the assay signal in response to increasing concentrations of 1 pg/mL, 15 pg/mL 
and 40 pg/mL of the fragments Abeta1-40, Abeta1-43, Abeta2-42, and Abeta3-42 in 
sample buffer. We tested specificity of the Quanterix Abetax-40 assay by measuring 
the assay signal in response to increasing concentrations of 4 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL 
and 130 pg/mL of the fragments Abeta1-42, Abeta1-38, Abeta1-39, and Abeta11-40 in 
sample buffer. For Quanterix Abetax-42 selectivity, we spiked either 1 pg/mL, 15 
pg/mL or 40 pg/mL Abeta1-42 in sample diluent, combined with 0 pg/mL (reference 
condition), 4 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL and 130 pg/mL Abeta1-40. For Abetax-40 selectivity, 
we spiked either 4 pg/mL, 25 pg/mL or 130 pg/mL Abeta1-40 in sample diluent, 
combined with 0 pg/mL (reference condition), 1 pg/mL, 15 pg/mL or 40 pg/mL 
Abeta1-42. 

The ELISA LLOQ’s were based on the limit of blank data provided by Euroimmun 
and calculated as the average concentration of 24 blank measurements + 10 
standard deviations. The linearity of the ELISA assays was based on data provided 
by Euroimmun on two EDTA plasma pools spiked with recombinant Abeta1-42 or 
Abeta1-40 at different concentrations and one native EDTA plasma sample. Ten 
dilutions were assessed, from df 1 to df 10. We expect the ELISA assay to perform 
similar to the Amyblood, since both assays use the same antibodies, and we 
therefore did not include that assay in the specificity and selectivity studies.

Supplementary results

Prototype and Amyblood assay development and transfer

eFigure 1. Lot to lot variation tested on calibrator curves of three different capture 
antibody lots. A. The mean variation in AEB values between the three different antibody 

lots tested for Abeta1-42 was 19%. B. The mean variation in AEB values between the three 

different antibody lots tested for Abeta1-40 was 14%.
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eFigure 2. Calibrator curve comparison between small and upscaled bead batch  
A. Mean variation in AEB values between the small batch and upscaled batch is 15.9% for 

Abeta1-42. B. Mean variation in AEB values between the small batch and upscaled batch is 

7.0% for Abeta1-40. Upscaling to bead conjugation volumes from 100µL to 2 mL did not affect 

calibrator AEB curves.

eFigure 3. Two neat plasma samples measured with the Amyblood assays at AUMC 
and ADx.
A. The mean Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio of plasma sample 1 was 0.17 ADx and 0.19 at AUMC. B. 
The mean Abeta1-42/40 ratio of plasma sample 2 was 0.13 ADx and 0.14 at Amsterdam UMC. 

Mean intra-assay %CV of the Abeta1-42/40 ratio of two neat samples was 3.5% and 2.0% at 

ADx and 3.9% and 2.2% at Amsterdam UMC. Mean inter-assay %CV of the Abeta1-42/40 

ratio was 23% and 13% at ADx and 14% for both samples at Amsterdam UMC. Overall 

mean inter-assay and inter-center variation of the Abeta ratio was 17.2%, combining all 

results. Abeta: amyloid beta; AUMC: Amsterdam University Medical Centers; ADx; ADx 

Neurosciences
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eFigure 4. Correlations between amyloid concentrations measured with the prototype 
and Amyblood
A. Correlation between the prototype and Amyblood measurements of Abeta1-42 (R=0.77 

(95%CI:0.46-0.91), p<0.001). B. Correlation between the prototype and Amyblood 

measurements of Abeta1-40 (R=0.89 (95% CI: 0.74-0.96), p<0.001). C. Correlation between 

the prototype and Amyblood measurements of the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio (R=0.69 (95% CI: 0.32-

0.88), p=0.0014). Abeta: amyloid beta. 
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eFigure 5. Percentage coefficient of variation in patient samples measured with three 
immunoassays. A. Abeta1-42 measured with the Amyblood assay. For visualization a sample 

with %CV of 26.1 and Abeta-42 of 5.2 pg/mL (below LLOQ) was excluded. This concentration 

was below LLOQ. B. Abeta1-40 measured with the Amyblood assay. C. Abetax-42 measured 

with the Quanterix assay. D. Abeta1-40 measured with the Quanterix assay. E. Abeta1-42 

measured with the ELISA assay. Eight samples were measured below LLOQ. F. Abeta1-40 

measured with the ELISA assay. Dashed line represents the LLOQ per assay 

eFigure 6. Plasma Abeta42 and Abeta40 measured with three different immunoassays
Plasma Abeta42 and Abeta40 measured in CSF Abeta42 negative and CSF Abeta42 positive 

groups, using the Amyblood and Quanterix Simoa assays and the Euroimmun ELISA. 
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P-values are corrected for age, sex, sample batch, and sample storage time.

eTable 1: Technical specifications of the different assay versions   

Abeta 42 Abeta 40

Amyblood Quanterix ELISA Amyblood Quanterix ELISA

Sample dilution 4x manually 4x manually 4x manually 10x manually 4x manually 4x manually
Sample volume 60 µL 86 (in total) 60 uL 24 µL 86 uL (in total) 60 uL 
Capture antibody ADx102 (21F12) H31L21 ADx102 (21F12) ADx103 (2G3) 2G3 ADx103 (2G3)
Detector antibody ADx101 (3D6) 6E10 ADx101 (3D6) ADx101 (3D6) 6E10 ADx101 (3D6)
Calibration curve 1-64 pg/mL 0-60 pg/mL 1-75 pg/mL 1-64 pg/mL 0-140 pg/mL 1-40 pg/mL
LLOQ 1.6 pg/mL 0.34 pg/mL 5.4 pg/mL 1.7 pg/mL 0.16 pg/mL 11.9 pg/mL
Linearity 104% 122% 100% 96% 103% 100%
%intra-assay CV 3.1% 2.0% 2.7% 2.4% 1.5% 2.1%
#samples <LLOQ 1 0 8 0 0 0

The Amyblood and Quanterix assays were performed using the Quanterix Simoa. The 

sample volume is for duplo measurement including dead volume. Abeta; amyloid beta, 

LLOQ; Lower limit of quantification.

eTable 2. Specificity results Amyblood and Quanterix assays
Amyblood assay Spiked analyte Concentration Conc. Abeta 1-42 Stdev
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-42 6 pg/mL 6.0 NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-42 25 pg/mL 25.1 NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-42 60 pg/mL 59.8 NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-40 6 pg/mL 1.7 0.04
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-40 25 pg/mL 1.8 0.11
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-40 60 pg/mL 2.4 0.07
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-43 6 pg/mL 1.8 0.26
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-43 25 pg/mL 1.8 0.15
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 1-43 60 pg/mL 2.1 0.25
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 2-42 6 pg/mL 1.8 0.18
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 2-42 25 pg/mL 1.8 0.18
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 2-42 60 pg/mL 2.1 0.09
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 3-42 6 pg/mL 2.0 0.18
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 3-42 25 pg/mL 1.8 0.16
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 Abeta 3-42 60 pg/mL 1.8 0.00

Amyblood assay Spiked analyte Concentration Conc. Abeta 1-40 Stdev
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-40 6 pg/mL 6.0 NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-40 25 pg/mL 25.0 NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-40 60 pg/mL 60.0 NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-42 6 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-42 25 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-42 60 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-38 6 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-38 25 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-38 60 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-39 6 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-39 25 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 1-39 60 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 11-40 6 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 11-40 25 pg/mL NA NA
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 Abeta 11-40 60 pg/mL NA NA
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Quanterix assay Spiked analyte Concentration Conc. Abeta x-42 Stdev
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-42 1 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-42 15 pg/mL 2.9 NA
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-42 40 pg/mL 8.4 NA
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-40 1 pg/mL 0.2 0.11
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-40 15 pg/mL 0.9 0.23
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-40 40 pg/mL 0.9 0.01
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-43 1 pg/mL 0.4 0.20
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-43 15 pg/mL 0.2 0.01
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 1-43 40 pg/mL 0.5 0.20
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 2-42 1 pg/mL 0.2 0.11
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 2-42 15 pg/mL 1.9 0.09
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 2-42 40 pg/mL 4.4 0.07
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 3-42 1 pg/mL 0.6 0.01
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 3-42 15 pg/mL 7.6 0.19
Quanterix Abeta x-42 Abeta 3-42 40 pg/mL 24.7 0.26

Quanterix assay Spiked analyte Concentration Conc. Abeta x-40 Stdev
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-40 6 pg/mL 0.1 NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-40 25 pg/mL 2.0 NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-40 60 pg/mL 63.4 NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-42 6 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-42 25 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-42 60 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-38 6 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-38 25 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-38 60 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-39 6 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-39 25 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 1-39 60 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 11-40 6 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 11-40 25 pg/mL NA NA
Quanterix Abeta x-40 Abeta 11-40 60 pg/mL NA NA

The concentrations of Abeta1-42 (pg/mL) measured with the Amyblood assay and the 

concentrations Abetax-42 (pg/mL) measured with the Quanterix assay. The signal obtained 

with the Amyblood Abeta1-40 assay and Quanterix Abetax-40 assay was too low to detect and 

therefore not included in this table. Abeta: Amyloid beta

eTable 3. Selectivity results Amyblood and Quanterix assays
Amyblood assay Added Abeta 1-40 Added Abeta 1-42 %recovery Abeta 1-42 Stdev
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 0 pg/mL 6 pg/mL 100 0.0
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 3 pg/mL 6 pg/mL 115 20.6
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 15 pg/mL 6 pg/mL 125 2.9
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 60 pg/mL 6 pg/mL 154 3.0
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 0 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 100 0.0
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 3 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 89 1.4
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 15 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 91 6.4
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 60 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 105 1.2
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 0 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 100 0.0
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 3 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 101 4.9
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 15 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 100 0.5
Amyblood Abeta 1-42 60 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 105 7.6
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Amyblood assay Added Abeta 1-42 Added Abeta 1-40 %recovery Abeta 1-40 Stdev
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 0 pg/mL 3 pg/mL 100 0.00
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 6 pg/mL 3 pg/mL 113 12.82
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 25 pg/mL 3 pg/mL 109 0.82
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 60 pg/mL 3 pg/mL 110 1.52
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 0 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 100 0.00
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 6 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 110 0.13
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 25 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 94 2.43
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 60 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 95 0.18
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 0 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 100 0.00
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 6 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 102 3.22
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 25 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 103 3.68
Amyblood Abeta 1-40 60 pg/mL 60 pg/mL 96 2.72

Quanterix assay Added Abeta 1-40 Added Abeta 1-42 %recovery Abeta x-42 Stdev
Quanterix Abeta x-42 0 pg/mL 1 pg/mL 100 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-42 4 pg/mL 1 pg/mL 105 2.82
Quanterix Abeta x-42 25 pg/mL 1 pg/mL 163 14.53
Quanterix Abeta x-42 130 pg/mL 1 pg/mL 1021 49.04
Quanterix Abeta x-42 0 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 100 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-42 4 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 96 11.22
Quanterix Abeta x-42 25 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 112 4.51
Quanterix Abeta x-42 130 pg/mL 15 pg/mL 188 14.20
Quanterix Abeta x-42 0 pg/mL 40 pg/mL 100 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-42 4 pg/mL 40 pg/mL 88 2.87
Quanterix Abeta x-42 25 pg/mL 40 pg/mL 106 1.55
Quanterix Abeta x-42 130 pg/mL 40 pg/mL 140 14.39

Quanterix assay Added Abeta 1-42 Added Abeta 1-40 %recovery Abeta x-40 Stdev
Quanterix Abeta x-40 0 pg/mL 4 pg/mL 100 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-40 1 pg/mL 4 pg/mL 89 11.15
Quanterix Abeta x-40 15 pg/mL 4 pg/mL 86 2.39
Quanterix Abeta x-40 40 pg/mL 4 pg/mL 92 10.35
Quanterix Abeta x-40 0 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 100 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-40 1 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 94 0.18
Quanterix Abeta x-40 15 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 96 13.07
Quanterix Abeta x-40 40 pg/mL 25 pg/mL 97 3.01
Quanterix Abeta x-40 0 pg/mL 130 pg/mL 100 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-40 1 pg/mL 130 pg/mL 112 0.00
Quanterix Abeta x-40 15 pg/mL 130 pg/mL 115 6.86
Quanterix Abeta x-40 40 pg/mL 130 pg/mL 106 0.35

The percentage recovery (%recovery) of Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40 measured with the Amyblood 
assays, and the %recovery of Abetax-42 and Abetax-40 measured with the Quanterix assays. 
Abeta: Amyloid beta.
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eTable 4: Cohort characteristics and biomarker values in the clinical validation  

Cohort Controls (42) AD (43) Total (85) p
Amyblood

M (IQR) Abeta 1-42 (pg/mL) 28.1 (11) 25.7 (9) 27.2 (10) 0.012
n 42 39 81

M (IQR) Abeta 1-40 (pg/mL) 161 (33) 170.5 (30) 166.1 (32) 0.98

n 42 39 81

M (IQR) Abeta 1-42/1-40 ratio 0.17 (0.07) 0.14 (0.04) 0.16 (0.05) <0.001
n 42 39 81

Quanterix

M (IQR) Abeta x-42 (pg/mL) 8.3 (2) 8.0 (2) 8.1 (2) 0.005
n 42 43 85

M (IQR) Abeta x-40 (pg/mL) 220.9 (88) 228.1 (97) 226.1 (91) 0.96

n 42 43 85

M (IQR) Abeta x-42/x-40 ratio 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) <0.001
n 42 43 85

ELISA

M (IQR) Abeta 1-42 (pg/mL) 29.4 (10) 26.6 (9) 28.2 (8) 0.025
n 41 42 83

M (IQR) Abeta 1-40 (pg/mL) 154.2 (30) 177.0 (35) 164.0 (36) 0.62

n 42 43 85

M (IQR) Abeta 1-42/1-40 ratio 0.19 (0.04) 0.16 (0.05) 0.17 (0.04) 0.24

n 41 42 83

Abeta, Amyloid beta; ELISA, Enzyme-Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay; M (IQR) shows the 

median value and interquartile range. P values show the difference between the CSF Aβ 

negative and the CSF Aβ positive group. Plasma biomarker p-values are adjusted for sample 

storage time, sample run, age, and sex. Significant p-values are shown in bold (p<0.05).
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Abstract

Background Acetylation of tau at lysine residue 174 (AcTau174) is a post-
translational modification shown to be increased at an early disease stage of 
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) and in 4R-containing frontotemporal dementia (FTD) in 
vitro and in vivo. The aim of our study was to develop an assay to detect AcTau174 
in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and perform both the technical and clinical validation 
of this assay.

Methods Technical validation including parallelism, linearity, intra- and inter-
assay %CV, and selectivity analysis was performed in different matrices: induced 
pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) derived human neurons with a V337M microtubule 
associated protein tau (MAPT) mutation, expressing 3R/4R tau, 4R mutated human 
neurons, their artificial CSF (ACSF), PS19 mouse hippocampal homogenate, and 
human CSF. Sample stability was tested for CSF. Clinical performance was tested 
in CSF of controls (n=37), patients with AD (n=38), frontotemporal degeneration 
(FTD) (n=30), or dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) (n=38)  and results were 
compared to CSF P-tau181 and total tau.

Results The calibrator curve ranged from 0.52-1000 pg/mL. The lower limit of 
quantification was 0.10 pg/mL and the upper limit of quantification was 636 pg/mL 
Intra- and interassay variation criteria were only met for the medium concentration 
sample (7.8% and 14.9%), parallelism criteria were only met for PS19 mouse 
hippocampal homogenate (114%). Dilutional linearity criteria were met for all 
three CSF samples tested (average linearity of 91%). The sample stability of 
three out of four samples tested was not affected by two additional freeze-thaw 
cycles but concentrations changed more than 20% as a result of storage at room 
temperature, 4°C or -20°C. AcTau174 levels were increased in matured V337M 
and 4R tau human neurons. AcTau174 signal was elevated in CSF of patients with 
AD and FTD compared to healthy controls and patients with DLB and correlated 
with P-tau and T-tau concentrations across the whole cohort.

Conclusion AcTau174 could be measured in different in vitro matrices and in 
CSF, albeit that the CSF levels were low. ACTau174 was increased in 3R/4R and 
4R cell lines associated with tau pathology, and in CSF of patients with AD and 
FTD. AcTau174 could be valuable as a tool to monitor target engagement of tau 
acetylation targeting clinical trials.
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Introduction

Tauopathies are neurodegenerative diseases characterized by the presence of 
clusters of insoluble hyperphosphorylated tau fibrils named neurofibrillary tangles 
(NFTs).1 Clinical syndromes associated with this pathology include frontotemporal 
lobar degeneration (FTD-tau), in which tau pathology is the primary cause of 
disease, and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), in which amyloid and tau pathology are 
both part of disease pathology.

Tau can undergo a variety of post-translational modifications, including acetylation 
(AcTau) and phosphorylation (P-tau).2 These modifications are increased in 
Alzheimer’s disease compared to age-matched healthy people.2 Tau undergoes 
acetylation at lysine residues in the microtubule-binding domain of tau isoforms 
with four microtubule binding repeats (i.e. 4R-tau pathology).3,4 Acetylation of lysine 
174 (AcTau174) is elevated in human brain with AD pathology, as early as Braak 
I-II.5 P-tau is increased in AD pathology in later Braak stages, and associated with 
increased neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) in the frontal cortex.6 This suggests that tau 
acetylation precedes tau hyperphosphorylation and could be an early biomarker of 
AD tau pathology.3,6 A study with PS19 mice in which acetylated tau at lysine 174 
was overexpressed in the hippocampus showed that increased AcTau174 levels 
induced more severe hippocampal atrophy and behavioral disinhibition by impairing 
hippocampal functions such as spatial learning and memory retention.5 PS19 mice 
express 4R NFT tau deposits, similar to the conformation found in PSP and CBD.7 
This suggests that AcTau174 could be increased in AD and certain variants of FTD.5,8 

Understanding the dynamic process of tau acetylation and deacetylation can help 
identify the effect of inhibition of tau acetylation as a potential treatment. The 
Protein of 300 kDa (p300) is a histone acetyltransferase (HAT) that can add an 
acetylgroup resulting in acetylated tau.6 Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) is a histon deacetylase 
(HDAC), able to remove the acetyl group from tau and its levels are reduced in AD 
brains.9 An in vitro study in primary mouse neurons showed that the processes of 
acetylation, tau phosphorylation and amyloid beta pathology (Abeta) are related; 
Abeta reduced the expression of SIRT1, suggesting that Abeta toxicity results in 
higher acetylation. Tau acetylation could be prevented by inhibition of p300 and this 
also eliminated P-tau.6 This suggests that deacetylation can result in degradation 
of pathogenic forms of P-tau. This indicates the possibility of deacetylation as a 
therapeutic strategy. 

Tau acetylation can be blocked by salsalate, a prodrug of salicylate. It inhibits 
p300 acetyltransferase activity and thus blocks the acetylation of tau. Salsalate 
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was found to be effective in in vivo animal studies, where p300 administration 
restored memory deficits in PS19 mice with an overexpression of AcTau174,5 
and restored Abeta induced synaptic and memory deficits in rats,10 showing its 
potential for treatment of both FTD and AD. Its safety has been proven extensively 
since salsalate is in use as a prescription drug for arthritis. To test whether salsalate 
could be a safe and effective treatment of AD, an investigator-initiated phase 1b 
placebo-controlled clinicasl trial was started in patients with mild to moderate AD 
(NCT03277573).11 To test target engagement, an assay that can measure AcTau in 
CSF is needed. Therefore, we set out to create an ultrasensitive assay for AcTau174 
in CSF, using an ultrasensitive technology and in-house developed antibodies.

The goal of our study was to develop an assay to detect AcTau174 in CSF and perform 
both the technical and clinical validation of this assay. Validation experiments were 
performed in V337M mutation human neurons, with tau deposits composed of 
3R/4R tau deposits as found in AD,12 and in 4R mutation human neurons with 
tau deposits similar to primary tauopathies such as PSP.13 In addition, validation 
experiments were performed in PS19 in vivo mouse models with 4R tau pathology.7 
AcTau174 was measured in regular and high potassium chloride (KCl) conditions 
to investigate whether the assay was sensitive enough to measure small changes 
in protein concentration due to increased protein secretion induced by KCl. Proof-
of-concept in CSF was performed in AD and non-AD profile participants. Next, 
clinical validation was performed in CSF of controls, patients with AD, FTD, or DLB 
to test our hypothesis that since AcTau is increased in 3R/4R and 4R tauopathies, 
this will be reflected by an increase in AcTau174 in CSF of AD and FTD patients. 
Results were compared to CSF P-tau181 and total tau concentrations.

Methods

Assay set-up
A homebrew assay was developed at UCSF and Amsterdam UMC using the Simoa 
HD-1 (UCSF) and HD-X (AUMC) automated immunoassay platform (Quanterix), 
following the manufacturer’s Simoa® Bead-Based Homebrew Assay Development 
Guide. The capture antibody was mouse IgG2A anti-human, clone 1B8C directed 
against acetylated lysine residue 174 on human 2N4R tau and was provided by the 
Gladstone Institutes of Neurological Disease (UCSF). The best performing detector 
antibody was ADx204 (ADx Neurosciences), a mouse monoclonal antibody 
directed against N-terminal tau. The number of functional assay beads coated with 
1B8C capture antibody was reduced by non-reactive paramagnetic beads (Helper 
beads, Quanterix) at a ratio of 1 assay bead to 3 helper beads. Approximately 
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125,000 active and 375,000 inactive beads diluted in Bead Diluent (Quanterix) were 
used per sample of 240 µL. The detection antibody was diluted in Tau Calibrator 
Diluent (Quanterix) to a concentration of 1.2 μg/mL. Steroid binding globulins 
(SBG) concentrate was diluted in SBG Diluent (Quanterix) to a concentration of 
150 pM. Resorufin β-D-galactopyranoside (RGP) substrate was used as supplied by 
Quanterix. The assay signal is expressed as average enzymes per bead (AEB). The 
calibration curve (0, 0.26 – 1000 pg/mL ac-K174 tau) was made by serial dilution of 
in vitro acetylated tau using Tau 2.0 Sample Diluent (Quanterix). In vitro acetylated 
tau was prepared by incubation of tau with histone acetyltransferase p300 and 
acetyl-CoA in reaction buffer, in a shaker at 30°C / 900rpm for 30 minutes. The 
fitting algorithm for the calibration curve was a weighted four-parameter logistics 
(1/y2). If applicable, samples were diluted using Tau 2.0 Sample Diluent. The assay 
format was configured as a three-step assay (160-7-7 cadences).

Technical validation
Analytical validation included measurement of the Lower Limit of Quantification 
(LLOQ) (measured as mean of 16 blanc samples + 10 standard deviations (SD) 
or the concentration above which the %CV is less than 20%, based on curve 
fitting), Upper Limit of Quantification (ULOQ) (measured as the highest analyte 
concentration below which the %CV is less than 20%, based on curve fitting), 
linearity upon dilution (three spiked CSF samples, seven dilutions 2-8192 fold), 
intra-assay %CV (four samples with high (~50% of calibration curve), medium (~30% 
of calibration curve) and low concentrations (at LLOQ level) of AcTau174, with 12 
replicates for each sample within a single run). Inter-assay %CV was determined 
through measurement of these same samples in triplicates over four assay runs on 
separate days. Parallelism was determined between the AcTau174 calibration curve 
and native protein in four different sample matrices. These four sample matrices 
were hNeu iPSC lysate, hNeu iPSC ACSF, PS19 mouse hippocampal homogenate 
and human CSF. Additionally, freeze-thaw and storage stability of AcTau174 
measurements were investigated using four different fresh CSF samples which 
were each aliquoted into 9 identical aliquots, as detailed previously.14 All aliquots 
were thawed simultaneously and analyzed in duplicate within one run. Due to the 
low levels of AcTau174 in CSF the AEB signal and not the concentration for each 
aliquot was compared to that of the control aliquot #1, which was considered to be 
the 100% reference value. Finally, antibody specificity of the AcTau174 antibody 
clone 1B8c was investigated. Tau 2.0 sample diluent (Quanterix) was separately 
spiked with five different peptides of interest; AcTau174, synthetic P-tau181 and 
synthetic P-tau217, recombinant 2N4R (total) tau and recombinant P-tau181. Each 
protein was incubated in four different concentrations reflecting 1) 2 times the 
mean concentration of the analyte in CSF of amyloid positive AD patients, 2) the 
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mean concentration in AD, 3) the mean concentration in amyloid negative controls, 
and 4) 25% of the mean concentration in amyloid negative controls (eTable 1).15

In vitro samples
V337M mutation and 4R tau pathology iPSC-derived human neuronal cells were 
cultured  as previously described16 and lysates and the ACSF surrounding the cells 
were collected (Supplement). The V337M samples consisted of iPSC-derived human 
neurons which were either wild type, heterozygous or homozygous for the V337M 
MAPT mutation. These cells were cultured in medium with either regular (3.5 mM) 
or high (50 mM) KCl concentrations. KCl causes neuronal membrane depolarisation, 
which subsequently enhances neuronal activity.17 Cell lysates and ACSF were 
collected at days 25, 33 and 39 of cell culture. The 4R tau samples consisted of 
iPSC-derived human neurons which were either wild type for tau expression or 
expressed 4R tau only. These cells were cultured in medium with either regular (3.5 
mM) or high (50 mM) KCl. Cell lysates and ACSF were collected at days 40 and 67 
of cell culture. Both sets of the V337M and 4R lysates and ACSF were provided by 
the Weill Medical School of Cornell University. Samples were stored at -80°C. After 
thawing at room temperature, samples were diluted with Tau 2.0 sample diluent.

Clinical samples
Clinical proof-of-concept was performed in 20 left-over CSF samples from routine 
diagnostics; 10 with an AD profile (CSF Abeta42 ≤640 pg/mL, T-tau >375 pg/
mL, P-tau181 >52 pg/mL as measured with Elecsys, Roche diagnostics) and 10 
non-AD profile (CSF Abeta42 > 640 pg/mL, T-tau ≤ 375 pg/mL, P-tau181 ≤ 52 
pg/mL). Clinical validation was performed in CSF samples of 143 patients from 
the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort (37 controls, 38 AD, 30 FTD, and 38 DLB).18 
Results were included in the calculations when an AEB signal for the AcTau174 
measurement was measured. One sample from a participant with FTD had an 
AcTau174 AEB signal of 0.11, ~5-times as high as the average AcTau174 AEB 
signal. This individual was excluded from all analyses. 113 individuals had previous 
CSF P-tau181 concentrations available (28 HC, 25 AD, 36 DLB, 24 FTD). 112 
individuals had previous CSF total tau concentrations available (28 HC, 24 AD, 
36 DLB, 24 FTD). Samples were stored at -80°C and were thawed before use 
at room temperature followed by centrifugation at 14,000g for 4 minutes. These 
measurements in clinical samples were conducted at Amsterdam UMC using the 
Simoa HD-X platform. 

Statistical analysis
A two-sided p<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Differences in 
biomarker values were assessed with t-test and Bonferroni-corrected ANOVA. CSF 
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AcTau174 signal, P-tau181, and T-tau concentrations were normally distributed 
after log transformation. Correlations between biomarker levels were assessed 
using Pearson correlation coefficient. Statistical analyses were performed using 
SPSS (v.26) and R (v.3.6.1).

Results

Technical validation
The LLOQ as determined using measurement of 16 blank samples was 0.041 pg/
mL. The LLOQ  when determined as the lowest analyte concentration above which 
the %CV is less than 20%, was 0.10 pg/ml using CSF measurements (eFigure 
1A). The ULOQ was 636 pg/mL (eFigure 1B). Average dilutional linearity in CSF 
was 91%, ranging between 72% for 8192-fold dilution, and 102% for 2048-fold 
dilution. No hook-effect was observed (eTable 2 and eFigure 2). The intra- and 
inter-assay precision of the medium concentration sample, as well as intra- assay 
precision of the low concentration neuronal ACSF met the acceptance criteria of 
a %CV < 15%. The lower concentration CSF samples and higher concentration 
mouse hippocampal homogenate samples had %CVs ranging from 28.7% to 163% 
(eTable 3). Parallelism differed strongly per matrix. Only PS19 mouse hippocampal 
homogenate (parallelism of 114%) met the 85%-115% acceptance range. Human 
neuron iPSC lysate (119%), human neuron iPSC ACSF (34%), and human CSF (67%) 
did not meet these criteria (eFigure 3). Samples 1,3, and 4 but not sample 2 
met storage stability requirements of 80% to 120% variation of the AEB when 
stored at 4 °C or -20 °C (eFigure 4). The freeze-thaw (f/t) recovery for samples 
1 (recovery range: 100%-119%) and 2 (recovery range: 70%-100%) did not meet 
the acceptance criteria of mean normalized recovery for the AEB signal <15%, 
whereas this criteria was met for samples 3 (recovery range: 84%-100%) and 4 
(recovery range: 88%-100%), though sample 1, 3, and 4 met acceptance criteria 
for additional f/t cycle one and two (eFigure 5). Antibody specificity was tested 
for synthetic P-tau181 and P-tau217 without any additional posttranslational 
modifications (PTMs), and recombinant tau species that are made in bacteria and 
can therefore be affected by additional PTMs. Our results show that the 1B8C 
capture antibody binds to recombinant AcTau174, the target antigen, in a dose-
dependent manner as expected. The signal for the synthetic P-tau217 peptide 
was low (<0.1% of the highest concentration added), suggesting that the capture 
antibody does not bind this residue. Similarly, the signal for the synthetic P-tau181 
peptide was low and independent of the peptide dose (1% of the P-tau181 
concentration added, eFigure 6A), and was interpreted as aspecific due to this 
lack of a dose-response effect. As shown in eFigure 6B, the capture antibody 
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binds to both recombinant P-tau181 and T-tau in a dose-dependent manner, likely 
to be explained by the presence of PTMs of these tau species. 

Figure 1. AcTau174 in V337M human neurons. A. AcTau174 in cell lysate WT, heterozygous 

(Het) and homozygous (Homo) iPSC derived human neurons at day 25 of maturation. 

B. AcTau174 in cell lysates of iPSC derived human neurons at day 33 of maturation. C. 

AcTau174 in cell lysate of iPSC derived human neurons at day 39 of maturation. D. AcTau174 

in ACSF obtained from the cells as shown in 1C from WT, heterozygous and homozygous 

iPSC derived human neurons at day 39 of maturation.  

In vitro samples
AcTau174 in V337M human neurons
Differences in AcTau174 concentrations were assessed between lysates of iPSC 
derived WT human neurons, and heterozygous and homozygous cell lysates 
with a V337M mutation, at 25, 33, and 39 days of cell maturation. In addition, 
difference between regular and high KCl treatment was assessed. In all 
conditions, AcTau174 levels were on average at 50% of the standard curve and 
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thus accurately measureable. At 25 days, there was no difference in AcTau174 
concentration between the three groups and KCl levels (p=0.66, n=12, Figure 
1A). At 33 days AcTau174 was decreased in V337M cell strains compared to 
WT (p<0.001, n=12, Figure 1B). At 39 days, AcTau174 differed across groups 
(p=0.04), though not between the WT, heterozygous and homozygous groups. 
AcTau174 was increased in the heterozygous (p=0.002) and homozygous 
groups (p=0.004) compared to WT, independent of KCl concentration (Figure 
1C). ACSF was available from WT and V337M mutation neurons with regular 
KCl concentrations at day 39. Similar to the lysates, AcTau174 was increased in 
V337M cell strain ACSF compared to WT, though this could not be statistically 
tested since only one sample of each situation was available (Figure 1D). 

Figure 2. AcTau174 in 4R human neurons. A. AcTau174 in cell lysate of WT, 4R iPSC 

derived human neurons at day 40 of maturation. B. AcTau174 in ACSF of WT, 4R iPSC 

derived human neurons at day 40 of maturation. C. AcTau174 in cell lysate of WT, 4R iPSC 

derived human neurons at day 67 of maturation. D. AcTau174 in ACSF of WT, 4R iPSC 

derived human neurons at day 67 of maturation.
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AcTau174 in 4R human neurons
Differences in AcTau concentrations were assessed between lysates of WT human 
neurons, and heterozygous and homozygous cells with a 4R mutation, at 40 and 
67 days of cell maturation. In addition, difference between regular and high KCl 
treatment was assessed. At 40 days, AcTau174 concentration was increased in 4R 
lysate (p=0.02, n=4, Figure 2A) and ACSF (Figure 2B) compared to that in WT 
lysate and ACSF, though the difference between ACSF in WT and 4R groups was 
not significant (n=4, p=0.09). At 67 days, the concentration of AcTau174 differed 
across groups (p=0.03), though not between groups. AcTau174 was increased in 
the 4R group (p=0.003) compared to WT, independent of the KCl concentration 
(Figure 2C). This was similar for ACSF at 67 days, AcTau174 differed across groups 
(p=0.02), though not between groups (Figure 2D).  
 
Clinical validation in human CSF
Proof-of-concept
In a small proof-of-concept study of 10 AD profile samples and 10 non-AD profile 
samples, AcTau174 was increased 2.9-fold in the AD profile group (0.15±0.04 pg/
mL) compared to the non-AD profile group (0.05±0.01 pg/mL, p<0.001, Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Proof-of-concept study. AcTau174 was measured in 10 AD profile and 10 non-

AD profile samples. ***p<0.001.

Clinical validation
CSF AcTau174, P-tau181, and T-tau concentrations were measured in a clinical 
validation cohort (Table 1). The AcTau174 signal was too low to generate a 
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concentration based on the standard curve. Therefore the signal AEB values were 
used. The levels of AcTau174 (r=0.07, p=0.41), P-tau181(r=-0.05, p=0.63), and T-tau 
(r=0.07, p=0.45) did not correlate with age and there were no sex differences (p>0.16). 

Table 1. Participant characteristics. 

HC 
(N=37)

AD 
(N=38)

DLB 
(N=38)

FTD  
(N=30)

All 
(N=143)

p-value

Sex, M/F 18/19 18/18 26/12 15/15 77/64 0.16

Age, y 55 (3) 57 (2) 69 (8) 66 (6) 62 (8) <0.001

MMSE 26 (4) 18 (5) 21 (6) 23 (5) 22 (6) <0.001

CSF biomarkers
AcTau174
(AEB signal)

0.019 
(0.003)

0.023 
(0.005)

0.021 
(0.004)

0.024 
(0.005)

0.0022 
(0.005)

<0.001

N 37 38 38 30 143

T-tau (pg/mL) 194 (83) 555 (256) 304 (138) 370 (167) 332 (300) <0.001

N 25 27 36 24 112

P-tau181 (pg/mL) 36 (12) 81 (26) 49 (21) 49 (19) 49 (29) <0.001

N 25 28 36 24 113

Amyloid-CSF positive 
(%)

37 (0%) 38 (100%) 23 (61%) 8  
(27%)

69 (48%) <0.001

N 37 38 38 30 143

Values are shown as mean (standard deviation). Fluid biomarkers are shown as median 

(interquartile range). Abbreviations: AcTau174, acetylated tau at lysine 174; AD, Alzheimer’s 

disease; DLB, dementia with Lewy bodies; FTD, frontotemporal dementia; HC, healthy 

controls; MMSE, minimental state examination; P-tau, phosphorylated tau; T-tau; total tau.

AcTau174 AEB signal was elevated in CSF of the AD and FTD groups compared to 
the control group and compared to the signal in CSF of patients with DLB. (Figure 
4A). P-Tau181 concentrations were elevated in AD, FTD, and DLB compared 
to the control group. Besides, P-Tau181 was increased in AD compared to FTD 
and DLB. There was no difference between FTD and DLB (Figure 4B). CSF T-tau 
concentrations were elevated in the AD, FTD, and DLB groups compared to the 
control group. Additionally, CSF T-tau was increased in AD compared to FTD and 
DLB. There was no difference between FTD and DLB (Figure 4C). 

CSF AcTau174 signals correlated with both CSF P-tau181 (r=0.51, p<0.001) and 
T-tau concentrations (r=0.62, p<0.001) within the whole cohort (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. CSF biomarkers in clinical cohort. A. AcTau174 (n=143), B. P-tau181 (n=113), 

and C. T-tau (n=112) were measured in human CSF samples. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s 

disease; DLB, dementia with Lewy bodies; FTD, frontotemporal dementia. *p≤0.05, 

**p≤0.01, ***p≤0.001.

Figure 5. Correlations of CSF biomarkers. A. AcTau174 correlated with P-tau181 

concentrations. B. AcTau174 correlated with T-tau concentrations. Colors reflect the 

different clinical diagnoses.

Discussion

This paper describes the validation of an in-house developed ultrasensitive Simoa 
assay for quantification of AcTau174 in different sample matrices. The assay was 
highly specific and CSF samples could be measured with little variation when 
stored at -80 °C and after undergoing up to two f/t cycles. On the other hand, the 
criteria for intra- and interassay variation and parallelism criteria were not met for 
most of the samples tested. We showed that AcTau174 levels were increased in 
matured human neurons as a result of a V337M MAPT or 4R tau mutation that are 
associated with inherited frontotemporal dementia. By measurement of AcTau174 
in a clinical cohort of 143 patients, we showed that AcTau174 levels were elevated 
in AD and FTD compared to healthy controls and patients with DLB. 
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We carefully performed the analytical validation as described previously.19,20 
Intra- and interassay variation criteria (<15% for both) were met for the medium 
concentration sample (WT hNeu lysate intra; 7.82 %CV, inter: 14.9 %CV), but not 
for the high (PS19 hippocampal homogenate, both 28.7 %CV) or low (control CSF, 
intra: 30.1% CV, inter: 163 %CV) concentrations. Parallelism criteria were only met 
for PS19 mouse hippocampal homogenate and not for iPSC lysate, ACSF, and 
human CSF, probably due to the low concentrations in the latter samples. Dilutional 
linearity criteria were met for all three CSF samples tested, and thus it can be 
concluded that there was no hook-effect. Based on the sample stability results, 
it is recommended to minimize freeze-thaw cycles when measuring AcTau174 in 
CSF samples and store samples at -80°C until use, however storage at -20°C for 
one month before transfer to -80 also fulfilled the stability acceptance criteria of 
a maximum of 15% variation in three out of the four samples tested. This is in line 
with common practice for biobanking, in which samples are stored at -80°C until 
use.21

The AcTau174 assay showed high specificity for acetylation. The concentrations 
measured for synthetic P-tau217 were below LLOQ, and the concentrations for 
synthetic P-tau181 were low (<1% of the concentration added) and not dose-
dependent. This in contrast to the signal from recombinant P-tau217 and P-tau181, 
which both showed a significant dose-dependent increase. We hypothesize that 
this is due to acetylation of the full-length tau proteins, since the peptides were 
produced in bacteria which are able to, and actively carry out, lysine protein 
acetylation,22-25 with no deacetylases added during protein production. Therefore, 
it is likely that acetylation of the recombinant tau proteins has taken place, and that 
the AEB signal produced may be due to specific binding of the capture antibody to 
acetylated tau. Since the assay displays a dose-dependent response to AcTau174 
and the capture antibody has low affinity to synthetic P-tau217 and P-tau181, we 
conclude that the AcTau174 assay is probably highly specific.

The main findings from the measurement of AcTau174 in neuronal lysates were that 
at day 39 of cell culture, neurons with the V337M MAPT mutation had significantly 
higher levels of AcTau174 compared to WT neurons, which agrees with our initial 
hypothesis that AcTau174 is increased in AD-like tau. Since the V337M MAPT 
mutation results in tau deposits of a similar conformation and configuration of 
3R/4R tau neurofibrillary tangles present in AD,8 this suggests that acetylation at 
lysine 174 is associated with 3R/4R tau pathology common to both AD and FTD, 
and could play a role in tau aggregation.5 Both heterozygous and homozygous 
V337M neurons had significantly elevated levels of AcTau174 compared to WT 
and did not significantly differ from each other, meaning that a mutation of only 
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one allele is sufficient to increase tau acetylation. AcTau174 was increased in the 
lysate of WT neurons at day 33, but increased in V337M neurons at day 39 whereas 
WT concentrations were back to its initial concentration at day 25. This suggests 
that tau acetylation increases in the early stages of cell growth and decreases in 
a later stages in WT cells, and stays stable in the early stages of V337M mutated 
cells, but increase when cells at a later stage of cell maturation. These experiments 
should be repeated with the same samples if possible, and verified with other 
human neuron iPSCs with the same mutations to test whether the effect is a result 
of technical variability or of the cell maturation process and the V337M mutation.
AcTau174 was increased in both the lysates and ACSF of 4R neurons compared to 
WT, suggesting that acetylation at lysine 174 is associated with pure 4R pathology, 
characteristic of CBD or PSP.13 This is in agreement with previous findings that 
AcTau174 is elevated in PS19 mice, a transgenic mouse model for frontotemporal 
dementia that expresses 4R tau.5 Combining our findings in V337M mutated iPSCs, 
4R mutated iPSC lysates and PS19 mice suggest that AcTau174 concentrations 
may reflect acetylation in both 3R/4R and pure 4R tau accumulations in the brain. 
A further experiment to measure AcTau174 levels in pure 3R tau pathology would 
be valuable to determine if tau acetylation also plays a role in 3R tauopathy or 
possibly is specific to 4R tau.  

The results from the CSF cohort study showed that AcTau174 levels were elevated in 
AD and FTD compared to healthy controls and patient with DLB. Additionally, CSF 
AcTau174 correlated with both CSF P-tau181 and CSF T-tau, though Actau174 was 
increased in the FTD patient group, where P-tau181 and T-tau where not. However, 
there was significant overlap in CSF AcTau174 levels between the HC and AD 
groups. These observations suggest that AcTau174 has little value for differential 
diagnosis between AD and FTD. AcTau174 is likely more suitable for monitoring 
target engagement of therapies that target tau acetylation, such as salsalate. 

This study has several limitations: First, we were not able to test specificity of 
AcTau174 compared to other acetylation sites. Second, the protein concentrations 
of the in vitro analyses were not normalized for total protein. Normalized 
concentrations could provide a more accurate reflection of increases or decreases 
in AcTau174. Lastly, even though the AEBs were increased in AD vs controls, 
we could not replicate the concentrations of AcTau174 found with the proof-of-
concept study. This was because the measurements of AcTau174 in the clinical 
cohort were below LLOQ and therefore we could only work with the relative AEB. 
Since the AcTau174 concentrations are very low in CSF, small differences in assay 
performance i.e. because of new reagent batches can make a difference. This 
might be resolved if the assay were even more sensitive.
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The development of this AcTau174 assay has not yet been completed and there 
are several next steps to be taken. To achieve even higher sensitivity, the number 
of assay beads can be reduced which leads to an increase of the antigen to bead 
ratio. If this indeed improves the sensitivity, we expect that the assay can be used 
successfully to measure Actau174 in CSF, since preliminary analytical and clinical 
validation results were most promising in higher concentrations. Moreover, future 
studies will involve measuring AcTau174 in CSF samples of a placebo-controlled 
clinical trial with salsalate, a drug that inhibits the acetylation of tau.5,11 This way the 
potential of AcTau174 as a biomarker for treatment effect can be tested.

In conclusion, AcTau174 can be measured in different in vitro and in vivo matrices 
of tau-expressing neurons, mouse hippocampus, and tentatively also in human 
CSF. Specifically, concentrations are increased in 3R/4R and 4R cell lines, and 
in CSF of patients with AD and FTD. AcTau174 could be valuables as a tool to 
monitor target engagement of future therapies that target tau acetylation.
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Supplementary Materials and Methods

eTable 1. The five peptides used to investigate 1B8C capture antibody specificity, 
and the concentrations to which they were spiked, according to their endogenous 
concentration in CSF. 

Peptide Description Spiked concentration according to mean 
endogenous protein CSF concentration (pg/
mL)
25% 
of Aβ- 
control 

Aβ- 
control

Aβ+ AD 
dementia

200% of 
Aβ+ AD 
dementia

Ac-Tau 
K174

Recombinant human 
AcTau-K174 (UCSF)

0.0125 0.05 0.15 0.03

pTau-181 Recombinant Tau441, 
GSK3β-phosphorylated 
(SignalChem)

25 100 400 800

pTau-181 Synthetic pTau181 peptide 
calibrator (Eli Lilly)

25 100 400 800

pTau-217 Synthetic pTau217 peptide 
calibrator (Eli Lilly)

25 100 800 1600

Total Tau Recombinant 2N4R Tau 75 300 550 1100

Protocol for ACSF collection
1. Remove neuronal media and wash 2x with the indicated ACSF
2. Add warm ACSF and incubate 30min

a. Collect ACSF at the end of treatment. 
b. Centrifuge ACSF 14000 rpm, 10min, 4C. 
c. Collect ACSF supernatant and snap freeze 

3. Add Lysis buffer to each well. 
a. Harvest the lysates and incubate at 4C for 15min.
b. Centrifuge lysate at 14000 rpm, 10min, 4C. 
c. Collect lysate supernatant and snap freeze

Regular KCL (mM) High KCl (mM)
NaCl 115 68.5

KCL 3.5 50

HEPES 10 10

Glucose 20 20

MgCl2 1 1

CaCl2 2.5 2.5
pH=7.4
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Supplemental results

eFigure 1. A. A quadratic fit curve based on CSF sample measurements (n=31) used to 

determine the lower limit of quantification for the AcTau-K174 assay. The red vertical line 

represents the concentration of 0.1pg/mL at which the curve intersects the %CV of 20%. 

B. A quadratic fit curve based on high-concentration sample measurements (n=34) used to 

determine the upper limit of quantification for the AcTau-K174 assay. The red vertical line 

represents the concentration of 636pg/mL at which the curve intersects the %CV of 20%.

eTable 2. Dilutional linearity. 

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 All three samples
Df (x) %L Df (x) %L Df (x) %L Df (x) Mean %L Stdev %L
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - -

2 87 2 98 2 113 2 99 13.1

8 75 8 126 8 88 8 96 26.4

32 106 32 70 32 90 32 89 17.7

128 89 128 83 128 78 128 83 5.7

512 78 512 99 512 106 512 95 14.5

2048 107 2048 92 2048 105 2048 102 7.9

8192 85 8192 85 8192 45 8192 72 23.1

Three CSF samples were spiked with 2000pg/mL recombinant AcTau and diluted across the 

working range with Tau 2.0 Sample Diluent.
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eFigure 2. Dilutional linearity. Three CSF samples were sspiked with 2000pg/mL 

recombinant AcTau and diluted across the working range with Tau 2.0 Sample Diluent.

eTable 3. Intra- and inter-assay precision. 

Repeatability 
(intra-assay)

Intermediate 
precision (inter-
assay)

Sample Mean 
concentration (pg/
mL)

s
r

%CV
r

s
RW

%CV
RW

High concentration- PS19 MB 
homogenate 30000x dilution

224.1 64.2 28.7 64.2 28.7

Medium concentration - hNeu WT 
Lysate 400x dilution

209 16.4 7.82 31.2 14.9

Low concentration - hNeu WT 
ACSF 16x dilution

2.27 0.184 8.11 2.75 121

Low concentration - Normal 
profile CSF 2x dilution

0.802 0.242 30.1 1.31 163

Four different samples were split into 21 aliquots each, measured over separate runs 

using the AcTau-K174 assay and were used to calculate the repeatability and intermediate 

precision of the assay. sr = Repeatability standard deviation, %CVr = Repeatability 

percentage coefficient of variation, sRW = Intermediate precision standard deviation, %CVr 

= Intermediate precision percentage coefficient of variation.
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eFigure 3. Parallelism results. Parallelism of four different sample matrices to the 

AcTau-K174 assay calibration curve after accounting for relative dilution factor. Titles 

give the average parallelism for each sample matrix. Legends display the equations for 

the calibration and sample log-transformed curves and individual sample parallelisms. 

A. Parallelism of all four samples matrices, with a representative sample from each being 

shown. B. PS19 Mouse Hippocampal Homogenate (n=1) C. iPSC-derived human neuronal 

lysates (n=3) D. Human CSF (n=4). Three calibrators in the lower concentration range were 

used to create the calibration line equation for a more appropriate comparison of gradients 

to the CSF dilution points E. iPSC-derived human neuronal ACSF (n=3)
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eFigure 4. The storage stability of AcTau-K174 measurements in four CSF samples. 
Error bars represent standard deviation of the mean normalized AEB signal.

eFigure 5. The freeze-thaw stability of AcTau-K174 measured in four CSF samples. 
Error bars represent standard deviation of the mean normalized AEB signal.
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eFigure 6. Specificity of the 1B8C capture antibody to different analytes of interest. Results were 
split across two graphs due to the differing y-axes. Error bars represent standard deviation A. AcTau174 
binding compared to synthetic peptides pTau181 and pTau217. B. AcTau174 binding compared to 
recombinant proteins P-tau181 and T-tau. 

eFigure 6. Specificity of the 1B8C capture antibody to different analytes of interest. 
Results were split across two graphs due to the differing y-axes. Error bars represent standard 

deviation A. AcTau174 binding compared to synthetic peptides pTau181 and pTau217. B. 
AcTau174 binding compared to recombinant proteins P-tau181 and T-tau.
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Abstract

With the potential development of new disease-modifying Alzheimer’s Disease 
(AD) therapies, simple, widely available screening tests are needed to identify 
which individuals who are experiencing symptoms of cognitive or behavioral 
decline should be further evaluated for initiation of treatment. A blood-based 
test for AD would be a less invasive and less expensive screening tool than 
the currently approved CSF or amyloid β-PET diagnostic tests. We examined 
whether plasma phosphorylated tau at residue 181 (pTau181) could differentiate 
between clinically diagnosed or autopsy confirmed AD and Frontotemporal Lobar 
Degeneration (FTLD). Plasma pTau181 concentrations were increased by 3.5 fold 
in AD compared to controls and differentiated AD from both clinically diagnosed 
(Receiver Operating Characteristic Area Under the Curve [AUC]=0.894) and 
autopsy confirmed FTLD (AUC=0.878). Plasma pTau181 identified amyloid β-PET 
positive individuals regardless of clinical diagnosis and correlated with cortical tau 
protein deposition measured by 18F-Flortaucipir PET.  Plasma pTau181 may be 
useful to screen for tau pathology associated with AD.
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Introduction

With the potential development of new disease modifying treatments for 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD),1 screening tests that can be widely and inexpensively 
deployed to identify those who might benefit from treatment are urgently needed.  
Particularly important will be differentiating AD from other related dementias, such 
as frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), that can sometimes be misdiagnosed 
as AD in younger individuals or patients with mild or questionable symptoms, 
called Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI). Currently, two technologies are approved 
for differential diagnosis of AD from other dementias, expert interpretation (visual 
read) of measurements of brain beta-amyloid (Aβ) deposition with Aβ positron 
emission tomography (Aβ-PET)2 or Aβ and tau measurements in cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF).3,4 These biomarkers are not widely used because of the invasiveness of 
lumbar punctures required for obtaining CSF and the high costs of PET imaging, 
often not reimbursed by third-party payers.2 Moreover, PET scans are associated 
with exposure to radiation and access to PET imaging is often restricted to 
specialized centers. A blood-based test for AD would be a less invasive and less 
expensive screening tool to identify individuals who are experiencing symptoms of 
cognitive or behavioral decline and might benefit from more comprehensive CSF 
or PET testing for diagnostic purposes or prior to initiation of a disease modifying 
AD therapy.

Examining the performance of a screening diagnostic test for AD in FTLD 
patients is important because FTLD is similarly prevalent to AD in individuals 
who are less than 65 years at onset and can be difficult to differentiate from 
AD because of similar clinical features such as language and executive function 
impairments.5 Moreover, at autopsy, insoluble tau deposition is present in both 
neuropathologically diagnosed AD (ADpath) and a subset of FTLD syndromes (FTLD-
tau), including approximately half of behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia 
(bvFTD), most nonfluent variant primary progressive aphasia (nfvPPA) and almost 
all progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) patients.6 Whereas in ADpath, tau pathology 
is associated with elevated concentrations of CSF tau species, including (total) tau 
and phosphorylated tau at residue 181 (pTau181)7,8 in FTLD, CSF tau and pTau181 
can be either elevated or decreased.9 Insoluble tau deposition can be visualized in 
the brains of living AD individuals using Flortaucipir (FTP)-PET, a tracer which binds 
with high affinity to mixed 3 and 4 microtubule binding domain repeat (3R/4R) 
tau that is found in ADpath neurofibrillary tangles,10 and can distinguish clinical AD 
(ADclin) from other diseases.11 However, FTP has low affinity for the predominantly 
3R- or 4R tau deposits found in most FTLD, limiting its usefulness.9  In contrast, 
levels of neurofilament light chain (NfL) a marker of axonal damage measurable 
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in CSF, plasma and serum12–14 are increased in FTLD and correlate with survival,15 
clinical severity and brain volume.16–19 CSF and serum NfL concentrations are 
also elevated in ADclin, but less so than in FTLD.13,17,20,21 As in FTLD, serum NfL is 
predictive of cortical thinning and rate of disease progression in ADclin.

22,23  

Recent studies have shown that Aβ42/40 ratio measured in plasma can differentiate 
between normal controls and AD patients using immunoprecipitation-mass 
spectrometry (IP-MS), but this technology is not accessible to most clinical 
laboratories.24–26 Novel ultrasensitive single molecule array (Simoa) antibody based 
approaches measuring Aβ in blood are easier to implement but do not yet have 
sufficient diagnostic precision to be useful clinically.26 Elevated levels of total tau 
measured with Simoa technology in plasma are associated with cognitive decline27 
although there is substantial overlap between concentrations measured in normal 
aging and AD limiting the diagnostic usefulness of such assays.28–30 

Recently, a new plasma pTau181 assay was found to differentiate ADclin from 
healthy controls.31 We tested the differential diagnostic ability of these plasma 
pTau181 measurements to differentiate MCI and ADclin relative to a variety of clinical 
FTLD phenotypes. A subset of diagnoses was verified using neuropathological 
examination at autopsy or by the presence of autosomal dominant mutations that 
lead to specific types of FTLD pathology, including mutations in the tau gene 
(MAPT) that lead to FTLD pure 4R tau or AD-like mixed 3R/4R tau deposition in 
the brain. We also compared plasma pTau181 to the current clinical standards for 
dementia differential diagnosis, Aβ-PET and CSF pTau181, as well as to the research 
biomarkers plasma NfL, plasma Aβ 42 and 40, FTP-PET and brain atrophy measured 
with MRI, to better evaluate the biological basis for elevated plasma pTau181. 

Results

Participant characteristics
Baseline demographics, clinical assessments, imaging measures, and fluid biomarker 
levels are shown in Table 1. The control group (NC) and the MCI group were 
younger than the PSP and nfvPPA groups. Plasma pTau181 and NfL concentrations 
were similar in men and women. Plasma NfL concentrations correlated with age 
(ρ=0.19, p=0.006) and with time between blood draw and death in autopsy cases 
(ρ=-0.27, p=0.009); pTau181 concentrations were not correlated with either value. 
Plasma pTau181 concentrations were associated with the Clinical Dementia Rating 
Scale® sum of boxes score (CDRsb; β=0.184, p=0.004, supplementary Table 1), 
as were NfL concentrations (β=0.456, p<0.0001, supplementary Table 2). FTP-
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PET binding was highest in ADclin cases, compared to MCI, CBS, PSP, bvFTD, and 
nfvPPA.  Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB) Aβ-PET binding was highest in ADclin. 27% 
of controls were Aβ-PET positive (visual read). CSF pTau181 was higher in ADclin 
compared to every other diagnosis except for MCI and svPPA.  

Plasma pTau181 and NfL comparisons by clinical diagnostic group 
Plasma pTau181 concentrations were elevated in ADclin compared to all other 
groups (Figure 1A, Table 1). Plasma NfL concentrations were elevated in CBS, 
PSP, and bvFTD compared to ADclin and MCI as well as controls (Figure 1B). NfL 
concentrations were also elevated in nfvPPA and svPPA as compared to controls 
and MCI. NfL was increased in AD compared to NC. The ratio of pTau181/NfL was 
decreased in all FTLD diagnoses compared to controls, ADclin and MCI patients 
(extended data Figure 1). The AD-associated lvPPA cases had increased pTau181 
levels compared to the FTLD-associated nfvPPA, svPPA and controls (Figure 1C). 
An age-adjusted plasma pTau181 cut-off of 8.7 pg/mL differentiated ADclin from 
FTLDclin with a ROC area under the curve (AUC) of 0.894 (p<0.0001, Figure 1D, 
Table 2). The plasma Aβ 42/40 ratio did not differ between the clinical diagnostic 
groups (extended data Figure 2A), but was able to differentiate between Aβ-
PET positive and negative cases (AUC=0.768, p<0.0001, extended data Figure 
2B, Table 2), and FTP-PET positive and negative cases (AUC=0.782, p<0.0001, 
extended data Figure 2C, Table 2). 
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Figure 1. Plasma pTau181 and plasma NfL per clinical diagnosis.
A. pTau181 levels were elevated in ADclin compared to non-AD clinical diagnoses (n=362). 
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B. Plasma NfL were lower in controls, MCI and AD patients compared to CBS, PSP, and 

bvFTD, and NfL levels in NC and MCI were lower than in nfvPPA and svPPA patients 

(n=213). C.  Plasma pTau181 levels are elevated in lvPPA, which is typically caused by AD, 

as compared to nfvPPA and svPPA, that are typically caused by FTLD, and controls (n=136). 

D. Plasma pTau181 concentrations were increased in ADclin cases compared to FTLD clinical 

diagnoses and could differentiate between these groups (n=246). Notch displays the 95% 

confidence interval around the median. Shape reflects amyloid-PET status. ***p<0.0001, 

**p<0.01
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Figure 2. Plasma pTau181 in pathology-confirmed cases and MAPT mutation carriers
A. pTau181 levels are elevated in ADpath (n=15, 7.5±8 pg/mL), compared to FTLD-tau 

(n=53, 3.4±3 pg/mL, p<0.0001), and FTLD-TDP (n=15, 2.1±2 pg/mL, p<0.0001). B. Plasma 

pTau181 levels differentiated between ADpath and pathology-confirmed FTLD (FTLD-Tau 

and FTLD-TDP combined). C. Plasma pTau181 was increased in Braak stage 5-6 compared 

to Braak stage 0, stage 1-2, and stage 3-4 D. pTau181 concentrations were increased in 

MAPT mutation carriers with mixed 3R/4R tau pathology (n=17, 4.4±4 pg/mL), compared 

to those with 4R pathology (n=44, 2.2±2, p=0.024), and controls (n=44, 2.0±2, p=0.011). 

Biomarker concentrations shown as median ± IQR, ***p<0.0001, *p<0.05
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A. Correlation pTau181 and NfL C. FTP-PET vs pTauB. PiB-PET vs pTau

D. pTau vs Amyloid PET status E. pTau vs FTP-PET status
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Figure 3. Association of pTau181 and NfL, PiB-PET SUVR, FTP-PET SUVR and Amyloid 
and FTP-PET status 
A. Plasma pTau181 and plasma NfL measures are not correlated. Plasma pTau181 is 

increased in amyloid positive cases, and plasma NfL in FTLD cases. The dashed lines 

represent the uncorrected cut-off value for amyloid positivity (3.6 pg/mL) and the median 

concentration NfL (27.2 pg/mL) (n=213). The color coding shows Aβ-PET status and the 

shape coding shows diagnostic group. B. The association between plasma pTau181 and 

PiB-PET standardized uptake values (SUVRs), β=0.75, p<0.0001. Color coding per Aβ-PET 

status by visual read, shape coding per clinical diagnosis (n=124) C. The association between 

plasma pTau181 and FTP-PET SUVRs, β=0.73, p<0.0001. Color coding per Aβ-PET status by 

visual read, shape coding per clinical diagnosis (n=97). D. Plasma pTau181 concentrations 

are increased in Aβ-PET positive cases and can differentiate between Aβ-PET positive and 

negative cases (n=185, Aβ status determined based on visual read). E. Plasma pTau181 

concentrations are increased in FTP-PET positive cases and can differentiate between FTP-

PET positive and negative cases (based on binarized cortical SUVR values using a 1.22 

threshold; n=97). Notch displays the confidence interval around the median. ***p<0.0001
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Table 1. Participant characteristics, primary cohort 

NC (N=69) MCI (N=47) ADclin* 
(N=56)

CBS (N=39) PSP (N=48) bvFTD (N=50) nfvPPA (N=27) svPPA (N=26) All (N=362)

Sex, M/F 37/32 26/21 23/33 16/23 21/27 28/22 15/12 10/16 176/186

Age, y 60.6 (22)  60.8(14) 65.0 (9) 68.0 (8) 69.4 (7) 58.3 (9) 70.5 (7)a,b 69.3 (7)a,b 64.3 (13)

APOE E4 positivity
N/total N (%)

18/65 (28%) 6/34 (18%) 20/29 (69%) 9/36 (25%) 9/47 (19%) 12/48 (25%) 5/20 (25%) - 82/288 (28%)

Average disease duration - 5.7 (3) 6.0 (3) 6.0 (4) 6.7 (3) 8.5 (8) 5.9 (2) 8.0 (4) 6.6 (5)

N - 40 37 36 47 45 9 4 219

Disease severity
CDR sum of boxes 0.0 (0)b 2.0 (1)c 4.8 (3)a,b 3.3 (3)a 4.7 (3)a 7.8 (3) a,b 3.4 (3)a 6.0 (3)a,b 3.6 (3)

N 65 47 56 39 46 31 27 26 337

SEADL, % 100 (2) 89 (18) 75 (16) 47 (22)a,b 43 (26)a,b 45 (19)a,b 67 (25)a,b 58 (19)a,b 62.8 (30)

N 34 14 6 29 45 21 22 17 188

FAQ 0.1 (0)b,c 4.6 (5)a,c 14.1 (8)a,b 11.9 (7)a,b 15.0 (6)a,b 20.5 (6)a,b,c 8.0 (8)a,c 16.0 (8)a,b 10.3 (9)

N 63 45 55 39 45 31 22 26 326

GDS 2.0 (2)b,c 6.3 (6)a 6.9 (5)a 10.6 (6)a,b,c 13.3 (6)a,b,c 6.8 (6)a 5.2 (6) 7.0 (4) 6.8 (6)

N 68 42 46 29 41 26 17 16 287

Neuropsychology
MMSE 29.0 (1)c 26.8 (3)c 20.3 (6)a,b 23.4 (6)a 24.7 (4)a,c 20.7 (9)a,b 22.7 (6)a 19.2 (8)a,b,c 23.7 (6)

N 44 39 52 37 45 27 14 26 282

Modified trails test, seconds 26.6 (17)c 40.6 (21)c 89.7 (37)a,b 79.4 (40) a,b 90.4 (36) a,b 76.8 (40) a,b 91.3 (35) a,b 61.3 (9) 64.9 (40)

N 43 34 28 28 39 17 7 3 201

Stroop color naming, seconds 82.3 (16) c 71.0 (18) c 51.8 (22) a,b 44.3 (21) a,b 42.4 (20) a,b 52.0 (16) a,b 34.3 (16) a,b 30.5 (6) a 58.4 (24)

N 38 37 28 25 36 20 6 2 191

Semantic fluency, words per 
minute

16.2 (5) c 13.3 (4)  c 9.5 (6) a,b 7.3 (4) a,b 6.6 (6) a,b 5.0 (3) a,b 3.7 (2)  a,b 5.3 (2) a 9.8 (6)

N 41 37 36 32 46 22 6 3 225

BNT, number of words 14.7 (1) c 13.6 (2) 11.9 (3) a 12.8 (3) 13.1 (2) 10.9 (5) a,b 11.9 (4) 1.7 (2) a,b,c 12.8 (3)

N 43 36 36 31 46 24 7 3 228

D-word fluency,
words per minute

10.7 (3) c 9.0 (3) c 5.2 (3) a,b 4.5 (3) a,b 5.2 (3) a,b 4.7 (4) a,b 4.8 (3) a 2.3 (1) a 6.9 (4)

N 38 38 34 18 3 22 6 3 187

Modified Rey copy, points 15.5 (1) c 15.2 (1)  c 12.8 (4) a,b 10.9 (5) a,b 11.5 (3) a,b 15 (2) 13.2 (3) 15.8 (1) 13.5 (3)

N 37 39 36 27 39 21 5 4 210

Modified Rey recall, points 12.6 (2)b,c 8.7 (4) a,c 3.2 (4) a,b 7.4 (5) a 8.9 (3) a 8.6 (5) a 10.2 (5) 2.8 (4) a 8.2 (5)

N 37 39 37 27 38 23 5 4 212
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NC (N=69) MCI (N=47) ADclin* 
(N=56)

CBS (N=39) PSP (N=48) bvFTD (N=50) nfvPPA (N=27) svPPA (N=26) All (N=362)

Imaging
Whole brain volume, L 1.1 (0.1) 1.1 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1) a,b 1.0 (0.1) a 0.9 (0.1) a,b 1.0 (0.2) 1.0 (0.1) 1.0 (0.1)

N 39 36 36 34 42 22 9 3 220

Bilateral hippocampal volume, 
mm3

5332.8 (526) c 5119.7 (757) 4790.5 (704) a 5148.6 (660) 5188.9 (491) 4616.5 (612) a 5320.2 (871.2) 3958.9 (622) a 5063.3 (681)

N 39 35 36 34 42 22 9 3 220

FTP-PET SUVR cortex - 1.2 (0) c 1.8 (0) b 1.1 (0) c 1.1 (0) c 1.1 (0) c 1.0 (0) c 1.4 (0) 1.5 (0)

N - 31 48 4 4 5 2 3 97

PiB-PET SUVR 1.2 (0) c 1.5 (0) c 2.1 (0) a,b 1.3 (0) c 1.2 (0) c 1.2 (0) c 1.2 (0) c 1.1 (0) c 1.6 (1)

N 10 37 36 13 6 12 6 4 124

Amyloid-PET read, neg/pos 29/11 21/18 0/51 16/3 6/0 10/3 5/2 8/2 95/90

40 39 51 19 6 13 7 10 185

Fluid biomarkers
Plasma pTau181, pg/mL 2.4 (3) c 3.7 (6) c 8.4 (4) a,b 2.5 (3) c 2.4 (3) c 1.9 (2) c 2.7 (3) c 2.8 (4) c 4.3 (4)

N 69 47 56 39 48 50 27 26 362

Plasma NfL, pg/mL 15.2 (8)c 14.0 (8) 20.7 (14)a 42.6 (27) a,b,c 33.8 (26) a,b,c 30.3 (33) a,b,c 41.3 (29)a,b 58.0 (51) a,b 36.0 (30)

N 28 29 26 32 45 40 9 4 214

Plasma pTau181/NfL ratio 0.16 (0.1) 0.31 (0.4) 0.45 (0.3) 0.04 (0.1) 
a,b,c

0.06 (0.0) a,b,c 0.07 (0.1)  a,b,c 0.07 (0.0) b,c 0.01 (0.0) a,b,c 0.24 (0.2)

N 28 28 26 32 45 40 9 4 213

CSF pTau181, pg/mL 24.4 (12) b,c 37.9 (24) a 45.8 (31) a 22.2 (11) b,c 18.1 (5) 20.7 (12) b,c 14.7 (15) c 27.0 (24) 32.8 (20)

N 20 9 16 11 4 9 3 2 74

Plasma  Aβ  42 (pg/mL) 21.5 (6) 22.0 (8) 19.7 (7) 23.5 (9) 23.5 (8) 23.3 (6) 17.0 (2) 31.5 (-) 21.6 (8)

N 38 38 35 25 27 12 2 1 178

Plasma Abeta 40 (pg/mL) 248.4 (52) 236.6 (49) 245.9 (43) 262.8 (59) 252.6 (50) 231.3 (40) 218.9 (9) 311,5 (-) 249.4 (55)

N 38 38 35 25 27 12 2 1 178

Plasma Abeta 42/40 ratio 0.09 (0.0) 0.09 (0.0) 0.08 (0.0) 0.09 (0.0) 0.09 (0.0) 0.09 (0.0) 0.08 (0.0) 0.10 (-) 0.09 (0)

N 38 38 35 25 27 12 2 1 178

Values shown as mean (standard deviation), fluid biomarker values shown as median 

(IQR). Abbreviations: ADclin, Clinical Alzheimer’s disease; APOE, apolipoprotein E; BNT, 

Boston Naming Test; bvFTD, behavioral variant FTD; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; 

CBD, corticobasal degeneration; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; FAQ, Functional Activities 

Questionnaire ; FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir; GDS, Geriatric depression scale; MCI, mild 

cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Test;  Modified Rey copy, Modified Rey 

Benson Figure copy; NfL, neurofilament light chain; NC, Normal control; SEADL, Schwab 

and England Activities of Daily Living; SUVR, Standardized Uptake Value Ratio; PET, positron 
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cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Test;  Modified Rey copy, Modified Rey 

Benson Figure copy; NfL, neurofilament light chain; NC, Normal control; SEADL, Schwab 

and England Activities of Daily Living; SUVR, Standardized Uptake Value Ratio; PET, positron 

emission tomography; PiB, Pittsburgh Compound-B; pTau181, phosphorylated tau 181; 

PPA, primary progressive aphasia; PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy

Amyloid status was based on visual read of 18F-AV-45 and PiB-PET imaging.

* ADclin includes 14 logopenic variant PPA cases

a. Indicates a statistically significant difference between groups (p < 0.05) with NC in post 

hoc pairwise comparisons

b. p < 0.05 vs MCI

c. p < 0.05 vs AD
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Table 2. Diagnostic accuracy of plasma pTau181, NfL, Aβ42/40 ratio and CSF pTau181

Dx vs Dx Test n per group AUC 95% CI p-value* Sensitivity Specificity Cut point (pg/mL)

FTP-PET positive vs negative, only MCI pTau181, plasma 11 vs 20 0.977 0.929-1.000 <0.0001 0.909 0.950 8.1

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD-TDP pTau181, plasma 15 vs 15 0.947 0.873-1.000 <0.0001 1.000 0.800 9.4

Aβ-PET positive vs negative, only MCI pTau181, plasma 18 vs 21 0.944 0.873-1.000 <0.0001 0.944 0.857 8.4

Clinical AD vs FTLD pTau181, CSF 16 vs 29 0.931 0.854-1.000 <0.0001 0.875 0.897 67.0

FTP-PET positive vs negative (all) pTau181, plasma 60 vs 37 0.919 0.863-0.976 <0.0001 0.917 0,838 8.1

Aβ-PET positive vs negative (all) pTau181, plasma 90 vs 95 0.914 0.869-0.958 <0.0001 0.889 0.853 8.0

Clinical AD vs FTLD pTau181, plasma 56 vs 190 0.894 0.855-0.933 <0.0001 0.982 0.711 8.7

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs combined FTLD-TDP + 
FTLD-tau

pTau181, plasma 15 vs 67 0.878 0.798-0.957 <0.0001 1.000 0.672 9.5

Aβ-PET positive vs negative, healthy controls only pTau181, plasma 11 vs 29 0.859 0.732-0.986 0.001 0.818 0.828 7.6

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD-tau pTau181, plasma 15 vs 52 0.858 0.765-0.950 <0.0001 1.000 0.635 9.6

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD + mutation carriers pTau181, plasma 15 vs 115 0.854 0.772-0.937 <0.0001 1.000 0.626 8.9

FTP-PET positive vs negative Aβ42/40 ratio, plasma 42 vs 34 0.782 0.674-0.890 <0.0001 0.647 0.857 0.16

Aβ-PET positive vs negative Aβ42/40 ratio, plasma 68 vs 67 0.768 0.686-0.849 <0.0001 0.567 0.926 0.15

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD-TDP Plasma NfL 7 vs 14 0.765 0.557-0.973 0.052 0.643 1.000 53.7

Autopsy confirmed: FTLD-TDP vs FTLD-tau pTau181, plasma 15 vs 52 0.664 0.499-0.829 0.054 0.981 0.333 9.6

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs combined FTLD-TDP + 
FTLD-tau

NfL, plasma 6 vs 63 0.656 0.369-0.774 0.209 0.429 1.000 48.7

Autopsy confirmed: FTLD-TDP vs FTLD-tau NfL, plasma 13 vs 50 0.655 0.494-0.817 0.086 0.615 0.700 55.0

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD + mutation carriers NfL, plasma 6 vs 70 0.633 0.439-0.828 0.281 0.414 1.000 48.0

FTP-PET positive vs negative NfL, plasma 34 vs 27 0.606 0.446-0.765 0.159 0.824 0.556 64.5

Aβ-PET positive vs negative NfL, plasma 51 vs 67 0.559 0.453-0.664 0.276 0.433 0.882 42.7

Cut-off value is adjusted for age, autopsy confirmed cut-off is adjusted for age and CDRsb.

Abbreviations: Aβ, beta-amyloid; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; AUC, Area under the curve; CSF, 

Cerebrospinal fluid; FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir PET; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; NfL, 

neurofilament light chain; PET, positron emission tomography; pTau181, phosphorylated 

tau 181

*p-value corrected for False Discovery Rate 
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Table 2. Diagnostic accuracy of plasma pTau181, NfL, Aβ42/40 ratio and CSF pTau181

Dx vs Dx Test n per group AUC 95% CI p-value* Sensitivity Specificity Cut point (pg/mL)

FTP-PET positive vs negative, only MCI pTau181, plasma 11 vs 20 0.977 0.929-1.000 <0.0001 0.909 0.950 8.1
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Aβ-PET positive vs negative (all) pTau181, plasma 90 vs 95 0.914 0.869-0.958 <0.0001 0.889 0.853 8.0

Clinical AD vs FTLD pTau181, plasma 56 vs 190 0.894 0.855-0.933 <0.0001 0.982 0.711 8.7

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs combined FTLD-TDP + 
FTLD-tau

pTau181, plasma 15 vs 67 0.878 0.798-0.957 <0.0001 1.000 0.672 9.5

Aβ-PET positive vs negative, healthy controls only pTau181, plasma 11 vs 29 0.859 0.732-0.986 0.001 0.818 0.828 7.6

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD-tau pTau181, plasma 15 vs 52 0.858 0.765-0.950 <0.0001 1.000 0.635 9.6

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD + mutation carriers pTau181, plasma 15 vs 115 0.854 0.772-0.937 <0.0001 1.000 0.626 8.9

FTP-PET positive vs negative Aβ42/40 ratio, plasma 42 vs 34 0.782 0.674-0.890 <0.0001 0.647 0.857 0.16

Aβ-PET positive vs negative Aβ42/40 ratio, plasma 68 vs 67 0.768 0.686-0.849 <0.0001 0.567 0.926 0.15

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD-TDP Plasma NfL 7 vs 14 0.765 0.557-0.973 0.052 0.643 1.000 53.7

Autopsy confirmed: FTLD-TDP vs FTLD-tau pTau181, plasma 15 vs 52 0.664 0.499-0.829 0.054 0.981 0.333 9.6

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs combined FTLD-TDP + 
FTLD-tau

NfL, plasma 6 vs 63 0.656 0.369-0.774 0.209 0.429 1.000 48.7

Autopsy confirmed: FTLD-TDP vs FTLD-tau NfL, plasma 13 vs 50 0.655 0.494-0.817 0.086 0.615 0.700 55.0

Autopsy confirmed: AD vs FTLD + mutation carriers NfL, plasma 6 vs 70 0.633 0.439-0.828 0.281 0.414 1.000 48.0

FTP-PET positive vs negative NfL, plasma 34 vs 27 0.606 0.446-0.765 0.159 0.824 0.556 64.5

Aβ-PET positive vs negative NfL, plasma 51 vs 67 0.559 0.453-0.664 0.276 0.433 0.882 42.7

Cut-off value is adjusted for age, autopsy confirmed cut-off is adjusted for age and CDRsb.

Abbreviations: Aβ, beta-amyloid; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; AUC, Area under the curve; CSF, 

Cerebrospinal fluid; FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir PET; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; NfL, 

neurofilament light chain; PET, positron emission tomography; pTau181, phosphorylated 

tau 181

*p-value corrected for False Discovery Rate 
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Plasma pTau181 and NfL in pathology-confirmed cases and FTLD mutation 
carriers
Neuropathological diagnosis was available in 82 cases. Due to potential effects 
of disease severity, analyses were adjusted for age and CDRsb at time of blood 
draw. Median plasma pTau181 concentrations were higher in ADpath (n=15, 7.5±8 
pg/mL) compared to FTLD-tau (n=52, 2.3±3 pg/mL, p<0.0001) and FTLD-TDP 
(n=15, 2.1±2 pg/mL, p<0.0001, Figure 2A). Plasma pTau181 differentiated ADpath 
from the combined FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau group (AUC=0.878, p<0.0001, 
Figure 2B), from FTLD-TDP alone (AUC=0.947, p<0.0001) and from FTLD-tau 
alone (AUC=0.858, p<0.0001, Table 2). Plasma NfL was a poor discriminator of 
ADpath from FTLDpath (Table 2). pTau181 was associated with autopsy defined Braak 
stage (β=0.569, p<0.0001) and was higher in Braak stage 5-6 (n=16, 4.9±4 pg/mL) 
compared to Braak 0 (n=10, 2.1±2 pg/mL, p=0.003), Braak 1-2 (n=42, 2.2±2 pg/
mL, p <0.0001), and Braak 3-4 (n=13, 2.3 ±3pg/mL, p=0.009, Figure 2C). NfL did 
not differ by Braak stage (extended data Figure 3).

Seventy-six individuals were FTLD-causing mutation carriers (61 MAPT, 5 GRN, 10 
C9orf72). There was no difference in pTau181 concentrations between the mutation 
carriers (grouped by mutated gene) or the mutation carrier groups and normal controls 
(extended data Figure 4). Plasma pTau levels were increased in MAPT mutation 
carriers with AD-like mixed 3R/4R tau pathology (n=17, 4.4±4 pg/mL, Figure 2D), 
compared to those with pure 4R tau pathology32 (n=44, 2.2±2 pg/mL, p=0.024), 
and controls (n=44, 2.0±2 pg/mL, p=0.011). Plasma pTau181 differentiated ADpath 
from FTLDpath and mutation carriers combined (AUC=0.854, p<0.0001, Table 2).

Association between plasma pTau181 and other fluid biomarkers 
Plasma pTau181 and plasma NfL concentrations were associated in the combined 
ADclin and MCI cases (β=0.66, p<0.0001, Figure 3A), but not in the whole patient 
sample. CSF pTau181 was associated with plasma pTau181 in the whole sample 
(β=0.51, p<0.0001; n=74, extended data Figure 5), and both within the AD/MCI 
(β=0.41, p=0.042; n=25), and the FTLD group (β=0.49, p<0.0001; n=29), but not 
in controls. CSF pTau181 concentrations were higher in ADclin (45.8±31 pg/mL), 
compared to FTLD (22.1±8 pg/mL, p<0.0001) and differentiated the two clinical 
diagnoses (AUC=0.931, p<0.0001, Table 1, Table 2). 

Plasma pTau181 and NfL associations with tau (FTP)-PET and Aβ-PET
There were strong linear relationships between plasma pTau181 concentrations 
and PiB-SUVR (β=0.75, p<0.0001, Figure 3B) as well as global cortical FTP SUVR 
(β=0.73, p<0.0001, Figure 3C).  Plasma NfL concentration was not related to either 
PET measure. An age-corrected plasma pTau181 cut-off for Aβ-PET positivity of 
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8.0 pg/mL discriminated between all Aβ-PET positive and negative individuals 
with 0.889 sensitivity, 0.853 specificity and AUC 0.914 (p<0.0001, Figure 3D 
and Table 2). Plasma pTau181 also differentiated between Aβ-PET positive and 
negative cases within the healthy controls and MCI groups individually. In controls, 
the AUC was 0.859 (p<0.0001, 11 Aβ-PET positive, 29 negative). Within the MCI 
group, the AUC was 0.944 (p<0.0001, 18 Aβ-PET positive, 21 negative, Table 2, 
extended data Figure 6). 

When a cortical FTP-SUVR diagnostic threshold33 of 1.22 was applied to designate 
all cases as FTP-PET positive and negative, plasma pTau181 was also a good 
discriminator of FTP-PET status (AUC=0.919, p<0.0001, Figure 3E). In the MCI 
cases alone, the AUC for FTP-PET status was 0.977 (p<0.0001, 11 FTP-PET 
positive, 20 negative, Table 2). Similar relationships between plasma pTau181 
and FTP-PET were obtained with the independent cohort from an Eli Lilly ADclin/
MCI clinical research study (n=42; Supplementary Results, supplementary Table 
3). Plasma NfL did not differentiate between Aβ-PET positive and negative cases 
(AUC = 0.559, p=0.276) or between FTP-PET positive and negative cases (AUC = 
0.606, p=0.159, Table 2). pTau181 was associated with FTP-PET-estimated Braak 
stage9,34,35 (β=0.610, p<0.0001) and was higher in FTP-PET Braak stage 5-6 (n=54, 
9.2±4 pg/mL) and Braak stage 3-4 (n=8, 6.4±3 pg/mL) compared to Braak 0 (n=26, 
2.4±2 pg/mL, both p<0.0001). NfL did not differ by FTP-estimated Braak stage 
(extended data Figure 7).
 
Voxelwise analyses of FTP-PET and grey matter volume in relation to 
plasma pTau181 and NfL 
pTau181 concentrations were strongly associated with FTP-PET SUVR values 
(Spearman’s ρ values exceeding 0.70 in peak regions) in the frontal, temporoparietal, 
and posterior cingulate cortices, and precuneus regions (Figure 4A). Associations 
remained significant in the ADclin/MCI patients only, although with slightly lower 
ρ values. There were insufficient data to perform the analyses in the FTLD group 
separately (n=18). There was no association between NfL concentrations and FTP-
PET uptake in the whole group. In the ADclin/MCI patients only there were weak 
correlations in the right hemisphere that did not survive multiple comparisons 
corrections, predominantly in the frontal and insular cortex, and in the right 
temporal horn (reaching ρ~0.6 in the insula; Figure 4A). 

High plasma pTau181 concentrations correlated with lower grey matter volume in 
the bilateral medial temporal lobe, the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus 
(ρ=-0.35, p<0.001, Figure 4B). This association was driven by the ADcin/MCI cases, 
who showed the highest correlation coefficients in these regions (ρ=-0.55, p<0.001). 
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There was no association between plasma pTau181 and grey matter volume 
in FTLD cases. In the combined group there were strong negative correlations 
between NfL and grey matter volume in the right putamen and insula (ρ~-0.5, 
p<0.001), and to a lesser extent with grey matter volume in the medial prefrontal 
cortices (ρ~-0.45, p<0.001). In the FTLD group, the association was maximal in the 
right putamen and insula (ρ~-0.4, p<0.001), with lower correlations present in the 
frontal and lateral temporal regions, and right precuneus (Figure 4B). 

Figure 4. Voxelwise correlations of plasma pTau181 and plasma NfL with FTP-PET and 
grey matter atrophy
A.  Regions of correlation between plasma pTau181 concentration and FTP-PET uptake 
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were strongest in AD-specific brain regions: frontal and temporoparietal cortex, posterior 

cingulate and precuneus regions (ρ~0.75). There was no correlation of FTP-PET with plasma 

NfL in the whole cohort. In the ADclin/MCI group correlations exist in the frontal and insular 

cortex (ρ~0.6). B. Negative correlations between plasma pTau181 and grey matter volume 

were highest in the bilateral temporal lobe and remained in the ADclin/MCI group, but no 

correlation was found in the FTLD group. The correlation between plasma NfL and grey 

matter volume was highest in the right putamen and insular region (ρ~-0.5). The association 

remained in the FTLD group but was not found in the ADclin/MCI group. All correlations 

were thresholded based on an uncorrected p<0.001 at the voxel level and family wise error-

corrected p<0.05 at the cluster level.

Plasma pTau181 and NfL associations with clinical disease severity and 
cognitive function
pTau181 showed strong associations with baseline CDRsb scores (β=0.486, 
p<0.0001), functional activities questionnaire (FAQ) (β=0.541, p<0.0001) and 
modified Rey figure recall (β=-0.585, p<0.0001) only in the ADclin/MCI group and not 
in the control or FTLD groups. In contrast, NfL showed associations with CDRsb and 
neuropsychological performance in both the ADclin/MCI and FTLD groups (β=0.472, 
p<0.0001 for CDRsb in ADclin/MCI; β=0.244, p<0.010 in FTLD; supplementary 
Table 1 and supplementary Table 2). In longitudinal analyses, higher baseline 
pTau181 was associated with faster rates of decline in ADclin/MCI patients in CDRsb, 
MMSE, Rey recall, Boston Naming Test (BNT), and FAQ (supplementary Table 4), 
whereas higher baseline NfL predicted faster decline over time in FTLD patients 
in MMSE, phonemic fluency and trail making test (supplementary Table 5). 

Discussion

The main findings of this study are that plasma pTau181 concentrations 
differentiated clinically diagnosed AD patients from FTLD patients and elderly 
controls, and that plasma pTau181 concentrations were strongly associated with 
currently approved AD-biomarker measurements including Aβ-PET and CSF 
pTau181, regardless of clinical diagnosis. Plasma pTau181 also differentiated 
autopsy-diagnosed AD from FTLD with slightly lower accuracy than clinically-
diagnosed or PET-defined cases.  Plasma pTau181 accurately identified elderly 
controls and MCI individuals with a positive Aβ-PET scan suggesting underlying 
ADpath changes and also differentiated between individuals with elevated cortical 
tau deposition measured by FTP-PET. Elevated pTau181 concentrations correlated 
with higher FTP-PET uptake, and more severe grey matter atrophy in AD-related 
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brain regions.  Plasma pTau181 reflected severity of cortical AD tau pathology as 
reflected by Braak stage measured at autopsy.11,36 Plasma pTau181 also predicted 
the rate of decline on clinical measures of disease severity and neuropsychological 
status over two years of follow up in ADclin/MCI. These findings were specifically 
related to plasma pTau181 since plasma concentrations of NfL, a nonspecific 
biomarker of neurodegeneration, were not related to AD diagnosis, Aβ- or FTP-
PET signal. As expected, NfL concentrations were associated with measures of 
disease severity, cognitive function and grey matter atrophy most strongly in FTLD 
patients.37 Together, these data suggest that plasma pTau181 may be a useful 
screening tool for identifying the AD pathobiological process in individuals at risk 
for cognitive decline or with cognitive impairment.  

Aβ-PET has established clinical utility for differential diagnosis of ADclin from other 
dementias, is associated with more severe clinical and cognitive decline,38 and has 
been validated as a measure of AD neuropathology.39,40 Plasma pTau181 accurately 
differentiated between AD and FTLD, similar to the previously reported diagnostic 
accuracy of Aβ-PET.41 This suggests that the diagnostic value of plasma pTau181 
could be comparable to Aβ-PET in patients who are symptomatic with MCI or 
dementia. We found that increased plasma pTau181 concentrations were associated 
with Aβ-PET positivity even in cognitively normal controls, however plasma 
pTau181 is unlikely to be a direct measure of Aβ pathology.  Others have found 
that there is often significant tau accumulation in Aβ-PET positive healthy elderly 
controls, suggesting that amyloid positivity is a hallmark for Alzheimer pathology 
and may reflect not only amyloid, but also pre-symptomatic tau accumulation.42 As 
plasma pTau181 was related to regional tau deposition measured by Braak stage 
at autopsy or estimated by FTP-PET uptake during life, this might explain the 
ability of pTau181 to differentiate between Aβ-PET positive and negative controls. 
A limitation of our study was that we had few data from healthy controls with FTP-
PET data, and so we could not directly test the relationship of pTau181 to FTP-PET 
status in these individuals. 

Whereas CSF total tau has little diagnostic value differentiating FTLD from AD,43 CSF 
pTau181 is able to differentiate clinically diagnosed AD from FTLD with a sensitivity 
and specificity of approximately 70-80%44,45 which is similar to the accuracy found 
in this study using plasma pTau181.  Using autopsy data, we determined a specific 
association of elevated plasma pTau181 with underlying mixed 3R/4R tau pathology 
that is characteristic of, but not specific to AD.  We found elevated pTau181 
concentrations in ADpath, which is known to have neurofibrillary tangles consisting 
of 3R/4R mixed tau pathology, and low pTau181 concentrations in sporadic FTLD-
tau which is associated with insoluble deposits of either 3R (eg., Pick’s disease) 
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or 4R tau (eg., Corticobasal Degeneration or Progressive Supranuclear Palsy) 
pathology. To test the hypothesis that plasma pTau181 concentrations specifically 
reflect mixed 3R/4R tau pathology we measured samples from individuals with 
rare MAPT mutations (R406W and V337M)32,46,47 that lead to FTLD pathology with 
accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles consisting of 3R/4R tau that are similar to 
those seen in ADpath that often cause a clinical syndrome similar to ADclin but notably 
without Aβ pathology. Individuals with MAPT mutations that lead to 3R/4R tau 
pathology had elevated plasma pTau181 concentrations compared to individuals 
with other MAPT mutations that lead to pure 4R tau pathology (eg. P301L) and 
healthy controls.  While this may be of interest mechanistically, this is unlikely to 
affect the utility of plasma pTau181 as an AD screening diagnostic test because 
MAPT R406W and V337M mutations are exceedingly rare, and overall plasma 
pTau181 levels were lower in these individuals than in AD patients.  Together, these 
results suggest that both CSF and plasma pTau181 reflect 3R/4R tau accumulation 
in the brain that is usually associated with AD pathology.

Plasma pTau181 concentrations were correlated with regional FTP-PET uptake 
which is thought to reflect AD neurofibrillary tangle deposition.11,48,49 Supportive of 
this hypothesis, we found an association between plasma pTau181 and estimated 
Braak stage by FTP-PET as well as with neuropathological Braak stage. The 
association of pTau181 with FTP-PET was stronger than with neuropathological 
Braak staging.  Even though plasma pTau181 could differentiate late stage tau 
pathology (Braak 5-6) from other stages, it could not differentiate early and moderate 
stages (Braak 1-2 and 3-4) from the group without pathology (Braak 0). This could 
indicate a limitation in the sensitivity of plasma pTau181 for AD pathology, but 
could also reflect differences in sample size, the more comprehensive anatomical 
coverage with PET and additional variability introduced by the delay from blood 
draw to autopsy in the pathological Braak stage analysis that was not present 
in the FTP-PET Braak stage analysis.50  The increased pTau181 concentrations in 
ADclin and their strong association with AD patterns of brain atrophy suggests that 
plasma pTau181 is also associated with AD-related neuronal loss. More detailed 
comparisons of neuronal cell loss measured by neuropathology and plasma 
pTau181 concentration will be necessary to test this hypothesis.

Plasma Aβ measured on an automated platform has recently been demonstrated 
as a promising and cost-effective tool as compared to Aβ-PET, to identify brain 
amyloidosis in individuals with or at risk for AD.51 We found that the fold change 
in mean plasma pTau181 concentration between Aβ-PET positive and negative 
individuals in our study exceeded the fold change found by others using plasma 
Aβ42/40 ratio and the overlap between groups seemed much smaller.24–26,51 
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Although we did not have access to the same automated Aβ measurement platform 
or to IP-MS, we measured plasma Aβ42/40 by Simoa and found a much larger 
fold difference in pTau181 between groups as compared to Aβ42/40.  Aβ42/40 
concentrations were less accurate in differentiating between Aβ-PET positive and 
negative individuals than pTau181. Future comparisons with more accurate plasma 
amyloid tests will be necessary to determine the relative value of plasma amyloid 
as compared to pTau181 measurements.

This study has a number of important limitations. There were several outlier high 
plasma pTau181 values in the clinical diagnostic groups who were not expected to 
have elevated pTau181: two controls, one in CBS, PSP, bvFTD, nfvPPA, and svPPA. 
These findings may reflect previously undetected brain 3R/4R tau deposition.  
In support of this interpretation, one of those controls was Aβ-PET positive, the 
CBS case had unknown amyloid status and could have had AD pathology,52 the 
PSP case had autopsy data showing AD co-pathology, and the bvFTD case was a 
MAPT mutation carrier, associated with tau pathology. We also had fewer ADpath 
cases than autopsy confirmed FTLD-tau cases, which might have influenced the 
results. Verification of the diagnostic performance of plasma pTau181 in a larger 
number of autopsy confirmed cases will be important. We had little FTP-PET 
data in healthy controls and FTLD cases, therefore we were not able to examine 
voxelwise associations with pTau181 in these individuals. Having pre-symptomatic 
Aβ-PET positive and Aβ-PET negative cases with high pTau181 levels and FTP-PET 
imagining would help to determine whether pTau181 associates primarily with FTP-
PET or Aβ-PET. The sample sizes were balanced by clinical diagnosis, but more were 
in the FTLD spectrum. A larger number of controls, MCI patients and AD patients 
would have offset this, though accuracy of pTau181 in these groups has been 
demonstrated in a previous study.31 Finally, neither plasma pTau181 nor NfL were 
able to differentiate between autopsy confirmed FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP cases.  
More work will be necessary to identify effective biomarkers for this context of use.

This study provides strong evidence that plasma pTau181 concentration could be 
a useful screening blood test to identify underlying mixed 3R/4R tau pathology 
consistent with AD in individuals who have symptoms of cognitive or behavioral 
decline in clinical settings where diagnostic status may be uncertain. Since Aβ-PET 
scans are expensive and require specialized imaging centers, plasma pTau181 may 
be a more readily accessible tool to identify individuals who should undergo more 
detailed diagnostic testing with this approved technology. Alternatively, given 
the strong relationship between plasma pTau181 and FTP-PET uptake, plasma 
pTau181 could be useful as a screening tool in clinical trials employing this FTP-
PET to measure treatment effects of novel AD therapies.
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Methods

Participants
This retrospective study included 404 participants from three independent cohorts 
(Table 1, supplementary Table 3), a primary cohort of 362 cases; 301 cases 
from the University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Memory and Aging Center 
and 61 from the Advancing Research and Treatment for Frontotemporal Lobar 
Degeneration (ARTFL) consortium, and a secondary cohort of baseline data from 
42 participants in an Eli Lilly sponsored research study (www.clinicaltrials.gov: 
NCT02624778).  Participants were only included in the study when their plasma 
pTau181 measurement was successful. Aβ-PET was available in 226 participants, 
138 had FTP-PET (79ADclin/MCI and 18 FTLD in the primary cohort, 41 ADclin/
MCI secondary cohort), 220 participants had MRI (71 ADclin/MCI, 110 FTLD, 39 
NC), and 74 cases had previous CSF pTau181 concentrations available (20 NC, 
25 ADclin/MCI, 29 FTLD, average time between plasma and CSF sample was 
1.3?2 years). The primary cohort consisted of 362 cases; 70 normal controls, 103 
cases in the AD spectrum: 56 ADclin per NIA-AA criteria53 including 14 logopenic 
variant PPA (lvPPA) and 47 MCI,54 and 190 patients meeting clinical criteria for a 
syndrome in the FTLD spectrum: 39 corticobasal syndrome (CBS)52, 48 PSP,55 50 
bvFTD,56 27 nonfluent variant PPA (nfvPPA) and 26 semantic variant PPA individuals 
(svPPA).57 These included 76 carriers of FTLD-causing mutations: 61 microtubule 
associated protein (MAPT), five progranulin (GRN) and ten chromosome 9 open 
reading frame 72 (C9orf72). The MAPT mutation carriers group included 17 
individuals with mutations that produce 3R/4R tau (10 V337M and 7 R406W), and 
44 with mutations that produce 4R tau (22 P301L, 11 N279K, 4 IVS9-10G>T, 3 
IVS10+16C>T, 1 S305S, 1 S305I, and 2 S305N).32 

All AD cases and 38 of the 47 MCI cases had either Aβ-PET, MRI, autopsy or genetic 
biomarker verification. 82 cases had an autopsy-confirmed diagnosis: 15 ADpath, 52 
FTLD-Tau and 15 FTLD-TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (FTLD-TDP). The average time 
between blood draw and death in these cases was 2.7?2 years. Normal controls 
were healthy elderly with normal neurological examinations, neuropsychological 
testing and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR®)58 scores. Longitudinal measures of 
disease severity, neuropsychological testing and executive function were available 
at baseline and two follow-up visits (average n baseline = 221, time point two = 
115 cases, time point three = 40 cases) with an average 1.2±0.1 years between 
measurements. Participants provided written informed consent at the time of 
recruitment. The study was approved by the institutional review board of each 
research center from which the individual was recruited.
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Clinical evaluation
Disease severity was assessed using the CDR® scale sum of boxes (CDRsb),58 and 
Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE).59 Neuropsychological measures included a Trail-
Making test,60 Color Trails test,61 phonemic fluency,62 the Boston Naming Test 
(BNT),63 Modified Rey Figure copy and recall,60 and Geriatric Depression Scale 
(GDS).64 Disability was assessed using the Functional Activities Questionnaire 
(FAQ),65 and the Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living (SEADL) scale.66 

Statistical analysis
A two-sided p<0.05 was considered statistically significant and corrected for 
multiple comparisons using false discovery rate when appropriate.67 Biomarker 
concentrations were not normally distributed and natural log-transformed data 
or non-parametric statistics were used. Differences in biomarker values and in 
clinical and neuroimaging variables were assessed with one-way ANOVA or 
Kruskal-Wallis tests, with Bonferroni multiple-comparisons correction. Associations 
between pTau181 and NfL concentrations, FTP-PET cortical SUVR values, PIB-PET 
cortical SUVR values and clinical measures were assessed using linear regression 
models, corrected for false discovery rate.67 Receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) analyses determined the ability of plasma pTau181 and NfL to differentiate 
between diagnostic groups. Youden cut-off values were used for sensitivity and 
specificity.68 All analyses were corrected for age, CDRsb, and time between blood 
draw and death as appropriate. There were no differences in plasma biomarker 
levels between sexes. Linear mixed effect models evaluated the relationship of 
baseline ln pTau181 with changes in clinical variables. Models allowed random 
intercepts at the subject level and were adjusted for age, sex, time differences 
from specimen collection date to clinical/neuropsychological testing, disease 
duration, and biomarker by time interaction. Statistical analyses were performed 
using SPSS (version 25; SPSS/IBM, Chicago, IL), Stata (Stata 14.0, StataCorp LLC) 
and R (version 3.5.1). 

Fluid biomarker methods
Plasma pTau181 measurements
Blood samples were obtained by venipuncture in ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid (EDTA) tubes for plasma, following the ADNI protocol.69 Within 60 minutes, 
the samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm at room temperature, aliquoted 
and stored at -80°C. Plasma pTau181 levels were measured in duplicate by 
electrochemiluminescence using a proprietary pTau181 assay (Lilly Research 
Laboratory, Indianapolis, IN) as previously described.31 Briefly, samples were diluted 
1:2 and 50 ?L of diluted sample was used for the assay. The assay was performed 
on a streptavidin small spot plate using the Meso Scale Discovery (MSD) platform. 
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Biotinylated-AT270 was used as a capture antibody (anti-pTau181 Tau antibody, 
mouse IgG1) and SULFO-TAG-Ru-LRL (anti-tau monoclonal antibodies developed 
by Lilly Research Laboratory) for the detector. The assay was calibrated using a 
recombinant tau (4R2N) protein that was phosphorylated in vitro using a reaction 
with glycogen synthase kinase-3 and characterized by mass spectrometry. 

41 of the included samples were measured below the lower limit of quantification 
(LLOQ) of 1.4 pg/mL, none of which in the AD phenotype. One sample from an 
Aβ-PET negative normal control had a pTau181 concentration of 49.1 pg/mL, 
almost 12 times as high as the average pTau181 value. This case was excluded 
from all analyses. The average %CV of the samples was 7.3%. The %CV of the low 
quality control was 5.6% and 4.6% for the high quality control.

Plasma NfL measurements
Plasma NfL concentrations were measured at three sites; Novartis Institutes for 
Biomedical Research, Quanterix Corp (Boston, MA), and UCSF using a commercially 
available NfL kit on the Simoa HD-1 platform. Samples were 4x diluted, automated 
by the HD-1 analyzer and measured in duplicate. The average interassay variation 
was 4.9%, all samples were measured well above the kit LLOQ of 0.174 pg/mL. 
One sample had an NfL concentration of 713 pg/mL, almost 20 times as high as 
the average NfL value. This value was excluded from all analyses. 

In a previous study, with an overlapping set of samples from 186 participants 
were analyzed separately at Novartis and at Quanterix, showing that plasma NfL 
concentrations were highly correlated (ρ = 0.98, p < .001). The samples analyzed 
at the two sites also had comparable means and standard deviations (21.8 ± 35 
pg/mL, Quanterix and 20.2 ± 34 pg/mL, Novartis).

Plasma Aβ42 and Aβ40 measurements
Plasma Aβ42 and 40 was measured at UCSF using the Neurology 3-plex A kit from 
Quanterix, that measures Aβ42, Aβ40 and tau. Samples were 4x diluted, automated 
by the HD-1 analyzer and measured in duplicate. The average interassay variation 
was 6.4% for Aβ42 and 2.9% , all samples were measured well above the kit LLOQ 
of 0.142 pg/mL for Aβ42 and 0.675 for Aβ40. 

CSF pTau181 measurements
CSF pTau181 was measured in duplicate with the INNO-BIA AlzBio3 
(Fujirebio, Gent, Belgium) platform by a centralized laboratory.   
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The researchers performing the fluid biomarker analyses were blinded to the 
clinical information and reference standard results of the participants during 
sample measurement. 

Imaging methods

MRI acquisition
Structural MRIs were available for 221 participants and acquired at UCSF on 
a 3T Siemens Tim Trio or a 3T Siemens Prisma Fit scanner at an average of 20 
(±58) days from the plasma sample. T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid 
gradient echo (MPRAGE) MRI sequences were acquired at UCSF, either on 
a 3T Siemens Tim Trio or a 3T Siemens Prisma Fit scanner. Both scanners had 
similar acquisition parameters on each scanner (sagittal slice orientation; slice 
thickness = 1.0 mm; slices per slab = 160; in-plane resolution = 1.0x1.0 mm; 
matrix = 240x256; repetition time = 2,300 ms; inversion time = 900 ms; flip 
angle = 9°), although echo time slightly differed (Trio: 2.98 ms; Prisma: 2.9ms).  

MRI preprocessing
Before pre-possessing, all scans were visually inspected for quality control. 
Images with excessive motion or image artifact were excluded. T1-weighted 
images underwent bias field correction using an N3 algorithm and segmentation 
was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12; Wellcome Trust 
Center for Neuroimaging, London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) unified 
segmentation.70 The Total Intracranial Volume (TIV)71  was derived from SPM12 to be 
used in statistical analyses.  A group template was generated from the segmented 
gray and white matter tissues and cerebrospinal fluid by non-linear registration 
template generation using the Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping 
framework.72 Native subject space gray were normalized, modulated and smoothed 
in group template space with a 10mm full width half maximum Gaussian kernel. 
Every step of the transformation from the native space to the group template was 
carefully inspected.

FTP-PET acquisition
FTP-PET was acquired on a Siemens Biograph PET/CT scanner at the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) for 75 participants (65 AD/MCI and 10 FTLD) 
at an average of 70 (±122) days from the plasma sample. FTP was synthesized 
and radiolabeled at LBNL’s Biomedical Isotope Facility. We analyzed PET data 
that was acquired 80–100 min after the injection of ~10 mCi of FTP (four 5-min 
frames). A low-dose CT scan was performed for attenuation correction prior to 
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PET acquisition, and data were reconstructed using an ordered subset expectation 
maximization algorithm with weighted attenuation and smoothed with a 4 mm 
Gaussian kernel with scatter correction (image resolution: 6.5 x 6.5 x 7.25 mm 
based on Hoffman phantom). 

FTP-PET preprocessing
PET frames were realigned, averaged and coregistered onto their corresponding 
T1-MRI. Standardized Uptake Value Ratio (SUVR) images were created using the 
inferior cerebellum gray matter as a reference region (the region was defined using 
the T1-MRI was segmented using Freesurfer 5.3 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard) 
and SPM12.33 Native-space FTP-SUVR images were warped to template space 
using the deformation parameters derived from the MRI procedure. Warped SUVR 
images were masked to limit contamination from non-relevant areas (eg. off-
target binding from meninges, eyes or skull) and smoothed with a 4mm isotropic 
Gaussian kernel to be used for voxelwise analyses.48 

FTP-PET analyses
Using Freesurfer segmentation, the average cortical SUVR value was extracted 
from each patient in native space to have a measure of global tau burden.48 Patients 
were categorized as “tau-positive” or “tau-negative” based on a previously 
published cortical FTP-SUVR threshold of 1.22 (see Table 3 from Maass et al33). 
Complementary analyses were conducted using inferior temporal lobe SUVR 
values to classify patients (using a 1.30 threshold, see Table 3 from Maass et al33) 
but results were unchanged.

Patients were assigned to a Braak stage (0, I-II, III-IV or V-VI) using the approach 
developed by Maass et al.33 For each patient, we extracted the average SUVR from 
3 bilateral composite regions of interest (ROIs) in native space based on Freesurfer 
5.3’s aparc+aseg segmentation file, as follows:

Braak I-II ROI: entorhinal, hippocampus.
Braak III-IV ROI: parahippocampal, fusiform, lingual, amygdala, middle temporal, 
caudal anterior cingulate, rostral anterior cingulate, posterior cingulate, isthmus 
cingulate, insula, inferior temporal, temporal pole.

Braak V-VI ROI: superior frontal, lateral orbitofrontal, medial orbitofrontal, frontal 
pole, caudal middle frontal, rostral middle frontal, pars opercularis, pars orbitalis, 
pars triangularis, lateral occipital, supramarginal, inferior parietal, superior 
temporal, superior parietal, precuneus, banks of the superior temporal sulcus, 
transverse temporal, pericalcarine, postcentral, cuneus, precentral, paracentral.
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The Braak stage classification scheme (including thresholds) was determined in 
Maass et al33 and works as follows:
Step 1. If average SUVR in Braak V-VI ROI > 1.25, participant is assigned to Braak 
stage V-VI; if not:
Step 2. If average SUVR in Braak III-IV ROI > 1.28, participant is assigned to Braak 
stage III-IV; if not:
Step 3. If average SUVR in Braak I-II ROI > 1.35, participant is assigned to Braak 
stage I-II; if not, participant is assigned to Braak stage 0.

FTP-PET imaging in secondary cohort (Eli Lilly)
The tau PET acquisitions were performed from 75 to 105 minutes (6 x 5 min 
frames) after injection of approximately 240 MBq of FTP. Frames were aligned and 
averaged with an acquisition time-offset correction. Average 75-105 min image was 
spatially registered to the corresponding individual subject’s MRI space and then 
to the MRI template in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotaxic space.  
Reference signal was parametrically derived in the white matter-based region 
to isolate non-specific signal using the parametric estimate of reference signal 
intensity (PERSI) method.73 The used weighted SUVR was designed by multiblock 
barycentric discriminant analysis (MUBADA) that has been shown to maximize the 
separation of diagnostic groups and amyloid status.74 

Aβ-PET
Aβ status was available for 166 participants (41 NC, 77 AD/MCI, 48 FTLD) and 
derived from PET acquired with 11C-Pittsburg Compound B (PIB, injected dose: 
~15 mCi; n=124 participants) or 18F-Florbetapir (injected dose: ~10 mCi; n=42) at 
an average of 273 (±433) days from the plasma sample. Aβ-PET data was acquired 
at LBNL on a Siemens ECAT EXACT HR PET scanner (n=32) or a Siemens Biograph 
PET-CT scanner (n=104), or at UCSF China Basin on a GE Discovery STE/VCT PET-
CT scanner (n=32). We created a Distribution Value Ratio (DVR) (for PIB, when 
patients underwent 90 min acquisition) or 50-70 min SUVR images (for Florbetapir 
or PIB when patients only underwent 20 min PET acquisition) as previously 
described,3,75 using tracer-specific reference regions: cerebellar grey matter for PIB 
and whole cerebellum for Florbetapir. Aβ-PET positivity was based on visual read 
as previously validated against neuropathological standards.39,40

Voxelwise analyses and result rendering
Voxelwise analyses were run in SPM12 to test the association between plasma 
markers and gray matter volume or FTP SUVR in the primary cohort (UCSF+ARTFL). 
Separate models were used for each pair of variable (pTau181-volume, NfL-
volume, pTau181-FTP, NfL-FTP) and models were run on i) all participants with 
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available data, ii) patients with a clinical diagnosis of MCI or AD only, iii) patients 
with a clinical diagnosis of FTLD only. Specific sample size for each analysis is 
indicated in the result section. Age was entered as a covariate in all models and 
total intracranial volume was entered in MRI models to control for inter-individual 
variability in head size. Resulting T-maps were thresholded (based on uncorrected 
p<0.001 at the voxel level with family wise error-corrected p<0.05 at the cluster 
level) and converted to R-maps using the CAT12 toolbox (www.neuro.uni-jena.de/
cat/). Maps were rendered on a 3D brain surface using BrainNet Viewer76 (www.
nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) and default interpolation and perceptually uniform color 
scales (magma for MRI, viridis for tau-PET; https://matplotlib.org/).

An overview of the methods can be found in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary, 
published alongside this publication.

Data availability statement
All requests for raw and analyzed data and materials will be promptly reviewed by 
the corresponding author and the University of California San Francisco to verify 
if the request is subject to any intellectual property or confidentiality obligations. 
Some participant data not included in the paper were generated as part of clinical 
trials and may be subject to patient confidentiality limitations. Data and materials 
from FTLD participants enrolled in ARTFL are accessible via forms that can be 
found on the ARTFL website:  https://www.rarediseasesnetwork.org/cms/artfl/
Healthcare-Professionals/Collaborating. Other data and materials that can be 
shared will be released via a Material Transfer Agreement. 

Code availability statement
All requests for code used for data analyses and data visualization will be promptly 
reviewed by the corresponding author and the University of California San Francisco 
to verify if the request is subject to any intellectual property, confidentiality or 
other licensing obligations.  If there are no limitations, the corresponding author 
will communicate with the requester to share the code.
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Supplementary Results

The comparison of the UCSF cohort with an amyloid positive AD/MCI trial 
cohort 
Baseline plasma pTau181 concentrations were measured in an independent cohort 
of 42 MCI and mild to moderate AD patients enrolled in a phase 1b clinical trial 
(Supplementary Table 3), using the same pTau181 assay. The correlation between 
plasma pTau181 and cortical FTP-PET SUVR was ρ=0.33, p=0.034. The AUC to 
predict FTP-PET positivity with plasma pTau181 using an SUVR threshold of 1.1 
was 0.79, p=0.009. Analyses of the Aβ-PET positive AD/MCI selection of the UCSF 
cohort resulted in a correlation between plasma pTau181 and FTP-PET SUVR of 
ρ=0.66, p<0.0001. The UCSF FTP-PET cut-off was an SUVR of 1.22, resulting in an 
AUC of 0.92, p<0.0001.

eTable 1. Association of pTau181, disease severity and neuropsychological testing at 
baseline
Baseline 
measure

Control AD/MCI FTLD All

β p β p β p β p
CDR sum of 
boxes

0.226 0.154 0.472 <0.0001 0.244 0.010 0.456 <0.0001

SEADL - -0.052 0.869 -0.203 0.50 -0.495 <0.0001
FAQ 0.169 0.421 0.411 <0.0001 0.264 0.005 0.492 <0.0001
GDS 0.043 0.776 -0.199 0.155 0.042* 0.694 0.303 <0.0001
MMSE 0.080 0.609 -0.503 <0.0001 -0.235 0.012 -0.355 <0.0001
Modified trails 
test

-0.145 0.413 0.351 0.010 0.196 0.060 0.442 <0.0001

Stroop color 
naming

-0.109 0.573 -0.213 0.098 -0.269 0.017 -0.471 <0.0001

Semantic 
fluency

0.167 0.273 -0.333 0.007 -0.287* 0.004 -0.440 <0.0001

D-word fluency 0.051 0.785 -0.424 0.001 -0.266 0.024 -0.479 <0.0001
BNT -0.017 0.908 -0.269 0.027 0.218 0.027 -0.287 <0.0001
Modified Rey 
copy

0.163 0.372 -0.118 0.328 -0.150* 0.161 -0.268 <0.0001

Modified Rey 
recall

-0.184 0.345 -0.319 0.010 -0.249 0.018 -0.174 <0.0001

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; BNT, Boston Naming Test; CDR, Clinical Dementia 

Rating; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; FTLD, Frontotemporal lobar degeneration; 

GDS, Geriatric depression scale; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State 

Test;  Modified Rey, Modified Rey Benson Figure; SEADL, Schwab and England Activities 

of Daily Living; pTau181, phosphorylated tau. Linear regression analyses. * Spearman’s rho 

correlation due to lack of normal distribution of the test results.
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eTable 2. Association of NfL, disease severity and neuropsychological testing at 
baseline
Baseline 
measure

Control AD/MCI FTLD All

β P β p β p β p
CDR sum of 
boxes

0.119* 0.464 0.486 <0.0001 0.168* 0.064 0.184 0.004

SEADL - - -0.638 0.064 0.254 0.011 -0.112 0.216
FAQ -0.036* 0.825 0.541 <0.0001 0.124* 0.174 0.150 0.020
GDS -0.114 0.447 -0.298 0.016 0.027 0.789 -0.104* 0.140
MMSE 0.106* 0.493 -0.571 <0.0001 -0.144* 0.117 -0.254 <0.0001
Modified trails 
test

-0.004 0.984 0.482 <0.0001 -0.052 0.614 0.112* 0.116

Stroop color 
naming

-0.035* 0.835 -0.429 <0.0001 0.009 0.932 -0.038 0.601

Semantic 
fluency

-0.216* 0.158 -0.510 <0.0001 -0.039 0.683 -0.168 0.011

D-word fluency -0.204* 0.220 -0.515 <0.0001 -0.267 0.017 -0.216 0.003
BNT 0.213 0.162 -0.278 0.018 -0.064 0.495 -0.111* 0.095
Modified Rey 
copy

0.211* 0.210 -0.245 0.034 -0.017 0.873 -0.008* 0.907

Modified Rey 
recall

-0.045* 0.792 -0.585 <0.0001 0.038 0.706 -0.330 <0.0001

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; BNT, Boston Naming Test; CDR, Clinical Dementia 

Rating; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; FTLD, Frontotemporal lobar degeneration; 

GDS, Geriatric depression scale; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State 

Test;  Modified Rey, Modified Rey Benson Figure; NfL, Neurofilament Light chain; SEADL, 

Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living. Linear regression analyses. *Spearman’s rho 

correlation due to lack of normal distribution of the test results.

eTable 3. Characteristics of the independent clinical study cohort baseline demographics 
compared to comparable UCSF cohort selection

MCI/Mild AD (N=42)  
Trial cohort

MCI/ADclin (N=79) UCSF

Sex, M/F 17/25 34/45

Age, y, mean (SD) 73 (8) 64 (10)

MMSE, mean (SD) 22 (4) 23 (6)

N 39 75

FTP-PET SUVR, mean (SD) 1.3 (0.3) 1.6 (0.4)

N 41 79

Plasma pTau181, pg/mL 
mean (SD)

9.2 (6) 7.4 (4)

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTP-PET SUVR, 18F-Flortaucipir positron emission 
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tomography standardized uptake values; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-

Mental State Test;  pTau181, phosphorylated tau181

Selection criteria for Eli Lilliy trial cohort and UCSF subset: Aβ-PET positive MCI or AD cases 

with FTP-PET data available and plasma samples available at the time of study initiation.

eTable 4. The effect of baseline pTau181 on longitudinal changes in clinical measures
 Controls ADclin/MCI FTLD
 Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI
CDR sum of boxes
pTau181 0.0004 0.972 -0.026 -

0.027
0.249 0.000 0.110 -

0.389
0.073 0.680 -0.273 -

0.418
pTau181*time -0.003 0.625 -0.017 -

0.010
0.299 0.000 0.220 -

0.379
-0.010 0.896 -0.167 -

0.147

MMSE
pTau181 0.037 0.538 -0.080 -

0.153
-0.735 0.000 -0.981 -

-0.489
-0.394 0.232 -1.041 -

0.252
pTau181*time -0.017 0.598 -0.078 -

0.045
-0.283 0.006 -0.486 -

-0.081
0.164 0.583 -0.422 -

0.751

Modified Rey recall
pTau181 0.072 0.568 -0.175 -

0.319
-0.431 0.000 -0.633 -

-0.228
0.175 0.368 -0.205 -

0.554
pTau181*time -0.016 0.744 -0.111 -

0.079
-0.337 0.004 -0.568 -

-0.106
-0.672 0.058 -1.365 -

0.021

D-word fluency
pTau181 -0.245 0.080 -0.519 -

0.030
-0.382 0.001 -0.600 -

-0.164
-0.161 0.283 -0.454 -

0.132
pTau181*time 0.005 0.929 -0.101 -

0.111
-0.131 0.357 -0.410 -

0.148
0.534 0.180 -0.247 -

1.314

BNT
pTau181 0.042 0.249 -0.029 -

0.113
-0.123 0.069 -0.256 -

0.010
-0.019 0.921 -0.386 -

0.349
pTau181*time -0.021 0.109 -0.048 -

0.005
-0.203 0.005 -0.344 -

-0.063
-0.164 0.357 -0.513 -

0.185

Modified Trails
pTau181 0.140 0.871 -1.547 -

1.827
5.525 0.000 3.512 -

7.538
-0.427 0.794 -3.637 -

2.782
pTau181*time -0.254 0.266 -0.701 -

0.194
0.609 0.347 -0.659 -

1.876
0.488 0.887 -6.261 -

7.236

Stroop Color Naming 
pTau181 0.570 0.512 -1.133 -

2.273
-2.263 0.001 -3.563 -

-0.963
-1.072 0.238 -2.853 -

0.709
pTau181*time -0.161 0.551 -0.692 -

0.369
-1.450 0.142 -3.386 -

0.485
1.428 0.316 -1.366 -

4.222
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 Controls ADclin/MCI FTLD
 Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI
FAQ
pTau181 -0.006 0.711 -0.037 -

0.025
0.956 0.000 0.578 -

1.333
0.028 0.921 -0.533 -

0.590
pTau181*time -0.002 0.814 -0.016 -

0.013
0.361 0.004 0.117 -

0.605
-0.003 0.983 -0.246 -

0.241

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; BNT, Boston Naming Test; CDRsb, Clinical 

Dementia Rating; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; FTLD, Frontotemporal Lobar 

Degeneration; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Test;  Modified 

Rey, Modified Rey Benson Figure; NC, Normal control; pTau181, phosphorylated tau181.  

Linear mixed effects analyses.

eTable 5. The effect of baseline NfL on longitudinal changes in clinical measures
 Controls ADclin/MCI FTD
 Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI
CDR sum of boxes
NfL 0.0001 0.985 -0.009 - 

0.009
0.154 0.000 0.075 - 

0.233
0.067 0.000 0.039 - 

0.094
NfL*time 0.005 0.047 0.000 - 

0.010
-0.022 0.419 -0.074 - 

0.031
0.013 0.085 -0.002 - 

0.028

MMSE 
NfL 0.012 0.466 -0.020 - 

0.043
-0.242 0.004 -0.406 - 

-0.079
-0.037 0.208 -0.095 - 

0.0207
NfL*time -0.022 0.051 -0.044 - 

0.000
-0.009 0.797 -0.080 - 

0.061
-0.099 0.000 -0.141 - 

-0.056

Modified Rey recall 
NfL -0.065 0.110 -0.144 - 

0.015
-0.089 0.203 -0.226 - 

0.048
-0.049 0.025 -0.091 - 

-0.006
NfL*time 0.015 0.413 -0.020 - 

0.049
0.032 0.409 -0.044 - 

0.109
-0.022 0.362 -0.069 - 

0.025

D-word fluency 
NfL -0.026 0.615 -0.129 - 

0.076
-0.146 0.007 -0.253 - 

-0.039
-0.023 0.144 -0.053 - 

0.008
NfL*time -0.002 0.912 -0.041 - 

0.037
0.001 0.978 -0.078 - 

0.081
-0.048 0.015 -0.087 - 

-0.010

BNT
NfL -0.0001 -0.010 0.994 - 

-0.023
-0.073 0.068 -0.151 - 

0.005
-0.052 0.009 -0.091 - 

-0.013
NfL*time 0.000 0.080 0.934 - 

-0.011
-0.031 0.297 -0.089 - 

0.027
-0.019 0.285 -0.053 - 

0.016
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 Controls ADclin/MCI FTD
 Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI Estimate p 95% CI
Modified Trails 
NfL -0.183 0.569 -0.811 - 

0.446
1.274 0.056 -0.032 - 

2.58
0.094 0.618 -0.275 - 

0.462
NfL*time 0.007 0.942 -0.172 - 

0.185
-0.296 0.415 -1.007 - 

0.416
0.667 0.013 0.139 - 

1.195

Stroop Color Naming
NfL -0.002 0.993 -0.491 - 

0.487
-0.200 0.605 -0.957 - 

0.557
-0.149 0.116 -0.336 - 

0.037
NfL*time -0.224 0.009 -0.392 - 

-0.055
-0.093 0.499 -0.362 - 

0.176
-0.169 0.019 -0.311 - 

-0.027

FAQ
NfL 0.012 0.020 0.002 - 

0.021
0.406 0.001 0.157 - 

0.655
0.125 0.000 0.080 - 

0.170
NfL*time -0.005 0.009 -0.009 - 

-0.001
-0.055 0.473 -0.204 - 

0.095
-0.008 0.522 -0.032 - 

0.016

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; BNT, Boston Naming Test; CDRsb, Clinical 

Dementia Rating; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; FTLD, Frontotemporal Lobar 

Degeneration; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Test;  Modified 

Rey, Modified Rey Benson Figure; NC, Normal control; NfL, Neurofilament Light chain.  

Linear mixed effects analyses.

eFigure 1. Plasma pTau/NfL ratio per clinical diagnosis 
The ratio of pTau181/NfL was decreased in all FTLD diagnoses compared to controls, ADclin 

and MCI patients (n=212). **p<0.001 *p<0.05
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eFigure 2. Plasma Aβ 42/40 ratio per clinical diagnosis and Amyloid PET and FTP-PET 
status
A. There was no difference in plasma Aβ 42/40 ratio between the different phenotypes(n=178). 

B. The Aβ 42/40 ratio was decreased in Amyloid PET positive cases (n=135). C. The Aβ 

42/40 ratio was decreased in FTP-PET positive cases (n=76)
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eFigure 3. Plasma NfL concentrations per autopsy determined Braak stage
There was no difference in plasma NfL concentrations between the different Braak stages 

(n=69). 

eFigure 4. Plasma pTau181 and plasma NfL concentrations in mutation carriers
A. Plasma pTau181 concentrations did not differ between mutation carriers (n=120). B. 

Plasma NfL concentrations were elevated in GRN and C9orf72 mutation carriers compared 

to the control group (p<0.0001) and MAPT mutation carriers (p<0.01) (n=59). **p<0.01
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eFigure 5. Association between plasma pTau181 and CSF pTau181 
CSF pTau181 is associated with plasma pTau181 (β=0.51, p<0.0001; n=74), and is also 

associated within the AD/MCI (β=0.41, p=0.042; n=25), and the FTLD group (β=0.49, 

p<0.0001; n=29), but not in controls.
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eFigure 6. Receiver Operating Characteristic analyses of plasma pTau181 for Aβ-PET 
status in MCI patients and in controls
A. Plasma pTau181 concentrations are increased in Aβ-PET positive MCI cases. pTau181 

could differentiate between Aβ-PET positive and negative cases (visual read). AUC=0.944 

(95% CI: 0.873-1.000, p<0.0001, n= 18 Aβ-PET positive, 21 negative), with a cut-off of 8.4 pg/

mL (0.944 sensitivity and 0.857 specificity). B. Plasma pTau181 concentrations are increased 

in Aβ-PET positive NC cases. pTau181 could  differentiate between Aβ-PET positive and 

negative cases (visual read). AUC=0.859 (95% CI: 0.732-0.986, p=0.001, N=11 Aβ-PET 

positive, 29 negative), with a cut-off of 7.1 pg/mL (0.818 sensitivity and 0.828 specificity). 

Notch displays the confidence interval around the median. ***p<0.0001 **p<0.01
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eFigure 7. Plasma pTau181 and plasma NfL concentrations per FTP-PET estimated 
Braak stage
A. Plasma pTau181 was increased in Braak stage 5-6, and Braak stage 3-4 compared to 

Braak stage 0 (n=97). B. There was no difference in plasma NfL concentrations between the 

different Braak stages (n=61). ***p<0.0001
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Abstract

Background Plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 are associated with Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD) tau pathology. P-tau217 is a more novel blood-based biomarker that 
may be diagnostically superior to P-tau181. We compared the diagnostic value 
of both biomarkers in a cohort of cognitively normal participants and patients 
with a clinical diagnosis of Mild Cognitive Impairment, AD or frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration (FTLD). 

Methods In this multi-cohort diagnostic performance study, we gathered plasma 
samples from the University of California San Francisco Memory and Aging 
Center and the Advancing Research and Treatment for Frontotemporal Lobar 
Degeneration consortium. Plasma Ptau-181 and Ptau-217 were measured using 
electrochemiluminescence-based assays which only differed in the biotinylated 
antibody epitope specificity. Receiver operating characteristic analyses were used 
to determine diagnostic accuracy of both plasma markers using clinical diagnosis, 
neuropathological findings, and amyloid- and tau-PET measures as gold standards. 
Difference between two area under the curve (AUC) analyses was tested with the 
Delong test.

Findings Data were collected from 593 participants (mean age 64 years [SD 13], 294 
[49.6%] females) between July and November 2020. Plasma P-tau217 and P-181 
were correlated (r=0.90, p<0·0001). Both P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations 
were increased in clinical AD (mean age 65.3 years) relative to cognitively 
normal controls (mean age 60.9 years) (P-tau217 AUC=0.98, 95%CI=[0.95-1.00], 
P-tau181 AUC=0.97, 95%CI=[0.94-0.99], p[difference]=0.31, n=75 vs 118) and in 
pathology-confirmed AD (mean age 72.8 years) vs FTLD (mean age 67.1 years) 
(P-tau217 AUC=0.96, 95%CI=[0.92-1.00], P-tau181 AUC=0.91, 95%CI=[0.82-
1.00], p[difference]=0.22, n=15 vs 68). P-tau217 outperformed P-tau181 in 
differentiating clinical AD from FTLD spectrum (mean age 66.8 years) (P-tau217 
AUC=0.93, 95%CI=[0.91-0.96], P-tau181 AUC=0.91, 95%CI=[0.88-0.94],  
p[difference]=0.007, n=75 vs 274). P-tau217 was a stronger indicator of amyloid-
PET positivity (P-tau217: AUC=0.91, 95%CI=[0.88-0.94],  P-tau181: AUC=0.89, 
95%CI=[0.86-0.93], p[difference]=0.049, n=146 vs 214). Tau-PET binding in the 
temporal cortex was more strongly associated with P-tau217 than P-tau181 (r=0.79 
vs r=0.72, p[difference] <0·0001, n=230). 

Interpretation In a direct comparison using matched immunoassays, both 
P-tau217 and P-tau181 had excellent diagnostic performance for differentiating 
AD from other groups. There were small, but statistically significant differences in 
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favor of P-tau217 for differential diagnosis of clinical AD, indication of amyloid-
PET-positivity and stronger correlations with tau-PET signal. Pending replication in 
independent, diverse, and older cohorts, plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 may be 
useful screening tools to identify individuals with underlying amyloid and AD tau 
pathology. 

Funding US National Institutes of Health, State of California Department of Health 
Services, Rainwater Charitable Foundation, Michael J Fox foundation, Alzheimer’s 
Association. 

Research in context

Evidence before this study We searched PubMed for all articles published 
up to June 1, 2021, with no language limitations. Keywords included: “plasma 
phosphorylated tau”, “CSF phosphorylated tau”, “tau-PET”, “amyloid-PET”, 
“MRI”, “MAPT mutation carriers, “Alzheimer’s disease”, “Alzheimer’s pathology”, 
and “frontotemporal lobar degeneration”. CSF P-tau181 is one of the core 
biomarkers incorporated into the NIA-AA Research Framework to define Alzheimer’s 
disease. Recent studies suggested that CSF p-tau217 is consistently more strongly 
related to the AD pathological process and might be more useful than P-tau181. 
To make testing for AD-pathology more widely accessible, assays were developed 
that are sensitive enough to measure P-tau in blood. Previous cross-sectional 
and longitudinal studies covering the clinical Alzheimer’s disease continuum 
have indicated the value of plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 for differentiation of 
clinical and pathology-confirmed AD, and differentiation of amyloid-PET or tau-
PET-positive participants from amyloid-PET or tau-PET negative participants. One 
study using immunoassays showed that P-tau217 was significantly better than 
P-tau181 when differentiating AD dementia to other dementias, however there 
were important technical differences between the P-tau217 and P-tau181 assays 
used. Further, a mass spectrometry-based study has shown better separation 
between amyloid-PET positive and negative cases using P-tau217 compared to 
P-tau181

Added value of this study This study provides a direct comparison between 
two plasma P-tau assays for measuring P-tau217 or P-tau181 in a broad range 
of diagnostic and correlative neuroimaging analyses. The assay conditions were 
optimized to ensure that the immunochemical properties of the P-tau217 and 
P-tau181 assays were directly comparable.  Similar to previous work, both P-tau217 
and P-tau181 were increased in AD clinical syndromes compared to healthy 
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controls and a spectrum of FTLD syndromes, Lewy body dementia and Traumatic 
Encephalopathy Syndrome (TES) patients. Both P-tau species were also increased 
in pathology-confirmed AD compared to pathology-confirmed FTLD, but neither 
could differentiate between 3R/4R tau versus 4R tau producing microtubule-
associated protein tau (MAPT) mutation carriers. Both P-tau species were increased 
in amyloid-PET-positive compared to amyloid-PET-negative participants, and in 
tau-PET-positive compared to tau-PET-negative participants and correlated with 
regional tracer uptake on the voxel level. In addition, both plasma P-tau measures 
strongly reflected underlying AD pathology in patients with clinical diagnoses of 
either mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or corticobasal syndrome (CBS), for which 
underlying AD pathology is a possible but uncertain etiology. We show that 
plasma P-tau217 is slightly superior to P-tau181 when differentiating AD dementia 
to other dementias and when correlating with amyloid- and tau-PET, but overall, 
both assays performed very well.

Implications of all the available evidence This study shows that consideration 
of assay characteristics is critical to understanding the relative performance 
and utility of plasma P-tau biomarkers. These data, together with other recent 
reports, suggest that both P-tau217 and P-tau181 are useful biomarkers of AD 
pathology. Plasma biomarkers are likely to be less expensive and more accessible 
than CSF or PET, allowing them to be more scalable and more easily deployed to 
medically underserved and remote populations. Plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 
are particularly powerful tools for differential diagnosis between AD and FTLD 
pathologies, which may further improve the ability to identify suitable participants 
for clinical trials and large-scale epidemiological studies. 
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Introduction 

Tau pathology plays an essential role in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and in about 
half of frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) spectrum diseases.1 The clinical 
syndromes associated with AD or FTLD pathology are heterogeneous and 
frequently overlap, particularly in younger individuals. Established biomarkers for 
AD including beta amyloid and tau measurements in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), or 
amyloid or tau positron emission photography (PET) imaging, have been of limited 
use for screening because of invasiveness, high costs, and the need for specialized 
personnel. Blood-based biomarkers generally have lower costs, are less invasive 
and have the potential to be deployed widely throughout the community, allowing 
for early and repeated testing. 

With the development of disease modifying AD therapies, a blood test could be 
employed to identify patients with underlying AD pathology to undergo more 
established CSF or PET diagnostic testing prior to initiating therapy. This may 
be particularly valuable in clinical syndromes that are not strongly predictive of a 
specific neuropathology but where AD pathology or co-pathology is a possibility, 
such as mild cognitive impairment (MCI),2,3 corticobasal syndrome (CBS),4 and 
dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB).5 

Phosphorylated tau (P-tau) is a key component of neurofibrillary tangles in AD 
pathology. Plasma P-tau181 is a valuable differential diagnostic marker with 
concentrations 1.5-3.5 times higher in AD compared to normal controls (NC),6-8 
and 1.8-3.7 times higher in AD compared clinical and pathology-confirmed FTLD.6 
P-tau181 is a strong indicator of both amyloid- (receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) area under the curves (AUC): 0.769-0.91)6 and tau-PET-positivity (AUC: 0.839-
0.938), and can be used for individualized prediction of AD dementia in patients 
with MCI.10,11

Tau has over forty phosphorylation sites, though little research has been done 
on their comparative diagnostic value, especially in plasma. A recent autopsy 
study indicated that P-tau217 was the most important phosphorylation site in the 
differentiation between AD and control brain tissue, outperforming P-tau181.12  
Several studies have shown an advantage of P-tau217 over P-tau181 when 
measured in CSF using  mass spectrometry13,14 or immunoassays.15,16 When 
measured simultaneously in CSF using mass spectrometry, P-tau217 had higher 
accuracy for differentiating amyloid-PET-positive participants from amyloid-PET-
negative (AUC=0.96 versus AUC=0.79, n=82).14 In an immunoassay study using 
similar assays for P-tau217 and P-tau181, CSF P-tau217 was consistently more 
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strongly correlated with amyloid- and tau-PET binding than P-tau181. P-tau217 also 
differentiated AD dementia from other neurodegenerative diseases with somewhat 
higher accuracy.15 A comparative mass-spectrometry study (n=92) in plasma also 
showed that P-tau217 outperformed P-tau181 for detecting amyloid-PET-positivity 
(AUC=0.92 versus AUC=0.75).17 Similarly, an immunoassay study in larger cohorts 
reported that plasma P-tau217 performed similar to CSF P-tau217 and tau-PET 
and outperformed plasma P-tau181 in identifying AD in a clinical cohort (AUC 
of 0.96 for P-tau217 vs 0.81 for P-tau181, n=220).9 However, the P-tau217 and 
P-tau181 plasma assays used different platforms, detector antibodies, buffers, and 
calibrators. As pointed out by the authors,9 these important technical differences 
complicated the interpretation of which P-tau epitope might be superior for 
differential diagnosis and other purposes. A more recent study using assays with 
better comparable antibodies and the same technology did not find such large 
differences in performance.18 Additional work is therefore needed to confirm the 
diagnostic superiority of P-tau217 since previously observed differences could be 
attributable to assay characteristics unrelated to which P-tau residue was measured. 
As plasma P-tau measurements become more widely available and are increasingly 
planned for use in research and clinical care, it will be important to understand 
the relative merits of different epitopes and assays. In this study we compared 
plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181, measured using a novel P-tau181 assay with 
the same electrochemiluminescence-based technology, antibody and buffers as 
the P-tau217 assay. We analyzed a wide range of neurodegenerative diseases 
including the full spectrum of AD, MCI, FTLD and other dementia patients as well 
as age matched controls. 

Methods 

Participants
Data were retrospectively collected between July and November 2020. The cohort 
consisted of clinically normal controls, patients in the AD or FTLD spectrum, 
patients with DLB and with traumatic encephalopathy syndrome (TES) (see details 
in eMethod). Normal controls were healthy elderly with normal neurological 
examinations, normal neuropsychological testing and Clinical Dementia Rating 
(CDR®)19 scores of 0. Participants were included when both P-tau217 and P-tau181 
were successfully measured in plasma. 

Participants provided written informed consent at the time of recruitment. The 
study was approved by the institutional review board of each research center from 
which the individual was recruited.
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Pathology diagnosis
Eighty-three participants from the UCSF Memory and Aging Center had a 
pathology-confirmed diagnosis. AD neuropathological changes, including Thal 
amyloid phase, CERAD neuritic plaque score and Braak neurofibrillary tangles 
stage were ascertained as previously described.20 FTLD participants were grouped 
as FTLD-tau or FTLD-TAR DNA-binding protein 43 (FTLD-TDP) as described.21 
Lewy body disease and chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) neuropathological 
changes were also assessed.22-24 One AD patient and seven FTLD-TAU patients had 
Limbic-predominant age-related TDP-43 encephalopathy (LATE) co-pathology.25

Procedures
P-tau217 and P-tau181 assays differed only in their epitope specific capture 
antibodies. Biotinylated-IBA493 was used as a capture antibody for the P-tau217 
assay and biotinylated-AT270 for the P-tau181 assay. In both assays, SULFO-TAG-
Ru-4G10-E2 (anti-tau monoclonal antibody) was used as detector antibody. Assays 
were performed in technical duplicate on the same sample aliquot and processed 
together in the same batch on a streptavidin small spot plate using the Meso Scale 
Discovery platform (MSD, Rockville, Maryland) (see eMethods and eTables 1-3 for 
details on assays).

Plasma NfL was measured using Simoa technology with either a homebrew kit or 
commercial kit on a Quanterix HD-1 analyzer (Quanterix, Billerica, MA) (eMethod).
Amyloid-PET, tau-PET, and MRI image data were acquired across multiple centers; 
acquisition, processing, and analyses are fully detailed in the eMethod. Amyloid-
PET status was derived from visual read26 based on PET acquired with [11C]Pittsburgh 
Compound B (PIB), [18F]florbetapir, or [18F]florbetaben. Tau-PET was acquired using 
[18F]Flortaucipir; Standardized Uptake Value Ratio (SUVR) values were extracted 
from the temporal structures using the inferior cerebellum as a reference, and a 
threshold of SUVR > 1.27 was used to determine tau-PET positivity.1 Magnetization 
Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MP‐RAGE) T1-weighted images were acquired 
from various 3 Tesla scanners; total intracranial volume was used as a covariate in 
volumetric analyses.

Statistical analysis
Raw fluid biomarker concentrations were not normally distributed (skewness: 
P-tau181=3.47, P-tau217=2.34, kurtosis: P-tau181=20.52, P-tau217=6.32); 
natural log transformation improved the distributions (skewness: P-tau181=0.69, 
P-tau217=0.47, kurtosis: P-tau181=0.02, P-tau217=-0.10). To clearly convey the 
distribution of P-tau concentrations, all figures and plots represent raw P-tau217 
and P-tau181 values, although group comparisons were conducted using 
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ANCOVAs on natural log-transformed values. For each model, the distribution 
of the residuals was examined using histograms, quantile-quantile, and residuals-
predicted plots. All ANCOVAs were adjusted for age and sex; additional covariates 
were used when applicable: CDRsb when comparing groups of clinically-impaired 
or pathology-confirmed patients, or time between blood draw and death when 
analyzing neuropathology data. Partial η2 (η²p) was used as a measure of effect 
size for group differences, and pairwise post hoc comparisons were conducted 
using Bonferroni correction. Bivariate correlations between plasma values or 
plasma and PET values were assessed using both Pearson’s (r) and Spearman’s (ρ) 
coefficients. Correlations between biomarkers and cognitive tests, which were not 
normally distributed, were calculated using Spearman rank tests (ρ). The difference 
in strength between two correlations was tested using methods described in 
Diedenhofen et al.27 ROC analyses were used to determine diagnostic accuracy. 
AUCs were computed from binary logistic regression adjusted for covariates (sex 
and age for all models; adding CDRsb or time between blood test and death 
when relevant, see above) and the predicted values were used for ROC analyses. 
Difference between AUC values was tested with the Delong test.28 Cut-off values 
maximizing Youden indices were used for sensitivity and specificity.29 Statistical 
analyses were performed using SPSS (version 26; SPSS/IBM, Chicago, IL) and R 
(version 3.6.1, packages: Cocor and pROC). 

Role of funder/sponsor
The funding agencies had no role in the design and conduct of the study, 
collection, management, analysis or interpretation of the data, preparation, review 
or approval of the manuscript or decision to submit the manuscript for publication.

Results 

This clinical study included 593 participants from two cohorts; 443 from the 
University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Memory and Aging Center, and 
150 from the Advancing Research and Treatment for Frontotemporal Lobar 
Degeneration (ARTFL) consortium. The selected cohort included 118 normal 
controls (NC, detailed in eTable 4) and a broad range of neurodegenerative 
syndromes: 75 patients in the clinical AD spectrum (58 ADclin,

30 15 logopenic variant 
primary progressive aphasia, [lvPPA] and 2 posterior cortical atrophy, [PCA]), 99 
MCI patients31, and 274 individuals with clinical diagnoses in the FTLD spectrum 
(79 CBS32, 74 progressive supranuclear palsy [PSP],33 62 behavioral variant 
FTD [bvFTD],34 32 nonfluent variant PPA [nfvPPA], and 27 semantic variant PPA 
[svPPA]35). In addition, 14 participants with DLB and 13 participants with Traumatic 
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Encephalopathy syndrome (TES) were included (Table 1). Eighty-five percent 
(n=507) of participants were white, and 294 (49.6%) were females. Eighty-three 
participants had a pathology-confirmed diagnosis, 15 AD, 52 FTLD-TAU, and 16 
FTLD-TDP (detailed in eTable 5). The average time between blood draw and death 
was 33±19 months. The participants with an FTLD clinical diagnosis included 77 
carriers of FTLD-causing mutations: 44 microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) 
associated with FTLD-tau, 13 progranulin (GRN) and 20 chromosome 20 open 
reading frame (C9orf72), associated with FTLD-TDP. The MAPT group included 11 
individuals with mutations that produce 3R/4R tau (6 V337M and 5 R406W), and 
33 with mutations that produce 4R tau (20 P301L, 7 N279K, 6 IVS10+16C>T).36 
Amyloid-PET imaging was available for 360 participants; average time from plasma 
collection: 5±16 months. Tau-PET was available for 230 participants; average time 
from plasma collection: 1.6±7 months. MRI was available for 535 participants: 
average time from plasma collection: 1.7±8 months.

There was no correlation between age and P-tau217 (r=-0.02, p=0.61) or P-tau181 
(r=0.04, p=0.37) and no difference between male (P-tau217: 0.26±0.3 pg/mL; 
P-tau181: 1.2±1 pg/mL) and female participants (P-tau217:0.31±0.4 pg/mL, 
p=0.98; P-tau181: 1.2±1 pg/mL, p=0.94). P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations 
were correlated (r=0.90, p<0·0001, eFigure 1). Both P-tau217 and P-tau181 were 
increased in the clinical AD-spectrum (ADclin+lvPPA+PCA) compared to all other 
diagnostic groups (Figure 1). P-tau217 concentrations were 4.4-fold higher in 
patients in the clinical AD-spectrum (0.74±0.4 pg/mL, n=75) compared to controls 
(0.17±0.2 pg/mL, n=118, η²p=0.69, p<0·0001). P-tau181 concentrations were 2.8-
fold higher in the clinical AD-spectrum (2.4±1 pg/mL, n=75) compared to controls 
(0.87±1 pg/mL, n=118, η²p=0.60, p<0·0001). The AUCs for AD versus controls 
were comparable for P-tau217 (AUC=0.98, p<0·0001) and P-tau181 (AUC=0.97, 
p<0·0001, DeLong test for difference in AUC accuracy p=0.31, eTable 6). 

P-tau217 concentrations were increased 3.5-fold in the clinical AD-spectrum 
compared to the clinical FTLD-spectrum (CBS+PSP+bvFTD+nfvPPA+svPPA) 
(0.21±0.3 pg/mL, n=274, η²p=0.42, p<0·0001). P-tau181 was 2.4-fold higher in 
the clinical AD-spectrum compared to the clinical FTLD-spectrum (1.0±1 pg/mL, 
n=274, η²p=0.36, p<0·0001). Results were unchanged when adding CDRsb as a 
covariate in the ANCOVA (η²p=0.42 for P-tau217 and η²p=0.36 for P-tau181; with 
5 missing values in the FTLD group). The AUC for AD versus FTLD for P-tau217 
(0.93, p<0·0001) was higher than for P-tau181 (AUC=0.91, p<0·0001, DeLong test 
p=0.007, eTable 6). The outliers in the FTLD groups are discussed in the eResults. 
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Table 1. Participant characteristics. 
NC 
(n=118)

MCI 
(n=99)

ADclin 
(n=58)

lvPPA 
(n=15)

PCA 
(n=2)

CBS 
(n=79)

PSP (n=74) bvFTD 
(n=62)

nfvPPA 
(n=32)

svPPA 
(n=27)

DLB 
(n=14)

TES 
(n=13)

All (n=593)

Sex, M/F 55/63 55/44 25/33 7/8 0/2 36/43 34/40 37/25 17/15 11/16 9/5 13/0 299/294
Age, y 60.9 (18)  65.5 (13) 65.3 (10) 63.1 (9) 57.6 (11) 67.3 (8)a 68.5 (7)a 61.2 (10) 69.8 (7)a 70.0 (7)a 69.3 (6) 63.2 (13) 64.3 (13)
APOE E4 positivity 
N/total N (%)

31/109 
(28%)

31/92 
(34%)

37/58 
(64%)

7/14 
(50%)

2/2    
(0%)

11/42 
(26%)

11/53 (21%) 7/40 
(18%)

5/28 (18%) 8/27 
(30%)

4/13 (31%) 3/13 (23%) 155/491 
(32%)

Disease severity
CDR sum of boxes 0 (0)b,c 2 (1)a,c 6 (3)a,b 3 (2)a 2 (0) 4 (3)a,b,c 4 (3)a,b 7 (4)a,b 3 (3)a,c 6 (3)a,b 5 (2)a,b 4 (2)a 3 (3)
N 113 47 58 15 2 79 70 62 31 27 13 13 582
SEADL, % 100 (1) 89 (18) 73 (21) 78 (13) - 55 (24)a,b 49 (26)a,b 50 (24)a,b 67 (25)a 58 (19)a,b 55 (7) - 65 (29)
N 55 20 3 4 - 65 64 48 22 17 2 - 300
FAQ 0 (0)b 5 (4)a 16 (8)a,b 10 (7)a 9 (8) 12 (7)a,b 14 (6)a,b 18 (7)a,b 11 (7)a 16.0 (8)a,b 15 (7)a,b 10 (7)a 10 (9)
N 83 85 56 14 2 42 49 37 11 27 14 13 433
GDS 3 (3) 8 (10) 8 (5) 14 (23)a 4 (1) 9 (11)a 10 (7)a 9 (17) 13 (26)a 7 (4) 9 (7) 10 (9) 8 (11)
N 103 87 49 13 2 65 60 52 20 17 8 10 486

Neuropsychology
MMSE 29 (1)c 27 (2)c 19 (7)a,b 22 (6)a,b 25 (1) 23 (6)a,b,c 25 (4)a,c 22 (8)a,b 22 (6)a 20 (8)a,b 24 (2)c 24 (7)a 24 (6)
N 82 86 54 14 2 40 49 37 11 27 13 12 427

Imaging
Total intracranial volume, L 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.4 (0) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.6 (0.2) 1.7 (0.1)a,b,c 1.5(0.2)
N 118 87 55 15 2 68 65 51 31 26 7 11 536
Bilateral hippocampal 
volume, mm3*

5668 
(606)b,c

5292 
(825)a,c

4834 
(698)a,b

5014 
(688)a

5385 
(478)

5330 
(717)a,c

5287 (608)a,c 4816 (763)
a,b

5341 (635)c 4166 (760)
a,b,c

5802 (483)c 5349 (1114)
a

5235 (793)

N 118 87 55 15 2 68 65 51 31 26 7 11 536
Amyloid-PET read, neg/
pos (%positive)

53/11 
(17%)

44/29 
(40%)

0/54 
(100%)

0/14 
(100%)

0/2 
(100%)

33/17 
(34%)

24/3 (11%) 23/3 (12%) 19/5 (21%) 8/2 (20%) 2/1 (33%) 8/5 (38%) 214/146 
(41%)

N 64 73 54 14 2 50 27 26 24 10 3 13 360
FTP-PET temporal meta 
ROI SUVR

1.1 (0.1)c 1.4 (0.3)c 2.0 (0.4)a,b 2.3 (0.4)a,b - 1.4 (0.4)c 1.2 (0.1)c 1.2 (0.1)c 1.1 (0.1)c 1.7 (0.5) 1.7 1.3 (0.4) 1.5 (0.5)

N 8 46 50 15 - 34 24 19 21 3 1 9 230
FTP-PET  temporal meta 
ROI neg/pos(%positive)

8/0 (0%) 23/23 
(50%)

0/50 
(100%)

0/15 
(100%)

- 24/10 
(29%)

21/3 (13%) 16/3 (16%) 18/3 (14%) 1/2 (67%) 0/1 (100%) 7/2 (22%) 118/112 
(49%)

N 8 46 50 15 - 34 24 19 21 3 1 9 230

Fluid biomarkers
Plasma P-tau217, pg/mL** 0.17 (0.1)

b,c
0.29 (0.3)
a,c

0.72 (0.4)
a,b

0.82 (0.2)
a,b

0.80 (0.3) 0.27 (0.3)c 0.17 (0.1)c 0.20 (0.2)c 0.15 (0.1)c 0.23 (0.4)c 0.18 (0.1)c 0.25 (0.2) 0.28 (0.3)

N 118 99 58 15 2 79 74 62 32 27 14 13 593
Plasma P-tau181, pg/mL** 0.9 (1)c 1.2 (1)a,c 2.3 (1)a,b 2.5 (1)a,b 2.8 (1) 1.1 (1)c 1.0 (1)c 1.0 (1)c 0.7 (0)c 1.1 (1)c 1.0 (0)c 1.0 (0) 1.2 (1)
N 118 99 58 15 2 79 74 62 32 27 14 13 593
Plasma NfL, pg/mL** 20.3 (26) 19.3 (13) 24.2 (12) - - 51.2 (26) 

a,b,c
41.4 (24) a,b 55.9 (45) a,b,c 46.4 (27) a 59.9 (29) a,b,c - - 34.3 (30)

N 73 37 28 - - 34 50 28 10 8 - - 268
CSF P-tau181, pg/mL** 20.9 (8)b,c 28.7 (12)a 39.9 (18)a - - 22.5 (15)c 14.5 (5)b,c 20.2 (11)b,c 24.1 (7)c 16.8 (3) - - 23.4 (13)
N 48 23 24 - - 36 30 28 8 2 - - 199
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Table 1. Participant characteristics. 
NC 
(n=118)

MCI 
(n=99)

ADclin 
(n=58)

lvPPA 
(n=15)

PCA 
(n=2)

CBS 
(n=79)

PSP (n=74) bvFTD 
(n=62)

nfvPPA 
(n=32)

svPPA 
(n=27)

DLB 
(n=14)

TES 
(n=13)

All (n=593)

Sex, M/F 55/63 55/44 25/33 7/8 0/2 36/43 34/40 37/25 17/15 11/16 9/5 13/0 299/294
Age, y 60.9 (18)  65.5 (13) 65.3 (10) 63.1 (9) 57.6 (11) 67.3 (8)a 68.5 (7)a 61.2 (10) 69.8 (7)a 70.0 (7)a 69.3 (6) 63.2 (13) 64.3 (13)
APOE E4 positivity 
N/total N (%)

31/109 
(28%)

31/92 
(34%)

37/58 
(64%)

7/14 
(50%)

2/2    
(0%)

11/42 
(26%)

11/53 (21%) 7/40 
(18%)

5/28 (18%) 8/27 
(30%)

4/13 (31%) 3/13 (23%) 155/491 
(32%)

Disease severity
CDR sum of boxes 0 (0)b,c 2 (1)a,c 6 (3)a,b 3 (2)a 2 (0) 4 (3)a,b,c 4 (3)a,b 7 (4)a,b 3 (3)a,c 6 (3)a,b 5 (2)a,b 4 (2)a 3 (3)
N 113 47 58 15 2 79 70 62 31 27 13 13 582
SEADL, % 100 (1) 89 (18) 73 (21) 78 (13) - 55 (24)a,b 49 (26)a,b 50 (24)a,b 67 (25)a 58 (19)a,b 55 (7) - 65 (29)
N 55 20 3 4 - 65 64 48 22 17 2 - 300
FAQ 0 (0)b 5 (4)a 16 (8)a,b 10 (7)a 9 (8) 12 (7)a,b 14 (6)a,b 18 (7)a,b 11 (7)a 16.0 (8)a,b 15 (7)a,b 10 (7)a 10 (9)
N 83 85 56 14 2 42 49 37 11 27 14 13 433
GDS 3 (3) 8 (10) 8 (5) 14 (23)a 4 (1) 9 (11)a 10 (7)a 9 (17) 13 (26)a 7 (4) 9 (7) 10 (9) 8 (11)
N 103 87 49 13 2 65 60 52 20 17 8 10 486

Neuropsychology
MMSE 29 (1)c 27 (2)c 19 (7)a,b 22 (6)a,b 25 (1) 23 (6)a,b,c 25 (4)a,c 22 (8)a,b 22 (6)a 20 (8)a,b 24 (2)c 24 (7)a 24 (6)
N 82 86 54 14 2 40 49 37 11 27 13 12 427

Imaging
Total intracranial volume, L 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.4 (0) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.2) 1.6 (0.2) 1.7 (0.1)a,b,c 1.5(0.2)
N 118 87 55 15 2 68 65 51 31 26 7 11 536
Bilateral hippocampal 
volume, mm3*

5668 
(606)b,c

5292 
(825)a,c

4834 
(698)a,b

5014 
(688)a

5385 
(478)

5330 
(717)a,c

5287 (608)a,c 4816 (763)
a,b

5341 (635)c 4166 (760)
a,b,c

5802 (483)c 5349 (1114)
a

5235 (793)

N 118 87 55 15 2 68 65 51 31 26 7 11 536
Amyloid-PET read, neg/
pos (%positive)

53/11 
(17%)

44/29 
(40%)

0/54 
(100%)

0/14 
(100%)

0/2 
(100%)

33/17 
(34%)

24/3 (11%) 23/3 (12%) 19/5 (21%) 8/2 (20%) 2/1 (33%) 8/5 (38%) 214/146 
(41%)

N 64 73 54 14 2 50 27 26 24 10 3 13 360
FTP-PET temporal meta 
ROI SUVR

1.1 (0.1)c 1.4 (0.3)c 2.0 (0.4)a,b 2.3 (0.4)a,b - 1.4 (0.4)c 1.2 (0.1)c 1.2 (0.1)c 1.1 (0.1)c 1.7 (0.5) 1.7 1.3 (0.4) 1.5 (0.5)

N 8 46 50 15 - 34 24 19 21 3 1 9 230
FTP-PET  temporal meta 
ROI neg/pos(%positive)

8/0 (0%) 23/23 
(50%)

0/50 
(100%)

0/15 
(100%)

- 24/10 
(29%)

21/3 (13%) 16/3 (16%) 18/3 (14%) 1/2 (67%) 0/1 (100%) 7/2 (22%) 118/112 
(49%)

N 8 46 50 15 - 34 24 19 21 3 1 9 230

Fluid biomarkers
Plasma P-tau217, pg/mL** 0.17 (0.1)

b,c
0.29 (0.3)
a,c

0.72 (0.4)
a,b

0.82 (0.2)
a,b

0.80 (0.3) 0.27 (0.3)c 0.17 (0.1)c 0.20 (0.2)c 0.15 (0.1)c 0.23 (0.4)c 0.18 (0.1)c 0.25 (0.2) 0.28 (0.3)

N 118 99 58 15 2 79 74 62 32 27 14 13 593
Plasma P-tau181, pg/mL** 0.9 (1)c 1.2 (1)a,c 2.3 (1)a,b 2.5 (1)a,b 2.8 (1) 1.1 (1)c 1.0 (1)c 1.0 (1)c 0.7 (0)c 1.1 (1)c 1.0 (0)c 1.0 (0) 1.2 (1)
N 118 99 58 15 2 79 74 62 32 27 14 13 593
Plasma NfL, pg/mL** 20.3 (26) 19.3 (13) 24.2 (12) - - 51.2 (26) 

a,b,c
41.4 (24) a,b 55.9 (45) a,b,c 46.4 (27) a 59.9 (29) a,b,c - - 34.3 (30)

N 73 37 28 - - 34 50 28 10 8 - - 268
CSF P-tau181, pg/mL** 20.9 (8)b,c 28.7 (12)a 39.9 (18)a - - 22.5 (15)c 14.5 (5)b,c 20.2 (11)b,c 24.1 (7)c 16.8 (3) - - 23.4 (13)
N 48 23 24 - - 36 30 28 8 2 - - 199
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Values shown as mean (standard deviation). Abbreviations: ADclin, Clinical Alzheimer’s 

disease; APOE, apolipoprotein E; BNT, Boston Naming Test; bvFTD, behavioral variant FTD; 

CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; CBD, corticobasal degeneration; FAQ, Functional Activities 

Questionnaire ; FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir; GDS, Geriatric depression scale; MCI, mild 

cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Test; NfL, neurofilament light chain; NC, 

Normal control; SEADL, Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living; SUVR, Standardized 

Uptake Value Ratio; PET, positron emission tomography; P-tau, phosphorylated tau; 

PPA, primary progressive aphasia; PSP, progressive supranuclear palsy; TES, traumatic 

encephalopathy syndrome. Amyloid status was based on visual read. *statistics corrected 

for TIV, **statistics corrected for age and sex
a. Indicates a statistically significant difference between groups (p < 0.05) with NC in post 
hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni)
b. p < 0.05 vs MCI
c. p < 0.05 vs ADclin

P-tau217: 0.98
P-tau181: 0.97

P-tau217: 0.93*
P-tau181: 0.91

A. P-tau217 concentrations per clinical diagnosis

B. P-tau181 concentrations per clinical diagnosis

C. AD-spec vs NC

D. AD-spec vs FTLD-spec
AD-spec FTLD-spec

AD-spec FTLD-spec

Figure 1. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations per clinical diagnosis. A. P-tau217 

was increased in the AD spectrum compared to all other diagnoses. B. P-tau18 was 

increased in the AD-spectrum compared to all other diagnoses. C. ROC curve analyses 

of the differentiation between the patients in the AD-spectrum and the normal 

controls. Brown represents P-tau217, pink represents P-tau181. D. ROC curve analyses 

of the differentiation between the patients in the AD-spectrum and patients in the 

FTLD-spectrum. Brown represents P-tau217, pink represents P-tau181. *Significant 

difference in AUC. For visualization, raw biomarker concentrations were used.  
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Both P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations were associated with AD 
neuropathology in autopsy-confirmed participants. P-tau217 concentrations varied 
across neuropathological groups (η²p=0.41, p<0·0001); pairwise comparisons 
showed that P-tau217 concentration were 4.1-fold higher in ADpath (0.62±0.4 pg/mL, 
n=15) compared to FTLD-tau (0.15±0.1 pg/mL, n=52, AUC=0.96 p<0·0001) and 
5.6-fold compared to FTLD-TDP (0.11±0.04 pg/mL, n=16, AUC=0.98, p<0·0001) 
(Figure 2A, eTable 6). No difference was observed between FTLD-tau and FTLD-
TDP (p=0.39). P-tau217 was associated with Thal phase (η²p=0.60, p<0·0001), 
Braak stage (η²p=0.57, p<0·0001), and neuritic plaque CERAD score (η²p=0.49, 
p<0·0001). Post-hoc comparisons (eFigures 2-5) showed that Ptau217 values were 
significantly increased at Thal phases 4-5, Braak stages V-VI, and CERAD frequent 
scores (eFigure 2-5). P-tau181 concentrations also varied across neuropathological 
diagnoses (η²p=0.38, p<0·0001) and were 2.8-fold higher in ADpath (2.2±1 pg/mL, 
n=15) compared to FTLD-tau (0.8±0.5 pg/mL, n=52, AUC=0.90, p<0·0001) and 
3.7-fold compared to FTLD-TDP (0.6±0.1 pg/mL, n=16, AUC=0.95, p<0·0001) 
(Figure 2B, eTable 6). No difference was observed between FTLD-tau and FTLD-
TDP (p=0.14). P-tau181 was associated with Thal phase (η²p=0.55, p<0·0001), 
Braak stage (η²p=0.52, p<0·0001), and CERAD score (η²p=0.42, p<0·0001); see 
eFigures 2-5 for post-hoc analyses. The AUC for the differentiation between AD 
and FTLD (FTLD-tau+FTLD-TDP) was 0.96 for P-tau217 and 0.91 for P-tau181 
(Figure 2C);  Delong test: p=0.22, (eTable6). 

Seventy-seven individuals had an FTLD-causing mutation. There was no difference 
in P-tau217 or P-tau181 concentrations between MAPT, GRN, or C9orf72 mutation 
carriers or between the mutation carrier groups and normal controls (P-tau217: 
η²p=0.03, p=0.30; P-tau181: η²p=0.01, p=0.66). When studying the MAPT mutation 
carriers in details, there was no difference in P-tau217 or P-tau181 concentrations 
between age- and sex-matched amyloid-PET negative NC (P-tau217:0.14±0.04 
pg/mL, P-tau181:0.82±0.3 pg/mL, n=8), 4R (P-tau217: 0.23±0.21 pg/mL, P-tau181: 
0.9±0.6 pg/mL, n=33), or AD-like 3R/4R tau pathology mutation carriers (P-tau217: 
0.29±0.2, η²p=0.07, p=0.19; P-tau181: 1.1±0.5, η²p=0.04, p=0.37,  n=11). Since 
these results differed from our previous finding of increased plasma P-tau181 
concentrations in 3R/4R mutation carriers,6 we directly compared the results from 
39 MAPT individuals who were measured with both the previous assay and the 
new P-tau181 assay designed to be more comparable to the P-tau217 assay. 
P-tau181 concentrations with both assays did not correlate  in MAPT mutation 
carriers (r=-0.02, p=0.99), even though the old and new P-tau181 concentrations 
were correlated in the whole cohort (r=0.69, p<0·0001, eFigure 6). 
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Both P-tau217 and P-tau181 showed similar Spearman rank-order correlation 
coefficients with MMSE, CDRsb, functional activities questionnaire (FAQ), modified 
Rey figure recall, trail making test, Stroop color-naming, semantic fluency, and 
D-word fluency in the whole cohort (range absolute ρ: 0.133-0.393, eTable 7). In 
the AD-spectrum subgroup, P-tau217 remained associated with MMSE, CDRsb, 
FAQ, trail making test, semantic fluency and D-word fluency (range absolute 
ρ:0.247-0.470), whereas P-tau181 was only significant associated with MMSE (ρ=-
0.347, p=0.003, see eTable7 for details). Correlations should be interpreted with 
caution as they were globally weak (ρ<0.5) and only significant when not correcting 
for multiple tests.

There was no correlation between plasma NfL and P-tau217 (r=-0.07, p=0.25) or 
P-tau181 (r=-0.013, p=0.83, n=268) in the whole sample, nor in the AD-spectrum 
(P-tau217: r=0.013, p=0.95; P-tau181: r=0.20, p=0.30, n=28). Plasma NfL was inferior 
to either plasma P-tau in diagnostic accuracy (eTable 6). CSF P-tau181 (n=199) 
was correlated with plasma P-tau217 (r=0.60, p<0·0001) and P-tau181 (r=0.50, 
p<0·0001), even though the CSF and plasma samples were not measured with the 
same assay. CSF P-tau181 showed similar accuracy to plasma P-tau217 (eTable 6). 
Both plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 were associated with amyloid-PET positivity. 
P-tau217 was 3.9-fold higher in amyloid-PET-positive (0.58±0.4 pg/mL, n=146) 
compared to amyloid-PET-negative participants (0.15±0.2 pg/mL, n=214, 
η²p=0.49, p<0·0001, controlling for age and sex Figure 3A and C). P-tau181 
was 2.5-fold higher in amyloid-PET-positive (2.0±1 pg/mL, n=146, Figure 3B 
and C) compared to amyloid-PET-negative participants (0.8±0.6 pg/mL, n=214, 
η²p=0.44, p<0·0001). Group differences were unchanged when including CDRsb 
as a covariate in the ANCOVA (η²p=0.47 for P-tau217 and η²p=0.42 for P-tau181; 
with 5 missing values in the amyloid-negative group). P-tau217 differentiated 
amyloid-PET positive from negative individuals with a ROC AUC of 0.91, which was 
slightly higher than the differentiating accuracy of P-tau181 (AUC=0.89, Delong 
test p=0.049, Figure 3C, eTable 6). We assessed whether P-tau217 and P-tau181 
could predict amyloid-PET positivity within clinical diagnoses of MCI, CBS, DLB, 
or controls, as underlying AD pathology is common in these groups.2-4,37 Amyloid-
PET positivity was found in 40% of patients with (AUC = 0.93 for P-tau217 and 
0.92 for P-tau181, both p<0·0001, n=73), in 34% of patients with CBS (AUC = 0.90 
for both P-tau217 and P-tau181, both p<0·0001, n=50), and in 17% of controls 
(AUC of 0.83 for P-tau217 and 0.85 for P-tau181, both p≤0.001, n=64, eTable 6, 
eFigure 7). There was no significant difference in AUC between the two plasma 
biomarkers for these subgroups (all p’s>0.62, eTable 6). Amyloid-PET status was 
only available of 3 DLB patients, preventing any statistical analyses.
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A. P-tau217 concentrations per 
pathology confirmed diagnosis

B. P-tau181 concentrations per 
pathology confirmed diagnosis

P-tau217: 0.96
P-tau181: 0.91

C. ADpath vs FTLDpath

***
Braak 0
Braak I-II
Braak III-IV
Braak V-VI

D. P-tau217 concentrations 
per MAPT mutation

E. P-tau181 concentrations 
per MAPT mutation

Asymptomatic
Symptomatic

η²p=0.07 
p=0.19

η²p=0.04 
p=0.37

η²p=0.41

***

η²p=0.38

***
***

Figure 2. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations per pathology confirmed diagnosis 
and MAPT genotype. A. P-tau217 was increased in the pathology confirmed AD group 

compared to the FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau groups. B. P-tau181 was increased in the pathology 

confirmed AD group compared to the FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau groups. C. ROC curve analyses 

of the differentiation between the pathology-confirmed AD and FTLD-tau combined with the 

FTLD-TDP participants. Brown represents P-tau217, pink represents P-tau181. D. There was 

no difference in P-tau217 concentrations between 4R (n=33, 58% female, mean age=41.8), 

3R/4R (n=11, 45% female, mean age=45.3) MAPT and age and sex matched amyloid-

PET-negative controls (n=8, 50% female, mean age=50.7). E. There was no difference in 

P-tau181 concentrations between 4R, 3R/4R MAPT and age and sex matched controls. 

Three of the five MAPT mutation carriers with the highest P-tau values (P-tau217>0.5 pg/

mL or P-tau181>2.0 pg/mL) had a known CSF P-tau concentration which was also high (>30 

pg/mL).***p<0·0001, adjusted for sex, age, CDRsb (and time between plasma sample and 

death for pathology-confirmed participants). For visualization, raw biomarker concentrations 

were used, although natural log transformed data were used for ANCOVA. 

Plasma P-tau217 was more strongly correlated with temporal tau-PET binding 
(combining bilateral entorhinal, amygdala, fusiform, inferior and middle temporal 
cortices)1 than P-tau181 (r=0.80 vs r=0.72 using log-transformed P-tau values, 
both p<0·0001, n=230, ∆r=0.08, 95%CI=[0.057-0.106], p<0·0001, Figure 3A-B). 
The correlation in the amyloid-PET-positive group (n=117) was r=0.73, p<0·0001 
for P-tau217 and r=0.61, p<0·0001 for P-tau181 (∆r= 0.12, 95%CI=[0.067-0.198], 
p<0·0001). 
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A. Correlation between P-tau217 and temporal meta-ROI tau-PET SUVR

P-tau217: 0.91*
P-tau181: 0.89

C. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations by amyloid-PET status with
associated ROC curve

B. Correlation between P-tau181 and temporal meta-ROI tau-PET SUVR

P-tau217: 0.96*
P-tau181: 0.94

D. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations by tau-PET status with 
associated ROC curve

r=0.68
p<0.001

r=0.79
p<0.001

η²p=0.44
p<0.001

η²p=0.62
p<0.001

η²p=0.55
p<0.001

η²p=0.49
p<0.001

Figure 3. Association between P-tau217, P-tau181, amyloid-PET and tau-PET. A. The 

correlation between plasma P-tau217 and temporal tau-PET SUVR, shapes show clinical 

diagnosis and color shows amyloid-PET status. The dotted line is the cut-off value for tau-

PET positivity of 1.27 SUVR. Correlation coefficient indicates Pearson’s correlation on raw 

plasma and PET values, but correlation strength was not impacted by log-transformation 

of P-tau217 values (r=0.80) or using rank correlation (Spearman ρ=0.79). B. The correlation 

between plasma P-tau181 and temporal tau-PET SUVR. Correlation strength was little 

impacted by log-transformation of P-tau181 (r=0.72) or rank correlation (Spearman ρ=0.72). 

C. Differentiation between amyloid-PET-positive and -negative, by boxplot and ROC AUC. 

Brown represents P-tau217, pink represents P-tau181. D. Differentiation between tau-

PET-positive and -negative, by boxplot and ROC AUC. Brown represents P-tau217, pink 

represents P-tau181. *Significant difference in AUC, adjusted for sex, age. For visualization, 

raw biomarker concentrations were used, although natural log transformed data were used 

for ANCOVA.

In the amyloid-PET-negative group (n=104) temporal tau-PET binding was not 
correlated with P-tau217 (r=0.14, p=0.17) or P-tau181 (r=0.07, p=0.46); note that 
for this subgroup analysis, one amyloid-PET negative participant with high P-tau217 
and P-tau181 concentrations was excluded since it was a clear outlier on both PET 
and plasma variables (right-most data point included in Figurere 3A-B). When 
binarizing temporal tau-PET values into positive and negative groups, P-tau217 
concentrations were 4.5-fold higher in tau-PET-positive (0.68±0.4 pg/mL, n=112) 
compared to tau-PET-negative participants (0.15±0.1 pg/mL, n=118, η²p=0.62, 
p<0·0001, controlling for age and sex). P-tau181 concentrations were 2.9-fold 
higher in tau-PET-positive (2.2±1 pg/mL, n=112) compared to tau-PET-negative 
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participants (0.76±0.6 pg/mL, n=118, η²p=0.55, p<0·0001). Group differences 
were unchanged when including CDRsb as a covariate in the ANCOVA (η²p=0.60 
for P-tau217 and η²p=0.53 for P-tau181; with 1 missing value in the tau-PET-
negative group). P-tau217 differentiated between tau-PET-positive and -negative 
with an AUC of 0.96, which was slightly higher than P-tau181 (AUC=0.94, Delong 
test: p=0.03, Figure 3D, eTable 6). P-tau217 and P-tau181 could also differentiate 
between tau-PET-positive and -negative participants within subgroups with a 
clinical diagnosis of MCI and CBS (all AUC’s ≥0.88), with no significant difference 
in discriminability between the two plasma markers (eFigure 8, eTable 6). 46 MCI 
patients had both tau-PET and amyloid-PET. Nineteen of those were amyloid-
PET and tau-PET negative (A-T-), four were A+T-, two were A-T+, and 21 were 
A+T+. The P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations seemed increased in A+T+ 
MCI patients, compared to A-T- MCI patients, and to A+T- MCI patients, though 
sample sizes were too small to perform accurate statistical analyses (eFigure 9). 
A small number of participants (n=55) had plasma biomarkers, tau-PET and CSF 
P-tau181; correlations in this subgroup are available in eTable8

Figure 4. Voxelwise correlation between plasma P-tau217, P-tau181 and Tau-PET 
tracer binding or grey matter volume. The density plots on top of the color bars show 

the distribution of Pearson’s r values across all voxels included in the GM cortex mask. The 

pink lines in the color bar indicate p<0·0001 at the voxel level for tau-PET, green lines in 

the color bar indicate p<0·0001 for grey matter atrophy, and correspond to various r values 

depending on each subsample size. The voxelwise correlation brain maps are available on 

Neurovault: https://neurovault.org/collections/SDXLLPNR/ 
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In the whole tau-PET sample, plasma P-tau concentrations were associated with 
tau-PET throughout the cortex, with strongest correlations in temporoparietal and 
lateral frontal areas (Figure 4). The correlation was most pronounced for P-tau217, 
with correlation coefficients of up to 0.81 compared to 0.70 for P-tau181, both 
peaking in the right middle temporal lobe. There was no significant association 
between P-tau concentration and tau-PET in amyloid-PET-negative participants, 
after excluding one amyloid-PET-negative outlier described above. In contrast, 
tau-PET-plasma associations were significant in the amyloid-PET-positive group, 
with correlation coefficients up to 0.74 for P-tau217 and 0.59 for P-tau181 (eFigure 
10). The pattern of voxelwise correlations was very similar in patients with a clinical 
diagnosis of MCI, and even stronger in CBS, with correlations exceeding r=0.9 in 
frontal, parietal, and temporal areas.

Higher plasma P-tau concentration was associated with lower GM volume in a 
pattern that resembled, but was more restricted than the pattern seen with tau-
PET (Figure 4, eFigure 10). In the whole cohort, the association was maximal in 
temporoparietal areas, with correlation coefficients reaching -0.36 for P-tau217 
and -0.33 for P-tau181. Strong associations between plasma P-tau markers and 
temporo-parietal volume were seen in amyloid-PET-positive participants and 
patients with clinical diagnoses of MCI or CBS, but not in the amyloid-PET negative 
subgroup.

Discussion 

We compared the diagnostic performance of plasma P-tau217 with a novel 
P-tau181 assay, designed to match the assay characteristics of the P-tau217 assay, 
in a large cohort of patients with various neurodegenerative diseases. Both plasma 
biomarkers could distinguish AD from non-AD disorders defined either clinically 
or neuropathologically with high accuracy (AUC’s>0.90), and both were associated 
with in vivo presence of amyloid and tau pathology as measured with PET. Higher 
P-tau concentrations were also associated with greater brain atrophy measured on 
MRI scans in brain regions typically affected by AD pathology, and with cognitive 
impairment. Across multiple contrasts of interest, plasma P-tau217 tended to 
perform slightly better than P-tau181: the diagnostic accuracy of P-tau217 as 
measured with the AUC curve was higher for differentiation of clinical AD vs 
clinical FTLD, amyloid-PET-positive vs -negative participants, and tau-PET-positive 
vs -negative participants, although the magnitudes of the performance differences 
were small (∆AUC<0.02). 
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The data collected from this cohort including both primary (FTLD-tau) and 
secondary tauopathies (AD) support the use of either plasma P-tau217 or P-tau181 
as screening tools to help target therapies to individuals with underlying AD tau 
pathology. Both P-tau217 and P-tau181 were associated with amyloid and tau-
PET biomarkers of AD in patients with clinical MCI or CBS diagnoses (AUCs for 
both ≥0.88). Voxelwise analyses showed strong associations between both plasma 
P-tau species and tau-PET binding in regions affected by AD pathology in MCI 
and CBS patients. This study and studies by us and others showed that plasma 
P-tau has better diagnostic accuracy for AD than plasma NfL6,7,9 and similar to 
CSF P-tau181.7,9 Our data suggest that plasma P-tau may be a particularly useful 
biomarker to screen MCI or CBS patients for underlying AD-pathology to allow 
them to participate in clinical trials of AD-tau-targeted therapies, or exclude them 
from trials targeting non-AD-tau pathology. Indeed, recent studies demonstrated 
that plasma P-tau217 increased longitudinally in preclinical AD38 and that plasma 
P-tau217 or P-tau181 (combined with NfL) provided subject-level prognostic 
information about cognitive decline due to AD in MCI patients.10 Recently, a 
comprehensive study found that the most parsimonious model for predicting AD 
dementia in a heterogeneous population of individuals with SCD and MCI was 
a combination of plasma P-tau, APOE genotype and three brief cognitive tests 
of memory and executive function.11 Importantly, in that study the prognostic 
algorithm established in BioFINDER, using normalized plasma P-tau217 levels, 
could be cross-validated in ADNI, using normalized plasma P-tau181 levels, 
emphasizing the results from the present study that high-performing assays for 
P-tau217 and P-tau181 can be used interchangeably in clinical practice and trials.
Although CSF studies have suggested that P-tau217 might be an earlier marker 
of AD pathology than P-tau181,13 we found no significant difference between 
P-tau217 and P-tau181 in indicating amyloid- or tau-PET positivity in MCI patients, 
or in indicating amyloid-PET positivity in controls. In the whole cohort, P-tau217 
was more strongly correlated with cognitive performance, a later occurring feature 
of AD. This lack of superiority for plasma compared to the CSF assays may be due 
to the difference in assay technology, a difference in cohort composition, or might 
be attributable to a high pass filter effect of the blood-brain barrier for P-tau217 
fragments which could reduce the relative sensitivity of plasma compared to CSF 
measurements for detecting AD pathology.

In this study, we did not replicate the relative increase in plasma P-tau181 
concentrations in 3R/4R tau producing compared to 4R tau producing MAPT 
mutation carriers that we found in our previous study.6 This likely reflected the 
use of a different P-tau181 assay with a different detector antibody and different 
sample buffer. Although the P-tau181 concentrations of these new and old 
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assays were moderately correlated in the whole cohort, there was no correlation 
in MAPT carriers alone. One potential explanation for this difference is that the 
physicochemical properties of MAPT 3R/4R soluble tau species might differ from 
AD 3R/4R soluble tau species in sensitivity to the assay conditions. This difference 
could expose a binding region with more affinity for the capture antibody from the 
older assay. 

To widely implement P-tau as a biomarker for AD, diagnostic cut-off values should 
be established. Arguably, clinically, the cut-off value that can help to estimate 
whether dementia syndromes are due to AD or FTLD might be most useful. For 
example, our pathology-confirmed cohort included three patients who had a 
clinical diagnosis of CBS but had AD pathology at autopsy. These patients had 
plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations above the cut-off value for AD 
compared to FTLD. Assay validation in a larger, more diverse community with 
close attention to pre-analytic sample handling will be critical to determine widely 
applicable cut-off concentrations. 

A strength of this study was its robust approach to comparing plasma P-tau217 and 
P-tau181, using matched immunochemical assays. This is most likely the reason 
why the difference in diagnostic accuracy was not as large as previously reported, 
since the previous study could be confounded by differences in the types of assays 
used that were unrelated to the targeted epitope, a limitation noted by the authors 
of the study.9 This is particularly an issue for immunoassays and less so for mass 
spectrometry studies.17 The cohort covered a broad range of neurodegenerative 
diseases, including  FTLD cases with non-AD tau pathology of considerable sample 
sizes to AD, allowing us to demonstrate  differential diagnostic performance similar 
to a recent study in a larger cohort.9

This study also had several limitations. The P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations 
were very low in the FTLD group, with 79 measurements <LLOQ for P-tau217. 
This indicates a floor effect that limits the dynamic range of the marker for the 
low concentrations.  A relatively small number of patients in the AD spectrum 
was included in our cohort, since we focused on differential diagnosis. Further, 
our cohort was relatively young, and therefore provides little information on how 
plasma P-tau will perform in older age, when AD is more prevalent. However, in 
this cohort we found no correlation of plasma P-tau with age. Only three out of 
13 DLB patients had amyloid-PET data and therefore we could not determine 
whether P-tau217 or 181 could successfully identify amyloid co-pathology in DLB. 
Another limitation was the lack of ethnic and socioeconomic diversity in our cohort, 
in contrast to a recently published multi-ethnic study with plasma P-tau.18 
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In conclusion, in this direct comparison of the diagnostic performance of plasma 
P-tau217 and P-tau181 we demonstrate that both markers have excellent 
diagnostic performance for AD. Although the fold difference in concentration 
between diagnostic groups were higher with P-tau217 than P-tau181, this did 
not translate to a clinically meaningful difference in diagnostic utility in our highly 
selected research population. Both plasma P-tau species can aid in evaluation of 
participants by identifying those with underlying AD tau pathology. Additional 
studies in larger and more diverse cohorts are needed to establish if differences 
between these biomarkers are clinically meaningful.
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eMethods

Participants
UCSF Memory and Aging participants were recruited as part of ongoing 
observational projects for Alzheimer’s disease, frontotemporal dementia and 
healthy aging (https://memory.ucsf.edu/research-trials/research). Advancing 
Research & Treatment in Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (ARTFL, ClinicalTrials.
gov NCT02365922),1 recruited participants 18 to 90 years old at 18 academic 
centers in the United States and Canada with the goal of characterizing the clinical, 
neuroimaging and fluid biomarker features of patients with frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration (FTLD) amenable to participate in clinical trials. ARTFL enrolled 
patients who met research criteria for one of the following FTLD syndromes: 
behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD),2 non-fluent or semantic 
variant primary progressive aphasia,3 frontotemporal dementia with amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis,4 corticobasal syndrome5 or progressive supranuclear palsy.6 ARTFL 
also enrolled asymptomatic volunteers with family history of an FTLD syndrome, 
whether or not they are carriers of any known FTLD-causing mutation.

All participants underwent a standardized evaluation that includes demographic 
features, neurological, neuropsychological, and functional assessment with 
informant interview, captured in longitudinally-deployed research instruments. 
Disease severity was measures with the Clinical Dementia Rating® instrumental 
global and sum of boxes scores,7 the Functional Activities Questionnaire8 and the 
Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living scale.9 For UCSF-recruited participants. 
neuropsychological assessment was conducted with a battery to evaluate episodic 
memory, working memory, executive function, spatial ability, abstract reasoning 
and calculations.10 ARTFL participants were neuropsychologically characterized 
with the NIH-EXAMINER and the UDS neuropsychological batteries, as published 
before.11 Participants also underwent structural brain MRI, biofluid collection and 
genetic testing. All clinically diagnosed amnestic AD patients (ADclin), logopenic 
variant primary progressive aphasia (lvPPA) and posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) 
patients had biomarker confirmation with either Aβ-PET, autopsy or genetic 
biomarker. 

Genetic testing
Genetic screening was conducted to identify FTLD-causing mutations in the 
C9orf72, GRN and MAPT genes, through targeted sequencing. Exonic regions were 
captured using a custom designed library (SeqCap EZ Choice Library, NimbleGen) 
and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq4000 at the University of California, Los 
Angeles Neuroscience Genomics Core. Sequence reads were mapped to the 
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GRCh37/hg19 reference genome. Variants were joint-called with the Genome 
Analysis Tool Kit 12 and annotated using ANNOVAR13 and the Ensembl Variant 
Effect Predictor tool.14 The coding and exon-intron boundary regions of GRN and 
MAPT genes were screened for known (listed in the AD&FTD Mutation Database) 
(http://www.molgen.ua.ac.be/ADMutations) or novel (likely) pathogenic variants, 
classified according to the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics 
and the Association for Molecular Pathology guidelines.15 All pathogenic variants 
found were subsequently confirmed by Sanger sequencing. The presence of a 
pathological hexanucleotide repeat expansion in C9orf72 was detected using both 
fluorescent and repeat-primed PCR, as previously described.16 APOE genotyping 
was obtained with TaqMan® SNP assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 
and/or extracted from target sequencing data.

Plasma P-tau217 or P-tau181 analyses 
Non-fasting blood samples were obtained by venipuncture in ethylene-
diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) tubes for plasma, following the ADNI protocol.17 
The researchers performing the fluid biomarker analyses were blinded to the 
clinical information and reference standard results of the participants during sample 
measurement. Within 60 minutes, the samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm at 
room temperature, aliquoted and stored at -80°C.  The P-tau assays were designed 
to measure P-tau in plasma (either P-tau217 or P-tau181) and optimized to measure 
disease-related differences through the selection of monoclonal antibodies used in 
the assays. Detector antibodies were conjugated with NHS-PEG4-Biotin (Thermo 
Scientific, catalog number: 21329) or MSD GOLD SULFO-TAG NHS-Ester (MSD, 
catalog number: R91AO-1) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  Selection 
of the monoclonal antibody pairs provided a unique combination of sensitivity 
and selectivity for the tau forms in plasma that are different between CU and AD 
subjects. Each assay was calibrated using a synthetic P-tau peptide specific for the 
epitope of the assay coupled to the tau peptide corresponding to the 4G10-E2 
epitope with a PEG12 linker.  The fully synthetic peptide-based calibrators were 
verified for purity >95% by HPLC and identity by mass spectrometry. 

The plasma samples were thawed on wet ice, briefly vortexed, and diluted 1:2 
in sample diluent with the addition of Heterophilic Blocking Reagent 1 to a 
concentration of 200 ug/mL (Scantibodies Inc, catalog number: 3KC533). In order 
the run the assay, MSD small-spot streptavidin (MSD, L45SA) coated plates were 
blocked for 1 hour at room temperature with 200 uL of 3% BSA and 2% PEG in 
PBS with 650 rpm shaking on a plate shaker. The plates were then washed three 
times with 200 uL of wash buffer (PBS + 0.05% Tween 20) and 25 uL of biotinylated 
capture antibody was added and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with 
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650 rpm shaking on a plate shaker. The plates were again washed three times 
with 200 uL of wash buffer and 50 uL of diluted calibrator or sample was added 
to the plate and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with 650 rpm shaking 
on a plate shaker. The plates were then washed three times with 200 uL of wash 
buffer and 25 uL of SULFO-tagged 4G10-E2 detection antibody was added and 
incubated for 1 hour at room temperature with 650 rpm shaking on a plate shaker. 
The plates were washed a final time with 200 uL of wash buffer and 150 uL of 2X 
MSD Read Buffer T with Surfactant (MSD, R92TC) was added to each plate and 
read on the MSD SQ120 within 10 minutes of read buffer addition. Results were 
calculated by the MSD software using a 4PL, 1/y2 weight of the standard curve for 
interpolation.

Seventy-nine of the included samples were measured below the lower limit of 
quantification (LLOQ) of 0.08 pg/mL for P-tau217 (16 NC, 15 MCI, 12 CBS, 12 
PSP, 8 bvFTD, 10 svPPA, 4 nfvPPA, 1 DLB, 1 TES). Four of the included samples 
were measured below the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) of 0.28 pg/mL for 
P-tau181 (1 NC, 1 bvFTD, 1 PSP, 1 svPPA). The concentrations were included in 
the analyses as provided, since their mean %CV remained <20% (13.0% ±13 for 
P-tau217 and 1.9%±1 for P-tau181).

The average %CV of duplicates of the samples was 5.2% for P-tau217 and 3.9% for 
P-tau181. The %CV of the low quality control was 14.0% for P-tau217 (0.13 pg/mL) 
and 7.7% for P-tau181 (0.69 pg/mL). The %CV of the high quality control was 3.1% 
for P-tau217 (0.83 pg/mL) and 4.5% for P-tau181 (2.37 pg/mL).

P-tau217 and P-tau181 Assay Condition Changes in UCSF Studies
Assay Conditions
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eTable 1. Original Conditions (10-2-2019)

P-tau217 P-tau181
Block Buffer DPBS + 3% BSA DPBS + 3% BSA

Capture Buffer DPBS + 0.1% BSA + 0.05% 
Tween 20 + 2% PEG

DPBS + 0.1% BSA + 0.05% 
Tween 20

Calibrator Diluent Low Salt Buffer MSD Diluent 35

Sample Diluent Low Salt Buffer + 200 ug/mL 
HBR1

MSD Diluent 35 + 200 ug/
mL HBR1

Detection Buffer Diluent 35 + 2% PEG Diluent 35

Read Buffer 2x MSD Read Buffer T 2x MSD Read Buffer T

Capture Antibody IBA493 AT270

Capture Antibody Conc. 0.5 ug/mL 1 ug/mL

Detection Antibody 4G10-E2 LRL

Detection Antibody Conc 0.02 ug/mL 3 ug/mL

Calibrator Recombinant, 2N4R Tau 441 
phosphorylated in vitro with 
GSK-3beta

 Recombinant, 2N4R Tau 
441 phosphorylated in vitro 
with GSK-3beta

eTable 2. Optimized Conditions for Comparison Studies (7-15-2020)

P-tau217 P-tau181
Block Buffer PBS + 3% BSA +2% PEG PBS + 3% BSA +2% PEG

Capture Buffer PBS + 0.1% BSA + 0.05% 
Tween 20 + 2% PEG

PBS + 0.1% BSA + 0.05% 
Tween 20 + 2% PEG

Calibrator Diluent Low Salt Buffer Low Salt Buffer

Sample Diluent Low Salt Buffer + 200 ug/mL 
HBR1

Low Salt Buffer + 200 ug/mL 
HBR1

Detection Buffer Low Salt Buffer Low Salt Buffer

Read Buffer 2x MSD Read Buffer T 2x MSD Read Buffer T

Capture Antibody IBA493 AT270

Capture Antibody Conc. 0.5 ug/mL 1 ug/mL

Detection Antibody 4G10-E2 4G10-E2

Detection Antibody Conc 0.02 ug/mL 0.02 ug/mL

Calibrator Synthetic P-tau217 Peptide Synthetic P-tau181 Peptide

Assay Changes
Between the two runs of samples obtained from UCSF in collaboration on 
P-tau217 and P-tau181, both assays went through a series of improvements to 
address assay robustness over time, buffer optimizations, and condition alignment 
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as much as possible in order to facilitate co-analysis of both P-tau217 and P-tau181 
simultaneously. To accomplish this, the following changes were implemented:

DPBS was replaced with PBS in order to maintain control over, and increase, the 
buffering capacity of the buffers since DPBS has low buffering capacity.

eTable 3. Plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 intra and inter assay variation.

INTRA ASSAY Variation 
within Measuring Range of Assays

P-tau217 
(N=529)

P-tau181 
(N=529)

Average %CV of Duplicates 7.62% 8.20%

Median %CV of Duplicates 5.18% 3.87%

INTRA ASSAY Variation 
BQL Values Only

P-tau217
(N=80)

P-tau181 
(N=4)

Average %CV of Duplicates 13.97 % 1.87%

Median %CV of Duplicates 10.72% 2.07%

INTER ASSAY Variation 
Blinded External Pooled Plasma 

P-tau217 P-tau181 

NCRAD Pool 1 (N=9) (N=9)

Mean (pg/mL) 0.11 0.67

%CV 13.70% 2.14%

NCRAD Pool 2 (N=3) (N=3)

Mean (pg/mL) 0.47 2.14

%CV 17.29% 11.97%

INTER ASSAY Variation 
Lilly Pooled Plasma 

P-tau217 P-tau181 

High AD Pool (N=19) (N=19)

Mean (pg/mL) 0.83 2.37

%CV 2.87% 4.40%

Medium Mixed Pool (N=19) (N=19)

Mean (pg/mL) 0.29 1.12

%CV 5.07% 5.90%

Low HV Pool (N=19) (N=19)

Mean (pg/mL) 0.13 0.69

%CV 11.23% 6.98%
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2% polyethylene glycol (PEG) was added to block buffer, capture buffer, and is 
present in the low salt buffer. This addition is intended to reduce non-specific 
binding at all stages and improve the signal to noise ratio of the samples.

MSD Diluent 35 was replaced by low salt buffer for both performance improvements 
and in order to have a fully defined buffer and non-proprietary buffer for consistency.
The LRL detection antibody was replaced with 4G10-E2 in the P-tau181 assay due 
to the identification of long-term storage and stability issues that were causing a 
performance concern, which was remedied by implementation of the 4G10-E2 
total tau antibody replacement. 

Synthetic peptides replaced an in vitro phosphorylated full-length tau protein for 
consistency purposes. Historically, P-tau was generated via an enzymatic reaction 
with GSK-3beta, however this approach required significant characterization and 
the approach was very difficult to maintain lot to lot consistency in manufacturing 
of the calibrator.  By using a synthetic peptide, the control over the assay is vastly 
improved.  Each calibrator is characterized using mass spectrometry to confirm 
sequence identity and HPLC to confirm purity.  The long-term stability and 
performance properties of these new calibrators are being assessed.

NfL measurements
Plasma NfL concentrations were measured at three sites; Novartis Institutes for 
Biomedical Research, Quanterix Corp (Boston, MA), University of Gothenburg, 
and UCSF using a commercially available NfL kit on the Simoa HD-1 platform. The 
researchers performing the fluid biomarker analyses were blinded to the clinical 
information and reference standard results of the participants during sample 
measurement. Samples were 4x diluted, automated by the HD-1 analyzer and 
measured in duplicate. The average interassay variation was 4.9%, all samples 
were measured well above the kit LLOQ of 0.174 pg/mL. In a previous study, with 
an overlapping set of samples from 186 participants were analyzed separately at 
Novartis and at Quanterix, showing that plasma NfL concentrations were highly 
correlated (ρ = 0.98, p < .001). The samples analyzed at the two sites also had 
comparable means and standard deviations (21.8 ± 35 pg/mL, Quanterix and 20.2 
± 34 pg/mL, Novartis).

CSF P-tau 181 measurements
153 CSF P-tau181 concentrations were measured in duplicate with the Elecsys 
Cobas e 601 analyser (Roche) by the University of Gothenburg. The researchers 
performing the fluid biomarker analyses were blinded to the clinical information 
and reference standard results of the participants during sample measurement. 
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120 CSF P-tau181 concentrations were measured in duplicate with the Innotest kit 
(catalog # 81581). These measurements were conducted by an independent lab, 
with operators blinded to clinical data (Biogen, Inc.). Of these samples, 74 were 
measured with both the Elecsys and Innotest. Passing bablok was used to predict 
the corresponding Elecsys P-tau181 concentrations based of 46 Innotest P-tau181 
concentrations.18 This resulted in a total of 199 CSF P-tau181 concentrations.

Neuroimaging methods

Data acquisition
MRI acquisition
Participants were scanned on a 3 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging scanner 
from one of three vendors: Philips Medical Systems, Siemens, or General Electric 
Medical Systems.

For the 4RTNI/LEFFTDs cohort, a standard imaging protocol was used by all 
centers and managed and reviewed for quality by a core group at the Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester. Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MP‐RAGE) images were 
acquired sagittally using the following parameters: 240 × 256 × 256 matrix; 170 
slices; voxel size = 1.1 × 1.1 × 1.2 mm3; flip angle, TE and TR varies by vendor. 
Scanners were the following: Phillips Achieva (n=7), Siemens Prisma fit (n=37), 
Siemens TrioTim (n=6), Siemens Skyra (n=5), GE Discovery MR750 (n=27), GE 
Signa_HDxt (n=9), Phillips Intera (n=1).

UCSF Participants were scanned on a 3 Tesla SiemensTrio Tim (n=258) or Siemens 
Prisma fit (n=186) at the UCSF Neuroscience Imaging Center. MP‐RAGE images 
were acquired sagittally using the following parameters: 240 × 256 × 256 matrix; 
160 slices; voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm3; flip angle = 9°;  TR = 2,300 ms; TE = 
2.9 ms for Prisma, 2.98 for Trio).

PET acquisition
PET Scanners
4RTNI/LEFFTDs cohort were scanned from multiple scanners: GE Discovery RX 
(Mayo Clinic), Siemens Biograph (University of Toronto), Siemens Biograph 6 
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Siemens HR+ (Massachusetts General 
Hospital), Siemens HRRT (Johns Hopkins and University of Toronto), GE Discovery 
STE VCT (UCSD) or Philips Ingenuity TF (University of Pennsylvania). Participants 
from the UCSF cohort were scanned on one of three scanners: a Siemens Biograph 
6 PET/CT scanner or ECAT PET scanner at the Lawrence Berkeley National 
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Laboratory, or a GE Discovery STE/VCT PET-CT at China Basin. Attenuation 
correction was performed using either an emission scan (PET scanners) or low-dose 
CT scan (PET-CT scans). All scanners were harmonized prior to data acquisition 
following ADNI procedures (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/).

PET Radiotracers and respective acquisition time window
Amyloid-PET was performed using multiple radiotracers: [11C]Pittsburgh Compound 
B (PIB, n = 280, 49 in 4RTNI/LEFFTDs, 231 at UCSF), [18F]Florbetapir (aka AV45 or 
Amyvid, n = 62, 3 in 4RTNI/LEFFTDs, 59 at UCSF), or [18F]Florbetaben (aka BAY-
949172 or NeuraCeq, n = 22, all in 4RTNI/LEFFTDs). Data analyzed in this paper 
was acquired as four 5-min frames between 50-70 min post injection for Florbetapir 
(UCSF, UCSD), 90-110 min post injection for Florbetaben (Upenn, Johns Hopkins), 
and 40-60 min (Massachusetts General Hospital) or 50-70 min post injection (UCSF, 
University of Toronto, Mayo Clinic, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) for PIB.
Tau-PET was performed using [18F]Flortaucipir (aka T807, AV-1451, or Tauvid) in 
all 234 participants (76 in 4RTNI/LEFFTDs, 158 at UCSF) and data analyzed in the 
paper were acquired 80-100 min post injection across sites.

Data processing
The researchers performing the neuroimaging pre-processing were blinded to the 
demographic, clinical, or biomarker information.

MRI processing for Voxel Based Morphometry
Before any pre-processing, all T1-weighted images were visually inspected for 
quality control. Images with excessive motion or image artifact were excluded. 
Tissue segmentation was performed using SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Center 
for Neuroimaging, London, UK, http://www. fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) unified 
segmentation.19. Each subject’s T1-weighted image was warped to create a group 
template by non-linear and rigid-body registration using Diffeomorphic Anatomical 
Registration using Exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL)20 Subjects’ native space 
gray and white matter were modulated and normalized to group template space 
using inter-subject transformations. For statistical purposes, linear and non-linear 
transformations between DARTEL’s space and International Consortium of Brain 
Mapping (ICBM) space21  were applied to each subject’s segmentations. The images 
were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with 8~mm full width half maximum to 
match final PET resolution (see below). Each subject’s segmentation was carefully 
inspected to ensure robustness of the process. Total intracranial volume (TIV) was 
calculated for each subject as the sum of the gray matter (GM), white matter, and 
cerebrospinal fluid segmentations.
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PET processing 
MRIs were processed using Freesurfer 5.3 to define radiotracer-specific reference 
and target regions. PET frames were realigned using rigid-body transformations, 
averaged, and coregistered to their corresponding MRI. 

Amyloid-PET processing and analysis.
Mean count images were converted into Standardized Uptake Value Ratio (SUVR) 
images using tracer specific reference regions defined using Freesurfer-derived MRI 
parcellation: whole cerebellum for Florbetaben and Florbetapir, and cerebellar cortex 
for PIB. SUVR images were centrally read as positive or negative at UCSF based 
on visual assessment, following tracer-specific guidelines that were all previously 
validated against neuropathology. Each image was read by Dr. Gil Rabinovici or 
one of his trained lab members (n=4). For Florbetaben and Florbetapir, scans were 
read following the approach described and validated against neuropathology 
by each tracer manufacturer (Clark et al, JAMA 2011; Sabri et al, Alz&Dem 2015) 
and approved by the Food and Drug Administration. All readers all underwent in-
person or virtual training designed by each tracer manufacturer and passed their 
requirements; no specific inter-rater reliability assessment was conducted for these 
tracers. For PIB, we followed an approach described in previous publications from 
our group and validated against neuropathology. Specifically, PIB-PET was read as 
positive if cortical binding equaled or exceeded white matter binding in one or more 
regions. In a recent paper from our group (Lesman-Segev, Annals of Neurology 
2021), we showed high inter-rater reliability (3 raters, 101 scans, Fleiss kappa = 0.77, 
95%CI [0.68-0.87]), and good ability to detect clinically relevant (i.e. intermediate to 
high) levels of AD Neuropathological Changes (Sensitivity = 96%, Specificity = 86%).

Tau-PET processing and extractions. 
All Flortaucipir images were smoothed to an effective resolution of 8mm Full 
Width at Half Maximum isotropic, following ADNI protocol to harmonize data 
from multiple certified scanners. Flortaucipir mean count images were converted 
into Standardized Uptake Value Ratio (SUVR) images using the inferior cerebellum 
as a reference region. The inferior cerebellum was defined using both Freesurfer 
parcellation and the SUIT atlas, as previously defined.22  Amyloid-PET mean 
count images were converted into SUVR images using tracer specific reference 
regions defined using Freesurfer-derived MRI parcellation: whole cerebellum for 
Florbetaben and Florbetapir, and cerebellar cortex for PIB. To quantify AD-type 
Flortaucipir binding, we extracted SUVR values from a temporal meta-ROI by 
combining signal from multiple bilateral Freesurfer defined regions (amygdalae, 
and entorhinal, parahippocampal, fusiform, inferior temporal, and middle temporal 
cortices) in native space. We used the latter to define tau-positivity using the 1.27 
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threshold derived from independent samples.23 Flortaucipir SUVR images were 
warped to template space using the parameters defined by the MRI procedure to 
be analyzed voxelwise. No additional smoothing was applied.

Voxelwise analyses
Voxelwise analyses were run in SPM12 to test the association between plasma 
markers and gray matter volume or Flortaucipir SUVR in the whole cohort. A 
cortical GM mask (based on GM segments after excluding cerebellum and 
subcortical voxels) was used in all analyses. Separate models were used for each 
pair of variables: pTau181-GM volume, pTau217-GM volume, pTau181-Flortaucipir, 
pTau217-Flortaucipir. Models were first run on all participants with available data; 
complementary subgroup analyses were then conducted splitting patients either 
based on their amyloid-PET status (negative versus positive) or on their clinical 
diagnosis. Specific sample size for each analysis is indicated in the result section. 
Total intracranial volume was entered in MRI models to control for inter-individual 
variability in head size. Resulting T-maps were converted to R-maps using the 
CAT12 toolbox (www.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/). For the sake of visualization, all 
voxel-based maps derived from PET and VBM analyses were rendered on a three-
dimensional brain surface using the BrainNet Viewer (www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/, 
Wang et al, 2013) and default interpolation and perceptually uniform color scales 
(magma for MRI, viridis for tau-PET; https://matplotlib.org/). 

Correlation maps were not thresholded using a p-value, which would create a bias 
across subgroup analyses due to different sample size/statistical power. Instead, 
all maps are displayed using the same color scale across subgroups (within a 
given imaging modality) and voxels surviving a voxel-level p uncorrected < .001 
threshold are highlighted. Voxelwise associations were also visualized using a 
familywise error corrected p<0.05 threshold.

All 3D thresholded and unthresholded voxelwise maps are available on neurovault: 
https://neurovault.org/collections/SDXLLPNR/ 
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eResults

eFigure 1. Correlation between P-tau217 and P-tau181, raw data and natural log 
transformed data. 
The Pearson correlation coefficient for the raw P-tau217 and P-tau181 data was 
0.85, p<0.0001, the Pearman correlation for the natural log transformed data 
was 0.90, p<0.0001, while the Spearmen correlation was 0.88, n=593. The cut-off 
concentrations for clinical AD vs clinical FTLD (P-tau217: 0.19 pg/mL, P-tau181: 
0.99 pg/mL; ln transformed: P-tau217: -1.7, P-tau181: -0.01) are represented with 
the dotted line. When excluding the FTLD and NC outliers with high P-tau181, the 
correlation remained similar (r on raw data=0.90, r on ln-transformed data = 0.90, 
Spearman ρ =0.88, n=591).

Plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 outliers in the FTLD groups
There are a number of outliers in the FTLD subgroups that have the following features: 
In the CBS group there are cases with high P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations. 
All patients with CBS that had high P-tau concentrations with known amyloid-PET 
were amyloid-PET positive. Others have unknown amyloid-PET status but are likely 
to be positive, since 25-35% of CBS patients have underlying AD co-pathology. The 
higher P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations in the PSP group could be explained 
by AD-co-pathology. This was confirmed by pathology analyses in one of the 
participants, and by low CSF Abeta42 concentration, measured with Elecsys (645.7 
pg/mL, cut-off for amyloid-CSF positivity is 1065 pg/mL)24 in another outlier. Three 
of the bvFTD patients with high P-tau217 concentrations had the C9orf72 mutation 
which can co-exist with AD co-pathology.25 The nfvPPA patient with high P-tau217 
concentration had pathology-confirmed AD-copathology. One svPPA participant 
with high P-tau217 concentration was amyloid-PET positive. The highest outlier in 
the svPPA group is a much-studied participant who is amyloid-PET negative but 
tau-PET positive, with the highest temporal tau-PET signal observed in the whole 
(n=230) cohort, including amyloid-PET-positive patients with AD. Consistent with 
the tau-PET, their P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations were also elevated. This 
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patient did not harbour any known mutation in APP, C9ORF72, FUS, GRN, MAPT, 
PSEN1, PSEN2, TARBP; their APOE genotype was 3/4.

eFigure 2. P-tau per pathology confirmed Thal stage.A. P-tau217 was increased in Thal 

4 compared to Thal 1, 2, and 3 (p<0.02), and in Thal 5 compared to Thal 0, 1, 2, and 3 

(p<0.04). B. P-tau181 was increased in Thal 4 compared to 2, and in Thal 5 compared to 0, 

1, 2, and 3 (p≤0.04)  *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.0001, adjusted for sex, age, CDRsb, and 

time between plasma sample and death. 

eFigure 3. P-tau per pathology confirmed Braak stage. A. P-tau217 was increased in 

Braak V compared to Braak stages I, II, and III and in Braak VI compared to Braak stages 

0, I, II, III, and IV. B. P-tau181 was increased in Braak VI compared to 0, I, II, III, and IV. 

***p<0.0001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05 adjusted for sex, age, CDRsb, and time between plasma 

sample and death. 
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eFigure 4. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations per pathology confirmed 
diagnosis.

A. P-tau217 was increased in the pathology confirmed AD group compared to the FTLD-

TDP and FTLD-tau groups. Color reflects CERAD score B. P-tau181 was increased in the 

pathology confirmed AD group compared to the FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau groups. Color 

reflects CERAD score. ***p<0.0001, adjusted for sex, age, CDRsb, and time between 

plasma sample and death.

eFigure 5. P-tau per pathology CERAD score. A. P-tau217 was increased in CERAD-

frequent compared to the other CERAD scores. B. P-tau181 was increased in CERAD-

frequent compared to the other CERAD scores. ***p<0.0001, adjusted for sex, age, CDRsb, 

and time between plasma sample and death.
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assay in MAPT mutation carriers.P-tau181 old was used in the previous study, P-tau181 

new in the current study. A. The correlation between P-tau181 old and new in the cohort 

was r=0.69, p<0.0001, ρ=0.68, p<0.0001. B. The correlation in the 39 MAPT mutation 

carriers by themselves was r (ln data)=-0.02, p=0.90, r (raw data)=-0.03, p=0.84. Color 

reflects the MAPT mutation carriers.

eFigure 7. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations by amyloid-PET status with 
associated ROC curve, per specific clinical diagnosis.Excluded one outlier of 1.18 pg/mL 

and one of 0.95 pg/mL P-tau217 and an outlier of 10.2 pg/mL P-tau181 in the NC group for 

visualization. Outliers were included in statistical analyses.
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eFigure 8. P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations by tau-PET status with associated 
ROC curve, per specific clinical diagnosis.

eFigure 9. P-tau217 and P-tau181 per AT status in MCI patients.46 MCI patients had 

both tau-PET and amyloid-PET. Nineteen of those were amyloid-PET and tau-PET negative 

(A-T-), four were A+T-, two were A-T+, and 21 were A+T+. Because of the small sample size, 

no statistics were performed. A. P-tau217 seemed increased in MCI patients that were both 

amyloid-PET and tau-PET positive, compared to MCI patients that were both amyloid-PET 

and tau-PET negative, and to MCI that were amyloid-PET positive but tau-PET negative. 

B. P-tau181 seemed increased in MCI patients that were both amyloid-PET and tau-PET 

positive, compared to MCI patients that were both amyloid-PET and tau-PET negative, and 

to MCI that were amyloid-PET positive but tau-PET negative. 
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eFigure 10. Voxelwise correlation between plasma P-tau217, P-tau181 and Tau-PET 
tracer binding or grey matter volume. The density plots on top of the color bars show 

the distribution of Pearson’s r values across all voxels included in the GM cortex mask. The 

pink lines in the color bar indicate p<0·0001 at the voxel level for tau-PET, green lines in 

the color bar indicate p<0·0001 for grey matter atrophy, and correspond to various r values 

depending on each subsample size. The voxelwise correlation brain maps are available on 

Neurovault: https://neurovault.org/collections/SDXLLPNR/  
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eTable 4. Subgroup characteristics of the normal control participants

NC  
amyloid-
PET-
negative 
(n=53)

NC 
amyloid-
PET-
positive 
(n=11)

Sex, M/F 27/26 8/3

Age, y 68.7 (10)  75.8 (7)a

APOE E4 positivity 
N/total N (%)

14/48 
(29%)

4/10 
(40%)

Disease severity
CDR sum of boxes 0 (0) 0 (0)

N 49 11

SEADL, % 100 (0) 100 (-)

N 17 1

FAQ 0 (0) 0 (0)

N 44 10

GDS 3 (3) 2 (2)

N 46 10

Neuropsychology
MMSE 29 (1) 29 (1)

N 48 10

Values shown as mean (standard 

deviation). Abbreviations: APOE, 

apolipoprotein E; BNT, Boston Naming 

Test; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; 

FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire ; 

FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir; GDS, Geriatric 

depression scale; MMSE, Mini-Mental 

State Test; NfL, neurofilament light chain; 

NC, Normal control; SEADL, Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living; SUVR, 

Standardized Uptake Value Ratio; PET, positron emission tomography; P-tau, phosphorylated 

tau. Amyloid status was based on visual read. *statistics corrected for TIV, **statistics corrected 

for age and sex a. Indicates a statistically significant difference amyloid-PET negative group 

(p < 0.05) with in post hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni)

NC  
amyloid-
PET-
negative 
(n=53)

NC 
amyloid-
PET-
positive 
(n=11)

Imaging
Total intracranial 
volume, L

1.5 (0.2) 1.5 (0.1)

N 53 11

Bilateral 
hippocampal 
volume, mm3*

5637 
(668)

5634 
(383)

N 53 11

FTP-PET temporal 
meta ROI SUVR

1.1 (0) 1.3 (-)

N 7 1

FTP-PET  temporal 
meta ROI neg/pos 
(%positive)

7/0 (0%) 1/0 (0%)

N 7 1

Fluid biomarkers
Plasma P-tau217, 
pg/mL** 

0.12 (0.1) 0.24 
(0.3)a

N 53 11

Plasma P-tau181, 
pg/mL**

0.65 (0.3) 1.7 (3)a

N 53 11

Plasma NfL, pg/
mL**

21.7 (34) 19.4 (9)

N 40 9

CSF P-tau181, pg/
mL**

16.9 (7) 26.9 (8)a

N 27 5
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eTable 5. Subgroup characteristics of the pathology-confirmed participants.

AD (n=15) FTLD-TAU (n=52) FTLD-TDP (n=16)

Sex, M/F 8/7 20/32 9/7

Age, y 72.8 (12) 67.8 (8) 64.9 (8)

CDRsb 4.5 (4) 5.2 (4) 7.4 (3)

Time between plasma 
sample and death (months)

42 (22) 30 (18) 38 (25)

Pathological measures
Braak stage
0/1/2/3/4/5/6

0/0/0/1/2/2/10 7/15/16/5/4/3/2 2/8/4/1/0/0/0

Thal phase
0/1/2/3/4/5

0/0/1/0/3/11 18/10/14/1/3/4 4/8/3/1/0/0

CERAD score
0/1/2/3

0/0/3/12 33/5/6/7 13/1/2/0

Plasma biomarkers
P-tau 217 (pg/mL) 0.62 (0.4) 0.15 (0.1)a 0.10 (0.04)a

P-tau181 (pg/mL) 2.2 (1) 0.8 (0.5)a 0.6 (0.1)a

Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CDRsb, Clinical Dementia Rating Scale sum 

of boxes; CERAD, Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease; FTLD, 

frontotemporal lobar degeneration; P-tau, phosphorylated tau

a. Indicates a statistically significant difference from AD (p < 0.05) with generalized linear 

model, adjusted for age and sex with post hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni)
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eTable 6. Diagnostic accuracy of plasma P-tau217, plasma P-tau181, plasma NfL, and 
CSF P-tau181.

n AUC 95% CI p-value cut-off (pg/mL) Sensitivity Specificity p-value D AUC 
Clinical AD spectrum vs Clinical NC
Plasma P-tau 217 75 vs 118 0.98 0.95-1.00 <0·0001 0.31 0.95 0.95 0.31
Plasma P-tau 181 75 vs 118 0.97 0.94-0.99 <0·0001 1.45 0.93 0.93
Plasma NfL 28 vs 73 0.67 0.56-0.78 0.008 20.1 0.93 0.38
CSF P-tau181 24 vs 48 0.90 0.83-0.97 <0·0001 33.8 0.71 0.94

Clinical AD spectrum vs Clinical FTLD spectrum
Plasma P-tau 217 75 vs 274 0.93 0.91-0.96 <0·0001 0.19 0.97 0.82 0.007
Plasma P-tau 181 75 vs 274 0.91 0.88-0.94 <0·0001 0.99 0.96 0.81
Plasma NfL 28 vs 130 0.82 0.74-0.91 <0·0001 42.5 0.82 0.74
CSF P-tau181 24 vs 104 0.88 0.81-0.95 <0·0001 20.9 0.83 0.79

AD path vs FTLD path
Plasma P-tau 217 15 vs 68 0.96 0.92-1.00 <0·0001 0.17 0.87 1.00 0.22
Plasma P-tau 181 15 vs 68 0.91 0.82-1.00 <0·0001 0.90 0.85 0.93
Plasma NfL 6 vs 68 0.97* 0.93-1.00 <0·0001 34.4 0.93 1.00
CSF P-tau181 2 vs 45 0.98* 0.93-1.00 0.02 25.5 0.96 1.00

AD path vs FTLD-tau path
Plasma P-tau 217 15 vs 52 0.96 0.91-1.00 <0·0001 0.18 0.87 1.00 0.19
Plasma P-tau 181 15 vs 52 0.90 0.82-1.00 <0·0001 0.91 0.83 0.93
Plasma NfL 6 vs 52 0.97* 0.92-1.00 <0·0001 45.9 0.90 1.00
CSF P-tau181 2 vs 34 1.00* 1.00-1.00 0.02 25.7 1.00 1.00

AD path vs FTLD-TDP path
Plasma P-tau 217 15 vs 16 0.98 0.93-1.00 <0·0001 0.13 0.94 0.93 0.42
Plasma P-tau 181 15 vs 16 0.95 0.87-1.00 <0·0001 0.77 0.94 0.93
Plasma NfL 6 vs 16 0.96* 0.88-1.00 0.001 67.5 0.88 1.00
CSF P-tau181 2 vs 11 1.00* 1.00-1.00 0.03 24.7 1.00 1.00

Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 146 vs 214 0.91 0.88-0.94 <0·0001 0.40 0.76 0.95 0.049
Plasma P-tau 181 146 vs 214 0.89 0.86-0.93 <0·0001 1.24 0.80 0.98
Plasma NfL 58 vs 99 0.62 0.53-0.71 0.01 25.4 0.60 0.61
CSF P-tau181 46 vs 74 0.89 0.82-0.95 <0·0001 18.9 0.87 0.77

MCI: Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 29 vs 44 0.93 0.85-1.00 <0·0001 0.13 0.97 0.82 0.62
Plasma P-tau 181 29 vs 44 0.92 0.85-1.00 <0·0001 0.99 0.90 0.87
Plasma NfL 15 vs 15 0.72 0.53-0.91 0.04 17.9 0.67 0.80
CSF P-tau181 8 vs 7 0.95* 0.83-1.00 0.004 37.1 0.88 1.00

CBS: Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 17 vs 33 0.90 0.79-1.00 <0·0001 0.22 0.88 0.88 0.88
Plasma P-tau 181 17 vs 33 0.90 0.81-0.99 <0·0001 0.95 0.82 0.85
Plasma NfL 2 vs 14 0.57* 0.28-0.87 0.71 43.2 0.67 0.57
CSF P-tau181 7 vs 18 0.78* 0.44-1.00 0.03 32.2 0.71 0.83
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eTable 6. Diagnostic accuracy of plasma P-tau217, plasma P-tau181, plasma NfL, and 
CSF P-tau181.

n AUC 95% CI p-value cut-off (pg/mL) Sensitivity Specificity p-value D AUC 
Clinical AD spectrum vs Clinical NC
Plasma P-tau 217 75 vs 118 0.98 0.95-1.00 <0·0001 0.31 0.95 0.95 0.31
Plasma P-tau 181 75 vs 118 0.97 0.94-0.99 <0·0001 1.45 0.93 0.93
Plasma NfL 28 vs 73 0.67 0.56-0.78 0.008 20.1 0.93 0.38
CSF P-tau181 24 vs 48 0.90 0.83-0.97 <0·0001 33.8 0.71 0.94

Clinical AD spectrum vs Clinical FTLD spectrum
Plasma P-tau 217 75 vs 274 0.93 0.91-0.96 <0·0001 0.19 0.97 0.82 0.007
Plasma P-tau 181 75 vs 274 0.91 0.88-0.94 <0·0001 0.99 0.96 0.81
Plasma NfL 28 vs 130 0.82 0.74-0.91 <0·0001 42.5 0.82 0.74
CSF P-tau181 24 vs 104 0.88 0.81-0.95 <0·0001 20.9 0.83 0.79

AD path vs FTLD path
Plasma P-tau 217 15 vs 68 0.96 0.92-1.00 <0·0001 0.17 0.87 1.00 0.22
Plasma P-tau 181 15 vs 68 0.91 0.82-1.00 <0·0001 0.90 0.85 0.93
Plasma NfL 6 vs 68 0.97* 0.93-1.00 <0·0001 34.4 0.93 1.00
CSF P-tau181 2 vs 45 0.98* 0.93-1.00 0.02 25.5 0.96 1.00

AD path vs FTLD-tau path
Plasma P-tau 217 15 vs 52 0.96 0.91-1.00 <0·0001 0.18 0.87 1.00 0.19
Plasma P-tau 181 15 vs 52 0.90 0.82-1.00 <0·0001 0.91 0.83 0.93
Plasma NfL 6 vs 52 0.97* 0.92-1.00 <0·0001 45.9 0.90 1.00
CSF P-tau181 2 vs 34 1.00* 1.00-1.00 0.02 25.7 1.00 1.00

AD path vs FTLD-TDP path
Plasma P-tau 217 15 vs 16 0.98 0.93-1.00 <0·0001 0.13 0.94 0.93 0.42
Plasma P-tau 181 15 vs 16 0.95 0.87-1.00 <0·0001 0.77 0.94 0.93
Plasma NfL 6 vs 16 0.96* 0.88-1.00 0.001 67.5 0.88 1.00
CSF P-tau181 2 vs 11 1.00* 1.00-1.00 0.03 24.7 1.00 1.00

Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 146 vs 214 0.91 0.88-0.94 <0·0001 0.40 0.76 0.95 0.049
Plasma P-tau 181 146 vs 214 0.89 0.86-0.93 <0·0001 1.24 0.80 0.98
Plasma NfL 58 vs 99 0.62 0.53-0.71 0.01 25.4 0.60 0.61
CSF P-tau181 46 vs 74 0.89 0.82-0.95 <0·0001 18.9 0.87 0.77

MCI: Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 29 vs 44 0.93 0.85-1.00 <0·0001 0.13 0.97 0.82 0.62
Plasma P-tau 181 29 vs 44 0.92 0.85-1.00 <0·0001 0.99 0.90 0.87
Plasma NfL 15 vs 15 0.72 0.53-0.91 0.04 17.9 0.67 0.80
CSF P-tau181 8 vs 7 0.95* 0.83-1.00 0.004 37.1 0.88 1.00

CBS: Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 17 vs 33 0.90 0.79-1.00 <0·0001 0.22 0.88 0.88 0.88
Plasma P-tau 181 17 vs 33 0.90 0.81-0.99 <0·0001 0.95 0.82 0.85
Plasma NfL 2 vs 14 0.57* 0.28-0.87 0.71 43.2 0.67 0.57
CSF P-tau181 7 vs 18 0.78* 0.44-1.00 0.03 32.2 0.71 0.83
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n AUC 95% CI p-value cut-off (pg/mL) Sensitivity Specificity p-value D AUC 
NC: Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 11 vs 53 0.83 0.72-0.94 0.001 0.21 0.73 0.83 0.66
Plasma P-tau 181 11 vs 53 0.85 0.75-0.95 <0·0001 0.79 1.00 0.66
Plasma NfL 9 vs 40 0.53* 0.31-0.75 0.78 21.0 0.60 0.67
CSF P-tau181 5 vs 27 0.82* 0.63-1.00 0.03 18.7 0.80 0.85

Tau-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 112 vs 118 0.96 0.93-0.98 <0·0001 0.30 0.92 0.92 0.034
Plasma P-tau 181 112 vs 118 0.94 0.90-0.97 <0·0001 1.53 0.87 0.92
Plasma NfL 44 vs 24 0.73 0.60-0.85 0.002 21.8 0.66 0.75
CSF P-tau181 34 vs 21 0.76 0.63-0.88 0.002 30.7 0.59 0.91

MCI: Tau-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 23 vs 23 1.00 0.99-1.00 <0·0001 0.20 1.00 0.96 0.48
Plasma P-tau 181 23 vs 23 1.00 0.99-1.00 <0·0001 0.96 1.00 0.96
Plasma NfL 14 vs 11 0.73 0.53-0.93 0.05 14.3 0.79 0.64
CSF P-tau181 7 vs 5 0.89* 0.69-1.00 0.03 32.4 0.71 1.00

CBS: Tau-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 10 vs 24 0.88 0.73-1.00 0.001 0.61 0.80 1.00 0.23
Plasma P-tau 181 10 vs 24 0.92 0.79-1.00 <0·0001 1.60 0.80 1.00
Plasma NfL 1 vs 3 NA
CSF P-tau181 3 vs 9 0.59* 0.20-0.99 0.99 24.8 1.00 0.33
AUC and cut-off value is adjusted for age and sex, autopsy-confirmed cutoff is adjusted 

for age, sex, CDRsb and time between plasma sample and death. Abbreviations: AD, 

Alzheimer’s disease; AUC, Area Under The Curve; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; CBD, 

corticobasal degeneration; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid;  FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir; MCI, mild 

cognitive impairment; NC, Normal control; SUVR, Standardized Uptake Value Ratio; PET, 

positron emission tomography; PiB, Pittsburgh Compound-B; P-tau, phosphorylated tau. 

Amyloid status was based on visual read. * Indication of AUC: Sample size per group is too 

small to perform accurate analysis. Cut-off was determined using Youden index. 
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n AUC 95% CI p-value cut-off (pg/mL) Sensitivity Specificity p-value D AUC 
NC: Amyloid-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 11 vs 53 0.83 0.72-0.94 0.001 0.21 0.73 0.83 0.66
Plasma P-tau 181 11 vs 53 0.85 0.75-0.95 <0·0001 0.79 1.00 0.66
Plasma NfL 9 vs 40 0.53* 0.31-0.75 0.78 21.0 0.60 0.67
CSF P-tau181 5 vs 27 0.82* 0.63-1.00 0.03 18.7 0.80 0.85

Tau-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 112 vs 118 0.96 0.93-0.98 <0·0001 0.30 0.92 0.92 0.034
Plasma P-tau 181 112 vs 118 0.94 0.90-0.97 <0·0001 1.53 0.87 0.92
Plasma NfL 44 vs 24 0.73 0.60-0.85 0.002 21.8 0.66 0.75
CSF P-tau181 34 vs 21 0.76 0.63-0.88 0.002 30.7 0.59 0.91

MCI: Tau-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 23 vs 23 1.00 0.99-1.00 <0·0001 0.20 1.00 0.96 0.48
Plasma P-tau 181 23 vs 23 1.00 0.99-1.00 <0·0001 0.96 1.00 0.96
Plasma NfL 14 vs 11 0.73 0.53-0.93 0.05 14.3 0.79 0.64
CSF P-tau181 7 vs 5 0.89* 0.69-1.00 0.03 32.4 0.71 1.00

CBS: Tau-PET positive vs negative
Plasma P-tau 217 10 vs 24 0.88 0.73-1.00 0.001 0.61 0.80 1.00 0.23
Plasma P-tau 181 10 vs 24 0.92 0.79-1.00 <0·0001 1.60 0.80 1.00
Plasma NfL 1 vs 3 NA
CSF P-tau181 3 vs 9 0.59* 0.20-0.99 0.99 24.8 1.00 0.33
AUC and cut-off value is adjusted for age and sex, autopsy-confirmed cutoff is adjusted 

for age, sex, CDRsb and time between plasma sample and death. Abbreviations: AD, 

Alzheimer’s disease; AUC, Area Under The Curve; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; CBD, 

corticobasal degeneration; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid;  FTP-PET, 18F-Flortaucipir; MCI, mild 

cognitive impairment; NC, Normal control; SUVR, Standardized Uptake Value Ratio; PET, 

positron emission tomography; PiB, Pittsburgh Compound-B; P-tau, phosphorylated tau. 

Amyloid status was based on visual read. * Indication of AUC: Sample size per group is too 

small to perform accurate analysis. Cut-off was determined using Youden index. 
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eTable 7. Correlation between P-tau217, P-tau181 with clinical markers of disease 
status.

Whole 
cohort

AD 
spectrum

FTLD 
spectrum

P-tau217 P-tau181 ∆R (95%CI) P-tau217 P-tau181 ∆R (95%CI) P-tau217 P-tau181 ∆R (95%CI)
r -0.272 -0.253 -0.02 (-0.06-0.02) -0.470 -0.347 -0.12 (-0.25-0.01) -0.003 0.022 -0.03 (-0.11-0.06)

MMSE p <0·0001 <0·0001 0.35 <0·0001 0.003 0.04 0.966 0.776 0.57
N 427 427 70 70 164 164
r 0.146 0.136 0.01 (0.03-0.05) 0.247 0.157 0.9 (-0.02-0.20) 0.063 0.047 0.02 (-0.06-0.09)

CDRsb p <0·0001 0.001 0.58 0.032 0.179 0.12 0.307 0.440 0.66
N 582 582 75 75 269 269
r 0.157 0.143 0.01 (-0.03-0.06) 0.277 0.171 0.11 (-0.014-0.23) 0.009 -0.007 0.02 (-0.07-0.10)

FAQ p 0.001 0.003 0.51 0.019 0.152 0.09 0.903 0.932 0.72
N 433 433 72 72 166 166

Modified 
Rey recall

r -0.393 -0.367 -0.03 (-0.04-0.09) 0.065 -0.071 0.14 (-0.08-0.34) -0.028 0.098 -0.13 (-0.23-0.02)

p <0·0001 <0·0001 0.40 0.701 0.675 0.23 0.785 0.338 0.03
N 209 209 37 37 97 97

Trail making
 test

r 0.216 0.236 0.02 (-0.08-0.04) 0.459 0.363 0.10 (-0.12-0.31) 0.064 0.061 0.003 (-0.11-0.11)

p 0.002 0.001 0.54 0.014 0.057 0.35 0.543 0.561 0.96
N 198 198 28 28 94 94

Stroop color 
naming

r -0.196 -0.204 -0.01 (-0.08-0.06) -0.405 -0.264 -0.14 (-0.44-0.15) -0.249 -0.227 0.02 (-0.09-0.13)
p 0.009 0.006 0.82 0.062 0.236 0.34 0.021 0.037 0.70
N 179 179 22 22 85 85

Semantic 
fluency

r -0.133 -0.157 -0.02 (-0.08-0.04) -0.445 -0.190 -0.26 (-0.47-0.05) 0.009 0.018 -0.01 (-0.12-0.10)
p 0.046 0.018 0.43 0.007 0.267 0.02 0.926 0.856 0.87
N 225 225 36 36 108 108

D-word 
fluency

r -0.219 -0.233 -0.01 (-0.08-0.05) -0.363 -0.239 -0.12 (-0.36-0.11) -0.298 -0.268 0.03 (-0.16-0.10)
p 0.003 0.001 0.69 0.035 0.174 0.30 0.008 0.017 0.64
N 184 184 34 34 79 79

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CDRsb, Clinical Dementia Rating Scale sum of boxes; FAQ, 

functional activities questionnaire; FTLD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration; MMSE, mini 

mental state examination. Spearman correlations. Delta r p value shows the significance 

level of the difference in the correlation between the test and P-tau217 or P-tau181.
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eTable 7. Correlation between P-tau217, P-tau181 with clinical markers of disease 
status.

Whole 
cohort

AD 
spectrum

FTLD 
spectrum

P-tau217 P-tau181 ∆R (95%CI) P-tau217 P-tau181 ∆R (95%CI) P-tau217 P-tau181 ∆R (95%CI)
r -0.272 -0.253 -0.02 (-0.06-0.02) -0.470 -0.347 -0.12 (-0.25-0.01) -0.003 0.022 -0.03 (-0.11-0.06)

MMSE p <0·0001 <0·0001 0.35 <0·0001 0.003 0.04 0.966 0.776 0.57
N 427 427 70 70 164 164
r 0.146 0.136 0.01 (0.03-0.05) 0.247 0.157 0.9 (-0.02-0.20) 0.063 0.047 0.02 (-0.06-0.09)

CDRsb p <0·0001 0.001 0.58 0.032 0.179 0.12 0.307 0.440 0.66
N 582 582 75 75 269 269
r 0.157 0.143 0.01 (-0.03-0.06) 0.277 0.171 0.11 (-0.014-0.23) 0.009 -0.007 0.02 (-0.07-0.10)

FAQ p 0.001 0.003 0.51 0.019 0.152 0.09 0.903 0.932 0.72
N 433 433 72 72 166 166

Modified 
Rey recall

r -0.393 -0.367 -0.03 (-0.04-0.09) 0.065 -0.071 0.14 (-0.08-0.34) -0.028 0.098 -0.13 (-0.23-0.02)

p <0·0001 <0·0001 0.40 0.701 0.675 0.23 0.785 0.338 0.03
N 209 209 37 37 97 97

Trail making
 test

r 0.216 0.236 0.02 (-0.08-0.04) 0.459 0.363 0.10 (-0.12-0.31) 0.064 0.061 0.003 (-0.11-0.11)

p 0.002 0.001 0.54 0.014 0.057 0.35 0.543 0.561 0.96
N 198 198 28 28 94 94

Stroop color 
naming

r -0.196 -0.204 -0.01 (-0.08-0.06) -0.405 -0.264 -0.14 (-0.44-0.15) -0.249 -0.227 0.02 (-0.09-0.13)
p 0.009 0.006 0.82 0.062 0.236 0.34 0.021 0.037 0.70
N 179 179 22 22 85 85

Semantic 
fluency

r -0.133 -0.157 -0.02 (-0.08-0.04) -0.445 -0.190 -0.26 (-0.47-0.05) 0.009 0.018 -0.01 (-0.12-0.10)
p 0.046 0.018 0.43 0.007 0.267 0.02 0.926 0.856 0.87
N 225 225 36 36 108 108

D-word 
fluency

r -0.219 -0.233 -0.01 (-0.08-0.05) -0.363 -0.239 -0.12 (-0.36-0.11) -0.298 -0.268 0.03 (-0.16-0.10)
p 0.003 0.001 0.69 0.035 0.174 0.30 0.008 0.017 0.64
N 184 184 34 34 79 79

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CDRsb, Clinical Dementia Rating Scale sum of boxes; FAQ, 

functional activities questionnaire; FTLD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration; MMSE, mini 

mental state examination. Spearman correlations. Delta r p value shows the significance 

level of the difference in the correlation between the test and P-tau217 or P-tau181.
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eTable 8. Correlation between plasma P-tau217, plasma P-tau181, CSF P-tau181 and 
tau-PET.
N=55 CSF Ptau-181 Plasma Ptau-181 Plasma Ptau-217 Tau-PET
CSF Ptau-181 - - - -
Plasma Ptau-181 0.534 - - -
Plasma Ptau-217 0.611 0.955 - -
Tau-PET 0.483 0.786 0.789 -
Table indicates Spearman’s correlation coefficients; all are p<0.001. Tau PET corresponds 

to the temporal Standardized Uptake Value Ratio. The sample included 20 patients with a 

diagnosis of AD, 12 with MCI, 12 with CBS. 4 with bvFTD, 4 with PSP, and 3 with nfvPPA.
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Abstract

Background Blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) might facilitate 
identification of participants for clinical trials targeting amyloid beta (Abeta) 
accumulation, and aid in AD diagnostics. We examined the potential of plasma 
markers Abeta(1-42/1-40), glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and neurofilament light 
(NfL) to identify cerebral amyloidosis and/or disease severity.

Methods We included individuals with a positive (n=176: 63±7 years, 87 (49%) 
females) or negative (n=76: 61±9 years, 27 (36%) females) amyloid PET status, 
with syndrome diagnosis subjective cognitive decline (18 PET+, 25 PET-), mild 
cognitive impairment (26 PET+, 24 PET-) or AD-dementia (132 PET+). Plasma 
Abeta(1-42/1-40), GFAP and NfL were measured by Simoa. We applied two-way 
ANOVA adjusted for age and sex to investigate the associations of the plasma 
markers with amyloid PET status and syndrome diagnosis; logistic regression 
analysis with Wald’s backward selection to identify an optimal panel that identifies 
amyloid PET positivity; age, sex and education-adjusted linear regression analysis 
to investigate associations between the plasma markers and neuropsychological 
test performance; and Spearman’s correlation analysis to investigate associations 
between the plasma markers and medial temporal lobe atrophy (MTA). 

Results Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP independently associated with amyloid PET status 
(p=0.009 and p<0.001 respectively), and GFAP and NfL independently associated 
with syndrome diagnosis (p=0.001 and p=0.048 respectively). The optimal panel 
identifying a positive amyloid status included Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP, alongside 
age and APOE (AUC=88% (95%CI:83–93%), 82% sensitivity, 86% specificity), 
while excluding NfL and sex. GFAP and NfL robustly associated with cognitive 
performance on global cognition and all major domains (GFAP: range standardized 
β (sβ)=-0.40–-0.26; NfL: range sβ=-0.35–-0.18; all: p<0.002), whereas Abeta(1-42/1-40) 

associated with global cognition, memory, attention and executive functioning 
(range sβ=0.22–0.11; all: p<0.05) but not language. GFAP and NfL showed 
moderate positive correlations with MTA (both: Spearman’s rho>0.33, p<0.001). 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) showed a moderate negative correlation with MTA (Spearman’s rho=-
0.24, p=0.001).

Discussion and conclusions Combination of plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP 
provides a valuable tool for the identification of amyloid PET status. Furthermore, 
plasma GFAP and NfL associate with various disease severity measures suggesting 
potential for disease monitoring.
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Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a multifactorial disease, with amyloid beta (Abeta) 
accumulation in the brain as one of the first detectable pathological hallmarks 1-3 
in concert with accumulating tau pathology, neuronal damage, synapse loss and 
inflammation 1. Amyloid pathology can be identified in vivo with Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) scans or through altered biomarker levels in the cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF) 3-5. Given the costs of PET and the invasiveness of CSF analysis, blood-
based biomarkers accurately reflecting AD pathological processes are urgently 
needed. Such biomarkers will facilitate the identification and selection of participants 
for disease modifying clinical trials (e.g. targeting Abeta accumulation) and could 
help in monitoring of disease progression or therapeutic effectiveness. 

With the establishment of new, sensitive analytical techniques, recent studies showed 
promising results for plasma Abeta as biomarker of ongoing amyloid pathology 6-17. 
Particularly, results obtained with automated platforms with high-throughput such as 
the Single Molecule Array (Simoa) technology 18 are promising, since implementation 
of these platforms into clinical practice is fairly straightforward. Using Simoa, 
individuals with evidence of ongoing amyloid pathology can be discriminated from 
those without with reasonable diagnostic accuracy (ranging between 68 and 79%) 
9-11,14-16, even in the pre-symptomatic phase 10,11,16. In view of the multiple aspects 
of AD pathology, establishing a blood-based biomarker panel combining several 
markers is likely needed to further increase the diagnostic accuracy by measuring 
the complexity of AD pathology comprehensively. Moreover, having a combination 
of markers that not only reflects amyloid accumulation but also reflects the extent 
of neurodegeneration might allow for use as disease severity and therapeutic 
effectiveness monitoring tool. In this respect, neurofilament light (NfL) and glial 
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) are promising blood-based biomarkers. NfL reflects 
axonal damage 19,20 and studies convincingly show that across the AD continuum 
NfL levels increase in serum and plasma 20-23. Moreover, NfL levels were higher in 
non-demented individuals with evidence of amyloid pathology compared to those 
without 24,25, and NfL levels increase already in the pre-symptomatic Alzheimer’s 
disease stages 26, with an accelerated increase at time of symptom onset 27. GFAP 
reflects reactive astrocytosis and a recent study showed that serum GFAP levels 
were higher in AD patients compared to controls 28, in line with findings in the CSF 
28-32. Moreover, pathology studies showed that GFAP expression was higher in areas 
surrounding Abeta plaques, even in the earliest stages, 33-35 and expression levels 
increased along with the progression of tau pathology 34,36.
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In the current study we aimed to investigate the utility of the combination 
of plasma biomarkers Abeta(1-42/1-40), GFAP and NfL, all measured on a single 
platform (Simoa), to identify AD pathology as determined with amyloid PET in a 
total of 252 individuals across the clinical AD spectrum, i.e. Subjective Cognitive 
Decline (SCD), Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) or AD-dementia. In addition, we 
investigated their potential to measure disease severity by evaluating associations 
with syndrome diagnosis, and neuropsychological and imaging measures. 

Methods

Study population
This study included 252 subjects from the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort 37,38 with a 
baseline syndrome diagnosis of SCD (n=70), MCI (n=50) or AD dementia (n=132) 
with an amyloid PET scan available within one year from baseline diagnosis. 
Additionally, a plasma EDTA sample had to be available in the Amsterdam 
dementia biobank, which was collected within one year from both the clinical 
diagnosis and the amyloid PET scan. Research was approved by the medical 
ethical committee of the VU University medical center and was in accordance with 
the Helsinki Declaration of 1975. All subjects provided written informed consent 
to use medical data and biomaterials for scientific research.

Subjects visited the Alzheimer center Amsterdam between November 2008 and 
October 2018 for standardized dementia screening consisting of neurological, 
physical and neuropsychological evaluation and brain magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) 37,38. Diagnoses were made in a multidisciplinary consensus meeting 
according to the then applicable guidelines 39-43. The label of SCD was assigned 
when no abnormalities were observed on clinical or cognitive tests and when the 
criteria for MCI, dementia, or other medical conditions and psychiatric disorders 
that could potentially cause cognitive deficits were not met 39. All AD dementia 
patients were required to have a positive amyloid PET scan 3.

Cognitive assessment
Cognitive performance was assessed at dementia screening using a standardized 
neuropsychological test battery 38 covering global cognition and the four major 
cognitive domains memory, language, attention, and executive functioning. 
Global cognition was assessed by the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE). 
Memory was assessed by the Dutch version of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning 
Test (RAVLT) with immediate recall, delayed recall and recognition, and the Visual 
Association Test version A (VAT A; sum of trial 1 and 2). Language was assessed by 
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the VAT-A naming and category fluency (animals). Attention was assessed by the 
Digit Span Forward, Trail Making Test (TMT) A, Stroop word naming and Stroop 
color naming. Executive functioning was assessed by the Digit Span Backwards, 
TMT B, Stroop color word naming and letter fluency (D-A-T). We applied a 
multiple imputation approach by creating fifteen imputed datasets to fill individual 
missing neuropsychological test scores (data availability ranged between 73% 
to 98%). Subsequently, TMT A, TMT B and Stroop scores were inverted so that 
a lower score implicated worse performance for all administered tests. Next, all 
test scores were transformed into Z-scores and domain scores were calculated by 
averaging the Z-transformed individual neuropsychological test scores. Analyses 
were performed on the pooled datasets. 

MRI
For n=182 (72%), a visual rating of medial temporal lobe atrophy (MTA) according 
to the MTA-scale (range: 0-4) 44 was performed. Right and left hemispheres were 
rated, and subsequently averaged into one combined MTA score. MRI scans were 
acquired on 1.5T MRI scanners (Sonata and Impact, Siemens, Germany; Signa 
HDXT, GE Healthcare, USA) or 3T MRI scanners (Discovery MR750 and Signa, 
GE Medical Systems, USA; Ingenuity TF PET/MR, Philips Medical Systems, the 
Netherlands; Titan, Toshiba Medical Systems, Japan). 

Amyloid PET
All subjects underwent an amyloid PET scan with [18F]florbetaben (n=133), [18F]
flutemetamol (n=37), [18F]florbetapir (n=33) or [11C]Pittsburgh compound-B (PiB; 
n=49) tracers as part of research, on the PET/MR and Gemini TF-64 PET/CT scanner 
(Philips Medical Systems, The Netherlands) or on ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner 
(Siemens/CTI, Tennessee, United States). Procedures have been described in 
more detail elsewhere 45-49. Scans were rated by an experienced nuclear medicine 
physician (BvB) as positive or negative for the presence of fibrillar amyloid pathology 
in the neocortex according to the guidelines of the tracer manufacturers. Briefly, 
interpretation of the images is performed visually. To do this, the activity in cortical 
grey matter is compared with activity in adjacent white matter. The negative scan 
has a typical white matter pattern. In the positive scan, the tracer signal in cortical 
regions is approximately similar to, or higher than in the adjacent white matter. In 
addition, in a positive scan there is a sharp contrast between the cortex and the 
skull while in a negative scan this difference is more gradual. Five regions are rated 
on each scan, and if any of these five regions was clearly positive, then the image 
was classified as positive. A negative scan indicates no or sparse density of Abeta 
neuritic plaques in the brain, a positive scan indicates a moderate to frequent 
amyloid plaque density. Our nuclear medicine physician (BvB) has an intra-rater 
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reliability between tracers within one subject of 100%.

APOE genotyping
For n=244 (97%), Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotyping was available. Sequencing 
was performed in EDTA plasma using Sanger sequencing on ABI130XL, after DNA 
amplification by PCR technique and analysis for size and quantity by QIAxcel DNA 
Fast Analysis kit. APOE ε4 carriers had one or two APOE ε4 copies, whereas non-
carriers only carried APOE ε2 or APOE ε3 alleles.

Simoa plasma analyses
EDTA plasma was collected through venipuncture under non-fasting conditions. 
Within two hours of collection, plasma was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1800 x 
g at room temperature and stored at -80°C in the Amsterdam dementia biobank 
in aliquots of 500µl in 1.5/2mL polypropylene tubes (Sarstedt, Germany). Prior 
to analysis, samples were thawed at room temperature using a cold-air fan, 
centrifuged at 10.000 x g for 10 minutes and subsequently kept on ice until analysis. 
All samples were measured in duplicates onboard of the automated Simoa HD-1 
analyzer by trained personnel.

Prototype assays were developed in-house that specifically detect Abeta(1-42) and 
Abeta(1-40), followed by transfer to ADx NeuroSciences (Ghent, Belgium) for further 
fine-tuning, upscaling and adaptation of the assays to manufacturing conditions 
(named: Amyblood). In short, the automated two-step analytical Simoa procedure 
of the Amyblood singleplex assays is as follows: in step one, for 120 minutes, 
25µL of 250K helper beads (Quanterix, United States) and 250K paramagnetic 
carboxylated beads that were activated with 0.1 mg/mL EDC (Thermo Scientific, 
United States) and coated with 0.2 mg/mL of either monoclonal antibody ADx102 
(21F12) (for Abeta(x-42) capture; ADx NeuroSciences) 50 or ADx103 (2G3) (for 
Abeta(x-40) capture; ADx NeuroSciences) 50 are incubated with 100µL of 4-fold (for 
Abeta(1-42)) or 10-fold (for Abeta(1-40)) pre-diluted plasma EDTA in PBS-based buffer 
with stabilizing protein, 200µg/mL HBR-1 (Scantibodies Laboratory Inc., United 
States) and Tween 20 detergent, and with 20 µL of 0.1 µg/mL of biotinylated 
monoclonal antibody ADx101 (3D6) (for Abeta(1-x) detection; ADx NeuroSciences) 
50. After a wash cycle, a 5 minute and 15 second incubation step followed with 50 
pM streptavidin-conjugated β-galactosidase (Quanterix). After a next wash, 25μL 
Resorufin β-D-galactopyranoside (Quanterix) was added and beads are pulled 
onto the imaging disc, followed by time-lapsed fluorescent imaging. The standard 
curves were constructed in the range 0 to 64 pg/mL using Abeta(1-40) and Abeta(1-42) 
recombinant peptides (ADx NeuroSciences). A none-weighted, 4PL-fit algorithm 
was used to calculate sample concentrations in pg/mL.
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For Amyblood analyses, Abeta(1-42) and Abeta(1-40) measurement occurred in 
sequential order within the same run. Abeta(1-42) concentrations are expressed as 
ratio to Abeta(1-40) (further referred to as: Abeta(1-42/1-40)). Good average intra-assay 
coefficients of variation (CV) of duplicate concentrations were obtained: 3% for 
Abeta(1-42) and 2% for Abeta(1-40). Average inter-assay %CV of the concentrations of 
three independent EDTA plasma pool quality controls measured over the runs was 
14% for Abeta(1-42) and 13% for Abeta(1-40). 

Plasma NfL and plasma GFAP were measured next in the same aliquot (introducing 
an additional freeze-thaw cycle). The commercially available Simoa™ NF-Light 
Advantage Kit (Quanterix) and Simoa™ GFAP Discovery Kit (Quanterix) were 
used according to manufacturer’s instructions and with on-board automated 
sample dilution. Good average intra-assay %CV of 5% for plasma NfL and 4% 
for GFAP were obtained. Average inter-assay %CV of the concentrations of three 
independent EDTA plasma pool quality controls measured over the runs was 2% 
for NfL and 8% for GFAP. 

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS for Windows version 22 (IBM) and graphs were 
constructed using R version 3.4.2. P<0.05 was considered significant. Plasma 
biomarkers Abeta(1-40), NfL and GFAP were right-skewed, thus natural log (Ln) 
transformation was performed prior to statistical analyses. Z-transformation 
was performed on inverted Abeta(1-42/1-40) and on Ln(GFAP) and Ln(NfL) when 
comparability of effect sizes was required. 

We compared baseline characteristics between amyloid positive and amyloid 
negative individuals using Chi squared tests, T-tests or non-parametric equivalents. 
We used age and sex-adjusted two-way ANOVA to assess the effects of amyloid 
PET status and syndrome diagnosis on plasma biomarker levels. Receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curves identifying positive amyloid PET scans were constructed 
and Youden’s cut-offs were calculated as the maximum sum of sensitivity and 
specificity. Using a backward elimination logistic regression procedure among all 
plasma markers, age, sex and APOE ε4 carriership based on Wald’s p-statistics, a 
panel that optimally identifies a positive amyloid PET status was generated. The 
logistic regression formula of the optimal panel with age entered as dichotomous 
variable (split on cohort’s average age) was calculated, to construct heat plots 
visualizing amyloid positivity screening capacity. Since AD disease modifying 
clinical trials target to include the earliest disease stages, we additionally repeated 
the ROC analyses and logistic regression analysis restricted to the persons without 
dementia (SCD and MCI). As a sensitivity analysis to verify the selected panel, we 
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applied Least absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) regression both 
on the total study cohort and the non-demented subset (R package glmnet). We 
used a maximum of iteration of 1000, and selected a robust lambda (i.e. largest 
value of the lambda is within one standard error of the minimum). Relationships 
between plasma biomarkers and cognitive performance (as surrogate measure 
of disease severity) were assessed using linear regression analysis, adjusted for 
age, sex and education (according to Verhage system 51). Relationships between 
plasma biomarkers and the MTA-score (as surrogate measure of disease severity) 
were assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation analysis.

Results

Cohort characteristics
Demographics and clinical characteristics are listed in Table 1 and Supplementary 
table 1. The study cohort comprised 176 (70%) amyloid PET positive and 76 (30%) 
amyloid PET negative individuals. The amyloid PET positive group comprised 18 
individuals with syndrome diagnosis SCD, 26 with MCI and 132 with AD dementia. 
The amyloid PET negative group comprised 52 individuals with SCD and 24 with 
MCI. There were less males in the amyloid PET positive group compared to the 
amyloid PET negative group (p=0.042). Following expectations, MMSE and APOE 
ε4 carriership was distributed differently between the PET groups (both: p<0.001).

Plasma biomarkers in relation to amyloid PET status and syndrome 
diagnosis
Age and sex-adjusted two-way ANOVA showed a main effect of amyloid PET status 
(F=6.996, p=0.009) but not of syndrome diagnosis (F=1.665, p=0.192) for plasma 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) level (Figure 1A, Figure 2A), indicating that brain amyloidosis leads 
to the decrease in plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) level. For plasma GFAP (Figure 1B, Figure 
2B), there were main effects of both amyloid PET status (F=21.307, p<0.001) 
and syndrome diagnosis (F=3.072, p=0.048), thus both brain amyloidosis and 
disease severity independently contribute to the increase in plasma GFAP level. 
For plasma NfL (Figure 1C, Figure 2C), there was a main effect of syndrome 
diagnosis (F=6.823, p=0.001) but not of amyloid PET status (F=2.033, p=0.155), 
thus mainly disease severity leads to the increase in plasma NfL level. There were 
no interactions between amyloid PET status and syndrome diagnosis for any of the 
plasma markers.
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Figure 1. Boxplots of plasma biomarker levels for amyloid PET status Raw values are 

presented for amyloid PET negative (-) and amyloid PET positive (+) individuals. Statistical 

analysis was conducted using age and sex adjusted two-way ANOVAs for amyloid PET 

status and syndrome diagnosis on the plasma biomarker levels, of which the p-value of the 

independent effect of PET status is presented. Plasma GFAP and plasma NfL, levels were 

natural log transformed prior to statistical analysis. Abeta = amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial 

fibrillary acidic protein, NfL = Neurofilament light, PET=Positron Emission Tomography.

Diagnostic accuracy of plasma biomarkers in identifying a positive 
amyloid PET status
ROC analysis for evaluating the correspondence of the plasma biomarkers to 
a positive amyloid PET status showed that all plasma markers individually were 
associated with amyloid PET positivity with AUC>71% (Table 2, Figure 3A). At 
the cut-off optimized for balanced sensitivity and specificity (Youden’s Index), the 
sensitivity of all single markers was between 70% and 73%, whereas specificity 
was 76% and 79% for plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP respectively, and only 64% 
for plasma NfL (Table 2). In comparison, APOE ε4 carriership was associated with 
amyloid PET positivity (AUC=72% (95% CI: 66 – 79%); sensitivity 68%, specificity 
76%)), while age and sex were not (age: AUC=51% (95% CI: 42 – 59%); sex: 
AUC=57% (95%CI: 49 – 65%)). To define the panel that optimally identifies a 
positive amyloid PET scan, we used Wald’s backward elimination logistic regression 
analysis among all plasma markers and APOE, age and sex. The optimal panel 
included the variables plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and plasma GFAP, alongside age and 
APOE, and reached an AUC of 88% (95%CI: 83 – 93%; Table 2; Figure 3A). The 
positive predictive value (PPV) of this panel was 93% and the sensitivity was 82% 
(negative predictive value (NPV): 68%, specificity: 86%). 
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Figure 2. Boxplots of plasma biomarker levels stratified for amyloid PET status by 
syndrome diagnosis Raw values are presented for amyloid PET negative (-) and amyloid 

PET positive (+) individuals in function of the syndrome diagnostic groups. Statistical analysis 

was conducted using age and sex adjusted two-way ANOVAs evaluating the independent 

effects of amyloid PET status and syndrome diagnosis on the plasma biomarker levels. For 

plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), PET status had a main effect (p=0009) but not syndrome diagnosis 

(p=0.192). For GFAP, both PET (p<0.001) and syndrome diagnosis (p=0.048) had main 

effects. For NfL, syndrome diagnosis (p=0.001) but not PET status (p=0.155) had a main 

effect. Plasma GFAP and plasma NfL, levels were natural log transformed prior to ANOVA. 
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Abeta = amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic protein, NfL = Neurofilament light, 

PET=Positron Emission Tomography. 

Table 1. Demographics, clinical characteristics, and plasma marker concentrations of 
the total study population and stratified for amyloid PET status.

Stratified for amyloid PET status
Total Amyloid negative Amyloid positive
n=252 76 (30%) 176 (70%)

Age 63 ± 8 61 ± 9 63 ± 7

Female sex 114 (45%) 27 (36%) 87 (49%) *
Education 5.3 ± 1.2 5.5 ± 1.3 5.2 ± 1.2

Syndrome diagnosis (SCD/MCI/AD-
dementia)

70/50/132 52/24/0 18/26/132 **

APOE ε4 carriership 134 (53%) 18 (24%) 116 (66%) **
MMSE 24 ± 4 27 ± 2 23 ± 4 **
MTA score 1 (0 – 1.5) 0.5 (0 – 1) 1 (0.5 – 1.5) **

Plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) 0.15 ± 0.03 0.17 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.03 *
Plasma Abeta(1-42), pg/mL 24 ± 6 27 ± 6 23 ± 6 *
Plasma Abeta(1-40), pg/mL 160 ± 29 165 ± 30 157 ± 28 *
Plasma GFAP, pg/mL 146 ± 78 96 ± 53 168 ± 77 **
Plasma NfL, pg/mL 14 ± 9 11 ± 6 15 ± 10

Baseline demographic features of the total study population and stratified for visually read 

amyloid PET status. Data is presented as mean ± SD, median (25th – 75th percentile) or n 

(%). Education scoring is according to the Verhage (1965) system with a scale ranging from 

1 to 7. Demographic and clinical differences between the two groups were calculated using 

independent t-tests, chi-square tests or Mann Whitney U test as appropriate. Differences 

between plasma biomarker levels were calculated using two-way ANOVA for PET status 

and syndrome diagnosis adjusted for age and sex, of which the p-value of the independent 

effect of PET status is presented. Raw plasma biomarker values are presented in the table, 

but prior to statistical analysis Abeta(1-40), NfL and GFAP were natural log-transformed for 

normality of the data. APOE status was available for n=244, MTA score (average of right and 

left) was available for n=182, plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and Abeta(1-42) for n=238, plasma Abeta(1-40) 

for n=240, plasma GFAP for n=247 and plasma NfL for n=251. PET=Positron Emission 

Tomography, SCD = subjective cognitive decline, MCI = mild cognitive impairment, AD 

= Alzheimer’s disease, APOE = apolipoprotein E, MMSE = mini mental state examination, 

MTA = medial temporal lobe atrophy, Abeta = amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic 

protein, NfL = Neurofilament light. * p<0.05, **p<0.001. 
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We repeated the analysis restricted to the persons without dementia (SCD and 
MCI; Table 2). Comparable to the total population, in this non-demented subset 
we observed an association of APOE with amyloid PET positivity (AUC=74% 
(95%CI: 65 – 84%) while age and sex were not associated (age: AUC=48% (95%CI: 
37 – 59%); sex: AUC=55% (44 – 66%). AUCs of the single markers for amyloid 
PET positivity were slightly lower in the non-demented subset when compared to 
the total study population (largest difference in AUCs observed for plasma NfL, 
i.e. from 71% to 63%). Sensitivity of plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and plasma GFAP in the 
non-demented subset were comparable to sensitivity observed in the total study 
population (Abeta(1-42/1-40): 72%; GFAP: 75%), but sensitivity of NfL dropped to 61%. 
Also here, in Wald’s backward elimination logistic regression analysis among all 
plasma markers and APOE, age and sex, the combination of plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), 
plasma GFAP and APOE was selected as the optimal panel, although age was not 
included. This panel resulted in an AUC of 84% (95%CI: 76 – 92%; Figure 3B), with 
a PPV of 75% and sensitivity of 70% (NPV: 82%, specificity 86%). 

Table 2. AUC and sensitivity and specificity at Youden’s cut-off to identify an abnormal 
amyloid PET scan in the total study population and in the non-demented subset. 

Total population AUC (95%CI) Youden’s  
cut-point

Sensitivity Specificity

Plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) 73% (66 – 81%) 0.16 70% 76%

Plasma GFAP 81% (75 – 87%) 125 pg/mL 73% 79%

Plasma NfL 71% (64 – 79%) 11.5 pg/mL 73% 64%

Panel* 88% (83 – 93%) - 82% 86%

Non-demented subset (SCD + MCI)
Plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) 67% (57 – 78%) 0.16 72% 65%

Plasma GFAP 76% (67 – 85%) 108 pg/mL 75% 69%

Plasma NfL 63% (53 – 73%) 11.9 pg/mL 61% 67%

Panel ǂ 84% (76 – 92%) - 70% 86%
AUC with 95% confidence interval was calculated using receiver operator curve (ROC) 

analysis. Youden’s cut-point is at the coordinate of the ROC curve where a maximum sum 

of sensitivity and specificity is reached. For the single markers this results in an useable cut-

off thus presented here, whereas for the panels this is a predicted value from the logistic 

regression model. The panels were established using an automated Wald’s backward 

selection procedure among plasma markers Abeta(1-42/1-40), GFAP, NfL, age, sex and APOE 

ε4 carriership. Predicted values of the logistic regression analysis are used for ROC analysis. 

*For the total population, the panel includes plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), plasma GFAP, APOE 

ε4 carriership and age. ǂFor the non-demented subset (SCD and MCI) the panel includes 

Abeta(1-42/1-40), plasma GFAP and APOE ε4 carriership. Abeta = amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial 
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fibrillary acidic protein, NfL = Neurofilament light, SCD = subjective cognitive decline, MCI = 

mild cognitive impairment, AUC = Area Under the Curve, 95%CI = 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 3. ROCs for amyloid PET positivity in the total study population (A.) and non-
demented subset (B.) Individual plasma biomarkers GFAP, Abeta(1-42/1-40) and NfL are 

plotted as well as the combined panel best predicting amyloid PET positivity. Panel in the 

total population (A.) are the predicted values of the combined plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), plasma 

GFAP, age and APOE ε4 carriership panel (AUC=0.88 (95%CI: 0.83–0.93)). Panel in the non-

demented population (SCD+MCI) (B.) are the predicted values of the combined plasma 

Abeta(1-42/1-40), plasma GFAP and APOE ε4 carriership panel (AUC=0.84 (95%CI: 0.76 –0.92)). 

GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic protein, Abeta = amyloid beta, NfL = Neurofilament light. 

To visualize how our panel could be operationalized in identifying a positive amyloid 
PET status, we constructed heat plots (Figure 4) representing the percentage 
likelihood of having a positive amyloid PET status based on plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) 

and plasma GFAP levels, after stratifying for age (younger or older than total 
cohort’s average age of 63 years) and APOE ε4 carriership for the total study 
cohort (heat plots for the non-demented subset are presented in Supplementary 
figure 1). The plots illustrate that with decreasing Abeta(1-42/1-40) in combination 
with increasing GFAP levels, the probability of being amyloid PET positive rises. 
The probabilities are in general higher in the APOE ε4 carriers when comparing to 
the non-carriers, and are higher in the younger individuals when comparing to the 
older individuals. For example, an APOE ε4 carrier younger than 63 years old has 
a 88% risk of being amyloid positive when plasma GFAP is 125 pg/mL and plasma 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) is 0.15, whereas this is 59% in the younger APOE ε4 non-carriers, 
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80% in the older (≥63 years) APOE ε4 carriers and 44% in the older APOE ε4 non-
carriers.

Age <63 yr & APOE ε4 carrier
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Figure 4. Heat plots with predicted probabilities for amyloid PET positivity in the 
total study population Heat plots were constructed by filling out the logistic regression 

formula of the total population with constant=0.839, and beta’s B=-19.02 for Abeta(1-42/1-40), 

B=0.019 for GFAP, B=-0.618 for age (dichotomous variable: younger (=0) versus older 

(=1) than cohort’s average age of 63 years) and B=1.625 for APOE ε4 carriership (non-

carrier=0, carrier=1). Abeta=amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic protein, APOE = 

Apolipoprotein E. 

To verify the robustness of the selected panel, we performed LASSO regression 
analysis and observed that both in the total cohort and in the non-demented subset 
the variables Abeta(1-42/1-40), GFAP and APOE ε4 carriership were selected. Contrary 
to the logistic regression analysis in the total study cohort, age did not contribute 
to identification of a positive amyloid PET scan. In agreement with the logistic 
regression analyses, the LASSO regression confirmed that both Abeta(1-42/1-40) and 
GFAP have independent predictive value for amyloid PET status, while NfL has not. 
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Relationships between plasma biomarkers and disease severity measures
We explored the strength of relationships of our plasma biomarkers with disease 
severity by investigating their age, sex and education-adjusted associations with 
cognitive performance (Figure 5). Plasma GFAP and plasma NfL were robustly 
associated with global cognitive performance and cognitive performance in all major 
domains memory, language, attention and executive functioning (GFAP: range 
standardized β (sβ)=-0.40–-0.26; NfL: range sβ= -0.35–-0.18; all: p<0.05). Plasma 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) was associated with global cognition, memory, attention and executive 
functioning performance (range sβ=-0.22–-0.11; all: p<0.05), but not with language. 

Using the MRI-based visual MTA-scores as surrogate measure of disease severity, 
we observed a moderately strong positive correlation between plasma GFAP and 
MTA-score (Spearman’s rho=0.35, p<0.001) and between plasma NfL and MTA-
score (Spearman’s rho=0.33, p<0.001). For plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), we observed a 
moderate negative correlation with MTA-score (Spearman’s rho=-0.24, p=0.001). 

Plasma Abeta(1−42/1−40) Plasma GFAP Plasma NfL

−0.75 −0.5 −0.25 0 0.25
sBeta (95% CI)

Global cognition

Memory

Language

Attention

Executive functioning

Figure 5. Associations of plasma biomarkers with neuropsychological test performance 
across the total study cohort Standardized effect sizes with 95% confidence interval of age, 

sex and education (according to Verhage (1965) system) adjusted linear regression analysis 

between plasma biomarker levels and cognitive domain scores. Plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) levels 

were inverted prior to analysis, so that the direction of effect sizes are comparable for all 

markers. Abeta = amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic protein, NfL = Neurofilament 

light.
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Discussion

In the present work, we showed that both plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and plasma GFAP 
are independently associated with amyloid pathology as measured by PET in a 
cohort of individuals with SCD, MCI and AD-dementia. Combining the plasma 
markers in a panel together with age and APOE yielded an accuracy for amyloid 
PET positivity of 88%, with a PPV of 93% and a sensitivity of 82%. The accuracy 
of this panel was comparable when the analysis was restricted to individuals 
without dementia (i.e. 84%), with PPV of 75% and sensitivity of 70%. The findings 
indicate that the combination of plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP could be useful 
for the identification of clinical trial candidates that are progressing along the AD 
pathological continuum. Furthermore, plasma GFAP and NfL levels were quite 
robustly related to different disease severity measures (e.g. syndrome diagnosis, 
cognitive domain scores and MTA-score), implying that plasma GFAP and NfL 
are promising putative biomarker as surrogate outcome measure in monitoring 
disease severity, and therapeutic effectiveness in clinical trials. 

In line with expectations and consistent with multiple other recent reports 6-17, we 
found decreased plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) levels in amyloid PET positive individuals 
compared to amyloid negative individuals. Amyloid levels in blood are much lower 
when compared to amyloid levels in the CSF, and while amyloid levels in the CSF 
decrease by more than 50% upon brain amyloidosis, in the plasma this decrease is 
less than 20% 7. Ultra-sensitive and robust blood amyloid measurement techniques 
are thus required to precisely detect the relatively small reduction in the already 
low amyloid blood levels between amyloid PET positive and negative individuals. 
In the last few years, new high-sensitive blood amyloid techniques have been 
developed, all having their own pros and cons in terms of technical capacities 
and clinical translatability. The Simoa technology has proven its sensitivity for the 
accurate detection of low-abundant analytes,18 and has the advantage that this 
method can be translated fairly straightforward into clinical practice due to its semi-
automated procedure with relatively high through-put. In the current study we 
applied Amyblood, our novel Simoa plasma amyloid assays that were developed 
using high-quality antibodies 50. Our novel assays specifically measure the full-
length Abeta isoforms 1-42 and 1-40, as compared to the current commercial Simoa 
assays that measures a mixture of full-length and n-truncated Abeta isoforms (i.e. 
n-42 and n-40). Measurement of the full-length Abeta isoforms only is preferred 
in e.g. clinical trials, where it is fundamental to know what isoforms are detected 
in the blood in order to carefully map target engagement of therapeutics. We 
observed that the diagnostic accuracy of our Abeta(1-42/1-40) measurement alone for 
amyloid PET positivity was reasonably good with an AUC of 73%. This accuracy is 
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highly comparable to what was reported in another recent study that investigated 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) in relation to brain amyloidosis, measured by another automated high 
through-put platform (i.e. AUC of 77%) 12.

Since the reduction in plasma amyloid levels upon brain amyloidosis is rather 
small, the simultaneous evaluation of other blood-based biomarkers might help in 
achieving a larger discriminative power between individuals with brain amyloidosis 
and those without. Additionally, a model containing a panel of markers probably 
better reflects the multifactorial nature of the Alzheimer’s disease pathophysiological 
changes therewith potentially increasing the sensitivity and specificity of an 
Alzheimer’s blood-based biomarker panel. Therefore, we measured GFAP and 
NfL levels, also using Simoa assays. Plasma GFAP proved particularly promising 
with a strong association with amyloid positivity (AUC = 81%), an independent 
contribution to a panel together with plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and risk factors age 
and APOE (panel AUC = 88%), and the robust association with disease severity 
operationalized as cognitive performance in the major cognitive domains or MTA-
scores visually rated on MRI scans. Only one recent study described the potential 
of serum GFAP as biomarker for AD, by showing increased GFAP levels in CSF 
biomarker-confirmed AD-dementia cases compared to non-diseased controls 28, 
which was comparable to our findings and was in line with previous observations 
in the CSF of AD patients 28-32. It is interesting to note that GFAP seemed to 
perform similarly well in identifying amyloid PET positivity as plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40). 
GFAP is a marker of reactive astrocytes, the brain’s responders to various forms 
of injury including amyloid and tau aggregates 33-36. It has additionally become 
apparent that reactive astrocytes might also be initiators, early modulators or 
contributors to AD pathological progression, by acquiring neurotoxic functions 
upon morphological and functional changes that are driven by ongoing pathology 
33,35,52. Considering the diverse roles and effects of reactive astrocytes in AD, it is not 
that unexpected that we observed relatively strong relationships for plasma GFAP 
with both PET amyloid positivity as well as with clinical disease severity. Further 
validation of this blood-based biomarker is needed to further examine the utility 
of plasma GFAP for identifying a positive amyloid PET status, amongst others in a 
cohort in which non-AD dementia patients with amyloid co-pathology (e.g. Lewy 
Body Dementia) are included. The observed similar accuracy for plasma GFAP 
and plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) might also be analytically explained. GFAP might have 
more favorable characteristics for easier and reliable quantification as compared to 
Abeta(1-42/1-40), since GFAP concentrations in blood are much higher. Furthermore, 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) is a sticky and aggregation-prone protein of which the accurate and 
robust measurement both in plasma and CSF is influenced by pre-analytical sample 
handling factors 53-55. Pre-analytical studies for all novel blood-based biomarkers 
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will help further elucidating their diagnostic utility.

In addition to GFAP, we measured NfL as injury marker for AD and observed that 
NfL levels increase over the clinical spectrum from SCD to AD dementia. This 
finding is in agreement with various recent reports 20-23,27,56. Adjusted for syndrome 
diagnosis, NfL did not relate to amyloid PET status and consequently did not have 
additional diagnostic value to Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP with age and APOE for the 
identification of amyloid PET positivity. Also, as surrogate outcome marker for 
disease severity, GFAP seemed to outperform NfL in our study. Since NfL is a 
product of brain injury (i.e. NfL disintegrates from the axon upon damage) and 
GFAP is a responder to both brain injury as well as amyloid and tau aggregates, we 
hypothesize that GFAP serves as a more sensitive marker for Alzheimer’s disease 
pathological processes. 

When we studied the non-demented subset in more detail we observed that the 
PPV and sensitivity of our panel were somewhat lower, although accuracy was 
comparable. Non-demented individuals with a positive PET scan are highly sought 
after for clinical AD prevention trials, and a good blood-based biomarker panel will 
facilitate their identification. Here, we measured multiple markers all assessed on 
a single technology. Further improvements for our panel could be inclusion of the 
emerging plasma pTau181 and pTau271 measurements 57,58. Another advantage of 
future addition of a pTau measure to our plasma panel would be that our panel then 
reflects the complete ATN (amyloid, tauopathy, neurodegeneration) classification 
3, wherein ‘A’ would be our Abeta(1-42/1-40), ‘T’ would be a pTau measure and we 
would propose NfL or GFAP to measure ‘N’. 

Strengths
Among the strengths of our study is that we used a thoroughly characterized study 
population, including extensive cognitive performance data. Another strength is that 
our Amyblood assays that measure the full-length Abeta(1-42) and Abeta(1-40) isoforms 
using high quality antibodies, as well as the other markers GFAP and NfL were all 
measured on the Simoa platform. This offers the opportunity to readily integrate 
all applied Simoa singleplex assays into one combined multiplex assay, which 
would increase the efficiency of measuring our proposed biomarker panel while 
simultaneously lowering the analyses costs and plasma volumes required. Follow-
up of the study population is still ongoing, providing an opportunity to investigate 
longitudinal implications of our plasma markers in the future. Next studies that use 
longitudinal blood collection and longitudinal cognitive performance will help to 
fine-tune the monitoring potential of the plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP panel. 
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Limitations
Our study has some limitations as well. We chose to focus on the Alzheimer’s 
continuum, thereby excluding non-AD dementia patients. This resulted in a larger 
proportion of amyloid positive individuals as compared to what is seen in e.g. 
clinical diagnostic practice, or in clinical trial settings where it is the goal to screen 
amyloid positivity preferably among non-demented individuals. The sample 
selection might have positively influenced the GFAP results, although when 
restricted to the non-demented subset we maintained strong relationships of GFAP 
with amyloid PET status. It is to note that we did not include cognitively normal 
individuals without SCD in this study. Also, we only focused on a memory clinic-
based cohort and did not include e.g. a population-based cohort. These choices 
might have influenced our findings as well. As a next step, our findings should be 
validated in independent cohorts including cognitively normal individuals without 
SCD. Although, previous research showed that individuals with SCD that have 
a negative amyloid status are unlikely to show clinical progression to dementia 
59, which provides confidence that our individuals with SCD are likely not in the 
prodromal stages of dementia and as such can be considered as normal controls. 
Another limitation is that our study cohort is relatively young which means they 
suffer less from comorbidities as compared to older populations. Results such as 
the presented heat plots may thus not be readily generalizable to other settings 
(e.g. to late-onset AD). Another limitation might be that PET scans were obtained 
with different tracers, although post-mortem studies have shown that different 
amyloid PET tracers have comparable sensitivity and specificity for amyloid 
pathology. Furthermore, all amyloid PET scans and MRI scans were only visually 
read. Even though quantitative approaches might generate somewhat different 
results, visual amyloid PET reads are the FDA-approved method of identifying 
amyloid positivity and as such is the method of reference. Moreover, all scans were 
read according to standardized procedures by one experienced nuclear medicine 
physician which increases the robustness of the visual readings. Due to the use 
of the different tracers, we did not investigate relationships between our plasma 
markers and amyloid load.  Relationships between the plasma biomarkers and 
amyloid PET and MRI measures interpreted with quantitative approaches remains 
to be investigated in follow-up studies.

Conclusions
To conclude, our results suggest that the combination of blood biomarkers 
Abeta(1-42/1-40) and GFAP is useful to pre-screen for amyloid positivity. Additionally, 
GFAP and NfL are promising biomarker for monitoring of disease severity.
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Supplementary file

Supplementary table 1 Demographics, clinical characteristics, and plasma marker 

concentrations of the study population stratified by syndrome diagnosis.

SCD MCI  AD-dementia
n=70 n=50 n=132

Age 62 ± 9 66 ± 8 63 ± 7

Female sex 33 (47%) 14 (28%) 67 (51%)

Education 5.4 ± 1.3 5.6 ± 1.2 5.2 ± 1.1

Amyloid PET positivity 18 (26%) 26 (52%) 132 (100%)

APOE ε4 carriership 23 (33%) 27 (54%) 84 (64%)

MMSE 28 ± 2 26 ± 2 22 ± 4

MTA score 0 (0 – 0) 1 (0 – 1.5) 1 (0.5 – 1.5)

Plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40) 0.16 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.03

Plasma GFAP, pg/mL 105 ± 65 130 ± 59 176 ± 79

Plasma NfL, pg/mL 10 ± 4 14 ± 6 16 ± 11

Baseline demographic features of the study population stratified for syndrome diagnosis. 

Data is presented as mean ± SD, median (25th – 75th percentile) or n (%). Education scoring 

is according to the Verhage (1965) system with a scale ranging from 1 to 7. APOE status 

was available for n=244, MTA score (average of right and left) was available for n=182, 

plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), plasma GFAP for n=247 and plasma NfL for n=251. SCD = subjective 

cognitive decline, MCI = mild cognitive impairment, AD = Alzheimer’s disease, PET=Positron 

Emission Tomography, APOE = apolipoprotein E, MMSE = mini mental state examination, 

MTA = medial temporal lobe atrophy,  Abeta = amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic 

protein, NfL = Neurofilament light.
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Supplementary figure 1. Heat plots with predicted probabilities for amyloid PET 
positivity in the non-demented subset Heat plots were constructed by filling out the 

logistic regression formula of the non-demented subset (SCD + MCI) with constant=-1.053, 

and beta’s B=-11.369 for Abeta(1-42/1-40), B=0.012 for GFAP and B=1.845 for APOE ε4 

carriership (non-carrier=0, carrier=1). Abeta=amyloid beta, GFAP = Glial fibrillary acidic 

protein, APOE = Apolipoprotein E.
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Abstract 

Introduction We studied what combination of blood-based biomarkers (amyloid-
beta (Abeta)1-42/1-40, phosphorylated (P-)tau181, neurofilament light (NfL), glial 
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP)) contributes to differentiation of Alzheimer’s 
dementia (AD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), and dementia with Lewy bodies 
(DLB).

Methods We measured the biomarkers with Simoa in an exploratory and validation 
cohort of controls, patients with AD, FTD, and DLB. We assessed the differential 
diagnostic value of the markers corrected for age and sex, by logistic regression 
with Wald’s backward selection. 

Results The exploratory cohort panel that optimally differentiated AD from FTD 
consisted of NfL and P-tau181 (AUC=0.986, p<0.001), while the validation cohort 
panel consisted of NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181 (AUC=0.909, p<0.001). For AD from 
DLB, the panel consisted of NfL, P-tau181 and GFAP (AUC=0.985, p<0.001; 
exploratory cohort), and only P-tau181 (AUC=0.904, p<0.001; validation cohort).

Discussion A combination of plasma P-tau181, NfL and GFAP, but not Abeta1-42/1-40, 
can discriminate AD, FTD and DLB.
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Background

Dementia is one of the major causes of disability and dependency among older 
people and affects around 50 million people worldwide.1 There are several 
major forms of dementia. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form 
and represents ~70% of dementia cases,2  followed by frontotemporal dementia 
(FTD) and dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB). To support the clinical AD diagnosis, 
amyloid-beta (Abeta) and phosphorylated tau (P-tau) are currently measured 
in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or visualized on positron emission tomography 
(PET) scans,2 and efforts are ongoing to translate these markers into blood-based 
biomarkers, with promising results.3 There are no fluid biomarkers available for 
specifically the FTD and DLB pathologies, but AD-specific biomarkers or more 
general neurodegenerative and astrocyte activation biomarkers might be useful to 
differentiate patients with AD-dementia from patients with other neurodegenerative 
dementias.4 Being able to measure different aspects of neurodegenerative 
dementias comprehensively with blood-based biomarkers, a minimally-invasive 
and low-cost approach, could contribute to accurate differential diagnosis in an 
early stage of the diagnostic process. This could accelerate drug development 
and help with timely treatment and management of neurodegenerative diseases 
causing dementia. 

Plasma Abeta1-42/1-40 and P-tau181 can be used to discriminate amyloid-PET positive 
and negative individuals across the clinical AD continuum.5-11 Furthermore, elevated 
P-tau181 levels could accurately differentiate patients with AD from FTD.12-19 
GFAP is a major constituent of reactive astrocytes, and reflects neuronal injury 
and immune-related processes.20 Combined analysis of GFAP with Abeta1-42/1-40 
improved the prediction of amyloid-PET status.6, 7 Furthermore, blood-based 
GFAP was increased in AD, DLB and some variants of FTD compared to non-
demented controls, suggesting use as a cross-dementia biomarker.21, 22 NfL is a 
neurological damage biomarker, with especially high levels in FTD and to a lesser 
extent in AD,23, 24 suggesting NfL could contribute to the differential diagnosis 
between AD and FTD.23 To leverage the information obtained by these different 
markers, a new Simoa multiplex assay was developed that measures Abeta1-42, 
Abeta1-40, NfL, and GFAP simultaneously with high sensitivity and selectivity.25 It 
may be interesting and informative to add P-tau181 to this multiplex as well. How 
such a panel of combined markers could improve differential diagnoses, however, 
remains to be established. Furthermore, up to now it seems that the Abeta1-42/1-40 

ratio, alone or as a composite with amyloid beta precursor protein (APP669-711), 
reaches a higher accuracy for AD when measured with immunoprecipitation mass-
spectrometry (IPMS) than immune-assay based methods such as Simoa.8-11, 26 It 
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remains to be established if a multiplex panel either solely based on Simoa, or in 
a combination with an IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 method, would optimally inform on the 
differential diagnosis of AD, DLB and FTD.

The main goal of this study was to determine the differential diagnostic value of 
combinations of Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, measured by Simoa or IPMS, GFAP, NfL, and 
P-tau181.

Methods

Clinical samples
The exploratory cohort consisted of a random selection of 160 participants from the 
Amsterdam Dementia Cohort27 with available EDTA plasma samples in the Biobank 
and equal diagnostic group sizes. 40 participants were controls (21 with psychiatric 
symptoms and 19 with subjective cognitive decline), 40 had AD-dementia, 40 had 
FTD (11 with FTD with motor neuron disease (FTD-motor), 29 with FTD with primary 
progressive aphasia (FTD-PPA)), and 40 had DLB. The validation cohort consisted 
of 152 participants, also from the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort;27 38 were controls 
(all with subjective cognitive decline), 38 had AD-dementia, 38 had FTD (6 with 
FTD-motor, 32 with FTD-PPA), and 38 had DLB. All visited the Alzheimer Center 
Amsterdam for extensive dementia screening, consisting of neurological, physical, 
and neuropsychological evaluation, electroencephalography, brain magnetic 
resonance imaging, and CSF AD biomarker analysis.27, 28 The diagnosis was 
made upon multidisciplinary consensus based on applicable clinical criteria.2, 29-32 
All patients with AD-dementia were CSF-amyloid positive, and all controls were 
selected to be CSF-amyloid negative.

Written informed consent to use medical data and biomaterials for research 
purposes was in place. The study was approved by the VUmc, Amsterdam UMC 
ethical committee, and in accordance with the Helsinki declaration of 1975.

CSF Abeta1-42 measurements
CSF Abeta1-42 concentrations were available for the whole exploratory cohort and 
for n=148 (97%) of the validation cohort. CSF AD biomarkers of 120 and 140 
participants were measured with Innotest ELISA and of 40 and 8 participants with 
Elecsys, for the exploratory and validation cohort respectively. Innotest Abeta1-42 

concentrations were corrected for the drift in biomarker concentrations that 
occurred over the years.33 The drift-corrected cut-off for CSF-amyloid positivity 
was 813 pg/mL.33 The cut-off for Elecsys was 1000 pg/mL.34 To determine the 
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correlation with the plasma markers, Elecsys results were transformed to the 
predicted Innotest concentration using the formula Innotest Abeta1-42=(Elecsys 
Abeta1-42 +365)/1.87.34 

Plasma biomarker measurements
K2EDTA-plasma samples were obtained through venipuncture. After 10-minute 
centrifugation at 1800xg within 2 hours, plasma was aliquoted in 0.5mL-aliquots in 
1.5 – 2 mL polypropylene tubes (Sarstedt, Germany) and stored at -80°C. Samples 
of the exploratory cohort were thawed at room temperature and part of the sample 
was used for Simoa measurements at Amsterdam UMC, VUmc and the remaining 
part was shipped to Montpellier for IPMS analysis. Samples of the validation cohort 
were only measured at Amsterdam UMC.

Simoa measurements
Samples were thawed at room temperature and centrifuged at 10,000xg for 10 
minutes. For the exploratory cohort, samples were measured using a pre-commercial 
Neurology 4-plex E kit (Quanterix, USA) that measures Abeta1-42, Abeta1-40, GFAP, 
and NFL simultaneously. This Neurology 4-plex E was developed in a collaboration 
between Amsterdam University Medical Centers, and biotechnology companies 
ADx Neurosciences (ADx) and Quanterix.35 For the validation cohort, the commercial 
Neurology 4-plex E kit (Quanterix) was used, which gave different absolute values 
as compared to the pre-commercial assay. In the next freeze-thaw cycle, P-tau181 
was measured in 149 of the 160 participant samples of the exploratory cohort 
and in all samples of the validation cohort, using the pTau-181 V2 Advantage kit 
(Quanterix; same kit batch for both cohorts). All measurements were performed on 
the Simoa HD-X analyzer, according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

IPMS
Abeta1-42, Abeta1-40, and APP669-711 were measured in the exploratory cohort 
samples with MALDI-linear TOF mass spectrometer (AXIMA Assurance, Shimadzu) 
after two consecutive IP steps with Dynabeads M-270 Epoxy used as beads and 
mouse monoclonal anti-Abeta antibodies to coat the beads. The composite marker 
was based on the average of the two Z score of the normalized Abeta1-40/1-42 ratio 
and APP669-711/Abeta1-42 ratio (details in the Supplement). The Centre Hospitalier 
Universitaire (CHU) of Montpellier modified the normalization from the original 
method, and followed their own quality control. One APP669-711 measurement 
failed, therefore the composite is available for 159 of the 160 participants.
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Statistics
The IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181 were right skewed, thus 
natural log transformed. In the exploratory cohort, one outlier IPMS Abeta42/40 

ratio in the DLB group of 34x the mean was excluded, so was one CSF Abeta42 
concentration in the FTD group of 4x the mean (note: only excluded in analyses 
with continuous data). In the validation cohort one outlier NfL concentration in the 
FTD group of 15 fold the mean (351 pg/mL) and a GFAP outlier in the AD group of 
6x the mean (613 pg/mL) were excluded. We used age and sex adjusted ANCOVA 
with Bonferroni correction to assess biomarker differences between the diagnostic 
groups. Pearson correlations were assessed for the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratios measured 
with IPMS and 4-plex, and the difference in strength between two correlations was 
tested using methods described in Diedenhofen et al.36 ROC analyses determined 
the differentiation accuracy of the plasma markers, and AUCs were compared with 
the DeLong test.37 Sensitivity and specificity were determined at Youden indices.38 
We selected biomarker combinations using the automated backward elimination 
logistic regression procedure based on Wald’s statistic. The selected panels were 
corrected for age and sex. As sensitivity analysis, we ran the same models including 
the other Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio or IPMS composite score, which did not change the 
results. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 26; Chicago) and 
R (version 3.6.1, packages Cocor, pROC).

Results 

Patient characteristics
Characteristics and fluid biomarker concentrations of the exploratory cohort and 
validation cohort are shown in Table 1. In the exploratory cohort, patients with 
FTD and DLB were older than the controls and patients with AD. In the validation 
cohort, all four groups were of comparable age. For both cohorts, the MMSE scores 
of patients with FTD and patients with DLB were in-between those of controls, and 
patients with AD. In both cohorts, NfL (r=0.35 – 0.37, both: p<0.001) and GFAP 
(r=0.27 – 0.39, both: p<0.001) correlated with age, whereas P-tau181 correlated 
with age only in the validation cohort (r=0.22, p=0.007; exploratory cohort: r=0.08, 
p=0.34) and 4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 correlated with age only in the exploratory cohort 
(r=-0.20, p=0.01; validation cohort: -0.11, p=0.18). The IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 
(r=-0.08, p=0.31) and IPMS composite (r=-0.04, p=0.63) did not correlate with 
age. There were no differences in biomarker concentrations between males and 
females in neither of the cohorts. 
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Comparison of Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio between the platforms: 4-plex and IPMS
First, we assessed in the exploratory cohort how the Simoa and IPMS platforms 
for Abeta1-42/1-40 measurement compare. The Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio measured with 
4-plex and with IPMS were only moderately correlated (r=0.34, p<0.001, n=159) 
(Figure 1A). The 4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio correlated with similar strength with CSF 
Abeta42 (r=0.34, p<0.001, n=159, Figure 1B) as the IPMS plasma Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 
(r=0.46, p<0.001, n=158, ∆r=0.12, p=0.14, Figure 1C). Assessing differences 
between CSF-amyloid negative controls and CSF-amyloid positive patients 
with AD, to decide which assay should be selected for our further analyses, we 
observed that with the 4-plex, Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio was decreased 14%in patients 
with AD (0.12±0.02 pg/mL) compared to controls (0.14±0.04 pg/mL, p<0.001; 
Figure 2A), and with the IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio this decrease was 13% in patients 
with AD (0.039±0.01 pg/mL) compared to controls (0.045±0.01 pg/mL, p<0.001; 
Figure 2B). The 4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio differentiated controls and AD patients 
with an AUC of 0.806 (95% CI: 0.705-0.906, p<0.001; Figure 2C) and a sensitivity 
of 0.650 and a specificity of 0.900. The IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio had a similar AUC 
of 0.832 (95% CI: 0.738-0.926, p<0.001; Figure 2C), but a sensitivity of 0.775 and 
a specificity of 0.825. The performance of the 4-plex and IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 
did not differ in terms of AUC (∆AUC=0.026, DeLong p=0.67) and was similar 
to the IPMS composite (∆AUC=0.022, DeLong p=0.72, eFigure 1). Given the 
similarity in AUCs and the value of the Simoa 4-plex as a multiplex assay that can 
measure several independent markers simultaneously and requires less volume 
than IPMS, we continued the analyses for differential diagnostic value with the 
4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio as amyloid marker.

Differential diagnosis
In addition to the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, we measured NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181. In the 
exploratory cohort, the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio was decreased not only in patients with 
AD (p<0.001), but also in patients with FTD (p=0.03), and DLB (p=0.003) compared 
to controls. The Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio did not differ between the AD, FTD or DLB 
group in this cohort (p>0.09). NfL concentrations were increased in all diagnostic 
groups compared to controls (all p<0.001), and were highest in patients with FTD. 
GFAP concentrations were increased in all diagnostic groups compared to controls 
(all p<0.001), and were highest in patients with AD compared to patients with 
FTD (p<0.001) and with DLB (p=0.002). P-tau181 concentrations were increased in 
patients with AD compared to the other dementia groups and controls (p≤0.001) 
(Figure 3, Table 1).
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Table 1. Cohort characteristics.

Exploratory cohort Validation cohort
Control 
n=40

AD
n=40

FTD
n=40

DLB
n=40

Total
n=160

Control 
n=38

AD
n=38

FTD
n=38

DLB
n=38

Total
n=152

Age 56 (3) 57 (2) 65 (7)a,b 68 (8)a,b 61 (8) 62 (5) 64 (7) 64 (7) 66 (7) 64 (7)

Female sex (%) 20 (50%) 20 (50%) 22 (55%) 12 (30%) 74 (46%) 20 (53%) 20 (53%) 20 (53%) 3 (8%)a,b 63 (41%)

Education 4.8 (1) 5.2 (1) 4.9 (1) 5.0 (1) 5.0 (1) 5.5 (1) 5.3 (1) 5.1 (1) 5.1 (1) 5.3 (1)

MMSE 26.4 (4)b 18.0 (5)a 23.2 (5)a,b 21.1 (6)a,b 22.1 (6) 29 (1)b 20(5)a 22 (6)a 23 (4)a,b 23.4 (5)

CSF Abeta1-42 (pg/mL)* 1066 (150)b 566 (98)a 963 (270)b 805 (261)a,b 849 (280) 1107 (207)b 596 (125)a 1028 (313)b 875 (255)a,b 898 (303)

CSF-amyloid positive (%) 0 (0%) 40 (100%) 10 (25%) 24 (60%) 74 (46%) 0 (0%) 38 (100%) 10 (29%) 18 (47%) 66 (45%)

Mass-spectrometry
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio* 0.05 (0.01)b 0.04 (0.01)a 0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) 0.04 (0.01) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Abeta1-42 (pg/mL)* 0.49 (0.09)b 0.40 (0.07)a 0.47 (0.07)b 0.49 (0.08)b 0.46 (0.09) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Abeta1-40 (pg/mL)* 10.9 (2) 10.6 (2) 11.3 (2) 11.5 (3) 11.1 (2) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

APP699-711 (pg/mL)* 0.45 (0.07) 0.42 (0.08) 0.42 (0.09) 0.47 (0.14) 0.44 (0.1) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

Simoa
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio* 0.14 (0.03)b 0.12 (0.02)a 0.13 (0.02)b 0.12 (0.02)a 0.13 (0.02) 0.06 (0.01)b 0.05 (0.01)a 0.05 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.06 (0.01)

Abeta1-42 (pg/mL)* 12.7 (3)b 10.5 (2)a 11.7 (2)b 11.7 (3) 11.6 (3) 7.1 (1)b 6.2 (1)a 7.3 (1)b 7.1 (1) 6.9 (1)

Abeta1-40 (pg/mL)* 89.6 (12) 89.0 (14) 93.0 (14) 95.3 (19) 91.7 (15) 119.5 (20) 120.4 (22) 135.0 (22)b 131.5 (26) 126.6 (24)

NfL (pg/mL)* 19.0 (9)b 33.0 (10)a 78.3 (81)a,b 41.4 (29)a 42.9 (48) 12.9 (8)b 21.0 (9)a 39.7 (25)a,b 21.2 (25) 23.6 (21)

GFAP (pg/mL)* 552 (261)b 1666 (736)a 992 (488)b 1276 (910)a,b 1122 (760) 69 (28)b 141 (60)a 103 (66)b 106 (54) 105 (59)

P-tau181 (pg/mL), plasma 1.2 (1)b 3.07 (1)a 1.68 (1)b 2.16 (1)b 2.01 (1) 1.6 (1)b 2.8 (1)a 2.1 (2)b 1.8 (1)b 2.1 (1)

Values shown as mean (standard deviation). Abeta1-42, Abeta1-40, NfL, and GFAP were 

measured with the 4-plex pre-commercial assay in the exploratory cohort, and with the 

4-plex commercial assay in the validation cohort. These two assays give different absolute 

values. CSF Abeta1-42 was missing for 4 FTD patients of the validation cohort. Abbreviations: 

Abeta, amyloid beta; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid; DLB, dementia 

with Lewy bodies; FTD, Frontotemporal degeneration; GFAP, Glial fibrillary acidic protein; 

NC, Normal control; NfL, Neurofilament light; PPA, primary progressive aphasia, P-tau181, 

phosphorylated tau 181.

a. Indicates a statistically significant difference between groups (p < 0.05) with NC in post 

hoc pairwise comparisons

b. p < 0.05 vs AD

* Statistics corrected for sex and age
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measured with the 4-plex pre-commercial assay in the exploratory cohort, and with the 

4-plex commercial assay in the validation cohort. These two assays give different absolute 

values. CSF Abeta1-42 was missing for 4 FTD patients of the validation cohort. Abbreviations: 
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hoc pairwise comparisons

b. p < 0.05 vs AD

* Statistics corrected for sex and age
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Figure 1. Correlations between amyloid plasma markers and CSF markers. A. 
Pearson correlation between the 4-plex and IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio. B. Pearson correlation 

between the 4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio CSF Abeta42. C. Pearson correlation between the 

IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio CSF Abeta42. Shape indicates clinical diagnosis, color indicates CSF 

amyloid status. Abbreviations: Abeta, amyloid beta; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid.
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Figure 2. Differentiation accuracy amyloid markers in CSF-amyloid negative controls 
and CSF-amyloid positive AD patients. A. The Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio measured with the Simoa 

4-plex. B. The Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio measured with IPMS. C. ROC curves of the different amyloid 

marker for differentiation between control and AD. There was no difference in accuracy 

between the two ratio’s.

When measured in the validation cohort, the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio was decreased 
only in patients with AD (p=0.006) compared to controls. Like in the exploratory 
cohort, the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio did not differ between the AD, FTD or DLB groups 
(p>0.17). NfL concentrations were increased in patients with AD and patients with 
FTD compared to controls (p<0.001), but not in patients with DLB compared to 
controls. NfL concentrations were again highest in patients with FTD compared 
to patients with AD and with DLB (p<0.001). Contrary to the exploratory cohort, 
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GFAP was increased in patients with AD compared to controls (p<0.001), but not 
in patients with DLB and FTD compared to controls. GFAP was also increased in 
patients with AD compared to patients with FTD (p=0.01). 

In agreement with findings of the exploratory cohort, P-tau181 concentrations 
were increased in AD compared to the other dementia groups and compared to 
controls (all: p<0.01) (eFigure 2, Table 1).

Classification of patients by the biomarkers
The AUCs of the ROC curve for differentiation between patients with AD and FTD 
and between patients with AD and DLB are detailed in Table 2. To define the 
panel, Wald’s backward elimination logistic regression analysis was performed 
among all biomarkers (4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40, NfL, GFAP, and singleplex P-tau181), 
and subsequently corrected for age and sex. 

AD vs FTD
In the exploratory cohort, Abeta1-42/1-40 had the lowest AUC (AUC=0.620, 95%CI: 
0.494-0.746, p=0.065) and P-tau181 had the highest AUC (AUC=0.848, 95%CI: 
0.751-0.944, p<0.001, Figure 4A) for differentiating patients with AD from 
patients FTD. The combination of NfL and P-tau181 was selected as the optimal 
differential diagnostic panel for AD vs FTD with an age and sex corrected AUC of 
0.992 (95%CI: 0.975-1.000, p<0.001, sens: 0.947, spec: 1.000). 

In the validation cohort Abeta1-42/1-40 had the lowest AUC (AUC=0.584, 95%CI: 
0.455-0.714, p=0.205), similar to the exploratory cohort, but NfL had the highest 
AUC (AUC=0.781, 95%CI: 0.678-0.884, p<0.001, Figure 4C) for differentiating 
patients with AD from patients with FTD. The combination of NfL, GFAP, and 
P-tau181 was selected in the validation cohort as the optimal differential diagnostic 
panel for AD vs FTD with an age and sex corrected AUC of 0.909 (95%CI: 0.842-
0.976, p<0.001, sens: 0.811, spec: 0.946). 

AD vs DLB
In the exploratory cohort, NfL had the lowest AUC (AUC=0.504, 95%CI: 0.494-
0.746, p=0.95) and P-tau181 had the highest AUC (AUC=0.750, 95%CI: 0.634-
0.866, p<0.001, Figure 4B) for differentiating patients with AD from patients with 
DLB. The combination of NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181 was selected as the optimal 
differential diagnostic panel for AD vs DLB with an age and sex corrected AUC of 
0.985 (95%CI: 0.965-1.000, p<0.001, sens:0.892, spec: 1.000).
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Table 2. Diagnostic accuracy of the 4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, NfL, GFAP, P-tau181 and 
optimal panel

Exploratory cohort
AD vs FTD n AUC 95% CI p-value Sensitivity Specificity
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 40 vs 40 0.620 0.494-0.746 0.065 0.375 0.950

NfL 40 vs 40 0.787 0.688-0.885 <0.001 0.475 0.975

GFAP 40 vs 40 0.807 0.714-0.901 <0.001 0.750 0.725

P-tau181 36 vs 38 0.848 0.751-0.944 <0.001 0.737 0.972

Panel (NfL, P-tau181)* 36 vs 38 0.992 0.975-1.000 <0.001 0.974 1.000

AD vs DLB
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 40 vs 40 0.600 0.473-0.727 0.124 0.375 0.950

NfL 40 vs 40 0.504 0.372-0.636 0.950 0.275 0.975

GFAP 40 vs 40 0.687 0.569-0.805 0.004 0.500 0.850

P-tau181 36 vs 37 0.750 0.634-0.866 <0.001 0.541 0.972

Panel (NfL, P-tau181, 
GFAP)*

36 vs 37 0.985 0.965-1.000 <0.001 0.892 1.000

Validation cohort
AD vs FTD n AUC 95% CI p-value Sensitivity Specificity
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 38 vs 38 0.584 0.455-0.714 0.205 0.553 0.620

NfL 38 vs 37 0.781 0.678-0.884 <0.001 0.892 0.553

GFAP 37 vs 38 0.713 0.595-0.832 0.001 0.447 0.946

P-tau181 38 vs 38 0.711 0.590-0.832 0.002 0.658 0.763

Panel (NfL, GFAP, and 
P-tau181)*

37 vs 37 0.909 0.842-0.976 <0.001 0.811 0.946

AD vs DLB
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio 38 vs 38 0.560 0.428-0.691 0.372 0.289 0.895

NfL 38 vs 38 0.634 0.506-0.761 0.045 0.553 0.711

GFAP 37 vs 38 0.649 0.524-0.773 0.027 0.395 0.865

P-tau181 38 vs 38 0.808 0.708-0.909 <0.001 0.763 0.763

Panel (P-tau181)* 38 vs 38 0.904 0.836-0.971 <0.001 0.842 0.842

Abbreviations: Abeta, amyloid beta; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; AUC, Area under the curve; 

DLB, dementia with Lewy Bodies, FTD, Frontotemporal dementia; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic 

protein; motor, motor-neuron disease; NfL, neurofilament light; PPA, primary progressive 

aphasia; P-tau181, phosphorylated tau 181.

* with age and sex as covariates
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In the validation cohort, Abeta1-42/1-40 had the lowest AUC (AUC=0.560, 95%CI: 
0.428-0.691, p=0.372) and similar to the exploratory cohort, P-tau181 had 
the highest AUC (AUC=0.808, 95%CI: 0.708-0.909, p<0.001, Figure 4D) for 
differentiating patients with AD from patients with DLB. P-tau181 alone was 
selected as the optimal differential diagnostic panel with an age and sex corrected 
AUC of 0.904 (95%CI: 0.836-0.971, p<0.001, sens:0.842, spec: 0.842).

A. Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio (4-plex)
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Figure 3. 4-Plex plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), NfL, GFAP, and Singleplex P-tau181 in the 
exploratory cohort. Statistics adjusted for sex and age. Abbreviations: Abeta, amyloid 

beta; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid; DLB, dementia with Lewy bodies; 

FTD, Frontotemporal degeneration; GFAP, Glial fibrillary acidic protein; NC, Normal control; 

NfL, Neurofilament light; P-tau; phosphorylated tau. ***≤0.001, **≤0.01 *≤0.05 
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B. AD vs DLBA. AD vs FTD

Panel
P-tau181
GFAP
NfL
Abeta1-42/1-40

Panel
P-tau181
GFAP
Abeta1-42/1-40
NfL

c

D. AD vs DLBC. AD vs FTD

Panel
NfL
GFAP
P-tau181
Abeta1-42/1-40

Panel
P-tau181
GFAP
NfL
Abeta1-42/1-40

Exploratory cohort

Validation cohort

Figure 4. ROC AUCs for the different biomarkers. Exploratory cohort: A. Differentiation 

between AD and FTD. The panel consists of NfL and P-tau181. B. Differentiation between AD 

and DLB. The panel consists of NfL, P-tau181 and GFAP. Validation cohort: C. Differentiation 

between AD and FTD. The panel consists of NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181. D. Differentiation 

between AD and DLB. The panel consists of P-tau. The panels were corrected for age and 

sex. Abbreviations: Abeta, amyloid beta; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; 

DLB, dementia with Lewy Bodies, FTD, Frontotemporal dementia; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic 

protein; motor, motor-neuron disease; NfL, neurofilament light; P-tau181, phosphorylated 

tau 181; PPA, primary progressive aphasia.
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Discussion 

We found that the 4-plex and IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio and IPMS composite 
performed similarly in differentiating CSF-amyloid positive patients with AD 
and CSF-amyloid negative controls. Furthermore, we showed that the plasma 
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, NfL, GFAP, and P-tau181 differ between diagnostic groups. All 
markers showed a largely similar pattern of differences between the diagnostic 
groups in both the exploratory and validation cohort, though the optimal panel 
for differential diagnosis differed between the cohorts. Our data suggests that, 
depending on patient characteristics (e.g., age), a plasma biomarker panel for 
optimal differentiation between AD and FTD, and between AD and DLB will 
include plasma P-tau181 but not plasma Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, and will likely include 
plasma GFAP and plasma NfL.

We found that the 4-plex ratio, IPMS ratio, and IPMS composite performed similarly 
in differentiating CSF-amyloid positive patients with AD and CSF-amyloid negative 
controls. We hypothesized that the IPMS would perform better than the 4-plex, 
since the differentiation accuracy for amyloid positivity in cohorts was higher 
in IPMS studies (AUC range 0.84-0.89)8-10, 39 than in Simoa studies (AUC range 
0.73-0.77).7, 40 Also, a recent head-to-head study showed that IPMS Abeta1-42/1-40 
outperformed Simoa Abeta1-42/1-40, using a different Simoa assay than we did.11 
The similarity in performance in our study could be due to the highly specific 
antibodies used in the Simoa 4-plex E immunoassay.25 IPMS has the advantage of 
high assay specificity and no interference of the sample matrix.41 The 4-plex assay 
uses antibodies that are highly specific for full-length Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40, just 
like IPMS.35 

We found that P-tau181 had the highest accuracy in differentiating AD from 
FTD, and AD from DLB, and was included as a discriminatory biomarker in both 
panels for both cohorts. Earlier studies by us and others also convincingly showed 
that P-tau181 is a highly specific marker for AD pathology.12-19 That P-tau181 
is useful to differentiate patients with AD from patients with DLB has not been 
reported extensively yet. In line with earlier publications,23, 42-44 we found that NfL 
is strongly increased in patients with FTD compared to AD, which explains that 
it was included in the AD vs FTD panel for both the exploratory and validation 
cohort. GFAP showed a similar pattern to P-tau181 for differential diagnoses, but 
with lower accuracy than P-tau181. Specifically, GFAP was selected in only the 
validation cohort for the AD vs FTD panel, and in only the exploratory cohort in the 
AD vs DLB panel. This suggest that GFAP might be of added value to P-tau181 in 
a differential diagnostic panel, but this depends on the patient characteristics. FTD 
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and DLB patients were older than AD-dementia patients in the exploratory cohort 
but not in the validation cohort, and over the cohorts, we observed relationships 
of both NfL and GFAP with age. 

The observed high accuracy of GFAP as standalone marker for AD suggests that this 
marker reflects the process of Abeta aggregates triggering a neuroinflammatory 
state and promoting glial cell activation.45 The primary morphological change 
in astrogliosis is hypertrophy which is linked to an increase in expression of 
intermediate filaments such as GFAP.46, 47 Astrocytes are the most prevalent cell 
types in the brain, thus even if only a small amount of GFAP is released per cell, 
this may still be a major response that may result in high GFAP concentrations 
in blood.46 Besides in AD, GFAP was increased in DLB compared to controls in 
the exploratory cohort, with concentrations in-between control and AD,21 which 
was driven by the CSF-amyloid positive patients with DLB. GFAP levels were also 
increased in FTD patients compared to controls in the exploratory cohort,22 to a 
lesser extent than in AD. Of note, we could not reproduce this in our more age-
matched validation cohort. A recent study has shown that GFAP concentrations 
can be increased in symptomatic progranulin (GRN) mutation carriers.48 We lack 
the genetic data to verify this in our cohort. The 4-plex Abeta1-42/1-40 showed a 
similar pattern of changes as P-tau181 and GFAP, being deviated in patients 
with AD, though the differentiation accuracy was lower than for P-tau181 and 
GFAP (AUC>0.560, p≤0.372). Few studies have focused on the Abeta1-42/1-40 

in neurodegenerative diseases outside of the AD spectrum thus far. One study 
measured Abeta1-42/1-40 with Simoa in controls, patients with MCI, AD, and across 
different FTD syndrome but did not find a difference between all groups.12 Similarly, 
our results show no differential diagnostic value of Abeta1-42/1-40 across patients with 
AD, FTD, or DLB. 

In both the exploratory and validation cohort, the differentiation accuracy between 
AD and FTD strongly improved by using biomarker panels compared to single 
biomarkers, except that based on our validation cohort, P-tau181 was sufficient 
as a single marker to differentiate between AD and DLB. Every biomarker tested 
reflects a different aspect of AD pathology or brain damage in general. In the 
future, these markers should be tested in a larger and more heterogeneous 
population, e.g. to define cut-off values for clinical use. Our results suggest that 
an algorithm based on NfL, GFAP, and P-tau as plasma-biomarkers and age and 
sex as covariates could provide an indication of probability per clinical diagnosis. 
Combined with clinical assessment this could help accurate differential diagnoses 
of AD and other neurodegenerative diseases and support clinical trial inclusion in 
a minimally invasive and low-cost manner.49
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This study had several limitations. Our cohorts were relatively small and were 
included from our memory clinic only and did not reflect a broader population 
of people with dementia, i.e., with older patients with AD. As a result, our AD 
patients typically have less copathology, which might have influenced our panel 
selections. It would also be interesting to assess whether our panels are also 
succesful in differentiating between the MCI stages of DLB, FTD, and AD. Further, 
we used two different batches of the Neurology 4-plex E kit, due to which absolute 
values were not comparabale. Lastly, since we did not know the APOE status of all 
participants, we did not include this as a variable in the regression analyses, while 
APOE is an important risk factor for AD and confounded blood biomarker results 
in some studies. 10, 50

One of the strengths of our study was the diversity of our cohort, including different 
non-AD dementias. Also, the Abeta1-42/1-40 measured with IPMS and immunoassay 
in the same cohort allowed us to robustly compare their performance. Lastly, 
the Neurology 4-plex E is commercially available for immediate use by other 
groups, with the advantage that Simoa technology offers scalability for large scale 
validation and routine implementation.

In summary, the IPMS and 4-plex immunoassay Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio showed similar 
performance in indicating amyloid pathology. Different combinations of NfL, GFAP, 
and P-tau181 were valuable for highly accurate differential diagnosis of AD, FTD, 
and DLB. Further research on cut-off values would help implement these markers 
in clinical practice.
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Supplementary Methods

IPMS
Preparation of the antibody beads 
Dynabeads M-270 Epoxy are used as beads and mouse monoclonal anti-Aβ 
antibodies are chosen to coat the beads. The buffer containing the antibodies was 
exchanged with phosphate buffer using dialysis. PBS-buffer was used as buffer to 
contain the antibody beads. 

Preparation samples
Human plasma EDTA (250 µL) is mixed with an equal amount of internal standard. 

Preparation MALDI-plate
A MALDI-plate with 384 wells (2800 micron diameter) and 96 calibration spots 
(384x2800+96-de1580ta) is used. Before the samples are spotted on the wells, 
a matrix is applied. This matrix consists of a mixture of 1 mg/mL α-Cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) and 0.4 % methanediphosphonic acid (MDPNA) in 
a 1:1 ratio. All the wells and calibration spots are spotted with 0.5 µL of this matrix 
and the plate is dried to the air. When the plate is dry, 0.5 µL of a calibrant-solution 
is spotted on the calibrant spots and the plate is again dried to the air.

Cleaning samples by liquid handling system 
The method has two consecutive IP steps. By capturing and washing the Aβ-
peptides with the antibody beads twice, the Aβ-peptides are obtained with a high 
purity.

The 500 µL of sample (1:1 plasma EDTA and internal standard) is added to the 
1st antibody beads and then incubated for one hour at 4 °C while mixing. The 
antibody beads capture the Aβ-peptides that are in the plasma. After incubation, 
the supernatant is removed and the 1st antibody beads with the coupled Aβ-
peptides are washed.

The Aβ-peptides are eluated with an eluate solution. The eluate solution is added 
to the 2nd antibody beads. This is incubated for one hour at 4 °C while mixing. 
After incubation, the supernatant is removed and the 2nd antibody beads with the 
coupled Aβ-peptides are washed with a washing solution 

The Aβ-peptides are eluated with an eluate solution and 1 µL of this eluate is 
spotted on the sample wells in quadruplicate on the MALDI-plate.
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Analysis by MALDI-TOF MS

Samples on the MALDI-plate were analyzed using a MALDI-linear TOF mass 
spectrometer (AXIMA Assurance, Shimadzu). This MALDI-TOF is equipped with a 
nitrogen laser and the positive ion mode was used for this experiment. A calibrant 
and four replicates are measured for each sample. The MS spectrum of the 
calibrants were acquired from the accumulation of 5 laser shots at 400 different 
positions (on raster mode) per calibrant spots. The MS spectrum of the samples 
were acquired from the accumulation of 40 laser shots at 400 different positions 
(on raster mode) per sample well. Each Aβ-related peptide has a different mass, 
so the concentration of each type Aβ-related peptide can be determined from the 
peak intensity at the respective masses.

Calculation of composite biomarker
Peak intensities of three kinds of peptides (Aβ1-40, Aβ1-42, APP 669-711) obtained 
by mass spectrometry are corrected by the peak intensity of IS (SIL-Aβ1 -38) to 
calculate a “normalized intensity”. Two biomarkers (Aβ1-40/1-42and APP669-
711/Aβ1-42) are calculated using the normalized intensity. The Z-score of each 
biomarker is calculated using the data from the paper* on which the assay was 
based, and the average of the two Z-scores is used as the composite biomarker.
*“High performance plasma amyloid-β biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease” 
Nakamura et al.,
Nature volume 554, pages 249-254(2018) (doi:10.1038/nature25456)

1. Calculation of normalized intensity
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝐴𝑈)=𝐸𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦（𝐴𝛽1-40, 𝐴𝛽1-42, 𝐴𝑃𝑃669−711
）/ 𝑆𝐼𝐿-𝐴𝛽1-38（𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑）𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 

2. Calculation of each biomarker
𝐴𝑃𝑃669-711/𝐴𝛽1-42 = 𝐴𝑃𝑃669-711 (𝐴𝑈) / 𝐴𝛽1-42 (𝐴𝑈) 
𝐴𝛽1-40 / 𝐴𝛽1-42=𝐴𝛽1-40 (𝐴𝑈) / 𝐴𝛽1-42 (𝐴𝑈) 

3. Calculation of z-score of each biomarker
𝑧−𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑃𝑃669-711𝐴𝛽1-42⁄=𝐴𝑃𝑃669-711𝐴𝛽1−42-0.774* 0.191∗∗ 
𝑧−𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝛽1-40𝐴𝛽1-42⁄=𝐴𝛽1-40𝐴𝛽1−42-24.72 *4.31∗∗ 
*:Mean value of each biomarker of NCGG（n＝121）in the Nakamura paper
**：Standard deviation of each biomarker of NCGG（n=121）in the Nakamura 
paper

4. Calculation of Composite biomarker
Composite biomarker = Average of two biomarkers (Z-score)
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Results

eFigure 1. Differentiation accuracy amyloid markers in amyloid-CSF negative controls 
and amyloid-CSF positive AD patients. Left: The composite score, a combination of the 

Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio and APP669-711, measured with IPMS. Right: ROC curves of the different 

amyloid marker for differentiation between control and AD.***p<0.001 
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eFigure 2. 4-Plex plasma Abeta(1-42/1-40), NfL, GFAP, and Singleplex P-tau181 in the 
validation cohort. Statistics adjusted for sex and age. Abbreviations: Abeta, amyloid beta; 

AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid; DLB, dementia with Lewy bodies; FTD, 

Frontotemporal degeneration; GFAP, Glial fibrillary acidic protein; NC, Normal control; NfL, 

Neurofilament light; P-tau; phosphorylated tau. ***≤0.001, **≤0.01 *≤0.05
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One of the most important advances in neurodegeneration clinical research 
in the past two decades has been the development of biomarkers that detect 
amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques and tau neurofibrillary tangles in living people with CSF 
assays or Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Coupled with imaging or fluid-
based markers of brain structural and functional integrity, these biomarkers 
allow researchers to capture the three key features of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) 
- amyloid plaques, tau neurofibrillary tangles and neurodegeneration (Figure 1). 
One of the most important insights from biomarker studies in AD is the existence 
of a prolonged “pre-clinical” stage spanning two decades, in which plaques and 
tangles deposit in the brain without leading to cognitive symptoms or functional 
decline. Individuals with pre-clinical biomarker changes are at risk for cognitive 
decline and may thus be excellent candidates for early intervention with disease-
modifying therapies.1 The “Biomarker Revolution” in AD has culminated in the 
National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s Association Research Framework, which 
re-conceptualizes AD as a biological entity that is defined entirely by amyloid, tau 
and neurodegeneration [AT(N)] biomarkers, irrespective of clinical symptoms or 
functional decline.2

Imaging biomarkers

FDG-PET (1980)
MRI (1992)
Aβ-PET (2004)
Tau-PET (2013)

CSF biomarkers

Abeta (1992)
Total tau (1993)
P-tau 181 (2000)
NfL (2003)

Blood biomarkers

Aβ42/Aβ40(2017)
NfL (2017)
P-tau181 (2018)
P-tau217 (2020)

Widely implementable 
diagnostic for 

Alzheimer’s disease

Figure 1. Timeline of biomarker developments up till recent blood-based biomarker 
breakthroughs. Aβ; amyloid-β, FDG; fluorodeoxyglucose, MRI; Magnetic resonance 

imaging, NfL; Neurofilament light, PET; positron emission tomography, P-tau; phosphorylated 

tau

While CSF and PET biomarkers have had a major impact on AD research and drug 
development, for decades researchers have searched for blood-based biomarkers 
that could provide a non-invasive and more cost-effective alternative for measuring 
AT[N] brain changes. This search proved elusive for many years, with studies 
employing traditional immunoassays reporting inconsistent and non-replicable 
results.3  Such difficulties were not unexpected given the many challenges of 
detecting brain proteins in blood, including: overall low concentrations due the 
blood-brain barrier, potential protein interference of the complex plasma matrix, 
interactions with medications and co-pathologies common in an aging population, 
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and the apparent sensitivity of measurements to the conditions of sample 
collection, processing and storage.4,5

In recent years, the advent of more sensitive assays has led to major progress 
in the search for blood-based AD biomarkers. Applying mass spectrometry-
immunoprecipitation (IP-MS) or the high-sensitivity Simoa platform, multiple 
groups have reported reductions in plasma Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio in patients with 
brain amyloidosis, as defined by the “gold standard” of CSF or PET.6,7 Plasma 
neurofilament light chain (NfL), also measured by Simoa, correlates strongly 
with CSF NfL and with neurodegeneration as measured by MRI gray and white 
matter atrophy, though NfL is not AD-specific and is highly increased in other 
neurodegenerative disorders, such as frontotemporal lobar degeneration.8 Total 
tau in CSF and plasma has similarly been found to be a non-specific measure of 
neurodegeneration or acute brain injury.9 In the past year, seminal studies have 
shown that plasma levels of tau phosphorylated at threonine 181 (p-Tau181), as 
measured by high-sensitivity immunoassays or IP-MS, correlate with CSF p-Tau181 
and tau PET, distinguish patients with AD from controls and non-AD dementia 
with high accuracy, and can predict clinical progression.10-14 Most recently, assays 
that target the threonine 217 phosphorylation site (p-Tau217) appear to offer 
even higher accuracy in CSF15 and plasma.14,16 In a recent paper published in 
JAMA, Palmqvist and colleagues showed that plasma p-Tau217 measured with the 
MesoScale Discovery (MSD) platform differentiated AD from controls and non-AD 
conditions with very high accuracy in three distinct cohorts including over 1,000 
total participants, and encompassing autosomal dominant, sporadic and autopsy-
confirmed AD.16 P-Tau217 out-performed plasma p-Tau181 and NfL and showed 
diagnostic accuracy comparable to tau PET and CSF p-Tau217. 

In this issue of JAMA Neurology, Janelidze and colleagues build on this work 
to address a critical question – how does plasma p-Tau217 compare to CSF and 
PET in detecting tau in the preclinical or early symptomatic stage of AD? Early 
detection is essential for early diagnosis and for identifying candidates for clinical 
trials of potential disease modifying therapies. To test this, plasma p-Tau217 was 
measured in 314 cognitively unimpaired older adults and 176 patients with MCI 
from the Swedish BioFinder-2 study who also underwent CSF studies and amyloid 
and tau PET. Consistent with previous literature, increases in all tau biomarkers 
were tightly linked to positive amyloid PET. Several lines of evidence supported 
the hypothesis that increases in biofluid measures of p-Tau217 precede changes 
in tau PET in entorhinal cortex (ERC), an early region of neurofibrillary tangle 
formation. First, nearly all (36/38) participants in whom plasma and PET measures 
of tau were discordant, showed positive plasma p-Tau217 and negative ERC Tau 
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PET. Second, non-linear spline models suggested that CSF and plasma p-Tau217 
increased at relatively low levels of amyloid PET retention, while increases in tau 
PET were associated with higher amyloid burden. Third, event-based modeling 
used to evaluate the temporal sequence of biomarkers changes revealed early, 
synchronous changes in CSF and plasma p-Tau217, with tau PET modelled as a 
later event. Finally, participants with negative baseline tau PET but positive 
plasma p-Tau217 showed accelerated longitudinal increases in ERC tau PET signal, 
suggesting that baseline plasma measures were picking up biologically meaningful 
tau pathology that was below the threshold of PET detection. Collectively, these 
data strongly support plasma p-Tau217 as a robust biomarker of tau pathology at 
the earliest stages of AD.

The findings by Janelidze et al. contribute to an emerging consensus in the field that 
fluid biomarkers are detecting Aβ-triggered changes in tau phosphorylation and 
secretion. These changes likely precede the aggregation of hyper-phosphorylated 
tau into paired helical filaments that form neurofibrillary tangles and bind PET 
ligands.17 In the present study, the positive correlation between amyloid PET 
and tau PET was largely mediated by plasma p-Tau217, further supporting this 
model of sequential changes in Aβ and tau biomarkers. Future studies comparing 
longitudinal changes in both plasma and PET measures of tau will be needed to 
confirm this putative chain of pathophysiological events.

The tremendous progress in the development and validation of plasma p-Tau217 
and other AD blood-based biomarkers has generated justifiable excitement in 
the field. Nevertheless, there are several important caveats to be considered. 
Nearly all the work to date has been performed in expert academic or industry 
labs using assay platforms that are not yet broadly available for clinical use. Blood 
collection has been strictly standardized and requires rapid centrifugation and 
freezing of plasma samples, procedures that are beyond the current capabilities 
of most commercial clinical labs. Biomarker validation has been largely performed 
on highly selected research cohorts with poor racial and ethnic diversity. Overall, 
it is likely that current studies conducted under highly controlled conditions over-
estimate the diagnostic accuracy of blood-based biomarkers as compared to their 
true performance in “real world” clinical populations. 

Despite these caveats, there are many reasons to be optimistic that reliable 
and scalable blood tests for AD are truly on the horizon. The current work by 
Janelidze and other recent studies demonstrate unequivocally that brain Aβ 
and phosphorylated tau can be detected in plasma with high accuracy that is 
essentially equivalent to CSF or PET. The standardization and reproducibility of 
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plasma assays will be accelerated by “lessons learned” from the development of 
CSF biomarkers, and by international AD fluid biomarker consortia focused on 
this mission.4 It seems like only a matter of time before a panel of blood tests 
will be widely available to assess AT[N] brain changes in research and in clinic, 
transforming the diagnosis and care of patients in the earliest stages of AD.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by a long pre-symptomatic phase in 
which neuropathology accumulates. Biomarkers are required for the earliest 
possible detection of this AD pathology. Therefore, clinical trials targeting the 
key pathological hallmarks such as cerebral amyloid beta aggregation and tangle 
formation, focus on the inclusion of non-demented individuals with biomarker 
defined AD. A blood test for AD could be used to prescreen non-demented 
individuals in a low-invasive and cost-effective manner, subsequently funneling 
less individuals to further testing with more invasive and expensive measures such 
as CSF analyses or PET scans. Hence, availability of a reliable blood test for AD has 
great implications for the effectiveness of identification and selection of eligible 
clinical trial participants. So far, studies analyzing plasma amyloid demonstrated 
that prescreening with a blood test can lead to a significant reduction of further 
testing with more invasive measures.1 As of recent, there is good evidence that 
the diagnostic power of plasma phosphorylated tau (P-tau) tests in clinical AD 
dementia is stronger than the diagnostic power of plasma amyloid measures.2,3 
Cross-sectional studies covering the complete clinical AD continuum have 
indicated the value of plasma isoforms P-tau181 and P-tau217 for differentiation 
of amyloid-PET or tau-PET positive cases from amyloid-PET or Tau-PET negative 
cases.2-5 Furthermore, those cross-sectional studies showed that with plasma P-tau 
measures patients with AD-dementia can be differentiated from patients with 
frontotemporal lobar degeneration.2-5 The timely, longitudinal study of Mattsson-
Carlgren et al. moves into the preclinical stages of AD, and shows the value of 
implementation of P-tau217 for participant selection in clinical trials and also for 
disease monitoring. 

Mattsson-Carlgren et al. included 250 non-demented individuals from the Swedish 
BioFINDER study, and measured P-tau217 levels both at baseline and during 
follow-up using the MSD Eli Lilly assay. They found that P-tau217 is increased in 
individuals in the preclinical and early clinical stages of AD when compared to 
cognitively healthy controls without AD. Besides, P-tau217 levels are positively 
associated with a higher risk to convert to AD-dementia and with steeper rates of 
cognitive worsening and thinning of the temporal cortex and hippocampus. The 
publication not only demonstrates the value of P-tau217 for participant inclusion in 
clinical trials, but also suggests P-tau217 could be a monitor of treatment response 
over time. Authors showed that P-tau217 levels increased steeper over time in 
non-demented individuals with AD compared to those without evidence of AD 
(i.e. amyloid positivity) (Figure 1). Also, P-tau217 levels rose steeper over time 
in in non-demented individuals that developed AD-dementia compared to those 
that remained non-demented during follow-up (Figure 1). Analysis of P-tau217 
in blood samples obtained during trials that show reduction and even complete 
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clearance of amyloid in the brain would now be the logical next step.6 Such studies 
will deepen the insight in the value of P-tau217 as a monitor of treatment response. 

The results so far show that P-Tau217 could not only be of value in clinical trials, but 
could also play a major role in a clinical diagnostic setting. In order for a candidate 
biomarker to be implemented in a clinical setting, three phases need to be 
completed (Figure 2). The first phase, which focusses on assay development and 
validation plus initial clinical validation, has almost been completed for P-tau217. 
The Eli Lilly assay has been developed and has shown robust outcomes,5 though 
assay validation results have not been published yet. The second phase is focused 
on the transition from a research setting to a clinical setting. This phase focuses 
on delivering consistent results for various individual patients in different settings. 
Here, clinical evaluation should focus on establishing large databases with P-tau217 
concentrations of patients and their clinical and biomarker characteristics, to define 
the context of use. During this phase, work on the assay includes challenging assay 
robustness, development of reference material, and biomarker stability testing 
under prevalent clinical conditions, which can include testing the variation induced 
by a delay in processing the sample, or transport of the sample to the lab at 
cooling temperatures. The third phase focusses on the final definition of cut-points 
based on the data obtained in phase 2, and evaluation of the assay results in 
real-life clinical settings in unselected patients. In parallel, insurance coverage of 
plasma testing for diagnostic purposes needs to be arranged and the biomarker 
needs to be positioned in clinical diagnostic guidelines. Currently, we are close 
to reaching the end of phase one for P-tau217. Thus, it now time to transition to 
phase two and three, aiming for a swift implementation of the plasma p-Tau217 
biomarker in both trials and clinical routine, to accelerate drug development and 
improve clinical care for AD. 

Figure 1. Longitudinal plasma P-tau217. Subject-specific biomarker data are shown 

together with main effects from linear mixed effects models, adjusted for age and sex, for 
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P-tau217 in (panel A) Abeta-negative CU vs Abeta positive CU, (panel B) Abeta-negative 

MCI vs Abeta-positive MCI, and (panel C) MCI to AD dementia converters vs the remaining 

MCI population (i.e. stable MCI or MCI to other dementia converters).

 
Figure 2. Biomarker development phases. The trajectory from a candidate biomarker to 

an implemented diagnostic biomarker takes place in different phases. 
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Summary 

The general aim of this thesis was to develop and clinically validate novel blood 
tests for the core pathological proteins in Alzheimer’s disease. 

Part 1: In-house developed biomarker assays
In the first part of this thesis we described the development of bead-based 
assays and provide proof-of-concept for future clinical studies. To this end, 
Single Molecule Array (Simoa) technology was used, which allows for in-house 
development of ultrasensitive assays, using antibodies selected by the research 
group itself. Chapter 2 describes the in-house development and upscaling of 
two plasma amyloid assays that measure full-length Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40. The 
technical validation results were similar to those of a commercially available bead-
based assay and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), but the in-house 
assay showed better specificity and selectivity. Both bead-based assays could 
successfully differentiate patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) from controls. The 
assay is now widely available and could contribute to accurate diagnosis of AD and 
potentially be employed to measure target engagement in future clinical trials. 
Chapter 3 addresses the development and validation of an in-house developed 
bead-based assay for quantification of acetylated tau at lysine 174 (AcTau174), 
a posttranslational modification of tau known to be elevated in AD brain tissue. 
Using this homebrew Simoa assay, we showed that AcTau174 concentrations were 
increased in matured human neurons with a V337M MAPT or 4R tau mutation, 
and in PS19 mouse hippocampus, all associated with inherited frontotemporal 
dementia (FTD). When measured in a clinical cohort of 143 patients, we showed 
that AcTau174 was elevated in CSF of AD and FTD patients compared to 
healthy controls and patients with Lewy body dementia (DLB). Due to the large 
overlap between clinical groups and with controls, the assay has little differential 
diagnostic value, but could have potential as a tool in clinical trials to monitor 
target engagement of tau acetylation targeting therapies.

Part 2: Clinical validation of plasma biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease
The second part of this thesis focuses on the value of different blood-based 
biomarkers for AD diagnosis, also when compared to other dementias. Chapter 4 
covers the clinical validation of plasma P-tau181 as a specific biomarker for AD. We 
showed that P-tau181 was strongly increased in clinical and pathology-confirmed 
AD compared to controls and patients with FTD, whereas plasma neurofilament 
light (NfL), known to be increased in neurodegenerative diseases, was strongly 
increased in patients with FTD compared to controls and patients with mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI) or AD. P-tau181 differentiated well between amyloid-
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PET positive and negative patients across clinical diagnoses, and was strongly 
correlated with the increase in tau-PET tracer binding in brain regions known to 
be affected by AD pathology. Our results indicate that plasma P-tau181 analysis 
could be a useful screening test to identify underling AD tau pathology. Chapter 
5 compared the performance of plasma P-tau217 and P-tau181 as differential 
diagnostic biomarkers for AD. P-tau217 and P-tau181 were measured using 
electrochemiluminescence-based assays which only differed in the biotinylated 
antibody epitope specificity. Both plasma biomarkers could distinguish AD 
from non-AD disorders defined either clinically or neuropathologically with 
high accuracy, and both were associated with in vivo presence of amyloid and 
tau pathology as measured with PET. Higher P-tau concentrations were also 
associated with greater brain atrophy measured on MRI scans in brain regions 
typically affected by AD pathology, and with cognitive impairment. There were 
small, but statistically significant differences in favor of P-tau217 for differential 
diagnosis of clinical AD, indication of amyloid-PET-positivity and stronger 
correlations with tau-PET signal, although the differences in performance were 
minor. Both plasma P-tau species can aid in evaluation of participants by testing 
for underlying AD related tau pathology. Chapter 6 examined the potential 
of plasma markers Abeta1-42 and Abeta1-40, measured with the assay described 
in chapter 2, combined with glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), and NfL for 
identification of cerebral amyloid pathology and disease severity. Abeta1-42/1-40 and 
plasma GFAP were independently associated with amyloid pathology as measured 
by PET in a cohort of individuals with subjective cognitive decline (SCD), MCI, and 
AD dementia. The optimal panel identifying a positive amyloid status included 
Abeta1-42/1-40 and GFAP, together with age and APOE. The combination of these 
markers is promising as a tool to prescreen for amyloid positivity. Additionally, 
we concluded that GFAP and NfL are promising biomarker for monitoring of 
disease severity. In Chapter 7 all plasma biomarkers addressed in the previous 
chapters come together. It describes the combined value of the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, 
GFAP, NfL, and P-tau181 for differential diagnosis across controls, AD, FTD, and 
DLB. First, we showed that the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio measured with either a Simoa 
4-plex or immunoprecipitation mass-spectrometry (IPMS) performed similarly 
in differentiating between amyloid-CSF positive patients with AD and amyloid-
CSF negative controls. The combination of NfL (high in FTD), P-tau181 (high in 
AD), and age formed the optimal panel for differentiation between AD and FTD. 
The combination of P-tau181 and age could optimally differentiate between AD 
and DLB. NfL was selected for the differentiation between FTD-motor and FTD-
PPA. Only the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio was not included in any of the panels. Our results 
showed that depending on the diagnostic question at hand, different panels of 
biomarkers provide optimal differential accuracy.
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Part 3: View on blood-based biomarkers and future steps
Part 3 of this thesis provides a more comprehensive view on the development 
and implementation of blood-based biomarkers and reviews the progress made 
in the past years. Chapter 8.1. reflects on the progress of P-tau217 and P-tau181 
specifically and discusses the importance of the biomarkers for early diagnosis. 
It addresses the possibility of plasma P-tau increases being a result of Abeta-
triggered changes in tau phosphorylation and secretion. Besides, it discusses 
the hurdles to be overcome for P-tau to be clinically implementable, such as 
specialized technologies needing to be more broadly available and standardization 
of sample handling. Chapter 8.2. also focuses on P-tau in an early stage of AD, 
and looks more closely at the road to clinical implementation. P-tau measures 
could be useful in identifying cognitively healthy people at risk of converting to AD 
dementia. This is helpful for patient selection in clinical trials but also to monitor 
treatment response over time. This scientific commentary assesses where P-tau is 
currently situated in the biomarker development trajectory. Now that P-tau results 
are robust in highly selected populations it is time to create cut-off concentrations, 
reference materials and implementation protocols to then test the marker in a 
more real-world prospective setting. P-tau should then be addressed in official 
diagnostic guidelines so that routine analyses can be covered by insurances. All of 
this with the aim to implement P-tau and other blood-based biomarkers in clinical 
practice as soon as possible.

Discussion

Relevance of the findings for dementia diagnosis and clinical trials
The main pathological processes that are associated with Alzheimer’s disease 
are amyloid aggregation, tau accumulation, neurodegeneration1 and neuronal 
inflammation.2 Our data and studies by other groups, show that we can now to a 
certain extent measure these processes in the blood; amyloid aggregation can be 
measured with the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio,3-15 tau accumulation is reflected by P-tau181 
and P-tau217,16-27 neurodegeneration can be measured with NfL,28 and neuronal 
inflammation with GFAP.13,23,29,30 

Diagnostic implications
It is important to note that results obtained in this thesis focus on differential 
diagnosis in a more advanced stage of the disease, when symptoms such as 
cognitive decline and interference of daily activities are visible and measurable. 
Other studies, including from our research group, have studied the value of some 
of these blood-based biomarkers in pre-dementia populations and in longitudinal 
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cohorts with multiple samples of the same patients over time. These results provide 
an insight in the predictive power of plasma biomarkers and their individual or 
combined value in specific contexts of use. In non-demented individuals, lowered 
Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio is associated with amyloid-positivity,10,31 higher rates of cognitive 
decline,8 and risk of progression to AD.32 High baseline and longitudinal change in 
plasma P-tau181 were associated with widespread tau aggregation 6 years later,33 
grey matter atrophy,34 and conversion to AD.6,18,19 P-tau217 starts to increase about 
20 years before onset of MCI in autosomal dominant AD,20 which is in line with 
results showing that plasma P-tau217 becomes abnormal before tau accumulation 
is measurable with tau-PET.35 Increased NfL is associated with longitudinal 
neurodegeneration as measured with MRI, and worsening of global cognition.36,37 
In cognitively unimpaired individuals, higher serum GFAP levels were associated 
with both a higher risk of all-cause dementia,38,39 as well as with steeper rates of 
cognitive decline over time.23,38,39 These results indicate that plasma biomarkers 
are not only valuable for diagnostic, but also for prognostic purposes. 

The different pre-symptomatic trajectories of these plasma biomarkers can help 
us understand how they reflect the cascade of events in the Alzheimer’s disease 
process. Figure 1 shows a model of the different biomarker deviations along the 
Alzheimer continuum.40 Amyloid accumulation is detectable at the very beginning, 
most sensitively measured with fluid biomarkers (Abeta42 in yellow) and later stage 
accumulation measured with PET imaging (amyloid-PET in blue). Different studies 
indicate that amyloid pathology triggers the other pathological processes that 
follow amyloid accumulation.41,42 Starting with hyperphosphorylation of tau (P-tau 
and T-tau in salmon), followed by brain atrophy (NfL in grey, hippocampal volume 
in pink), and finally an  astrocyte response (GFAP in orange). These trajectories 
could help us understand the disease stage of an individual patient based on 
their plasma biomarkers and provide them with information about clinical disease 
progression. This can result in two diagnostic scenarios, depending on the 
biomarker values; either the patient is in an early disease stage and is not likely to 
be a rapid progressor. This can give the patient and their loved ones some peace 
of mind. A different scenario would be that the patient should be anticipating 
more rapid decline, in which case plans for future care and documentation should 
be executed. To be able to use plasma markers to this end, further prospective 
studies in memory clinic patients should be performed with multiple plasma 
biomarkers and detailed follow-up, so that we can validate the prognostic value of 
individual and combined plasma biomarkers. 

In addition, that these biomarkers are present in a preclinical phase means that 
they are not only valuable for differential diagnosis in the memory clinic, but also as 
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screening biomarkers to indicate neurodegeneration and underlying Alzheimer’s 
pathology. This could be leveraged for prescreening the elderly population and 
determine their eligibility for treatment. When those criteria are in place, the GP 
will play a more essential role which will require additional training. The GP should 
not only take blood, but the plasma biomarker outcomes should be combined 
with neuropsychological testing to assess presence of symptoms even when the 
individual has no complaints. This requires time and knowledge from the GP that 
is not yet in place.

Potential for clinical trials
Blood-based biomarkers that indicate a risk for conversion to AD can help with 
patient stratification and enrichment for clinical trials. Since pathology is ongoing 
already 20 years before symptom onset, interfering when patients are symptomatic 
is expected to be too late. The pathological damage done is likely to be 
irreversible.43 By selecting patients with a lowered Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio and increased 
P-tau concentration, the risk of developing AD pathology within the multiyear trial 
period is larger and allows to test whether the treatment is effective. Since plasma 
biomarkers are also indicative of progression rate, we can match the placebo and 
treatment group. This to avoid that the placebo arm consists of fast progressors 
and the treatment-arm of slow progressors. In that case the trial results would show 
a perceived treatment effect, even when the treatment is ineffective.44 Therefore, 
selection of a well-matched placebo and treatment arm with a trial duration in 
which patients are at risk of converting to dementia contributes to the reliability 
of the trial outcome. Using a combination of blood-based biomarkers and simple 
cognitive tests could prescreen for or even replace amyloid-or tau-PET imaging 
and will decrease costs of patient selection.45 By reducing the costs of clinical trials, 
more compounds could be tested, increasing the chance of a breakthrough. 
  
In addition, plasma biomarkers could be used for monitoring treatment response 
due to the possibility of repeated measurement of blood. The use of NfL is 
exemplary. NfL was increased pre-treatment and recovered in six months with 
treatment in placebo-controlled clinical trials for multiple sclerosis. Increases in 
NfL were found to reflect clinical and MRI related measures of disease activity.46 No 
data have been published on NfL concentrations in AD clinical trials, though it is 
likely that NfL could be a dynamic marker in AD trials as well. In athletes that have 
suffered from acute concussion, NfL concentrations are high after the event, but NfL 
concentrations decrease in a linear fashion over time. The decrease is the strongest 
in the first half year and comes back to control levels over the course of five years. 
This suggests that within the time period of a clinical trial, a non-specific treatment 
effect could be reflected by NfL.47 Currently, several tau pathology targeting 
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therapies are being tested.48,49 P-tau217 or P-tau181 are potential markers for 
treatment responses in these clinical trials since P-tau is increased in individuals with 
ongoing AD tau pathology.35 Especially trials that target tau hyperphosphorylation 
specifically might see a reduction in plasma P-tau concentrations upon target 
engagement.48,49 Our studies showed that P-tau217 and P-tau181 concentrations 
in the blood are strongly correlated with tau-PET tracer binding to neurofibrillary 
tangles in the brain. A reduction in hyperphosphorylated tau in the brain as a result 
of treatment is therefore likely to be reflected by a reduction in P-tau concentration 
in the blood. P-tau181 might be of more interest than P-tau217 because of its wide 
dynamic range; P-tau217 concentrations in normal controls are often measured 
under the lower limit of quantification, whereas P-tau181 could still provide 
information about a reduction, even in the lowest concentration range.20 Thus if a 
drug reduces phosphorylated tau, plasma P-tau concentrations might get so low 
that they are not reliably measureable. This is not the case for amyloid, since the 
Abeta42/40 ratio is lower in AD than control. As a result of treatment, an increase 
in Abeta42/40 ratio would be expected. Our findings in chapter seven showed that 
P-tau and GFAP were more valuable diagnostic markers for AD than the Abeta42/40 

ratio. Despite this lack in diagnostic performance, the plasma Abeta42/40 is likely 
to be valuable for measurement of treatment response in amyloid targeting trials, 
since it can be measured repeatedly over the course of the trial. Besides, Abeta is 
one of the earliest biomarkers changing in trajectory of the Alzheimer’s pathology 
(Figure 1). It might be that a low Abeta42/40 ratio is a first red flag and when in a 
later stage P-tau increases a patient could be eligible to participate in clinical trials, 
or receive treatment. A follow-up study with a longitudinally followed cohort with 
the biomarkers addressed in chapter seven would contribute to our understanding 
of the plasma biomarker trajectories in AD and FTD.  Another way of validating 
plasma biomakers for clinical trials would be to measure them in the existing 
blood-samples of the aducanumab trials, the recently approved AD treatment. 
This would allow us to understand whether an individual marker or combination 
of markers would be indicative of treatment success or conversion to AD. Since 
aducanumab clears amyloid pathology in the brain, it could be that treatment 
effect can specifically be monitored with the plasma Abeta42/40 ratio. Based on 
our research, P-tau and GFAP are most likely to show a larger treatment effect 
than Abeta42/40 ratio, be it as an indirect marker of amyloid pathology. It would be 
exciting to study whether these concentrations change over time in patients that 
benefitted from treatment. 

The assay we developed for detection of acetylated tau in CSF could specifically 
be useful as a measure of target engagement in AcTau targeting clinical trials. 
Soon, the samples of a case-control clinical trial for AD and PSP with Salsalate, 
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an anti-inflammatory drug found to inhibit tau acetylation, will be available.50,51 
Preliminary results of the clinical trial did not show an improvement in the cognitive 
function of the treatment group. The trial had a relatively short running period 
and therefore the question arises whether there was no target engagement of 
the drug in the brain, or whether there was and that acetylated tau might just not 
be an effective target for disease modifying therapies. If we can show that there 
was target engagement and AcTau levels were reduced in CSF as a result of the 
treatment, next steps can be taken to test whether the drug would effective in a 
longer timeframe, a higher dose, or in an earlier phase of the disease. Our study 
shows that the assay specifically measures tau acetylation, and shows no binding 
to phosphorylated tau. Therefore, sample analyses with our AcTau is expected to 
show whether the drug affected AcTau levels specifically. 

Figure 1. Trajectory of fluid and imaging biomarker change in the Alzheimer’s 
continuum. Adjusted from Zetterberg and Bendlin (2020)

Technological advancements
Technological advancements are the main reason we can now successfully measure 
biomarkers for neurodegenerative diseases in blood. On the one hand this is 
due to improved sensitivity, on the other hand due to improvements in antibody 
development. The latter also has a positive effect on the performance of existing 
technologies.
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A key technology used to generate the data in this thesis is Simoa technology. 
Simoa is more sensitive than regular ELISA since it detects individual proteins and 
generates a digital signal, instead of an overall analog signal.52 Additionally, it 
provides a platform that allows researchers to work with antibodies of their own 
choice. Other ultrasensitive technologies used were electrochemiluminescence, 
which is less suited for in-house assay development, and mass-spectrometry, 
which is less suited for clinical practice. Other ultrasensitive technologies have 
been developed over recent years, such as the Ella, a cartridge immunoassay, and 
SR-X, a benchtop variation of Simoa.

When ultrasensitive technologies are combined with newly developed antibodies 
specific for AD pathologies, this could result in assays that are both highly sensitive 
and highly specific. Also, new technologies can help creating these antibodies. 
For example, a computational approach to antibody development can create 
antibodies that can bind proteins with exceptional specificity.53 Understanding 
which proteins are playing an important role in disease helps to find antigens that 
can be targeted by diagnostic antibodies. This can be based on proteomic studies, 
such as performed with Olink® technology which allows measurement of thousands 
of proteins and help identify potential targets for differential diagnostic purposes. 
An improvement in assay sensitivity does not necessarily result in better performance 
of the biomarker; The Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio can be measured in all diagnostic groups 
with the current IPMS and immunoassays available. Still, we only see a decrease 
in AD of 15-20 percent with large overlap between diagnostic groups.[ref: LN 
review] A more sensitive assay will not change this, since the dynamic range 
needed is already covered. That the 50% percent decrease that is found in CSF 
is not reflected in blood could be due to the presence of peripheral amyloid.54 
For acetylated tau an increase in assay sensitivity could improve the diagnostic 
performance of the biomarker. With the current assay, the overall signal is too low 
to measure in a reliable way and does not translate to a biomarker concentration. 
Further optimizations in assay set-up could improve sensitivity and get the samples 
in a measurable range, as presented in our proof of concept study in chapter 3. 
This could be achieved by increasing the antibody to antigen ratio, to increases 
the chance of binding. Another option could be to use a buffer that prevents 
potential steric hindrance from other proteins present in CSF. Advancements in 
antibody development on the other hand could improve the performance of 
amyloid assays. Certain amyloid species such as amyloid oligomers are more 
toxic, and total protein Abeta42 more abundant than other species. Antibodies that 
specifically bind those fragments might provide higher diagnostic value.53 A recent 
study using a commercial plasma ELISA could differentiate amyloid-PET positive 
from amyloid-PET negative participants with 88%-91% accuracy by measuring the 
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ratio in undiluted and diluted samples with a buffer that disrupts Abeta interactions 
with other plasma components.55 Using different optimization approaches, even 
regular ELISA could be sensitive enough to measure amyloid biomarkers.

Implementation
An essential step towards clinical implementation is the establishment of cut-off 
concentrations of blood-based biomarkers for diagnostic and selection purposes. 
When pre-analytical criteria are standardized, these cut-offs could be widely 
implementable. This can help medical doctors to put biomarker concentrations in 
context of reference concentrations from different neurodegenerative diagnoses 
and possibly provide an indication of disease severity and progression. A great 
example of such a tool with NfL is currently being tested at the Amsterdam 
Alzheimer’s center; a large set of reference values of patient’s NfL concentrations 
and ages for different types of dementia were gathered and these were used in an 
online application.56 

NfL strongly correlates with age, therefore age-specific cut-off concentrations are 
necessary. A medical doctor can enter the patient’s NfL concentration and age and 
plot this on top of the reference sets of different forms of dementia. The reference 
sets are plotted using a predictive model that allows doctors to determine which 
type of dementia the patient is likely to have. When this concept is expanded 
with other plasma biomarkers such as the Abeta1-42/1-40 ratio, P-tau, and GFAP, the 
individual differential diagnostic indication can be more accurate, and additional 
information can be provided with regards to disease severity and progression. 
As we see in chapter 7, the combination of different biomarkers better reflect 
the multifactorial nature of neurodegenerative diseases, though this complicates 
the analysis. Depending on the suspected underlying pathology, different markers 
are more important for differentiation. Algorithms that take these different factors 
into consideration are needed to develop an optimal diagnostic tool. A recent 
study reported on a diagnostic tool that takes age, education, number of APOE 
e4 alleles, three cognitive tests, and plasma P-tau as binary variable into account.27 
This digital tool is significantly more accurate than diagnosis based on clinical 
criteria only, though it is not likely that the GP has enough time and expertise 
to use this tool appropriately. The cognitive testing requires time and know-how 
which is more at hand in a memory clinic. It is clear though, that we are moving to a 
diagnostic setting where clinical and chemical measures of disease go hand in hand.

Other fluid biomarkers of interest
This thesis has focused on plasma biomarkers that reflect pathological amyloid and 
tau, neurodegeneration, and astrocytosis. Within Alzheimer’s pathology, there are 
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different subtypes, based on their CSF proteomic profile.57 Across these subtypes, 
proteins beyond the ones indicated by the AT(N) profile are differently regulated 
and this can have implications for their rate of progression but also for expected 
treatment effect. Therefore understanding a person’s detailed CSF profile could 
help with accurate treatment. In the future, we might be able to achieve the same 
but with a blood-based profile. 

Synaptic loss and dysfunction are also key elements of neurodegeneration, though 
the exact underlying mechanism is still poorly understood. Synaptic dysfunction 
appears to be an early process in the disease which makes it interesting for early 
detection, although we also see this early increase with amyloid, NfL, and T-tau. 
Therefore, the added value of synaptic markers is yet to be tested. A limiting factor 
is that synaptic loss is present in all neurodegenerative diseases and is likely to 
be less useful to understand the underlying disease causing pathology.58 Besides, 
synaptic protein concentrations are very low, and cannot yet be measured in blood.
The minimally-invasive aspect of blood-based biomarkers is an important 
advantage, compared to CSF-analyses and PET-imaging. Saliva-based biomarkers 
would be an even less invasive option. Several preliminary studies (n≤54) have 
found that Abeta42 concentrations measured with ELISA were increased ~two-
fold in the saliva of patients with AD compared to controls.59-61 Further research 
is needed in larger biomarker confirmed cohorts to study reproducibility and 
correlations with gold standard biomarkers and disease severity.

Figure 2. Proposed scenario of diagnostic use for AD blood-based biomarkers. 
(Teunissen et al., 2021).

Future perspectives
This thesis has shown that blood-based biomarkers can contribute to accurate 
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. Before they can be implemented in clinical 
practice, several next steps need to be taken.
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Real-world validation
Blood-based biomarker studies so far were mostly retrospective and performed 
in well-characterized patient and control groups. The diagnostic and prognostic 
validity should now be demonstrated in prospective cohorts and for individual 
patients instead of group averages. Especially in patients with MCI, personalized 
information on prognosis is very valuable and blood-based biomarkers could be 
of great importance. In addition, the optimal combination of biomarkers should 
be determined. If this is successful, roll-out to the GP’s office for pre-screening of 
dementia could be a possibility. Especially in the light of the newly FDA approved 
treatment for AD, people with memory complaints are likely to turn to their GP 
for information and guidance. Blood-based biomarkers could be a tool for the GP 
to refer patients with an increased risked for AD to a specialized memory clinic. 
Pre-screening raises an interesting issue; should we optimize the test specificity 
or sensitivity? When we optimize sensitivity, we reduce false-negatives but refer 
people without an increased risk for AD to the memory clinic. When we optimize 
specificity, we reduce false-positives and accept that we miss some patients at 
risk being false-negatives. The latter is likely to be preferable, since blood-based 
biomarkers allow for repeated measurements, reducing the risk of false-negatives 
with annual testing. Besides, we avoid excessive demand of memory clinic posed 
by false-positive individuals who turn out to be negative after further testing with 
PET or CSF (Figure 2).

Implementation in clinical trials
To assess the value of blood-based biomarkers for clinical trials, the existing 
samples of past trials can be leveraged. Baseline PET scans can be compared with 
baseline plasma marker concentrations and it could be determined whether using 
only plasma markers for patient selection would have been sufficient or whether 
plasma markers could be used as prescreener before CSF or PET analysis. In trials 
that were successful at amyloid clearance, plasma amyloid and tau markers could 
be measured in existing blood samples to assess whether these markers reflect 
target engagement as seen with amyloid-PET.

Guidelines for use
Based on the outcomes of the real-world validation and implementation in clinical 
trials, consensus should be reached on how to implement blood-based biomarkers. 
This goes hand-in-hand with FDA and EMA approval of the biomarkers, and 
technological advances to measure proteins with automated high-throughput 
technologies such as Elecsys. Such platforms would allow blood-based biomarkers 
to be part of routine laboratory measurements, making quick and standardized 
measurement possible. Employing an internationally used platform such as Elecsys 
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would make the results comparable worldwide. Including blood-based biomarkers in 
routine measurements also sparks the discussion with insurance companies to cover 
blood-based biomarkers for (early) diagnosis. Now that a treatment is FDA approved, 
it is more likely that a blood-test will be approved for patient selection.   

Concluding remarks
In the past five years, major progress has been made in the field of blood-based 
biomarkers. This thesis shows that the key pathological hallmarks of AD, being 
amyloid aggregation, tau accumulation, neurodegeneration, and astrocytosis, can 
be reflected with biomarker measurements in blood. We found that biomarker 
concentrations vary across different neurodegenerative diseases and are thus 
valuable for differential diagnosis. Nevertheless, there are some challenges ahead 
on the road to clinical implementation. The optimal panel of biomarkers for 
different diagnostic questions at hand should be determined and tested in a real-
world setting. Then the appropriate steps can be taken to implement blood-based 
biomarkers in daily clinical practice for diagnosis of AD.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Dementie is een overkoepelende term voor verschillende soorten neuro-
degeneratieve ziekten die de (cognitieve) functie beïnvloeden. Met wereldwijd 
ongeveer 50 miljoen mensen met de ziekte, vormt dementie een grote belasting 
voor de samenleving. Gezien 70% van de patiënten met dementie de ziekte 
van Alzheimer (AD) heeft, is dit de meest voorkomende vorm. Minder vaak 
voorkomend zijn frontotemporale dementie (FTD, 10-20% van patiënten met 
dementie) en dementie met Lewy body dementie (DLB, 5% van patiënten 
met dementie). Een juiste diagnose stellen is moeilijk; gemiddeld duurt dit 14 
maanden. Na de diagnose worden patiënten geconfronteerd met het feit dat er 
nog geen geneesmiddel beschikbaar is voor dementie. Wanneer er in de toekomst 
een behandeling beschikbaar is, is een vroege en relatief gemakkelijke screening 
van mensen met het risico op het ontwikkelen van dementie essentieel om een   
vroege behandeling mogelijk te maken – vroeg genoeg in het ziekteverloop om 
de progressie te vertragen.

De belangrijkste pathologische kenmerken van de ziekte van Alzheimer zijn 
amyloïd plaques en tau-accumulatie, beschreven in het diagnostische AT(N)-
kader: A (amyloïd bèta (Abeta)), T (gefosforyleerd tau) en N (neurodegeneratie). 
In het kader van wetenschappelijk onderzoek wordt de AD-diagnose gedefinieerd 
door de aanwezigheid van een biomarker voor amyloïd bèta en gefosforyleerd 
tau. In de klinische praktijk wordt de ziekte van Alzheimer gediagnosticeerd met 
geheugentests, ondersteund door analyses van hersenatrofie met behulp van 
hersenmagnetische resonantiebeeldvorming (MRI), metingen van amyloïd en 
tau-eiwit met behulp van hersenscans (positronemissietomografie (PET)) of door 
metingen van hersenvloeistof (cerebrospinale vloeistof (CSF)). De kosten van PET-
scans zijn hoog (~3000$ per scan), gaan gepaard met radioactieve tracers en 
het vereist zeer gespecialiseerd personeel. Het verzamelen van CSF wordt door 
patiënten vaak als invasief ervaren en kan leiden tot aanhoudende hoofdpijn. 
Hierdoor zijn herhaalde metingen minder goed mogelijk. De oplossing zou een 
bloedtest kunnen zijn, die veel minder ingrijpend is en de kosten zal verlagen. 
Dit kan de ontwikkeling van geneesmiddelen versnellen en helpen bij de vroege 
behandeling van neurodegeneratieve ziekten.

Huidige diagnostische benadering
De eerste stap naar een juiste diagnose wordt gezet bij de huisarts. Bij vermoeden 
van dementie verwijst de huisarts de persoon door naar een gespecialiseerde 
kliniek, zoals het Alzheimer Centrum Amsterdam. Daar worden alle benodigde 
onderzoeken in één dag uitgevoerd. Dit omvat een klinische evaluatie, cognitieve 
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tests, MRI, elektro-encefalogram (EEG), standaard bloedmetabolietmetingen en 
een lumbaalpunctie om CSF te verkrijgen of een amyloïd-PET-scan om structurele 
informatie over AD-pathologie te verkrijgen. Deze biomarkers zijn essentieel om 
de onderliggende pathologie van de patiënt te begrijpen. De resultaten worden 
besproken in een multidisciplinair overleg, waar inzichten worden gedeeld en een 
diagnose wordt gesteld.

CSF-analyses bieden een waardevol inzicht in de neuropathologie, in vivo. 
Gevestigde FDA- en CE-goedgekeurde AD-biomarkers zijn CSF Abeta1-42, 
Abeta1-40, tau gefosforyleerd op threonine 181 (P-tau181) en totaal tau (T-tau). 
Een verlaagde Abeta1-42/40-ratio is een maatstaaf voor amyloïd-accumulatie, 
verhoogde P-tau181 reflecteert hyperfosforylering van tau, en verhoogde T-tau 
reflecteert neuronale schade. Afkapwaarden geven een binaire indicatie van de 
aanwezigheid van amyloïd- of tau-pathologie en helpen bij het identificeren van 
AD op basis van iemands CSF-biomarkerprofiel.

Figuur 1 toont de amyloïd-PET-, tau-PET- en MRI-scans van een patiënt met AD en 
een gezonde oudere. Zoals blijkt uit de kleurenschaal, is de binding van amyloïd 
en tau-PET-tracer verhoogd bij de persoon met AD in vergelijking met de gezonde 
controle. De MRI toont de toename van hersenatrofie bij de persoon met AD.

Figuur 1. Diagnostische beeldvorming bij een patiënt met de ziekte van Alzheimer en 
bij een gezonde controlepersoon. (Leuzy et al., 2018).
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Bloed biomarkers voor de ziekte van Alzheimer
Ten tijde van de start van dit PhD-project in 2016 was er nog weinig succes in 
de ontwikkeling van bloed biomarkers voor neurodegeneratieve ziekten. Studies 
waren veelal gebaseerd op de biomarkers die al werden gebruikt voor PET-scans 
en metingen van CSF; het meten van Abeta42- of Abeta40-concentraties in 
patiënten met AD en controles. Van de 22 onderzoeken lieten twee onderzoeken 
een redelijke effectgrootte zien, maar in tegengestelde richting. De enige 
veelbelovende marker was T-Tau, dat een meer consistente verhoging in AD liet 
zien in vier van de zes onderzoeken. Het verwachte succes van posttranslationele 
modificaties van tau, zoals P-tau, was beperkt vanwege de lage concentraties in het 
bloed. De ontwikkeling van ultrasensitieve meetmethoden is dan ook van cruciaal 
belang geweest voor het succes van bloed biomarkers. Simoa-technologie is een 
zo’n methode en was veelbelovend om CSF-biomarkers in bloed te meten. De 
technologie stelt onderzoekers in staat hun eigen tests te ontwikkelen, waarbij ze 
commercieel beschikbare antilichamen kunnen gebruiken voor de biomarker van 
interesse. 

Doel van dit proefschrift
Het doel van dit proefschrift was om verschillende bloedtesten voor de ziekte 
van Alzheimer te ontwikkelen en klinisch te valideren. Hiervoor wilden we het 
volgende onderzoeken:
- De technische aspecten van de ontwikkeling van ultragevoelige assays
- De klinische relevantie van bloed biomarkers voor verschillende 
neurodegeneratieve ziekten en de overeenkomst met PET-scan resultaten

Proefschrift overzicht
In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift behandelen we de technische aspecten 
van de ontwikkeling van ultrasensitieve tests en leveren we proof-of-concept in 
een kleine sample set. Hoofdstuk 2 richt zich op de ontwikkeling en technische 
validatie van een amyloïdtest in bloed. Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt de ontwikkeling, 
technische validatie en initiële klinische validatie van geacetyleerd tau (AcTau174), 
een posttranslationele modificatie van tau die verhoogd is in AD-hersenweefsel en 
een potentiële marker is voor therapeutische effectiviteit in CSF. Het tweede deel 
van dit proefschrift behandelt de klinische validatie van plasmamarkers. Hoofdstuk 
4 onderzoekt de klinische relevantie van plasma P-tau181 en Neurofilament 
Light (NfL) voor differentiaal diagnose en de overeenkomst met resultaten van 
amyloïd- en tau-PET scans. Hoofdstuk 5 vergelijkt de diagnostische capaciteiten 
van plasma P-tau217 en P-tau181 op basis van overeenkomst met PET-scans en 
neuropathologie. Hoofdstuk 6 toont de diagnostische capaciteit van plasma-
amyloïd, NfL en gliaal fibrillair zuur eiwit (GFAP) om amyloïd-PET-positiviteit te 
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identificeren. Hoofdstuk 7 bestudeert de eerder besproken plasmamarkers, 
namelijk amyloïd, NfL, GFAP en P-tau181, en onderzoekt de waarde van 
combinaties van deze markers voor differentiaal diagnose. Het derde deel van 
dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee wetenschappelijke commentaren. Hoofdstuk 8.1 
beschrijft het wetenschappelijke pad in de ontwikkeling van betrouwbare bloed 
biomarkers en hoofdstuk 8.2 beschrijft de technische aspecten van de route naar 
implementatie van bloed biomarkers in de klinische praktijk. 

Samenvatting van de resultaten

Deel 1: In-house ontwikkelde biomarker-assays
In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift beschrijven we de ontwikkeling van ultra-
sensitieve diagnostische testen en leveren we proof-of-concept voor toekomstige 
klinische studies. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de ontwikkeling en opschaling van 
twee plasma-amyloid-assays die Abeta1-42 en Abeta1-40 meten. De technische 
validatieresultaten waren vergelijkbaar met die van een commerciële test, maar 
onze test toonde een betere specificiteit en selectiviteit. De test is nu commercieel 
beschikbaar en zou een bijdrage kunnen leveren aan een meer nauwkeurige 
diagnose van AD en aan het meten van therapeutische effectiviteit in klinische 
studies. Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt de ontwikkeling en validatie van een in-house 
ontwikkelde, ultrasensitieve test voor de kwantificering van AcTau174. We toonden 
aan dat AcTau174-concentraties verhoogd waren in oudere menselijke neuronen 
met een V337M MAPT- of 4R-tau-mutatie, en in PS19-muis-hippocampus, alle drie 
geassocieerd met erfelijke frontotemporale dementie. In een klinisch cohort van 
143 patiënten, was AcTau174 verhoogd in CSF van patiënten met AD en FTD 
in vergelijking met gezonde controles en patiënten met Lewy-body-dementie. 
Vanwege de grote overlap tussen de klinische groepen heeft de test minder 
waarde voor differentiaal diagnose, maar zou het de effectiviteit van een medicijn 
tegen tau-acetylering op moleculair niveau kunnen aantonen. 

Deel 2: Klinische validatie van plasma-biomarkers voor de ziekte van 
Alzheimer
Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift richt zich op het belang van verschillende 
bloed biomarkers voor de diagnose van AD, ook in vergelijking met andere 
vormen van dementie. Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de klinische validatie van plasma 
P-tau181 als een specifieke biomarker voor AD. We toonden aan dat P-tau181 
sterk verhoogd was bij klinische en pathologisch bevestigde AD in vergelijking met 
controles en patiënten met FTD, terwijl plasma neurofilament light sterk verhoogd 
was bij patiënten met FTD in vergelijking met controles en patiënten met milde 
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cognitieve stoornissen (MCI) of AD. P-tau181 kon goed onderscheid maken tussen 
amyloïd-PET-positieve en negatieve deelnemers, en was sterk gecorreleerd met 
de toename van tau-PET-tracerbinding in hersengebieden waarvan bekend is dat 
ze worden beïnvloed door AD-pathologie. Onze resultaten geven aan dat plasma-
P-tau181-analyse een nuttige screeningstest zou kunnen zijn om onderliggende 
AD-tau-pathologie te identificeren. Hoofdstuk 5 vergeleek de prestaties van 
plasma P-tau217 en P-tau181 als biomarkers voor differentiaal diagnose. P-tau217 
en P-tau181 werden gemeten met behulp van elektrochemiluminescentie assays 
die alleen verschilden in de specificiteit van het gebiotinyleerde antilichaam-
epitoop. Beide plasma biomarkers konden met hoge nauwkeurigheid AD van niet-
AD onderscheiden, en waren geassocieerd met in vivo aanwezigheid van amyloïd 
en tau-pathologie zoals gemeten met PET, en met grotere hersenatrofie gemeten 
met MRI. De resultaten met P-tau217 waren beter dan met P-tau181, al waren 
de verschillen klein maar significant. Beide plasma-P-tau-soorten kunnen helpen 
bij differentiaal diagnose door te testen op onderliggende AD-gerelateerde tau-
pathologie. Hoofdstuk 6 onderzocht plasma markers Abeta1-42 en Abeta1-40, 
gemeten met de test beschreven in hoofdstuk 2, gecombineerd met GFAP, en 
NfL als biomarkers voor het aantonen van cerebrale amyloïd pathologie en ziekte 
ernst. Abeta1-42/1-40 en plasma-GFAP waren geassocieerd met amyloïd-PET in 
een cohort van deelnemers met subjectieve cognitieve achteruitgang (SCD), MCI 
en AD-dementie. Het optimale panel om positieve amyloïd status te identificeren 
was een combinatie van Abeta1-42/1-40 en GFAP, samen met leeftijd en APOE. 
De combinatie van deze markers is veelbelovend als een hulpmiddel om vooraf 
te screenen op amyloïd positiviteit. In hoofdstuk 7 komen de eerder genoemde 
plasma-biomarkers samen. Het beschrijft de gecombineerde waarde van de 
Abeta1-42/1-40-ratio, GFAP, NfL en P-tau181 voor differentiaal diagnose van 
controles, AD, FTD en DLB. Ten eerste toonden we aan dat de Abeta1-42/1-40-
ratio gemeten met de Simoa 4-plex of met immunoprecipitatie-massaspectrometrie 
(IPMS) op vergelijkbare wijze kon differentiëren tussen amyloïd-CSF-positieve 
patiënten met AD en amyloïd-CSF-negatieve controles. De combinatie van NfL 
(hoog in FTD), P-tau181 (hoog in AD) en leeftijd vormde het optimale panel 
voor differentiatie tussen AD en FTD. De combinatie van P-tau181 en leeftijd 
kon optimaal onderscheid maken tussen AD en DLB. Alleen de Abeta1-42/1-40 
ratio speelde geen rol. Onze resultaten toonden aan dat, afhankelijk van de 
diagnostische vraag die voorhanden is, verschillende biomarker panels optimale 
nauwkeurigheid bieden.

Deel 3: Visie op bloed biomarkers en verwachtingen voor de toekomst
Deel 3 van dit proefschrift geeft een uitgebreider beeld van de ontwikkeling 
en implementatie van bloed biomarkers. Hoofdstuk 8.1. reflecteert specifiek 
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op de ontwikkeling van P-tau217 en P-tau181 en bespreekt het belang van de 
biomarkers voor vroege diagnose. Het gaat in op de mogelijkheid dat verhoogd 
plasma-P-tau het gevolg is van door Abeta veroorzaakte veranderingen in 
tau-fosforylering en -secretie. Daarnaast worden de hindernissen besproken 
die moeten worden overwonnen om P-tau klinisch te implementeren, zoals 
internationale standaardisatie. Hoofdstuk 8.2. richt zich op P-tau in een vroeg 
stadium van AD en focust op de weg naar klinische implementatie. P-tau-metingen 
kunnen nuttig zijn bij het identificeren van cognitief gezonde mensen die het risico 
lopen om op korte termijn AD te ontwikkelen. Dit is belangrijk voor de selectie 
van patiënten in klinische studies, maar ook om de respons op de behandeling 
in de loop van de tijd te volgen. Wanneer afkapwaarden, referentiematerialen en 
implementatieprotocollen zijn opgesteld kan P-tau in de toekomst getest worden 
volgens officiële diagnostische richtlijnen. Op die manier kunnen de analyses door 
de verzekering worden gedekt. Dit alles met als doel om P-tau en andere bloed 
biomarkers zo snel mogelijk in de klinische praktijk te implementeren.

Discussie van de resultaten

De belangrijkste pathologische processen die samenhangen met de ziekte 
van Alzheimer zijn amyloïdaggregatie, tau-accumulatie, neurodegeneratie en 
neuronale inflammatie. Onze studies en onderzoeken door andere groepen laten 
zien dat we deze processen nu tot op zekere hoogte in het bloed kunnen meten; 
amyloïd-aggregatie kan worden gemeten met de Abeta1-42/1-40-ratio, tau-
accumulatie wordt gereflecteerd door P-tau181 en P-tau217, neurodegeneratie 
kan worden gemeten met NfL, en neuronale inflammatie met GFAP.

Bij niet-demente personen is een verlaagde Abeta1-42/1-40-ratio geassocieerd 
met amyloid-positiviteit, sterke cognitieve achteruitgang, en risico op progressie 
naar AD. Hoge baseline en sterke longitudinale verandering in plasma P-tau181 
werden 6 jaar later geassocieerd met wijdverbreide tau-aggregatie, grijze stof 
atrofie, en conversie naar AD. P-tau217 begint ongeveer 20 jaar voor het stadium 
van MCI in autosomaal dominante AD toe te nemen, wat in lijn is met resultaten die 
aantonen dat plasma P-tau217 abnormaal wordt voordat tau-accumulatie meetbaar 
is met tau-PET. Verhoogd NfL is geassocieerd met longitudinale neurodegeneratie 
zoals gemeten met MRI, en verslechtering van cognitie. Bij cognitief onaangetast 
individuen, worden hogere serum-GFAP waarden geassocieerd met zowel een 
hoger risico op dementie als met een sneller tempo van cognitieve achteruitgang. 
Deze resultaten geven aan dat plasma-biomarkers niet alleen waardevol zijn voor 
diagnostiek, maar ook voor prognostische doeleinden.
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Mogelijkheden voor klinische studies
Bloed biomarkers die een indicatie geven van verhoogd risico op conversie naar 
AD, kunnen helpen bij de stratificatie en verrijking van patiënten voor klinische 
onderzoeken. Aangezien pathologie al 20 jaar vóór het begin van de symptomen 
aan de gang is, wordt verwacht dat het te laat zal zijn om in te grijpen wanneer 
patiënten symptomatisch zijn. De aangerichte pathologische schade is waarschijnlijk 
onomkeerbaar. Door patiënten te selecteren met een verlaagde Abeta1-42/1-40-
ratio en verhoogde P-tau-concentratie, is het risico op het ontwikkelen van AD-
pathologie binnen de meerjarige proefperiode groter en kan worden getest of 
de behandeling effectief is. Een combinatie van bloed biomarkers en eenvoudige 
cognitieve tests kan vooraf gaan aan screening met amyloid- of tau-PET, of deze 
op den duur zelfs vervangen, wat de kosten van patiëntselectie zal verlagen. 
Door de kosten van klinische onderzoeken te verlagen, zouden meer potentiële 
geneesmiddelen getest kunnen worden, waardoor de kans op een doorbraak groter is.

Technologische vooruitgang
Technologische vooruitgang is de belangrijkste reden waarom we nu met succes 
biomarkers voor neurodegeneratieve ziekten in bloed kunnen meten. Dit komt 
enerzijds door een verbeterde gevoeligheid, anderzijds door verbeteringen in 
de ontwikkeling van antilichamen. Dit laatste heeft ook een positief effect op de 
prestaties van bestaande technologieën.

Een belangrijke technologie die werd gebruikt om de meeste gegevens voor 
dit proefschrift te verkrijgen, is Simoa-technologie. Simoa is gevoeliger dan 
reguliere ELISA omdat het individuele eiwitten detecteert en een digitaal signaal 
genereert, in plaats van een algemeen analoog signaal. Daarnaast biedt het 
een platform waarop onderzoekers kunnen werken met antilichamen van hun 
eigen keuze. Andere ultragevoelige technologieën die werden gebruikt waren 
elektrochemiluminescentie, wat minder geschikt is voor in-house assay ontwikkeling, 
en massaspectrometrie, wat minder geschikt is voor de klinische praktijk.

Implementatie
Een essentiële stap op weg naar klinische implementatie is het vaststellen 
van afkapconcentraties van bloed biomarkers voor diagnostische en patiënt 
selectiedoeleinden. Wanneer pre-analytische criteria worden gestandaardiseerd, 
kunnen deze afkapwaarden breed toepasbaar zijn. Dit kan artsen helpen om 
biomarker waarden in de context van referentie concentraties van verschillende 
neurodegeneratieve diagnoses te plaatsen en mogelijk een indicatie te geven van 
de ernst en progressie van de ziekte. Een mooi voorbeeld van zo’n tool met NfL 
wordt momenteel getest in het Amsterdamse Alzheimercentrum; een groot aantal 
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referentiewaarden van de NfL-concentraties en leeftijden van patiënten voor 
verschillende soorten dementie werden verzameld en deze werden gebruikt in 
een online applicatie. Wanneer dit concept wordt uitgebreid met andere plasma-
biomarkers zoals de Abeta1-42/1-40-ratio, P-tau en GFAP, en met cognitieve 
tests kan een meer nauwkeurig beeld gegeven worden van de diagnose en kan 
aanvullende informatie worden verstrekt met betrekking tot de ernst van de ziekte 
en de progressie. In een later stadium zou pre-screening op dementie door de 
huisarts een mogelijkheid kunnen zijn. Zeker nu de FDA een behandeling voor AD 
heeft goedgekeurd, zullen mensen met geheugenklachten zich waarschijnlijk tot 
hun huisarts wenden voor informatie en begeleiding. Bloed biomarkers kunnen 
voor de huisarts een hulpmiddel zijn om patiënten met een verhoogd risico op AD 
door te verwijzen naar een gespecialiseerde geheugenkliniek (Figuur 2).

Figuur 2. Voorbeeld scenario van diagnostisch gebruik voor AD-bloed biomarkers. 
(Teunissen et al., 2021).

Conclusie

De afgelopen vijf jaar is er grote vooruitgang geboekt op het gebied van bloed 
biomarkers. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat de belangrijkste pathologische kenmerken 
van AD, namelijk amyloïdaggregatie, tau-accumulatie, neurodegeneratie en 
astrocytose, kunnen worden weerspiegeld met biomarker metingen in bloed. 
We ontdekten dat biomarker concentraties variëren tussen verschillende 
neurodegeneratieve ziekten en dus waardevol zijn voor differentiaal diagnose. 
Desalniettemin zijn er enkele uitdagingen op weg naar klinische implementatie. Het 
optimale panel van biomarkers voor verschillende diagnostische vragenstukken 
moet worden bepaald en getest in routine laboratoriummetingen. Vervolgens 
kunnen de juiste stappen worden genomen om bloed biomarkers in de dagelijkse 
klinische praktijk te implementeren voor de diagnose van AD.
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Hall of Fame: List of theses from the Alzheimer Center Amsterdam 

1. L. Gootjes: Dichotic Listening, hemispheral connectivity and dementia (14-
09-2004)

2. K. van Dijk: Peripheral Nerve Stimulation in Alzheimer’s Disease (16-01-2005)
3. R. Goekoop: Functional MRI of cholinergic transmission (16-01-2006)
4. R. Lazeron: Cognitive aspects in Multiple Sclerosis (03-07-2006)
5. N.S.M. Schoonenboom: CSF markers in Dementia (10-11-2006)
6. E.S.C. Korf: Medial Temporal Lobe atrophy on MRI: risk factors and predictive 

value (22-11-2006)
7. B. van Harten: Aspects of subcortical vascular ischemic disease (22-12-2006)
8. B. Jones: Cingular cortex networks: role in learning and memory and 

Alzheimer’s disease related changes (23-03-2007)
9. L. van de Pol: Hippocampal atrophy from aging to dementia: a clinical and 

radiological perspective (11-05-2007)
10. Y.A.L. Pijnenburg: Frontotemporal dementia: towards an earlier diagnosis (05-

07- 2007)
11. A.Bastos Leite:Pathological ageing of the Brain(16-11-2007)
12. E.C.W. van Straaten: Vascular dementia (11-01-2008)
13. R.L.C. Vogels: Cognitive impairment in heart failure (11-04-2008)
14. J. Damoiseaux: The brain at rest (20-05-2008)
15. G.B. Karas: computational neuro-anatomy (19-06-2008)
16. F.H. Bouwman: Biomarkers in dementia: longitudinal aspects (20-06-2008)
17. A.A. Gouw: Cerebral small vessel disease on MRI: clinical impact and 

underlying pathology (20-03-2009)
18. H. van der Roest: Care needs in dementia and interactive digital information 

provisioning (12-10-2009) 
19. C. Mulder: CSF Biomarkers in Alzheimer’s disease (11-11-2009)
20. W. Henneman. Advances in hippocampal atrophy measurement in dementia: 

beyond diagnostics (27-11-2009)
21. S.S. Staekenborg: From normal aging to dementia: risk factors and clinical 

findings in relation to vascular changes on brain MRI (23-12-2009)
22. N. Tolboom: Imaging Alzheimer’s disease pathology in vivo: towards an early 

diagnosis (12-02-2010)
23. E. Altena: Mapping insomnia: brain structure, function and sleep intervention 

(17-03- 2010)
24. N.A. Verwey: Biochemical markers in dementia: from mice to men. A 

translational approach (15-04-2010)
25. M.I. Kester: Biomarkers for Alzheimer’s pathology; Monitoring, predicting and 

understanding the disease (14-01-2011)
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26. J.D. Sluimer: Longitudinal changes in the brain (28-04-2011)
27. S.D Mulder: Amyloid associated proteins in Alzheimer’s Disease (07-10-2011)
28. S.A.M. Sikkes: measuring IADL in dementia (14-10-2011)
29. A. Schuitemaker: Inflammation in Alzheimer’s Disease: in vivo quantification 

(27-01-2012)
30. K. Joling: Depression and anxiety in family caregivers of persons with dementia 

(02-04-2012)
31. W. de Haan: In a network state of mind (02-11-2012) (Cum Laude)
32. D. van Assema: Blood-brain barrier P-glycoprotein function in ageing and 

Alzheimer’s disease (07-12-2012)
33. J.D.C. Goos: Cerebral microbleeds: connecting the dots (06-02-2013)
34. R. Ossenkoppele: Alzheimer PEThology (08-05-2013)
35. H.M. Jochemsen: Brain under pressure: influences of blood pressure and 

angiotensinconverting enzyme on the brain (04-10-2013)
36. A.E. van der Vlies: Cognitive profiles in Alzheimer’s disease: Recognizing its 

many faces (27-11-2013)
37. I. van Rossum: Diagnosis and prognosis of Alzheimer’s disease in subjects with 

mild cognitive impairment (28-11-2013)
38. E.I.S. Möst: Circadian rhythm deterioration in early Alzheimer’s disease and 

the preventative effect of light (03-12-2013)
39. M.A.A. Binnewijzend: Functional and perfusion MRI in dementia (21-03-2014)
40. H. de Waal: Understanding heterogeneity in Alzheimer’s disease: A 

neurophysiological perspective (25-04-2014)
41. W. Jongbloed: Neurodegeneration: Biochemical signals from the brain (08-

05-2014)
42. E.L.G.E. Poortvliet-Koedam: Early-onset dementia: Unraveling the clinical 

phenotypes (28-05-2014)
43. A.C. van Harten: The road less traveled: CSF biomarkers for Alzheimer’s 

disease: Predicting earliest cognitive decline and exploring microRNA as a 
novel biomarker source (07-02-2014)

44. A.M. Hooghiemstra: Early-onset dementia: With exercise in mind (03-12-2014)
45. L.L. Sandberg-Smits: A cognitive perspective on clinical manifestations of 

Alzheimer’s disease (20-03-2015)
46. F.H. Duits: Biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease, current practice and new 

perspectives (01-04-2015)
47. S.M. Adriaanse: Integrating functional and molecular imaging in Alzheimer’s 

disease (07-04-2015)
48. C. Möller: Imaging patterns of tissue destruction – Towards a better 

discrimination of types of dementia (01-05-2015)
49. M. del Campo Milán: Novel biochemical signatures of early stages of 
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Alzheimer’s disease (19-06-2015)
50. M. R. Benedictus: A vascular view on cognitive decline and dementia: 

relevance of cerebrovascular MRI markers in a memory clinic (20-01-2016)
51. M. D. Zwan: Visualizing Alzheimer’s disease pathology. Implementation of 

amyloid PET in clinical practice (03-03-2016)
52. E. Louwersheimer: Alzheimer’s disease: from phenotype to genotype (21-06-

2016)
53. W.A. Krudop: The frontal lobe syndrome: a neuropsychiatric challenge (23-

09-2016)
54. E.G.B. Vijverberg: The neuropsychiatry of behavioral variant frontotemporal 

dementia and primary psychiatric disorders: similarities and dissimilarities (22-
09-2017)

55. F.T. Gossink: Late Onset Behavioral Changes differentiating between bvFTD 
and psychiatric disorders in clinical practice (20-04-2018)

56. M.A. Engels : Neurophysiology of Dementia (18-05-2018)
57. S.C.J. Verfaillie: Neuroimaging in subjective cognitive decline: Incipient 

Alzheimer’s disease unmasked (12-09-2018)
58. M. ten Kate: Neuroimaging in Predementia Alzheimer’s Disease (13-09-2018)
59. H.F.M. Rhodius-Meester : Optimizing use of diagnostic tests in memory clinics; 

the next step (24-09-2018)
60. E.A.J. Willemse: Optimizing biomarkers in cerebrospinal fluid. How Laboratory 

reproducibility improves the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (18-10-2018)
61. E. Konijnenberg : Early amyloid pathology – Identical twins, two of a kind? 

(25-06-2019)
62. A.E. Leeuwis: Connecting heart and brain; Vascular determinants of cognitive 

impairment and depressive symptoms (02-07-2019)
63. J. Den Haan: Imaging The Retina in Alzheimer’s Disease (12-09-2019)
64. A.C. van Loenhoud: Cognitive reserve in Alzheimer’s disease. A perspective 

on the flourishing and withering of the brain (18-09-2019)
65. R.J. Jutten: Capturing changes in cognition; Refining the measurement of 

clinical progression in Alzheimer’s disease (20-09-2019)
66. N. Legdeur: Determinants of cognitive impairment in the oldest-old (08-10-

2019)
67. R. Slot: Subjective cognitive decline-predictive value of biomarkers in the 

context of preclinical Alzheimer’s disease (14-11-2019)
68. N. Scheltens: Understanding heterogeneity in Alzheimer’s disease-a data 

driven approach (17-12-2019)
69. L. Vermunt: Secondary Prevention for Alzheimer Disease – Timing, Selection 

and Endpoint of Clinical Trials (13-03-2020)
70. L.M.P. Wesselman: Lifestyle and brain health – exploring possibilities of an 
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online intervention in non-demented elderly (01-04-2020)
71. I.S. van Maurik: Interpreting biomarker results in patients with mild cognitive 

impairment to estimate prognosis and optimize decision making (12-05-2020) 
(Cum Laude)

72. E. Dicks: Grey matter covariance networks in Alzheimer’s disease: Edging 
towards a better understanding of disease progression (09-09-2020)

73. J.J. van der Zande: A sharper image of dementia with Lewy bodies: the role 
of imaging and neurophysiology in DLB, and the influence of concomitant 
Alzheimer’s disease pathology (21-09-2020)

74. I. van Steenoven: Cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers in dementia with Lewy 
bodies – towards a biological diagnosis (22-09-2020)

75. N. Beker: Cognition in Centenarians – evaluation of cognitive health and 
underlying factors in centenarians from the 100-plus Study (02-10-2020)

76. F. de Leeuw: Nutrition and metabolic profiles in Alzheimer’s disease (03-12-
2020)

77. T. Timmers: Tau PET across the Alzheimer’s disease continuum (02-12-2020)
78. E.E. Wolters: Untangling tau pathology using PET (02-12-2020)
79. A de Wilde: Visualizing brain amyloid-beta pathology: Toward implementation 

of amyloid imaging in daily memory clinic practice (17-03-2021)
80. A.S. Doorduijn: Nutrition, the unrecognized determinant in Alzheimer’s 

disease (12-01-2021)
81. C. Groot: Heterogeneity in Alzheimer’s Disease: A Multi-Modal Perspective 

(06-04-2021) (Cum Laude)
82. D. Bertens: The use of biomarkers in non-demented patients for clinical trial 

design and clinical practice (14-04-2021)
83. Juhan Reimand: Discordance between amyloid-PET and CSF biomarkers: 

Clinical and pathophysiological consequences (12-05-2021)
84. C.T. Briels: Evaluation and implementation of functional cerebral biomarkers 

in Alzheimer’s disease (15-09-2021)
85. N. Tesi: The Genetics of Cognitively Healthy Centenarians (28-09-2021)
86. L.M. Reus: Triangulating heterogeneity in dementia: An interaction between 

genetic variation, biological correlates and clinical symptoms (28-09-2021) 
87. R. Bapapour Mofrad: The use of Biofluid biomarkers in dementia: 

implementation in clinical practice and breaking new grounds (08-10-2021)
88. E.H. Thijssen: Blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease: assay 

development and clinical validation (15-11-2021)
89. I.M.W. Verberk: Blood-based biomarkers for Alzheimer’s disease coming to 

fruition (08-12-2021) 
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Plasma phosphorylated tau 217 and phosphorylated tau 181 as biomarkers in 
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diagnostic performance study.
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van der Flier W, Vanderstichele H, Stoops E, Teunissen CE.Sci Rep. 2021 May 
6;11(1):9736. doi: 10.1038/s41598-021-89004-x.PMID: 33958661 
 
Comparison of ELISA- and SIMOA-based quantification of plasma Aβ ratios for 
early detection of cerebral amyloidosis.
De Meyer S, Schaeverbeke JM, Verberk IMW, Gille B, De Schaepdryver M, Luckett 
ES, Gabel S, Bruffaerts R, Mauroo K, Thijssen EH, Stoops E, Vanderstichele 
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door Elisabeth H. Thijssen
e.thijssen@amsterdamumc.nl

op maandag 15 november 
2021om 15.45 uur precies
in de Aula van de VU
Boelelaan 1105, Amsterdam

Aansluitend zal een receptie 
plaatsvinden

Paranimfen
Kim Romijnders
Inge Verberk
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